
25 
CENTS 

In U.S. or Conoco 

Turntables & Tone Arms 
Intrusion Alarm 
Decision Meter 

Clothes Sterilizer 
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Model T.. "The Crest" 1 
$3250imaflual ?) 

Compact, rugged 3 -speed unit 
with automatic start and 
stop; balance- mounted 
tonearm; 4 -pole motor 
and other basic rec- 
ord- playing fea- 
tures of famed 
RC80 changer. 

Model RC80... "The Triumph~\ 

$495° changer? 
Experts choice, and your best 

buy in fully automatic 3 -speed 
record changers. Gentle, preci- 

sion pusher platform; inter- 
changeable removable 

spindles; rumble -free 
4 -pole motor and 

many exclusive 
Garrard 

features. 

Model 301 .. 'The Professional" 

$89 °° turlltable ?,; 
Performance certified! Each transcription L 
unit with its own written inspection 
report. All 3 speeds variable; special 
4 -pole motor with exclusive 
floating, rumble -free, dynamically 
balanced turntable. 

All prices net, 
less cartridge. 

Suit your prefereKCe aid your pocket 

4t# V - - 
GL/\RRZL\RD nth a 

Zhe World's 3«rest! 
A quality- endorsed product of the British Industries Group- Garrard, Leak, Wharfedale, RJ, 
Genalex, Multicore components. Write today for 16 -page illustrated booklet, "Sound Crafts- manship" to: British Industries Corporation, Dept. PE10, 164 Duane St., New York 13, N. Y. 
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BE A RADIO- TELEVISION TECHNICIAN 
America's Fast Growing Industry 
Offers You a Bright Future 

J. E. SMITH, President, 
Wetland Radle Institute, 
has trained more rr en for 
Radio-TBevision than any 
other man. Our 40th Year. 

I Will Train You at Home 
in Spare Time for Good Paying Jobs in 

RADIO -TELEVISION 
I Trained These Men 

Lilt. Mang In Spars Time 
'-Four months after enrolling... 
averaged $10 to $15 a week servic- 
ing sets in spare time. Now have 
full -time business. " -William 
Weyde, Brooklyn, New York. 

Met Tecanlcien with Large Snap 
"In a year I opened my full-time 
radio shop NRI training qualified 
me as Instructor during war Now 
Chief Radio and TV Serviceman." 
-P G Brogan, Louisville Ky >, TELEVISION is Making 

OM lob to Start Own guaness 
Good Jobs, Prosperity 

'I decided to quit my job and do Radio, even without Television is bigger 
television work full time t love my than ever. 115 million home and auto 
work and am doing all r ght l'm radios and 300e Radio Broadcasting 
net j)ust punching a ti clock" Stations give interesting jobs to service 
-Wm F Kline Ci 

me 
ncinnati, Ohio technicians, operators, engineers. NOW 

ADD TELEVISION. 25 million TV 
homes and the total growing rapidly. 
200 Television stations on the air, 
hundreds more under construction. 
Color Television soon to be a reality. 
All this adds up to good pay now, a 
bright future for men who qualify. 

1 

Mee Control Engineer 
"My positon with WNBT is 
video control engineer on the 
RCA color project. I owe a lot of 
my success to your textbooks." 
Warren Deem, Malverne, N. Y. 

You Practice Broadcasting- Servicing 
with Kits of Parts I Send 

Nothing takes the phe of practical experience. That's why NRI 
training is based on ,earning by DOING. My training includes 

t specially developed kits of parts you use to bold equipment and get 
practical experience on circuits common to both Radio and Tele- 
vision. Shown a left is the low wer Broadcasting Transmitter you 

build as part of my Com- 
munications Course. Also 
shown is modem Radio 
you build as part of my 
Servicing Course. My free 
book tells about other 
equipment you build. Mail 
coupon. All equipment is 
yours to keep. 

'APPROVED MEMBER. NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL',, 

AVAILABLE TO 

VETERANS 
UNDER GI BILIS 

America's Fast Growing Industry Offers You 

GOOD PAY- BRIGHT FUTURE - SECURITY 
Training PLUS opportunity is rile 
PERFECT COMBINATION for 
job security, advancement. When 
times are good, the trained man 
makes the BETTER PAY, gets 
PROMOTED. When jobs are scarce, 
the trained man enjoys GREATER 
SECURITY. NRI training can 
help assure you and your family 
more of the better things of life. 

Start Soon to Make $10,:115 
a Week Extra Fixing Sets 

An important beneit of my Radio - 
Television training is that you can 
start to cash in fast. I start sending 
you special booklets that show you 
how to fix sets the day you enroll. 
Multitester you build with parts I 
send helps you discover and correct 
troubles, helps you make money 
fixing neighbors' sets in spare time 
while training. Many NRI students 
make $10, $15 a week extra this way. 
My training is practical, complete. 
You benefit by my 40 years' experi- 
ence training men at home. My well- 

illustrated lessons give you basic 
principles you need, and my skillfully 
developed kits of parts "bring to 
life" things you learn from the lessons. 

Find Out About This Tested Way 
to Better Pay - Mail Coupon 
Without obligating you in any way, 
I'll send an Actual Lesson to prove 
that my training is practical, thor- 
ough. My 64 -page book, "How to be 
a Success in Radio- Television': shows 
what my graduates are doing, earn- 
ing. It gives important facts about 
your opportunities in Radio -Tele- 
vision, tells about kits I furnish for 
practical experience. You don't have 
to leave home or give up your job to 
take NRI course. You learn at home 
in your spare time on terms as low as 
$5 a month. Many of my graduates 
make more than the total cost of my 
training in just two weeks. Mail 
coupon below now to J. E. SMITH, 
President, National Radio Insti- 
tute, Dept. 5KD4, Washington 9, 
D. C. Our 40th Year. 

MR. J. E. SMITH, Presidenl, Dept. SH u.4 

National Radio Invite's, Washington 9, D. C. 

Mail me Sample Les:on and 64 -page Book, FREE. 
(No salesman will call. Please write plainly.) 

Name.. Age 

Addensa 

City.._..__.... ....- __.- _Zte_- .8tate. 

VETS w"'" 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS is published monthly by Ziff -Davie Publ shing Company, William B. Ziff, Chairman of the Board (1946- 
195:31, at 64 K. lake Si., Chicago 1, Ill. Entered as second class matter August 21, 1954 at Um Post Office, Chicago, Illinois. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: One year U.S. and possessions, and Canada $3.00; Pan -American Union Ciasntries $3.50; all other foreign 

countries. $4.00. 

October. 1955 3 
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Rtepa to now 
IN SPARE TIME 

AT HOME 
lot y7,eatavaouuy 

off... 

The future is YOURS in TV- RADIO! 
A fabulous field -good pay -fascinating work -a 

prosperous future! Good jabs or independence in your 
own business! 

Modern Training by Coyne 
RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME 

Coyne brings you the first truly lower cost, MODERN 
-Q1U "LITY Television Home Training; training de- 
signers to meet Coyne standards. Not an old Radio 
Course with Television ' tacked on." Here is MOD- 
ERN TELEVISION TRAINING including working 
knowledge of Radio. -Includes UHF and COLOR TV. 
No Radio background or previous experience needed. 
Personal guidance by Coyne Staff. 

The Institution Behind this Training 
Famous for over 55 years, COYNE ELECTRICAL 
SCHOOL occupies this enyire 6 -story building. 
Coyne s modern resident training of men for 
Television, Radio, Electronics and Electricity 
has produced 
thousands 
of successful 
graduates. 

L N. COOKE, Minden FOUNDED 1899 

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED 
NOT FOR PROFIT 

500 S. Paulina Street, Chicago 12, Dept. 75.HT6 

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR DETAILS FREE 

October, 1955 

LEARN TO 
EARN IN SPARE TIME AT HOME 

COYNE offers a most practical, Home Television 
Training. Simple, easy to follow step -by -step inittruc- 
tions, fully illustrated. Practical Job Guides to show 
you how to do actual servicing jobs -make money 
early in course. Keep your present job while training. 

Low Cost -Easy Terms 
We save you money because we don't send you -AND 
CHARGE FOR -a long list of parts or "put together 
kits," whit:' you may not want or do not need. With 
Coyne Television Home Training you pay only for 
your training, no costly extras. 

Let us show you that this is not only the newest, 
most up- to- the -minute Training in Television-Radio- 
Electronics-but also It costs you much less than other 
leading hone training courses. Send coupon today for 
details including Easy Payment Plan. 

SEND COUPON FOR 

FREE BOOK 
and full details, including 
Easy Payment Plan. No 
obligation, no salesman 
will call. 
r- 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
Television Home Training Div. 
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill. 
Dept. 75 -HT6 
Send Free Book and details on Television Home 
Training. This does not obligate me and no sales- 
man will call. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

5 
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Build the instruments 
the professionals specify... 
BUILD EICO KITS -SAVE 50% 

Vacuum Tube 
Voltmeter 

KIT $25.95 
Wired $39.95 

EICO \T\,Ms 
in use n tabs 
of Strorsb^-g- 

Carl,on, 
Rochester, N.Y. 

EICO test instrument kits are 
complete and professional from 
circuitry to front panel -are 
utilized by TV leaders like 
Stromberg- Carlson, CBS-Col- 
umbia, Emerson, etc., leading 
electronic schools and univer- 
sities, and over 60,000 radio - 
electronic servicemen coast to 
coast. 

Exclusive "Beginner - Tested" 
step -by -step instructions make 
it easy, educational and en- 
joyable to build EICO Kits. 
Only basic tools, no electronics 
knowledge required. You build 
'em in one evening -they last 
a lifetime. Exclusive 5 -way 
Guarantee on instructions, 
components, performance, life- 
time service and calibration. 
No wonder there are over 1/2- 

million in use the world over! 

42 models to choose from. 
There is an EICO Distributor 
in your neighborhood. Write 
for his address & FREE 
CATALOG PE -10. 

Prices 5% higher 
on West Coast cQ 55 

Mac, 

5" Push Pull 
Oscilloscope 
Kit $44.95 

Wired 579.95 

6V & 12V Battery 
Eliminator& Charger 

KIT $29.95 
Wired $38.95 

LiE /COLD7 

1,000 Ohms/ Volt 
Multimeter 
KIT $12.90 

Wired $14.90 

84 Withers Street 
Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

6 

ITEMS OF INTEREST 
Counter Tallies Bus Riders 58 

Attend New York Audio Fair 84 

Educational High -Fidelity Lecture- Demonstration 
at Carnegie Hall 94 

Another Audio Mixer 100 
Hi -Fi in Your Car 100 

Navy's "Flying Laboratory" 104 

NEW PRODUCTS 
Bike Boasts Portable Radio 58 
Low -Cost Photo Flash Kit 58 1 

Compact Hi -Fi Amplifier 72 
DeLuxe AM -FM Tuner 72 
TV Clock -Lamp 72 

Uranium Detection Kit 102 
Liquid Cleans LP Records 104 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

Reflex Receiver 
By using the same tube for both r.f. and 
a.f. amplification, excellent performance 
can be obtained with a minimum of com- 
ponents. 

Introduction to Puzzle -tronics 
"Three Jealous Husbands" and other in- 
triguing puzzle circuits are discussed. 

Easily Built Chassis Rack 
How to build an inexpensive chassis rack 
which will enable easy wiring and allow 
ready access to a chassis from both sides. 

Your Career in Electronics (Part 3) 
The third and final article in this series 
covers the advantages of correspondence 
schools that teach electronics by the home 
study method. 

Experiments with Simple Solar Batteries 
Practical applications of readily available 
selenium -type self -generating photocells 
are demonstrated. 

The Permanent Electric Clock 
A 6 -volt automobile clock that does not re- 
quire house current (117 volts, a.c.) but will 
operate on six volts, a.c., taken from a fila- 
ment transformer. 

High -Fidelity Audio Kits Radio Control 
Short -Wave Listening What's New 

How It Works How to Make It How to 
Use It Carl & Jerry Tips & Techniques 

IN THIS MONTH'S 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
(October) 

Industrial TV 

A Review of New Record Players 
High -Fidelity Bugs 

A Modern FM Carrier -Current Receiver 
Tape Recording -The Tape 
The Electronic Decimal Counter 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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rVETERANS - - NON -VETERANS 

LET ME HELP YOU EARN 

TOP MONEY in TELEVISION 
- as I've helped these 

L. C. lone, R.S., M.A. 
President, Rad,o.Tele 

slat on.rai Executiv 
Direcroe, Pierce School 
of Radio F, Television 

LEARN TELEVISION AT HOME 
IN YOUR SPARE TIME 

AIRCRAFT INSPECTOR 

With ETTA training 

and through repairing 

radios and televisions 

tar the right people at 

the right price, I was 

able to make the right 

contacts 1 am now on Inspector for 

Douglas Aircraft at about S125 a 

week." 

Hugh Maddox, Los Angeles. Calif 
e /so/1c 

$60 A WEEK IN SPARE TIME 

"1 have the skill and 

know -how to do the 

work 1 love best and 

to enjoy better things 

in life, thanks 'a STTA. 

I am now working at 

TV servicing and making SAC a weak 

spare time." 

Harold Olden, Flint, Mich 
4 /]I /Is 

ASSISTANT MANAGER 

Now, while demand for trained men is rising, you can prepare for a top -pay, life- 

time career as an electronic technician, television repairman, or studio technician 

... or set up your own profitable business. You don't need any experience whatso- 

ever to add your name to my list of hundreds of successful graduates. 
9! 

LEARN BY DOING As part of your training I give 
you the equipment you need to 

we,e.l set up your own home laboratory and prepare for 
a BETTER -PAY TV JOB. You build and keep an 

Electromagnetic TV RECEIVER designed and engi- 
neered to take any size picture tube up to 21 -inch. 
(10 -inch tube furnished. Slight extra cost for larger 
sizes.) ... also a Super -Het Radio Receiver, AF -RF 

Signal Generator, Combination Voltmeter -Ammeter. 
c e i.e.... Ohmmeter, C -W Telephone Transmitter, Public 

I ''""" Address System, AC -DC Power Supply. Everything 
supplied, including all tubes. 

IV v 
sae, sen,,, sonn 

lnnwemm venne., 

STUDY NEWEST DEVELOPMENTS 
My training covers all the latest developments in the fast -growing Television. 

Radio -Electronics industry. You learn about FM - RADAR - COLOR TV - 
TRANSISTORS - PRINTED CIRCUITS, etc. 

CHOOSE FROM THREE COMPLETE COURSES 
covering all phases of Radio, FM and TV 

1. Radio, FM and Television Technician Course - no previous experience needed. 

2. FM -TV Technician Course - previous training or experience in rodio required. 
1 TV Cameraman and Studio Technician Course - advanced training for men 

with Rodio or TV training or experience. 

EXTRA TRAINING IN NEW YORK CITY AT NO EXTRA COST! 

After you finish your home study training in Course 1 or 2 you can have two 
weeks, 50 hours, of intensive Lab work on modern electronic equipment at 

our associate resident school, Pierce School of Radio and Television. THIS 

EXTRA TRAINING IS YOURS AT NO EXTRA COST WHATSOEVER! 

FCC COACHING COURSE 
Important for BETTER -PAY JOBS requiring FCC License! You 
get this training AT NO EXTRA COSTI Top TV jobs go to 
FCClicensed technicians. 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
Almost from the very start of your course you can earn extra 
money by repairing sets for trends and neighbors. Many of my 
students earn up to $25 a week .. pay for their entire train- 
ing with spare time earnings , start their own profitable 
service business. 

FREE! my 
snne Illodw 

4o 0i - 
page book, "How 
to Make Mane/ i 

Television - Radio 
Electronics,' a Fro 
sample lesson, and 
other, literature 
showing how and 
where you can get 
e toppay lob In' 
Television. 

A 

52 EAST 19th STREET NEW YORK 3, N. Y. 
Licensed by the State of New York Approved for Veteran Training 

October, 1955 

"I am Assistant Man. 

ager of Day and Nit MEltar \, 
TV Service." r 

Ronald W. Curry, ;' 
.M 

~ 
Tulsa, Oklo. 'fr /I+ ? 
EARNS EXTRA MONEY 

" RTTA training gave 
me a chanta lot my 

ern business, extra 
money earned, and 
snare things that the 

price of the course 

coed never equal." 

Bryce Rattle, Peterborough, On 

sosie. (en dt /ss 

My School tulip approved 
to train Veterans under 
new Korean G. I Bill. Don't 
lose your school benefits 
by waiting too long. Write 
discharge date on coupon 

FEELS FULLY QUALIFIED 

"Wah your training 1 

fed fully qualified to 

get out and compete 

rich all radio ma- 

chanin in this area. 

I have ever $1,300 in- 

vested in test equipment, $1,000 in 

tuhe stock and 5200 in miscellaneous 

equipment Since 1 haven't had one 

complaint in 9 months I have been 

servicing sets, your school must have 

done a good job." 

Jim Marlin, (olllmville, Ill. 
Wyss 

MAIL MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

I 
I 
I 

Mr. leonwrd C lane, President 
RADIO. TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION 

Dept. E -10C, 52 East 19th Street, New Yank 3, N. Y. I 
Om M, lore Moil me reu, NEW FIFE IDOL, FIFE SAMPLE 

LESSON. and FIFE ends Ina! alt shoo me tau I ten melts ilk , 
MONET IN TELEVISION I ern /anlsnd 1 em under na ebiigerien sod 

no nlesmen will sell. 

(PLEASE PRiN7 PLAINLY) 

Nome __ 
_ 

_A ̂s 

aad.es>_ 

1 , 1 /AM INTERESTED IN. 

cas i fu's Te:' -.pan Loura. 

InF.,(T, , lec,e 

ON- 

VETERANS! 
Write discharge dote 

MI 

I 
I 
I 
I 

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL! 

1 
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Here's the 
HOW- TO -DO -IT -WITH- 
TRANSISTORS BOOK 

You've been waiting for... 

TRAMSIStOR t#4. 

APPLICATIONS . 
Mcyethva SOersat: 
rArsta.rt 

0024 *russrors 

The NEW 
RAYTHEON 

TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS 
BOOK 

It's all there -116 pages of illustrations, parts 
lists, wiring diagrams, complete information for 
making timers, oscillators, receivers, geiger 
counters, metal locators - more than 50 prac- 
tical, useful Transistor circuits. And every single 
circuit uses very low cost Raytheon Transistors. 

Your Raytheon Tube Supplier has a limited 
supply of these books on hand. Buy your copy 
from him or direct from Raytheon. Simply send 
500 to Department P -8. 

RaYiHEoN 

f.rre/%sue iu e/eet9on4-4 

RAYTHEON MFG. CO. 
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations 

Newton 58, Massachusetts 
RELIABLE SUBMINIATURE AND MINIATURE TUBES 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES AND TRANSISTORS 

NUCLEONIC TUBES 
RECEIVING AND PICTURE TUBES MICROWAVE TUBES 

8 

LETTERS 
Kit for Metal Locator 

Where can I get a kit of parts to build the metal 
locator featured in your June, 1955, issue? 

W. T. HENSLEY 
El Paso, Texas 

The various parts may be purchased at most 
dealers. A complete kit is available from Thrifty 
TV Supply, 13647 Burbank Blvd., Van Nuys, 
Calif. 

Saturable Reactors 
In our plant, we are getting equipment which 

employs saturable reactors in increasing numbers. 
Can you furnish me with sources of information, 
such as books, on these devices? 

J. KATONA 
Ontario, Canada 

As far as we can determine, there is no book 
solely devoted to the topic of saturable reactors. 
Much of the theory behind the construction and 
operation of these reactors is available in text- 
books written by Terman, Henney, etc. 

Parts for the Theremin 
I am interested in constructing the Theremin 

described in your April, 1955, issue, but have been 
unable to locate a source for some of the required 
parts. 

R. P. MCCLINTOCK 
Kansas City, Mo. 

The Allied Radio Corp., 100 North Western 
Ave., Chicago, Ill., and the Hudson Radio Co., 
48 West 48th St., New York, N. Y., report that 
they have all the necessary parts immediately 
available. 

Code Oscillator with Speaker 
I would appreciate seeing soon a circuit for a 

code oscillator (a.c. only) with a 4" speaker and 
a plug for headphones, plus a fine pitch and vol- 
ume control. 

BEN KOENIG 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Full construction details on this type of unit will 
be published in the very near future. 

Spark -Coil Signal Generator 
In the "Letters from Our Readers" department 

of your July, 1955, issue, I noticed that Mr. V. A. 
Burton, of Encinitas, Calif., asked about a spark - 
coil signal generator for locating metal pipes. I 
have used this type of device in the Navy for lo- 
cating pipes, cables, etc. As far as I can recall, 
it was a Model "T" Ford coil with a timer that 
would send a series of dashes (- - - -, etc.). 
When used on a pipe, a coil was placed around 
the pipe and connected to the Ford coil. When 
used on cable, the Ford coil was connected di- 
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11AVL8Atti o 20 
If you believe that you have an invention, you should find out how 

to protect it. The first step is to have a search made of the prior 

pertinent U. S. patents. If a report on this search indicates that 

the invention appears patentable you can apply for a patent, and 

the specifications and claims should be prepared. 

The firm of McMorrow, Berman & Davidson, with offices in Wash- 

ington, D. C., is qualified to take the necessary steps for you. We can 

make a preliminary search on your invention, advise you whether we 

think it can be patented, and prepare your application for patent. 

Unless you are fully familiar with the U. S. Patent Laws, we recom- 

mend that you engage the services of a Registered Patent Attorney 

to protect your interests. The patent laws are your laws. A patent 
gives you the right to prevent others from making, using or selling 

the invention claimed in your patent for a period of 17 years. 

Use these patent laws for your protection. Investigate whether your 

invention can be patented. If you have what you believe to be an in- 

vention, we suggest that you have this firm make a search for you. 

f Send for a copy of our Patent Booklet entitled 
"How To Protect Your Invention," containing in- 
formation about patent protection and patent 
procedure. Along with this we will also send you 
an "Invention Record" form, for your use in 
writing down and sketching details of your in- 
vention. We will mail them promptly. No obli- 

% gation. They are yours for the asking. 

McMORROW, BERMAN & DAVIDSON 
Registered Patent Attorneys 

PATENTS COPYRIGHTS PATENTS 

349 -D VICTOR BUILDING, WASHINGTON 1, D. C. 

October, 1955 9 
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TO INTRODUCE YOU TO THE MIRACLE OF 
TRUE HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS 

Masterpieces 
BACH 

COMPLETE TO THE LAST NOTE! 
Yes, all works complete on 
two EXTRA -Long Playing 
High Fidelity Discs. Toccata and Fugua in D Minor 

Alexandre Schrrinre at the Organ al 
Ihr Tabernacle, Salt Lake City 

CHOPIN 
Fantaisie-impromptu, Opus 66 
Ruben Guldrand. P,anor 

BEETHOVEN 
Nano Sonato No. 24 in F Sharp, Opus 78 
Gram /ahennesen, Piers, 

MUSSORGSKY 
Night on gold Mountain 
Netherlands Philharmonic Orrh., Weller Gael', Conducting 

VIVALDI 
Concerto in C for Two Trumpets and Orchestra 
N. Srvrnsrrrn and F. Hausd,vrlrr. Trumpeters, 
Ne,hee/ands Philharmonic O.rh. Onu Ackerman, Cond. 

MOZART 
Symphony No. 26 in E Flat, K. 184 
Netherlands Philharmonie Orrh.,Ona Ackerman, Cand. 

BRAHMS 
The Academic Festival 
Toechr Ssmphuny, Paul Hopper's. Conducting 

BERLIOZ 
The Roman Carnival 
Netherlands Phdharn m,r,Wulrrr G.mhr. Cand. 

WAGNER 
Die Meistersinger, Prelude, Act 1 

Zurich Tonhalle Orch., Ackermann, Cond. 

DUKAS 
Sonore,'. Apppp antica 
O r hr Sympknny, Happens, Curd. 

INTERNATIONALLY 
ACCLAIMED 

"The recording is of such 
perfection it 

s 
to bring the artist sinto your 

living room." - Glorious 
Sounds, Amsterdam, Holl. 'Uncommonly fine, even for these days of technical 
advancement. " - Los An- 
geles Examiner, Calif. 

try them flag. 
Don't pay a. penny until 
AFTER you've heard them 
on approval, 

NO STRINGS ATTACHED! 
All the advantages of Trial 
Membership -but no obligations. 

'FAKE THESE 10 great master- 
pieces for a free 5 -day home trial, and if you decide to keep 

them pay only $1.00 for all ten. 

Why We Make This 
Amazing Offer 

We want you to hear for yourself 
the exciting quality and value of 
our recordings. Performed by in- ternationally renowned artists and 
orchestras. Reproduced with a tone fidelity encompassing the entire range of human hearing 

50 to 15.000 cycles. Custom 
pressed on noise -free vinyllte. 

MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES 
As a Trial Member you are under no obligation to buy any record from us ever- Future selections will be described to you in advance. You may audition any of these free of charge and you don't have to keep those you try. Pay only for those you keep at the Member's low price of just $1.65 per 33í's rpm disc, containing about 40 minutes of music. A saving of 40% off usual retail price. Mail coupon now -without money -and 
get all 10 for just $1.00. 

The Musical Masterpiece Society, Dept. 60 -10 43 West 61st Street, New York 23, N. Y. I 
Send nie in tnasteriieces for free home trial. En-' roll me as a 'Trial Member. After 5 days I will return discs or send only $1 plus few cents ship- ping as payment in full. Privileges: No purchase obligation ever. Monthly advance notice of releases. 
5 day free trial on any discs. I may reject records before or after release; may cancel membership at any time. For future 1.p. disc I keep I'll pay (MIN' $1.65 each, plus shipping. Saving 40% off usual retail price. 
LIMIT: Only one sample package per customer. 
Name 
Address 
City..... ......... ......Zone... State 

Canada: 305 Bond Street, Toronto 2, Ont 
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redly to the cable, with one wire to ground. The 
receiver was a simple coil of wire about two feet 
in diameter, with about 100 turns (more or less) 
of'Ng. 22 wire, connected to an amplifier and 
thence to a headset. 

I'm sorry I cannot remember the details of its 
construction, but I have seen such devices on the 
market for sale as war surplus items. I hope this 
information will be of some help to Mr. Burton, 

Now, can anyone come to my rescue and tell 
me how to replace the paper cones in loudspeak- 
ers? 

A. J. CIARROCCA 
Coraopolis, Pa. 

Receiver Diagrams 
Is there any possibility of your printing a dia- 

gram showing how to build one's own receiver? 
ANDREW NOWAK, JR. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Starting in our November issue, we will be pub- 
lishing more month -to -month diagrams and con- 
struction data on simple radio receivers. 

"World Radio Handbook" 
I would appreciate it very much if you would 

forward the address from which the "World Radio 
Handbook" is available. 

GERALD E. MORRIS 
Denver, Colo. 

The "World Radio Handbook" is available from 
Gilfer Associates, Box 239, Grand Central Station, 
New York 17, N. Y. Price of the current issue is 
$2.00 per copy. 

Request for Theremin Reprint 
May we have permission to reprint the There - 

min article (April, 1955, issue) in a future issue 
of "The Braille Technical Press ?" We would, of 
course, credit POPULAR ELECTRONICS and the'au- 
thor. 

R. W. GUNDERSON, Editor 
The Braille Technical Press, 

New York, N. Y. 

Permission to reprint the There min article in 
"The Braille Technical Press" is granted, and 
thank you for your interest. 

Buying Geiger Tubes in Canada 
A great many experimenters here in Canada and 

the United States will want to build the instru- 
ments described in your Geiger counter issue 
(July, 1955). I would like you to pass the follow- 
ing information on to all your readers, especially 
those in Canada. 

A leading electronics supply store in Toronto 
(Alfa & Aracon Radio Co., Ltd.) has advised me 
that in order to purchase a Geiger counter tube 
the person wishing to make such a purchase must 
write a letter to the Canadian Government, to the 
attention of the dealer with whom he is doing 
business, stating the following: (1) the type of 
electronic instrument in which the Geiger counter 
tube will be used; (2) the use to which the com- 
pleted instrument containing the Geiger counter 
tube will be put. 

I was also told that to buy a Geiger tube from 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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Prepare Now... in spare time at Home ... for a New, 

pgOF/TAeie,,,rg 

RADIO - ELECTRONICS 
RADIO CHIEF OF ILE DE FRANCE 

FRENCH LUXURY LINER PRAISES D. T. I. 

Rodio Chief -Jean Desmas Says: 
Your Train:ng Organization in Chicago 

is known not only throughout Europe. 
but also in many parts of the world as 
one of Amer;ca's finest Television, Radio 
and Electronics training centers." 

JACK DEMPSEY 
Former World's Heavyweight Champion 

FELLS WHY HE'S PROUD 
TO 
WITH D To I. 

l 

1 have been greatly impressed with 
D. T. L's wonderful spirit of friendli- 
ness and sincere determination to 
help its students make good in Tele- 
vssion- Radio -Elect ron:cs. 
I admire its remarkable24 year record 
o; helping men build arighter futures. 
I also admire the business policy of 
its management and tse thoroughness 
o, its large faculty of instructors. 
l(iever have I heard young men praise 
a school as enthusiastically as do the 
students and graduates of D.T.I. They 
are its best boosters. 

i LAUD D. T. I.'s 
= ','HOME MOVIES 

IN CONGRESS 
T. 1.'s remarkable home 

training benefit of visual 
training MOVIES has been 
praised from the floor of 
the House of Representatives in Wo,hington, D.C. and 
recorded in the Congressional Record_ 

Prepare At Home Or In Our Chicago Laboratory! 
See for yourself how readily you may prepare at home, or it our modern Chicago 
lab les, fora good lob or business of your own in one of America's most promis- 
ing, fast -growing fields -TELEVISION- RADIO- ELECTRONICS. 

If you train at home you get (1) the use of a 16 -mm. movie projector and 16 reels 
of animated movies to help yo. learn Important points faster ... easier, (2) mod- 
ern, well Illustrated lessons an (3) sixteen shipments of electronic parts enabling 
you to get valuable practical experience from over 300 projects- including building 
and keeping the electronic equipment shown below. And upor completing training, 
you have the optional privilege of building and keeping a big 21 INCH TV Set. (D.T.I. 
offers another home training in Television- Radio -Electronics, but without the TV set.) 
Get the full story. Mail coupon - oday! 

%%WRVS 
TO 

FARN 

MONEY 
tN TtIEVISUN 

ROO 
ESE iROIYCS 

If subject to military service, the 
information we have for yu 
should prove very helpful. 
Mail coupon today. 

"One of Anerica's Foremosl 

Television Training 

Centers" 

DIVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS 

FOiM E.. LY 

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 

MEMBER OF NATIONAL FOME STUD' COUNCIL 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 

X4141 BELMONT AVE., CICAGO 41, ILL. 

\`. Dept. -.. -. 
I would like your valuable information- packed jtublication showing 
how I may gee started toward a good job or my own business in 
Tel a vis ion -Radio -Electronics. 

Name Age 

Street 

City Zone State 
C. T. l.'s Training is Available in Canada 

Apt 

October, 1955 II 
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the United States the above procedure would still 
have to be followed, and that the Canadian Gov- 
ernment would forward the letter to the U. S. 
Government after okaying it. 

In other words, no Geiger counter tubes may 
be purchased in Canada without the written per- 
mission of the Canadian Government. Please pass 
this information on, because you have a very 
large number of readers here in Canada, and I 
would like to have them all know the score on 
this. 

PAUL J. KAPITAN 
Mimico, Ontario 

Subscription TV: Pro and Con 

Subscription or "Toll -TV" is, to my mind, an 
excellent way of permitting better programs to be 
telecast. If, as the proponents of the new system 
say, we would be treated to first -run shows and 
important sports events, then it would certainly 
be worth the additional few dollars a month such 
entertainment would cost. There's no good reason 
why people living outside New York City should 
not be privileged to see Broadway stage shows. 

M. J. RASKIN 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 

I read your review of the book "Pay As You 
See TV" (August, 1955, issue) and it stirred me 
to let you know what one reader thinks of this 
idea. Briefly, I think it's horrible. We're paying 
now for the TV shows we see: we pay for the 
initial cost of the TV set, we pay, for the instal- 
lation and the antenna, we pay for upkeep and 

maintenance of the set, we pay additional money 
on our monthly electric bill, and we pay every 
time we buy one of the products that is adver- 
tised on any show. If any further paying is re- 
quired to watch a TV program -I'll nail boards 
over the screen and stick to my radio and the 
local movie houses for entertainment. 

HANK DORFMAN 
Newark, N. J. 

Transistor to Act Like Thyratron 
I would like to know if there is any kind of 

a transistor that can be made to behave like a 
thyratron. 

MARTIN J. BRIEHL, JR. 
Bellevue, Ohio 

A point- contact transistor can be made to 
operate in a fashion similar to that of a thyra- 
tron. The cost of point- contact transistors is, of 
course, quite high. 

Loudspeaker Repairs 
I would like to know something about repairing 

loudspeakers. Would this be a profitable business? 
Also, I do not fully understand how transistors 
work. I would appreciate any information you 
can give me on these two things. 

HERMAN DOMINEY 
Corpus Christi, Texas 

Loudspeaker repairs that you can make at home 
were described in our April, 1955, issue. In most 
cases, any repairs more involved than those, such 
as replacing a cone, would probably be so com- 

READS DIRECTLY ON METER 
FILAMENT CONTINUITY 
LEAKAGE 
INTERMITTENT CONDITIONS 
OR OPENS 
SHORTED ELEMENTS 
GAS CONTENT 

OF 

Because 2/au 4shecd ¡an . ! 
NEW! DIFFERENT! 

HOLLYWOOD 
CRT DYNAMIC RESTORER 

ONLY x4995 AT YOUR DISTRIBUTORS 

STANDARD RETMA 
WARRANTY 

NO MORE NEON LAMPS! 
READS ALL CONDITIONS ON A HIGHLY SENSITIVE, 

ILLUMINATED METER 

ELIMINATES OXIDATION 
RESTORES EMISSION 
WELDS OPEN ELEMENTS 

SHORTS REMOVES SHORTS AND LEAKAGE 
-DISPERSES GAS 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED TRANSFORMER PRO- 
DUCES MOST SUCCESSFUL CATHODE WELD 

QUALITY ON A "BAD- GOOD" SCALE 
OPEN ELEMENTS (CHECKS ACTUAL RE- 
SISTANCE OF WELD INDICATING QUAL- 
ITY OF WELD) 

For further information write 

ANOTHER HOLLYWOOD FIRST! 
New KILOVOLTER measures to 30 (9S KV. Instrument complete with HV 
PROBE 

HOLLYWOOD INSTRUMENT CO. 
206 S. MAIN ST., 

ROYAL OAK, MICHIGAN 

ORIGINAL DESIGNERS OF CRT RESTORING INSTRUMENTS. MFRS. OF MIDWEST CATHODE BEAMER 

12 POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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A dramatic demonstration of a new idea to help you understand music better and enjoy it more ... 

MUSICAPPRECIATION RECORDS 

NOTE: Because of the length 
of the symphony, the Tchai- 
kovsky recording is on two 
records -a 12" disc with the 
performance on both sides, 
and a 10" disc with the 
analysis on both sides. 

ON ONE SIDE there is a full 
performance of a great mu- 
sical work, featuring artists 
and orchestras of recognized 
distinction. You listen to 
this performance, and then... 

ON THE OTHER S DE is an 
analysis of the music, with 
the main features played 
separately and explained, so 

that you can learn what to 
listen for. 

Oc+Dber, 1955 

YOU WILL RECEIVE 

SEPARATELY 

A GLOSSARY OF 

MUSICAL TERMS 

Will you accept 

WITHOUT CHARGE 

A COMPLETE PERFORMANCE -WITH AN ILLUMINATING 

ANALYSIS ON A SEPARATE RECORD -OF 

fchaikovsky's 
FIFTH SYMPHONY 

MAX RUDOLF, conducting 

THE STADIUM CONCERTS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

SPONSORED BY THE BOOK- OF -THE- 
MONTH CLUB, this new idea is de- 
signed for those who enjoy good 
music but who are aware, too 
often, that they do not listen 
to it with complete understand- 
ing. There is no doubt about the 
reason: most of us are not primed 
about what to listen for. MusIC- 
APPRECIATION RECORDS meet this 
need -for a fuller understanding 
of music -better than any means 
ever devised. 

YOU TAKE ONLY RECORDS YOU 

WANT . . . A new MUSIC- APPRE- 
CIATION RECORD is issued every 
month preceded by an announce- 
ment written by Deems Taylor. 
After reading this descriptive 
essay you may take the record or 
not, as you decide. You are not 

obligated to take any specified 
number of records. 

TWO TYPES OF RECORDS ... These 
are high- fidelity long -playing rec- 
ords of the highest quality -331/2 
R.P.M. on Vinylite. They are 
twelve -inch discs priced at $3.60. 
An Analysis -Only Record - a 
ten -inch disc -is also provided for 
those who may want it alone, and 
is priced at $2.40. (A small charge 
is added to cover postage and 
handling.) 

TRY IT ONE MONTH -NO OBLIGA- 
TION TO CONTINUE . The 
Tchaikovsky recording will be sent 
to you at once -at no charge. You 
may end the subscription imme- 
diately after hearing this record- 
ing or any time thereafter. 

PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A 331/3 R.P.M. RECORD PLAYER 

MUSIC- APPRECIATION RECORDS R68 -10 
c/o Book -of -the -Month Club, Inc., 345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Please send me at once the Music -Appreciation recording of Tchaikovsky's 
Fifth Symphony, without charge, and enroll me as a Trial Subscriber to 
MUSIC- APPRECIATION RECORDS, with the privilege of canceling at any time. 
I understand that, as a subscriber, I am not obligated to buy any specified 
number of records, but may take only those I want. Also, I may cancel 
my subscription after hearing the first recording, or any time thereafter at 
my pleasure, but the gift offer is free in any case. 

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss (PLEASE PRINT) 

ADDRESS 

CITY P°`tof a n No STATE MAR 40 
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Thanksfórf/,at56y9plus %itr/ , WE'RE UCINGAVIKINGII WERE ! 
THIS IS A SWELL LAYOUT, PETE. 

WISH I COULD MOVE MY SHACK 
OUT OF THE 
BASEMENT. 

GEORGE, WHY DON'T YOU UNSCRAMBLE YOUR- 
SELF FROM THAT "HAYWIRE "AND BUILD UP A 
PROFESSIONAL LOOKING /I REALLY SHOULD. VIKING IITHAT VIKING 

IT 
HAS YTHING LIKE MIN 

WANT. S BANDSWITCEVERHING 
WITH PLENTY OF POWER,TOO! 

J 
1 

IttbiII+ 

. ", t ^ 
.. V f 

_ ! 

l` ` na't. 
, Ifl I ̀ -. 
61"-dr»AtIllisfi-Ii 

THIS IS THE WORLD FAMOUS 
VIKINGIITHE CHOICE OF 
JUST ABOUT ONE OUT OF 
EVERY FOUR 
AMATEURS. 

THAT'S WHAT I WANT. IT'S 
PROFESSIONAL N APPEARANCE AND 

DESIGN AND IT'S PACKED WITH FEATURES. 

LIKE? I'M REALLY SOLD ON THE VIKING'S 
PERFORMANCE! 

GEORGE, IT'S GREAT!! I 
SEE YOU TOOK MY ADVICE AND GOT A 

VIKING VFO, ALSO. 
AND EVEN IN THE 

SAME ROOM WE NEVER 
HAVE TELEVISION 
INTERFERENCE. 

14 

YOU COULD PUT A NEAT LOOKING 
STATION LIKE THIS IN OUR DEN, TOO! 

SOY! THIS KIT IS SURE COMPLETE! IT INCLUDES 
EVERYTHING FROM THE WIRING HARNESS TO 
THE PUNCHED CHASSIS AND THOSE STEP- 

% 
--AND 

(BY-STEP INSTRUCTION PICTURES 

IT CERTAINLY WAS 
- MAKE IT 

A CINCH 
- ECONOMICAL, 

TOO!! TO WIRE. 

VIKING II 
TRANSMITTER KIT 

10 Thru 160 Meters 
180 Watts CW Input 
150 Watts Phone Input 

Available wired and tested, with tubes ... or as a 
complete kit, the Viking II is today's most popular 
amateur transmitter. 

Cat. No. 240 -102. Complete with tubes, 
less crystals, key and mike. 

Cot. No. 240- 102 -2. Wired and tested 
with tubes, less crystals, key and mike. 

$279.50 
Amateur Nel 

$337.00 
Amateur Net 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 
308 Second Ave. S. W., Waseca, Minnesota 

Please send me a copy of Catalog No. 714, containing a 

complete written and pictorial description of the Viking II. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

1 
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,W*.Start Fixing TVand 

Radio Sets RIGHT AWAY 
TRY IT 

.. even if you have never fixed a / LAMP or DOOR BELL before! 

W hy hasn't somebody done this BEFORE ?" 
That's what you'll say the minute you start 

browsing through this amazing new and complete 
one -volume instruction -manual in radio and TV 
repairs. 

For here at last a well -known EXPERT his found 
a way to tell you in PLAIN ENGLISH how to fix 

almost ANY radio or television set. (And he even 
tells you where you can go to have the extra -tough 
jobs done FOR you . . . at professional rates.) 
Right from the very first chapters you can start doing 
simple repairs . . . and before you're HALF way 

through the book, you can fix HALF the television 
and radio sets that you encounter. Surprisingly 
quickly you can fix your own and friends' sets . - . 

get a service shop job . even start your own 
money- making business right in your own home. 

Why It's So EASY to Understand 

No electronic formulas . no algebra . . . no 
laboratory experiments. Instead you deal only with 
the things that go wrong in sets -how to recognize 
and spot the trouble -and what to do about it. 
"Easy as A -B -C" directions and 700 clear photos, 
diagrams, and drawings show you exactly WHAT 
and HOW to fix, step -by -step. 

The author is Associate Editor of Electronics 
Magazine. He's a long -recognized expert -not only 
on radio and TV -but also on making technical 
subjects easily understood by the average reader. He 
has spent FOUR years making this one -volume in- 

struction manual so practical and easy -to- understand 
that even a man who never fixed a door bell before 
will have no trouble. 

Here's everything you need to know about where 

and how to buy tubes and parts, where and how to 
get a circuit diagram for any receiver; how to choose 

and use basic tools; how to test tubes WITHOUT 
a tube tester; how to adjust 58 common TV controls; 
how to "diagnose" and "cure" common radio and 
TV troubles; how to fix or replace loudspeakers, 
phono pickups; how to install and check antennas; 
and much, much more. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Examine this big 556 -page book for 10 days 

BEFORE you decide if you wish to own it. Try 
it out FREE on your own set. See how easy it makes 

your handling of repairs. Take 10 days to prove it 

PAYS FOR ITSELF, or don't keep it. Just mail 

coupon to: McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., Dept. 
PEL -10, 327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y. 

'REE 
FOR 10 DAYS IN 

YOUR OWN HOME 

McGraw -Hill's Amazing New Low - 

Cost Instruction Manual Skips 

"Theories" and "Formulas ", Tells 

How- to -do -it in PLAIN ENGLISH ! 

Prove It on Your Own Set 
Save up to $50 a year Just by 

installing. repairing, and ervicing 
your own TV set- Book tells which 
controls to adjust or tubes to re- 
place if picture is entirely dark - 
blurred- split distorted -off center 
-tilted- wiggles and weaves -too 
pale -too black- jitters -snows- 
drifts -etc.. etc. 

Trouble Shooting Chart Tells Wh 

No picture; no raster; no sound. 
Na picture; --aster OK; no sound. 
Na picture; no raster; sound OK. 
No picture; raster OK: sound OK. 
Picture wiggles and weaves, lacks 

blacks- or is very black; raster OK; 
sound OK. 

Picture Jittery, double image; raster 
OK; sound OK. 

Snow on all channels; raster OK; 
sound weak. 

October, 1955 

PARTIAL CONTENTS 
Tools Needed Il o 'fv and Radio plSets Work How to Remove and Re- er Tubes Testing Tubes without 
a Ten Su -1 Using' a Tobe Tester Test and Repte o Resistors, Coutrols'' Switches, t ottrlensers, 

Trans- fermers 
e Tuning Devisees Coutl- Needless - Phouo Pickups and Repair AnteR to Install and and MUCH MORE, 

TELLS NOW TO "Cash TV REPAIRMEN 
D FOR RÁ010 $eta 

DEMAND mutton T radios 
Ove ver 300 mdllon of 

i,; this reu 
,,00y J scan 

airmenl killed money 
make nic 

fieiKtKró ores 

time rep 
ur 

arts id 
m 

m 

es F 

ere to Look for Bad Tube IF: 
Snow on all channels- rester OK; 

sound OK. 
Picture and raster do not All screen; 

sound OK. 
Picture drifts up and down but not 

sideways; raster OK; sound OK. 
Picture muddy and gray; raster OK; 

sound OK. 

TROUBLES. 
29 OTHER COMMON TV OTHER 

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL COUPON 

McGRAW -HILL BOOK CO., Dept. PEL -10 
327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y. 

Please send me, for 10 days' FREE EXAMINA - 
TION. your one-volume "Television and Radio Re- 
pairing." by John Markus. If not delighted with It. 
I 
keep 

may 
and 

pay o$1t.9 
Otherwise, 

plus postage; fol- 
lowed by 3 monthly installments of $2.00 each. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone.... State 
SAVE MONEY. Check here if enclosing full price 

of $7.95 WITH this coupon. Then WE will pay 
delivery. Same 10 -day return privilege -full re- 
fund guaranteed. PELIO 

NM MO W. MS ON J 
15 
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WHAT'S NEW 
in Magnetic Recording? 

CAN YOU TELL THE DIFFERENCE between 
two reels of long play magnetic tape? Maybe not, 
but the sensitive oscilliscope can. A complex elec- 
tronic testing device, the oscilliscope is used by 
sound engineers to test the quality of magnetic 
recording tapes. Only a superior tape like new 
"SCOTCH" Brand Extra Play Magnetic Tape 190 
sets a pattern on the oscilli- 
scope screen like the one 
here. Called a "hysteresis 
loop ", the pattern indicates 
that the tape being checked 
offers maximum magnetic 
properties for finest record- 
ing results. 

IT'S SUPER SENSITIVE. "SCOTCH" Brand alone 
has been able to filter out the "dead ", unresponsive, 
and irregular -shaped oxide particles which so often 
cause the uneven, unsatisfactory sound you hear on 
many ordinary long play tapes. Magnetic particles 
used by "ScoTcH" Brand are all alive, active -in 
fact, super sensitive -ready to record even the faintest 
sound with perfect fidelity. This is because "Scarce 
Brand alone produces its own oxide coatings to meet 
even the most exacting recording requirements. 

DO YOU RECORD symphony concerts, operas, 
news events? Then new "SCOTCH" Brand Extra 
Play Magnetic Tape 190 is the tape for you. With 
50% more tape wound on a standard -size reel, 
amazing Extra Play Tape lets you record even 
longer radio programs and home celebrations with 
pauses for reel changeover reduced to a minimum. 
The following comparison between new Extra Play 
Tape and conventional tape proves it. Look at the 
additional recording time new "SCOTCH" 190 Tape 
gives you! 

"SCOTCH" CONVENTIONAL 
EXTRA PLAY TAPE TAPE 

REEL SIZE 5' 7' 10W 5' 7' 10W 

RECORDING TIME* 45 min. PA hr. 3 hr. 30 min. 1 hr. 2 hr. 

*(At 3% i.p.s. using single track) 

LOOK FOR IT at your nearest tape 
dealer's. New, revolutionary " ScQTcH" 
Brand Extra Play Magnetic Tape 190. 
It's the most popular long playing mag- 
netic tape on the market ... made by 
the world's leading manufacturer of 
coated tapes. 

THE TERM SCOTCH" AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REGISTERED 
TRADEMARKS FOR MAGNETIC TAPE MADE IN U.S.A. BY MINNESOTA 
MINING AND MFG. CO., ST. PAUL 6, MINN. EXPORT SALES OFFICE: 
99 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N.Y. © 1955 3M CO. 
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Alex and costly that it might be a better idea to 
buy a new speaker. As a rule, repairs on expen- 
sive speakers are made by the manufacturer. 
Apart from this, such highly specialized work is, 
in itself, not much of a field either in terms of 
the number of people in it or the money to be 
made. 

As for transistors, try the Sylvania booklet, 
"Transistors and Their Applications," available for 
25 cents from Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

Phono Playback Equipment 
Your article on pickups (June, 1955, issue) was 

fine, and clarified a few points for me on this sub- 
ject. How about following it up with a piece on 
turntables, arms and phono motors? Frankly, 
there seems to be so much "meat" in this area that 
I don't know which way to turn in making a selec- 
tion for my own home system. 

RALPH W. RAWLINS 
Scranton, Pa. 

See our article entitled "Wfzat You Should 
Know About Record Players" in the September, 
1955, issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS. This story 
discusses automatic record changers and manual or 
"single- play" record players. Each of the units 
described has been found to meet basic require- 
ments for use in a home hi -fi system. 

Starting on pages 75 and 80 of this issue, you 
will find articles which discuss separate tone arms 
and turntables that are available to the home 
audio enthusiast, and which -when properly as- 
sembled- provide the ultimate in record -playing 
equipment. 

"Gag" Record Titles 
Carl Kohler's story "Scheme and Variations" 

(July, 1955, issue) was tops. It describes the situa- 
tion in my own household exactly. By the way, 
were the titles of jazz records used in the story 
real, or were they "gags "? 

BUD STERNMAN 
Omaha, Nebr. 

Thanks for the applause. The titles were, as you 
put it, "gags" -but, we believe, vaguely reminis- 
cent of the extravagant characteristics of some 
recent discs. 

Electrostatic Reproducers 
r6 The little items in your August, 1955, issue on 
electrostatic tweeters (pages 40 and 89) were very 
interesting. Can you tell me anything about an 
electrostatic woofer? In other words, what's the 
word on a full -range speaker system using only 
electrostatic reproducers? 

SIDNEY PEARL 
Rochester, N. Y. 

Frankly, we too would like to know "what the 
word is" on these units. Rumors have it that 
sooner or later the electrostatic principle will be 
applied to speaker systems that cover the entire 
audio range. Rumors further have it that such 
systems will be commercially available, to home 
users, at prices that compare with the better 
speaker systems currently on the market. Until 
we see and hear such systems, however, the entire 
thing is still in the rumor stage. 30 
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"SCOTCH" BRAND JUGGLES ATOMS 
to produce the finest long play magnetic tape! 

Years ago "SCOTCH" Brand pioneered modern 
magnetic tape -and solved a knotty technical prob- 

lem at the same time. The problem? How to produce 
recording tape with a uniform, magnetically- responsive 
oxide surface for finest recording results. 

"SCOTCH" Brand does it by making its own oxide 
coatings. It's a difficult job and only "SCOTCH" 
Brand does i1 - splitting atoms to transform un- 
magnetic oxide into a super- magnetic coating sensi- 
tise enough to record even a whisper! But this extra 
work is worth the effort, as you'll hear yourself. 
Today -listen to a reel of new "SCOTCH" Brand 

Extra Play Magnetic Tape 190. It offers you 50% 

more recording time on a standard -size reel, plus 
complete fidelity and purity of sound. 

New! ''LOOP -LOK" reel for easier threading! 

Saves time... saves tape! It's 
"SCOTCH" Brand's exclusive 
"Loon- Lox" reel. Just loop tape 
around the new -design center 
pin for instant threading. Tape 
locks tight without necessity 
of wasteful wrap -around, yet 
releases fast at end of reel. 
Enjoy this "ScorcH" Brand 
feature at no extra cost! 

SCp.TCH Exta,ca Magnetic Tape 190 ii 50°'o mure recording Linie 

=í47,i s The rerm'3CDT(71" and the pled drues are "I IriereJ trademarks 'or Magnante rapo made ie U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING AND 

i- rßí ®r3 st rc. CO. St P.ad 6, Moue. Expert Sales Office 99 Park Ave , ter York 16, N.' . C 1955 3M Co 

October. 1955 
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QUALITY KITS... BACKED BY 23 
YEARS OF ELECTRONIC MANUFACTUR- 
ING EXPERIENCE BY G. E. E. CO. 

Super Sensitive GEIGER COUNTER KIT AEK100 
Features found only in much higher priced kits. Batteries incl. 
(not sold less batt.) 
Geiger tube 900 volt halogen quenching type, 
protects against burnouts. 100 counts per min. 
Detects minimum radiation harmful to health; 
detects presence of uranium or other radio -active 
ores. Simple operation, rugged construction. 
Low cost battery replacement. High gain power 
amplifier, ultra sensitive geiger tube for phenom- 
enal high sensitivity. Radio- active sample & 
headphone incl. 
Has shoulder carrying strap, long battery life, 
unlimited life geiger 900 volt tube, halogen 
quenched, unaffected by light or temperature ( -50° to 125 °), 
finely finished all steel case. 
AEKI00 Geiger Counter Kit complete as above with batteries, tubes, 
wiring & assembly & operating instructions 19.65 
AE100- complete factory built, ready to operate 32.95 

Wide Band 5 In. Oscilloscope Kit Model 555K 
Compare outstanding performance with higher priced kits. For color 
TV & black & white. Ideal for general lab & service application. 
Push pull 3 stage vertical amplifier with cathode 
plate follower circuit Multivibrator type sweep 
generator 15 to 150,000 CPS Compensated step 
type attenuator Z axis modulation available 
Anastigmatism control built in (spot size) Retrace 
blanking 5 -way binding posts for all terminals 
Low impedance drive from sweep coupfing. 
Complete, all tubes incl. 5" CR tube; illus. 
wiring & assembling, operating instructions. 
Wt. 20 lbs. 

SPECIFICATIONS VERTICAL HORIZONTAL 
Freq. Resp. Actually useful to 4 mc. Actually useful to 700 kc. 

Max. Snst. 25 mv. per RMS inch 0.3 volts per RMS inch 

Input Imp. 

Amplifiers 

3.3 megohms across 500,000 ohms across 
30 mmfd. 35 mmfd. 
Video compensated Non -parallax deflec- 

tion type output 

Kit Model 555K 59.50 Factory wired complete 89.50 

327K Tube Tester Kit 
Tests all tubes in all current radio & TV 
sets, also color TV -new 600 ma series 
string -type, etc, Has line voltage regu- 
lator- "free point" obsolescence -proof ele- 
ment switching system -short & leakage 
tests -can't insert tube in wrong socket - 
fuses protect meter & transformer sepa- 
rately. New loose leaf book with indexed 
tube data cards -no obsolescence -new 
tube data quickly inserted -far ahead of 
rollcharts. Picture Tube Adapter $3.95 

327K Kit Complete 33.95 
327 Factory wired & tested 48.95 

480K Multi- Tester Kit 
1000 ohms per volt. Measures DC volts - 
AC volts -DC amp. -DC milliamps. -ohms- 
megohms- decibels -output meter. Molded, 
bakelite panel, case, battery cradle - molded 
in jacks- circuitry design protects against 
meter damage -high sensitivity. 

480k kitcompletewith batteryand all parts 12.75 
480 Factory wired and tested 14.85 

Get those kits from your distributor. Write for literature, Dept. P -10. 

GENERAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT CO. 
MANTl1A AVE. and GLENDALE ST., EASTON, PA. 

A Division of Radio City Products Co., Inc. 
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Delayed Audio Signals 
Could you give me any information as to how 

to effect a delay of an audio signal without dis- 
torting it, whether by a special circuit or other- 
wise? 

LEON COTTRELL 
San Diego, Calif. 

Delay networks are commercially available 
which will delay an audio signal by any de- 
sired amount. A tape recorder with an extra 
playback head can also be employed for re- 
corded material. This extra head is located 
behind the regular playback head, the spacing 
being determined by the amount of delay re- 
quired. For example, with a tape speed of 71/2 
ips, a spacing of 3/4" will provide a delay of 
1/10 second. This scheme is sometimes used to 
produce artificial reverberation effects. 

If the original signal is being recorded on 
tape, a delayed signal may be obtained by 
locating a playback head behind the record- 
ing head as indicated above. 

Surplus Conversions 
Would you mind telling me if it would be worth- 

while to convert a surplus oscilloscope for use in 
my home workshop? It is a BC -929, and uses a 
3BP1 C -R tube, two 6SN7's, two 6H6's a 6G6, 
6X5, and 2X2. The power transformer and what 
appears to be a choke are missing. Also, do you 
know where I might get a schematic or some con- 
version data on this scope? 

R. A. SHIPP 
South Gate, Calif. 

In general, we do not recommend conversion 
of surplus equipment unless the changes re- 
quired are minor. Several companies sell kits 
which are nearly as cheap as surplus equip- 
ment, have a professional appearance, and 
usually perform much better. 

There is at least one advertiser in our sister 
publication, RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS, that 
sells conversion instructions on various items of 
surplus equipment. Perhaps this company can 
provide you with the desired information. 

Rain Alarm Has Fail -Safe Feature 
I have read with great deal of interest the article 

concerning the "Rain Alarm" (June issue, page 58), 
and find that such a circuit is exactly what I have 
been looking for. There is, however, a slight prob- 
lem in my particular application. I need a circuit 
that will "pull in" when the resistance is reduced. 
The reason for this is that I wish the circuit to be 
a little more foolproof. 

JOSEPH JANES DUNN 
Mineral, Va. 

The present circuit has a "fail safe" feature, 
i.e., in case of a component failure, the relay 
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How's your 

BATTING AVERAGE 
with the boss? 

Are you still making a hit? Are you up for the job 

ahead? Here's a sure way to score in any league! 

If your boss is like most, he's casting his critical eye 

on everybody these days. He wants to know how you 
stack up. Are you making good -or marking time? 
When the changes come, will you go up -or out? 

This is no time for casual resolve. What you plan 
to do six months from now may be too late. You've 
got to prove your worth -NOW! 

3 FREE BOOKS 

FOR REAL JOB SECURITY BET I.C.S. TRAINING 

The quickest, surest way to impress your boss is to 
show him that you're better equipped than thé next 
guy. And here's where I. C. S. can go to bat for you! 

Y. C.S. training is approved training! Leading 
companies know it -and use it! At your request, 
your boss will get regular reports of your progress 
with I. C. S. More important, he'll notice the imme- 
diate improvement in your work. 

LEARN IN YOUR SPARE TIME -SET YOUR OWN PACE 

I. C. S. instruction is personalized instruction. No 
interference with other activities. No slow classmates 
to hold up your progress. You forge ahead as rapidly 
as your time and ability permit! 

I. C. S. Courses are practical, up -to- the -minute. 
What you learn one night, you apply the next day. 
You get bedrock facts and theories plus everyday 
know -how. Graduates get the famous I. C. S. diploma 
-recognized everywhere. "I got a break over more 
experienced fellows because of my I. C. S. training," 
says M. A. D., Suncock, N. H. 

QUICK WAY TO TEST YOUR EXECUTIVE ABILITY 

Successful men know how to make decisions. Don't 
put it off ! Mail the coupon today! 

Free, illustrated catalog outlining opportunities in the field that interests you. Also 36 -page, pocket -size guide to 

advancement, "How to Succeed,' a gold mine of helpful tips. Also, free sample lesson (Math). 

Member, National 
Home Study Council For Real Job Security -Get an I. C. S. Diploma! I. C. S., Scranton 9, Penna. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS ICS 
BOX 85290 J. SCRANTON 9, PENNA. (Partial list of 277 courses) 

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW to SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which I have marked X (plus sample lesson): 

ARCHITECTURE AVIATION CIVI L, STRUCTURAL LEADERSHIP O Television Technician 

and BUILDING D Aeronautical Engineering Jr. ENGINEERING Foremanship RAILROAD 
CONSTRUCTION D Aircraft & Engine Mechanic D Civil Engineering D Industrial Supervision D Air Brakes O Car Inspector 

BUSINESS O Construction Engineering O Leadership and Organization D Diesel Locomotive 

D Advertising O Highway Engineering O Personnel -Labor Relations D Locomotive Engineer 

D Bookkeeping and Accounting O Reading Struct Blueprints MECHANICAL O Section Foreman 

O Business Administration O Sanitary Engineering AND SHOP STEAM AND 
D Business Correspondence O Structural Engineering D Gas -Electric Welding DIESEL POWER 
D Public Accounting D Surveying and Mapping O Heat Treatment O Metallurgy D Combustion Engineering 

D Creative Salesmanship DRAFTING O Industrial Engineering D Diesel -Elec. O Diesel Eng's 

D Federal Tax D Aircraft Drafting D Industrial Instrumentation D Electric Light and Power 

D Letter -writing Improvement O Architectural Drafting D Industrial Supervision O Stationary Fireman 
O Office Management O Electrical Drafting D Internal Combustion Engines D Stationary Steam Engineering 

D Professional Secretary O Mechanical Drafting D Machine Design- Drafting TEXTILE 
O Retail Business Management D Mine Surveying and Mapping O Machine Shop Inspection D Carding and Spinning 

D Sales Management O Plumbing Drawing and O Machine Shop Practice D Cotton, Rayon, Woolen Mfg. 

O Stenographic -Secretarial Estimating O Mechanical Engineering D Finishing and Dyeing 

D Traffic Management D Structural Drafting O Quality Control O Loom Fixu'g O Textile Dewing 

ELECTRICAL O Reading Shop Blueprints O Textile Eng'r'g O Throwing 
D Electrical Engineering O Refrigeration D Warping and Weaving 
O Electrical Maintenance O Sheet Metal Worker MISCELLANEOUS 
O Electrician O Contracting D Tool Design D Toolmaking O Domestic Refrigeration 
O Lineman RADIO, TELEVISION D Marine Engineering 

HIGH SCHOOL O Industrial Electronics O Ocean Navigation 
O Commercial O Good English D Practical Radio TV Eng'r'ng D Professional Engineering 
O High School Subjects O Radio and TV Servicing O Short Story Writing 
O Mathematics O Radio Operating O Telephony- 

D Air Conditioning- Refrig. 
D Architecture 
D Architectural Interior 
D Building Contractor 
O Building Maintenance 
O Carpenter and Mill Work 
O Estimating 
O Heating 
O Painting Contractor 
D Plumbing 
D Reading Arch. Blueprints 

ART 
D Cartooning 
O Commercial Art 
O Fashion Illustrating CHEMISTRY 
O Magazine Illustrating D Analytical Chemistry 
D Show Card and Sign Lettering D Chemical Engineering 
D Sketching and Painting D Chem. Lab. Technician 

AUTOMOTIVE O General Chemistry 
D Auto Body Rebuilding O Natural Gas Prod. & Trans. 
O Auto Elm. Technician D Petroleum Engineering 
O Auto -Engine Tune Up O Plastics 
O Automobile O Pulp and Paper Making 

Name Aga Home Address 

City Zone State Working Hours A M to P M 

Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools, Canadian, Ltd., 

Occupation Montreal, Canada.... Special tuition rates to members of the U. S. Armed Forces. 

October. 1955 19 
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would drop out and actuate the alarm. This 
is the ideal type of operation; if the circuit 
were redesigned as requested above, failure 
of any components would not result in a warn- 
ing to the user. 

Converting to Battery Operation 
I would like to change a tape recorder now op- 

erating on 110 -120 volts to battery operation. 
G. JENTZENS 

Washington, D. C. 
It is difficult to give general instructions on 

converting a 117 -volt a.c. tape recorder to bat- 
tery operation without knowing more about the 
recorder. Usually, the motor in such a recorder 
requires a 117 -volt 60 -cycle source, and cannot 
be directly converted. The electronic portion 
would require A and B batteries giving the 
same voltages as are presently used. 

We recommend that an inverter be used, 
along with a 6- or 12 -volt storage battery. 

Crystal Receiver for R/C 
Is it practical to trigger one of the new sensi- 

tive radio- control relays by means of the output 
of a receiver using a crystal diode with no ex- 
ternal power supply for the receiver? 

MELVYN JAFFA 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A crystal receiver can be readily designed to 
operate at R/C frequencies. However, the 
amount of power available from such a re- 
ceiver would in general be far too small to 
provide reliable operation of even a very 
sensitive relay. The limited antenna size on 

R/C models and the low output power of most 
R/C transmitters severely restrict the power 
picked up by the receiver antenna. 

Car Battery Inverter 
I have an a.c: d.c. set in the country. Sometimes 

the power line fails and I want to hook the set up 
to my car battery. Can you show a power supply 
taken from a 6- or 12 -volt car battery that might 
be used for such operation? 

CHARLES KUNDE 
Roselle, III. 

In the May issue (page 98), there was an article 
on "Tape Recorders" by Bert Whyte which I found 
very interesting. I was wondering what would be 
the best and cheapest way to put a tape recorder 
in my car, which has a 6 -volt system. 

WILLIAM J. GENTRY 
Hoisington, Kans. 

I wonder if you could provide some details or 
diagrams of a converter which would enable me 
to get 115 volts, 60 cycles, and 50 watts from my 
car battery. 

HANS R. STEINHARDT 
Rochester, N. Y. 

Operation of 117- v.a.c. or a.c. -d.c. equipment 
from a 6- or 12 -volt car battery is best accom- 
plished by means of an inverter. Several good 
commercial units are available for this pur- 
pose, the price depending somewhat on the 
power required. We have not published con- 
struction details on such units because the re- 
quired components would cost nearly as much 
as a commercial unit. Contact your local parts 
distributor for further information. 

THE NEW PRESTO 

made by the world's largest maker 
At Improves record periorrnance 

tremendously...delivers pro- 
fessional broadcast quality! 

Simple operation -a sideway 
flick of the control lever se- 
lects 3 speeds -331, 45, 78 
rpm. 

Quiet insured! Precision deep - 
well turntable bearing. 

ïrouelte T-18 

of precision recording equipment. 
Quality plus! Extra heavy 
weight, cast aluminum 12" 
table covered with non -slip 
cork. 
Beautiful design -smart tele- 
phone black and brushed 
chrome finish. 
Easy to install ... only rec- 
tangular cut -out needed. Easy 
to buy at only $53.50. 

Presto Pirouette 
T -18H Turntable 

The history- making 
T -18 with hysteresis 
motor...a magnifi- 
cent hi -fi instru- 
ment. $108. 

Styled by Bruce 

Presto Pirouette 
T -68 Turntable 

The 16" version of 

Presto Pirouette 
T -6811 Turntable 

A 16" flick -shift 
PRESTO'S flick -shift turntable with hys- 
T-18 ... for homes teresis motor ... a 
with fine hi -fi col- new pinnacle in 
lections. $79.50. hi -fi. $134. 

Kamp, leading industrial designer 
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RECORDING CORPORATION 
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY 

Export Division: 25 Warren Sheet, New York 7, N.Y. 
Canadian Division: Instantaneous Recording Service, 42 lombard Sheet, Toronto 

REVOLUTIONARY 3 -SPEED MECHANISM 
The Pirouette is a miracle of pre - 
cision design on the inside, em- 
bodying the exclusive "flick shift" speed mechanism, with 3 idler wheels mounted on a single movable plate. Insures professional 

speed accuracy and trouble -free performance. 
Send this coupon for more information 1 

PRESTO RECORDING CORP. 
Hi -Fi Sales Division, Dept. PE -10 Paramus, New Jersey 
Rush catalog sheets on the new PRESTO 
PirouetteT- I8,T- 18H,T- 68,T -68H turntables 
and name of nearest PRESTO distributor. 

Name 
Address 
City Zone 
State 
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NOW: SAVE up to 50% 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
E -V HIGH FIDELITY 

Speaker Enclosure 

THE BARONET KIT. Phenomenal répro- 
ducer for such small size. This folded - 
horn' corner enclosure is designed for 
use with E -V Model SP8B 8 -in. Radai 

speaker. E -V 735 or 7358 Super Sonax 

UHF driver can be added for a sep- 

arate two -way system. Finished size: 
23 in. high, 14 in. wide, 13 in. deep. 
Shpg. wt. 24 lb. 

Model KD7 Net, 524.00 

THE ARISTOCRAT KIT. Folded -horn cor- 
ner enclosure designed for 12 -in. speak- 
ers and separate 2 and 3 -way systems. 
For use with Electro -Voice SP12 or 

SPI2B coaxial speakers, 12TRX or 

12TRX8 triaxial reproducers, and 108, 
Ill 2 -way and IOBA, 111A 3.-way sys- 

tems. Smooth reproduction down to 35 

cps, with remarkable purity and effi 
ciency. Finished size: 295/e in. high, 
19 in. wide, 153/4 in. deep. Shpg. wt. 
37 Ib. 

Model KDG Net, $36.00 

. 

EVERY PIECE PRECUT 

in Reddy -eo-"iddem&e KITS 

THE EMPIRE KIT. Economical, folded 
horn enclosure for use in a corner or 
flat against one wall. Designed for 
15 -in. speakers and separate 2 and 
3 -way systems. Particularly effective 
when used with SP15B coaxial speaker, 
1512X8 triaxial reproducer, or 116 

2 -way or 116A 3 -way system. Recom- 
mended components for Regency kit 
may also be employed. Finished size: 
295e in. high, 32 in. wide, 16 in. deep. 
Shpg. wt. 45 lb. 

Model K05 Net, $48.00 

Now you can own an acoustically correct 
Electro -Voice high -fidelity folded -horn speaker 
enclosure for your home music system and save up 
to one -half! Build it yourself ...seven models to 
choose from...wall types...corner types...for 
full range loudspeaker... for separate two, 
three and four -way speaker systems. 

All parts are precut -ready to assemble. Exterior 
surfaces are clear -grained birch. Easy, step -by -step 
instructions show you how to "Do -it- Yourself:' 

$ eautiful furniture finish is easily obtained with 
än E -V Finishing Kit.* E -V Decorative'li'im Kit* 
adds the final touch. ( *Available separately.) 

THE REGENCY KIT. Most popular low- 
boy style folded -horn enclosure that 
can be used in corner or flat against 
one wall. Improves the bass range and 
response of any 15 -in. speaker. Makes 
an outstandingly efficient reproducer 
when used with E -V SP15 coaxal speak 
er, 15TRX triaxial reproducer or 114A 
2-way or 1.148 3 -way system. Finished 
size. 295-e in. high, 331/2 I . wide, 19 

in deep. Shpg. wt. 70 lb. 
Model K04. Net, $69.00 

giee-rirfeL 
ELECTRO-VOICE INC. BUCHANAN, MICH. 

See your E -V Hi -Fi 
Distributor for 
Construction Books 
and K -D Kits 
-or write for 
Bulletin 211. 

October, 1955 

THE PATRICIAN IV KIT. An interior 
assembly kit for those desiring the 
finest This augmented design of the 
Klipsch corner folded -horn bass sec- 
tion delivers an added full octave of 
bass Designed for use with E -V 

, Model 103C Patrician IV four -way 
driver components For built -in in 
stallations or to be decorated as you 
choose'. Finished size: 571/2 in. high, 
341/2 in wide, 26,e in deep Shpg. 
wt. 150 lb. 

Model 1(01 Net, $99.00 

THE CENTURION KIT. Four-way system 
folded -horn, corner enclosure. Uses ex. 

elusive E -V "W" type single -path in. 
direct radiator for propagation of ex- 

tended bass. Sealed cavity behind 15 

in. low -frequency driver cone promotes 
superlative transient response, subdues 
cone excursions, lowers distortion. For 

use with E -V Model 105 or Model 117 

package of driver components. Finished 
size: 421/e in. high, 29 in. wide, 22x/2 

in. deep. Shpg. wt. 75 lb. 

Model KD3 Net, $79.00 

THE GEORGIAN KIT. An interior as 
sembly kit that creates authentic 
Klipsch indirect radiator type corner 
folded -horn bass section far 15 in. 
4 -way speaker system. Exceeded in 
range only by the Patrician IV. For 
use with E -V Model 105 or Model 117 
package of 4 -way driver components. 
For built -in installations er to be 
decorated as you choose. Finished 
size: 38x/2 in. high, 263/4 in. wide, 
22x/2 in deep. Shpg. wt. 88 Ib. 

Model K02 Net, $58.00 
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LEARN TO BUILD 

ELECTRICAL BRAINS 

Work at Home 
No Previous Knowledge 
of Computers Needed 
Free Information 
Full Instructions 

GENIAC COMPUTER KIT 
Build your own semi- automatic 

computer at home with GENIAC' 
the complete Electrical Brain Con- 
struction Kit. 

No previous knowledge of com- 
puters needed. All Instructions in 
64 -page graded manual. 

Over 400 parts 
and precision made 
components. _ 

ONLY 

199, Kit makes 33 different computing reasoning and 
game playing machines (including Tit- Tot -Toe) Is 
fully guaranteed with a seven -day return privilege. 

-MAIL THIS COUPON- 1 
Protect F-1,29 St., Marks Place, New York 3, N. Y. 

Pleas* send me GENIAC Kit with Manual It $19.95. 
Please send me Free information about GENIAL Kits 
Name Address 

e 

JOIN THE 

RECORDED TAPE OF 

THE MONTH CLUB 

AND SAVE! 
Now . the finest fidelity recordings 

exclusively on tape through The 
Tape of The Month Club. 

Every month the club selects a new re- 
cording as its tape of the month, and 
makes it available exclusively to club 
members. Each member receives a FREE 
4" preview reel . and hears the se- 
lection before buying. Full tapes, on 7" 
reels, cost club members only $5.95. 
Membership dues are only $5 for one 
year. Members get 12 preview tapes 
AND ARE UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO 
BUY MONTHLY SELECTIONS! 

Members receive a FREE BONUS tape 
of their selection ... with every 4th 

tape of the month purchased! 

SEE US AT THE AUDIO FAIR -Oct. 13 

to 16 -HOTEL NEW YORKER -Room 545 

Send $5 annual dues -or 50c for sample 
preview tape to: 

RECORDED TAPE OF THE MONTH CLUB 
P. O. Box 195, Dept. PE -1, 

Radio City Post Office. New York, N. Y. 

GREAT OPPORTUNITY FIELDS 
Conditions are changing. Many "one operation" jobs that 
have paid well will not last. Don't be satisfied with a "no future" 
job. Whether 17 or up to 45 years of age, train the Coyne 
way for a better job and a real future in ELECTRICITY or 
TELEVISION -RADIO, fields that offer a world of opportunities. 

YOU can TRAIN in great CHICAGO SHOPS 
Train on real, full -size equipment at COYNE where 
thousands of successful men have trained for over 56 years 
-largest, oldest, best equipped school of Its kind- established 
in 1899. No advanced education or previous experience 
needed. TRAINING APPROVED FOR VETERANS. 

B. W. COOKE, President FOUNDED 1899 

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED NOT FOR PROFIT 
500 S. PAULINA STREET, CHICAGO. Dept. 75 -71H 

ELECTRICITY * RADIO * TELEVISION * REFRIGERATION * ELECTRONICS 
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START NOW -PAY LATER- Finance Plan 
and Easy Monthly Payment Plan. Also part - 
time employment help for students. 

Get FREE Book 
Send coupon for 48 page 
illustrated book "Guide to 
Careen in Electricity and Tele- 
vision- Radio." No cost; no 
obligation; no salesman will 
call. Get vital facts now ! 

B. W. COOKE, President 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. PauilnaSt.,Chicago 12, Ill., Dept. 75-11H 

Send BIG FREE book and details of your 
training offer. This does not obligate me and no salesman will call. I am interested in: 

Electricity Television -Radio 

Name 

Address 

City State 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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CABINART '56 
MODEL 10 
MODEL 11 

MODEL 21 MODEL 65 MODEL 22 
MODEL 27 
MODEL 28 
MODEL 2711 
MODEL 2811 
MODEL 65 
MODEL 70 
MODEL 7111 'í -- 

MODEL 7113' 
1111 MODEL 90 

MODEL 91 
MODEL 90U 
MODEL 91U 
MODEL 800 
MODEL 80011 
MODEL K8.3 
MODEL KR-3U 
MODEL KR-4.12 
MODEL KR -4.15 
MODEL KRS 
MODEL KR 5.11 
MODEL KR -SP for tape recorder, 
MODEL ST -1 record changer, 
MODEL ST -2 and 
MODEL 5T 
MODEL ST.6 .4 
MODEL Si -5 
MODEL ST -6 
MODEL ST -7 
MODEL ST-8 
MODELST -9 

16 NEW EQUIPMENT 
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SPEAKERS SPEAKERS SPEAKERS 

CABINART SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

, storage 
turntable, 

tuner, amplifier 
speaker, if desired. 

CABINETS 

KIT27K 

KIT 28K MODEL 27K 

KIT 80 MODEL 28K 

KIT8112 

KIT 8115 3.. 

KIT K 3 

KIT K-4.12 

KIT K-4.15 

KIT KST -1 

KIT KSi T 

KIT KST.3 

KIT EST -4 

KIT KST.5 

KIT EST -6 - - 
KIT EST -7 

KIT ISST -8 TWELVE NEW H I - F I KITS 
KIT KST -9 

,..,,.,., ,. , .. ... .......... .._ -...,, ,,., 

N 

. . . EVEN A HI -FI STORAGEWALL 

ACC -1 

ACC -T TURNTABLE BASE 
ACCTU WITH LEVEL RECORD 
ACC -3 AND LEVELING CABINETS 
ACC4 DEVICES . . 3 SIZES 
ACC 5 
ACC -6 
ACC -7 
ACC -7A and NINE HI -FI ACCESSORIES FOR THE SOUND ENTHUSIASTS. 

Factory and Oßces: 8'klyn, N. Y. 

Each CABINART design is on engineer's 
answer fo an individual hi -fi equipment 
storage problem. Each cabinet, prop- 
erly used, is a designer's expression of 
the elements of good furniture design. 

If your hi -fi dealer does not stock 
Cabinart, write for the name of our 
nearest Cabinart dealer or moil order 
house. 

W CABINART '56 CATALOGS 

1. EQUIPMENT STORAGE 
2. EQUIPMENT /ENCLOSURE KITS 

3. REBEL HORNS & SPEAKERS 
4. THE CABINART STORAGEWALL 
5. HI Fl ACCESSORIES 

The pioneers in high fidelity radio furniture 

Cabinet./ is a division of G d H Wood Products Co-, Inc. 99 N. Ilth St. Brooklyn il, N. V. 
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fAYET 
HF. DATRTERS FOR 

POPULAR 
HARD 

ECTRONICS 
r0 c GET RIS FOR KITS 

WE HAVE TH EM! 

TWO TRANSISTOR RADIO RECEIVER KIT 
This regenerative two Transistor Radio has given more than ample earphone volume on broadcast stations located several hundred miles away. When used with 80 ft. outside antenna well beyond 1000 miles have been repeatedly heard. Kit comes complete with two transistors. Argonne transistor audio transformers. condensers.. resistors mason - Ite board etc.; schematic diagram plus 115 page book, showing more than 50 practical transistor circuits and "How- to- do- It -In. tructions". 
KT -70 Complete Kit with Batteries 
Net 10.95 

3 TRANSISTOR PUSH -PULL AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
>- FOR SPEAKER OPERATION 

don 
Ní000L01e.Trer 

high Im Inputs Inr. 
notching Pool eon. 1. 
needed (1111-1004 lar 
mesnell< lows ass pro- 
em aT-71 . 

MAKE YOUR OWN 
PRINTED CIRCUIT 

Nil'l'IIINC l ;LSI? 'l'O BUY' 
Our inexpensive Etched -Wire 
Kits Contain: Laminated Cop - per Boards (XXX -P); Printed 
Circuit Tube Sockets; Copper Etching Material and instruc- 
tions; Etch-resistant material 
for Circuit layouts; Eyelets and drill for connections; 
Scaled Layout Sheets for mak- ing your own or standard 

PRiwff. 
h1Aóort'isitl 

tr, / 4,4 I 

91)1100-- 
Pr nted Circuits. All Kits Are Supplied with Plastic Case 

5001P -BASIC KIT 5003P -SERVICEMAN Contains a complete assort- &TECHNICIANS' KIT ment of materials needed to Contains three times the mate - make a variety of different r rial of Kit SOOlP with 
grains 
Printed Circuits. Circuit Die- special, 
1 -tube Receiver. uMuitimeter and : double -faced Copper Boards. 

only Only I Only ENEI 
5004P- PRODUCT DESIGNERS' KIT This special Kit enables the Manufacturer and Laboratory to make pilot run of etched wire Printed Circuits with his own staff and facilities. Contains all the latest information, materials and methods for adapting your product to mass production -c niques. 

With the New Lafayette KT- 89.Kit you can now build a self-powered, push -pull Class 
B translator, audio amplifier for speaker operation, having a frequency response of 100.8000 cpa. The Argonne Transistor transformers were especially designed for transistor circuits. Kit comes complete with 

3 translators, push-pull input and output transformers chassis 3 x4 "xl ", condensers . resistors, battery holders, etc., schematic diagram. 
KT -55 Complete with batteries..,.Net 17.95 

TWO TRANSISTOR PREAMP KIT 

27.00 

2 TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO KIT 

With the Lafayette KT -71 you can now build 
a simple Transistor preamp in a matter of hours. The overall result will be a noiseless. hornless and virtually distortionless amplifier. 
The complete unit is mounted on an aluminum chassis size 3 "x4 "xl ". The Kit comes com- 
sistors, 

with 
holders, batteries, etc and schematic diagram. 

KT-71 Complete Kit Net 5.911; 

LAFAYETTE GEIGER COUNTER KIT 
WITH HIGH SENSITIVITY 
VICTOREEN TUBE 1B85 

Lafayette Geiger Counter Kit with Nish Sensitivity Victoreen 1885 tube, makes this one of the most outstanding kit buys in the country. This tube is used only in the most expensive equipment. Easy to build, at only 
p fraction of the price, of commercial in- struments of this type. Just turn it on, flip the high voltage switch and listen to the clicks. Kit includes all parts, tube, carry- ing case, 221/2" and 11/2" volt Batteries. 
Complete instructions for quick assembly. 
Shpg. wt., 11/2 lba. 
KT -75 - Net 14.95 

a 

Packed into a 21/2"x31/2"x11/4" plastic case. This Two Translator plus crystal diode radio kit offers many surprises, utilizing a regener- ative detector circuit with transformer coupled audio stage, gives you high gain and excel. lent selectivity. Pulls in distant stations with ease_with more than.ample_eaCphone volume. Kit _comes Complete with two transistors. crystal diode. loonstick. Argonne transistor 
tudio 

transformer resistors, condensers, plas- 
ic case, etc. Including schematic and in- structions. 

KT -65 Complete kit with Miniature Dynamic. 
Earphones Net 13.75 
Less Earphones Net 11.80 

ELECTRONIC STERILIZER KIT 

7.75 

...a..,.. 

LAFAYETTE EXCLUSIVE! DYNAMIC EAR PHONE 
A new lightweight plastic ear phone espe- 
cially Imported by Lafayette to bring you 
the high quality of a dynamic ear phone with the ease and comfort of an almost weightless unit -at a price less than half 
that of any comparable unit. Fits right into 
ear. Excellent sensitivity of 85 db. Ideal for 
use with miniature sets, hearing aids, tran- 
scribing, etc. DC resistance 2000 ohms. im- 
pedance 5000 ohms at 1000 cycles. Com- ply with 3 ft. plastic covered cord. 

Net 1.95 
LOW IMPEDANCE MODEL FOR SILENT 

LISTENING OR VIEWING 
Will replace speaker on any radio set or T.V. for silent listening, by direct connection to secondary of output transformer. Im- 
pedance 8 ohms. 
MS -Ito Net $1.95 

NEW POCKET AC-DC VOM MULTITESTER 

1.000 ohms per Volt 
ACDC MUI.TITSSTER, An 
idea portaD e unit Nat meets 
the need for a compact, yet ru ged test Instrument. Uses 

t lange easy ttoo read scale. Uses loi preecCision resistors, Jew- eled D'Arsonvai tnlcroamo meter move- 
ment. Ranq s: ApCDC sad output volts 

3. 2 . 0.250. O 10 OV DC current 0.t. 
0.10 

0.300. M desistance 0.10K and" 1 bK ohms. 
pSloe: 

4 x 3t/ x 
1 Su plied complete with test leads 
an ppotterlies Shag. Wt. 21/2 Ibis. 
MODEL RNL27C Complete - 
Singly, ea. 7.95 

TRANSISTOR 
TYPE 2N107 

P -N -P 

511. 

Complete-professional appearing kit to bull your own germicidal lamp; Consists of 8 watt germicidal lamp, lamp sockets, starter. starter socket, pre- punched white enameled fixture box. SPST switch, line cord and plug. Necessary nuts, bolts and screws. In 
Fluded simple wiring diagram. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs, 

K -79 Net 7.75 

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 
COMPARE IT WITH ANY MIKE 
AT 2 to 3 TIMES THE PRICE 

A quality crystal Microphone for 
PA systems, house recorders. etc. Frequency response 30 to 10,000 cycles. Output level -52 db. Pro. vides ample output for use with low gain amplifiers. Complete with 
5 ft. of shielded cable. Shpg. wt.. 31" lbs. 
PA24- in lots of 3,each .. 3.95 singly. 

TRANSISTOR 
455 KC I.F. I {f 

Specially designed for ,p transistor circuits. only 
1 square by a/2" high. 

5- 
In lots 

12s- 
of 10, each 790 

Single, Each 890 

each 4.2S 

TRANSISTOR 

TYPE 2N222 
P -N -P 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 

TIMER -SWITCH SALE 3.95 
Automatically turns on adio, television sets, toasters, cofiee 
makers, etc. - at any p e -set time within 12 hour p rlod: 
also tells time. Requires 31/0 
diameter round hole. Depth 
á [ i d dial 

face 
21/2 ". Shpg. 

MS02. for 110V/80 Cy,,AC 

Inette 
nd¡U BBNOONNA.N.1. 542 E.FordhamRd / / Mang" I24CentnlAre. 

100 SIXTH AVE. PLAINFIEIO,N.1. 139 West 2ndSt. 

NEW YORK. N.Y. SOSTON.MASS. I lIOFederalSt. 

Include postage with order. 

24 POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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NOW... RCA 
TRAINS YOU AT HOME IN 
RADIO-TV ELECTRONICS 

NEW AND UP -TO -DATE HOME 
STUDY COURSE ... Clearly written 
by men with years of servicing and 
teaching experience. Easy to under- 
stand . . . step -by -step instruction. 

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIiENCE RE- 
QUIRED. This Home Study Course 
was specifically prepared for students 
with no previous electronics training 

. for those who want a sound foun- 
dation in this exciting field. 

A PRACTICAL COURSE ... You 
receive completely workable kits and 
perform valuable experiments to dem- 
onstrate the theory learned. In fact, 
many students will be able to do 
service work even before they complete 
all the lessons. 

YOU BUILD AND KEEP THESE FINE 
INSIMUMENTS SHOWN 

a multimeter 
a 6 tube superheterodyne receiver 
an r.f. signal generator 
a television receiver 

SINCE 1909, RCA INSTITUTES has 
trained thousands of men in Radio -TV 
Electronics in our Resident Classes. 
Many have well- paying jobs in in- 
dustry; some have established their 
own business. Now this opportunity 
is available to you at home. 
"PAY -AS- YOU -LEARN" PLAN ... 

There is no binding contract. You 
pay for one study group at a time, as 

I 

Vsk. 
RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A SERVICE Of RAO/O CORPORATION of AMERICA 

P 

you progress through the course. The 
cost for everything -including the 
high quality equipment that you re- 
ceive and build -is amazingly low. 
RCA INSTITUTES -a service of 
Radio Corporation of America -is 
licensed by the New York State Edu- 
cation Department ... recommended 
by radio and television service or- 
ganizations. 

SEND FOR 
FREE 
CATALOG 
NOW 

RCA Institutes, Inc., Home Study Dept. PE-1 05 
350 West 4th Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation, send me FREE CATALOG on the Home Study Course 
in Radio -TV- Electronics. No salesman will call. 

Name 

Address 

City 
350 WEST FOURTH SWIM NEW YORK /4, /It r L 

October, 1955 

Please Print 

Zone State J 
25 
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BOOKSHELF 
"YOUR TAPE RECORDER" by Robert 
and Mary Marshall. Greenberg: Publisher, 
New York, N. Y. 278 pages. Cloth bound. 
$4.95. 

Magnetic tapes and tape recorders, sub- 
jects which usually occupy relatively small 
portions of most books on audio, are here 
accorded the full book -length treatment 
they warrant. 

Helping the tape recordist get the most 
out of his equipmént is the book's basic 
aim. While primarily intended for the 
amateur or home enthusiast, there is much 
in this volume which professionals may 
find useful. 

The authors have based a good part of 
the book on four and a half years of re- 
search which included more than 2500 ex- 
periments with recorders of all kinds. A 
wealth of solid technical information is 

woven into the text to provide a basic un- 
derstanding of the practical applications 
discussed. 

The insides of recorders and the phenom- 
ena of sound and its recording and repro- 
duction are explained; correct recording 
techniques are given; and suitable ampli- 
fiers and loudspeakers for playback are 
described. Numerous photos and diagrams 
add to the usefulness of a handy book that 
should be welcomed by all recording en- 
thusiasts. 

"THE ABC OF COLOR TV" by Harry G. 
Cisin. Published by Harry G. Cisin, Amag- 
ansett, N. Y. 25 pages. Paper bound. $1.00. 

Basic principles underlying color tele- 
vision are clearly explained in language 
that will be familiar even to those with 
only a smattering of electronics or physics. 
Following a discussion of color and light, 
the book goes into the transmission of color 
video and tells what is required for black - 
and -white telecasts as compared with color 
programs. The new concepts and types of 
radio signals, such as "I" and "Q" and 
"additives" are all considered. 

A section on color TV reception explores 
the video detector and amplifier; the lumi- 
nance and chrominance channels; and the 
color sync circuits. The book concludes with 

HIGH -PAY CAREERS 
IN ELECTRONICS - TELEVISION - RADIO 

Await Men with COMPLETE Training! 

26 

Nationally- recognized, accredited Central training is designed ro 
get you into high- paying career positions in the shortest possible 
time. In addition, Central's "Progressive Plan" is so arranged that 
each phase of training you complete qualifies you for a more im- 
portant, better -pay position. In just a few short weeks you are 
qualified for certain basic jobs. Then, with every additional training 
phase that you complete, you qualify "up the ladder" for more 
advanced types of positions. Central offers complete Electronics - 
TV -Radio training leading to an Associate of Science degree, and 
qualifying you as an Electronics Engineering Technician! 
Thousands of Central graduates have been placed at almost every technical 
level in the electronics industry. Free nation -wide placement service. 

3 PROVEN TRAINING PLANS 
(Choose the one that fits your requirements) 

1. HOME STUDY COURSE (with 9 kits of equipment) 
-Qualifies you for diploma, FCC license, and a variety 
of electronics jobs (or transfer into advanced resident 
training). 
2. HOME STUDY -RESIDENT COURSE (with 9 kits of 
equipment) -Home study, followed by short period of 
resident training. Qualifies you for diploma, FCC license, 
and a wide variety of Electronics -TV -Radio positions (or 
continue with advanced resident training). An accredited 
technical institute curriculum. 
3. FULL RESIDENT COURSE -Qualifies you for Asso- 
ciate of Science (A.S.) degree and top -pay employment 
opportunities as Electronics Engineering Technician. Part - 
time employment opportunities available for students while 
training. An accredited technical institute curriculum. 

Don't limit yourself! Get the facts on Centrals complete 
training that can take you just as far as you want to go in 
the electronics technician field. Send coupon today for FREE 
brochure on your opportunities in Electronics. 

VETERANS! Central offers courses 
approved under G. I. Bill 

CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. A -105, 1644 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 8, Mo. 

Tell ma more about how you can quality me for a high -pay Electronics career. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 

If Korean veteran, give approximate discharge date -I 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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The New Model 70 UTILITY TESTER 

FOR REPAIRING ALL 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 
MOTORS AUTOMOBILES T V TUBES 

As an electrical trouble shooter the Model 70: 
Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages, A.C. and 
D.C. Current, Resistances, Leakage, etc. 

Will measure current consumption while the 
appliance under test is in operation. 
Incorporates a sensitive direct- reading resist- 
ance range which will measure all resistances 
commonly used in electrical appliances, motors, 
etc. 

Leakage detecting circuit will indicate continu- 
ity from zero ohms to 5 megohms (5,000,000 
ohms). 

Will test toasters, Irons, Broilers, Heating 
Pads, Clocks, Fans, Vacuum Cleaners, Re- 
frigerators, Lamps, Fluorescents, Fans. 
Switches, Thermostats, etc. 

Will test all TV tubes for open fila- 
ments, inter -element shorts, burned 
out tubes, etc. 

Tester the Model 70 will test: As an Automotive 
Both 6 Volt and 12 Volt Storage Batteries Generators Starters 

Distributors Ignition Coils Regulators Relays Circuit Breakers 
Cigarette Lighters Stop Lights Condensers Directional Signal Systems 

All Lamps and Bulbs Fuses Heating Systems Horns Also will locate 
poor grounds, breaks in wiring, poor connections, etc. 
Handsome round -cornered molded bakelite case, 3f/8 "x57/8 "x2! /q ". Complete 585 
with o11 test leads. Also included is a 64 page book giving detailed instructions. 
for testing all electrical appliances, automotive equipment, TV tubes, etc. Only 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C.O.D. 
Try it for 10 days before you 

buy. If completely satisfied 1 MOSS ELECTRONIC DIST. CO., INC. 
then send $3.85 and pay I Dept. D -164, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

balance at rate of $4.00 per ' Please rush 1 Model 70 1 agree to pay $3.85 within 10 days 
month for 3 months - No after receipt and $4.00 per month thereafter 

Interest or Finance Charges 

Added! If not completely 
satisfied, return to us, no I 
explanation necessary 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

uctober, I Y 27 
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2 -SPEED 12" TURNTABLES 
by REK -O -KUT 

Model L -34 

for 45 and 

33r/á rpm 

records 

c NEW -' 

,4 
Model L -37 

for 78 and 

33r /a rpm 

records 

or write for complete details to Dept. NK -27 

REK -O KUT COMPANY 
38 -01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y. 

28 

an explanation of color picture tubes. Nu- 
merous block diagrams and other drawings 
help to clarify the text. 

® GD 

"PROBES" by Bruno Zucconi and Martin 
Clifford. Gernsback Publications, Inc., New 
York, N. Y. 224 pages. Paper bound. $2.50. 

Based on the actual experiences of manu- 
facturers and users of probes, this book ex- 
plains what probes are, how they are de- 
signed, and how they should be used. It also 
provides valuable hints on what to look for 
when buying a set of probes. In addition, 
details are given for building one's own, 
including construction data on a tran- 
sistorized probe. For those who are not 
faMiliar with probes and their importance 
in modern experimenting and servicing, a 
lucid explanation of this aspect of the 
electronics art is also included. 

O Csa W 
Free Literature Roundup 

HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEMS can be assembled 
with the aid of special instructions avail- 
able from University Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 
So. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y. A 
chart, describing this company's line, also 
suggests combinations of units. Any sys- 
tem so assembled may be expanded later. 
After selecting a particular system from 
the chart, the enthusiast may obtain ad- 
ditional data describing the system of his 
choice in detail. Construction plans for 
enclosures are included. 

DESCRIPTIONS of Electro -Voice compon- 
ents, such as amplifiers, speakers, enclo- 
sures, pickups, and microphones, are con- 
tained in "Condensed Catalog No. 123," 
available on request from Electro- Voice, 
Inc., Buchanan, Mich. 

AN ATTRACTIVE BOOKLET entitled "Things 
You Should Know About the Purchase and 
Servicing of Television Sets" has been pre- 
pared by the Radio -Electronics -Television 
Manufacturers Association (RETMA) in 
cooperation with the Radio -Television Com- 
mittee of the Association of Better Busi- 
ness Bureaus. Intended as a guide for the 
lay consumer, this booklet is being dis- 
tributed through local TV sales and serv- 
ice organizations and Better Business 
Bureaus. 

"HIGH FIDELITir in the palm of your hand" 
is the provocative phrase that leads off a 
brochure on the new Hastings "FM Jr." 
radio. This folder describes an FM receiv- 
er no bigger than a package of cigarettes. 
To obtain your copy, write to Hastings 
Products, Inc., Newbury Street, Boston, 
Mass. 30 
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MECHANICAL 

SKILLS 

CAN GET 

YOU 

AHEAD 

IN THE 

U.S. 

AIR FORCE 

Here's why - 
If you're interested in mechanics, join the U. S. Air Force. As 
an Airman you may develop your technical ability and learn 
a skill that will pay well... and win you extra stripes. Such 
interesting career fields as Aircraft and Engine Maintenance, 
Rocket Propulsion and Intricate Equipment Maintenance are 
open to you, if you qualify. Don't delay -see your local Air 
Force Recruiter or mail the coupon, today. 

YOU CO 

PLACES 

FASTER 
IN THE 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

AIRMAN INFORMATION BRANCH 
Box 2202, Wright- Patterson AFB 
Ohio 

M-19-PE 

Please send me more information on my opportuni- 
ties as an Airman in the U. S. Air Force. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

October, 1955 29 
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How a Capacitor Works 

A PRIMER ON CAPACITORS 

(Continued from the August issue) 

In the September issue, we explained generally how 
rated capacitance values vary with temperature, and 
how this variation applies to paper tubular and dry 
electrolytic capacitors. 

When it comes to ceramic capacitors, the mixtures 
of ceramic materials selected can give startlingly dif- 
ferent capacitance values with temperature change. And 
we often take advantage of predictable temperature 
changes to balance changes in values of other circuit 
components. For the group of ceramic capacitors 
known as "temperature -compensating ", which consist 
basically of titanium dioxide and an extender, the nom- 
inal capacitance change with temperature is shown in 
Figure 1. As the temperature coefficient of capacitance 
changes from positive to negative, the capacitors be- 
come progressively smaller. Another group of ceramic 
capacitors made of extended temperature coefficient 
materials also have relatively linear T -C curves as 
shown in Figure 2. These materials, at present, are 
most commonly used in TV yokes. 

By introducing barium titanate, strontium titanate, 
or other titanates of rare earths, we get the higher die- 
lectric constant materials which may range in value up 
to a K of 6000 (K being the letter symbol for dielec- 
tric constant which is the factor by which a particular 
capacitor is greater in capacitance than an air capacitor 
of the same plate area and spacing). This compares 
with a K of 85, for example, for an N750 material. It 
is characteristic of the higher dielectric constant ma- 
terials to expect that the temperature coefficient will 
not be reproducible from one measurement to the next. 
The condition of shelf aging and the amount of d -c 

and a -c present in the measuring circuit will affect the 
final capacitance reading obtained at any given temper- 
ature. Curves on these materials, therefore, are stated 
as typical. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the change in 
capacitance which may be expected with typical Class 
GA (General Application) ±20% capacitance toler- 
ance and Class GA MRC (General Application-Min- 
imum Rated Capacitance) units. 

111111 TTTTTT 
nh \MIME , .' : OI tqa 

t. N maim ì\tea ràemum ,.m,R '_ommert ._--__.... s.....:"°: ...., .....,_ .. .i, .M511 L Ie 
Fig. 1 - Capad once Change 
with Temperature for Temper- 
ature Compensating Capacitors 

á° 

1° 

Fig. 2 - Capacitance Change 
with Temperature for Extended 
Range T -C Capacitors 
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000 

Fig. 3 - Capacitance Change 
with Temperature for Typical 
Class GA iß0 %u ToI. Units 
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, EMME _ 
Fig. 4 - Capacitance Change 
with Temperature for Typical 
Class GA MRC Units 

-To be continued in December issue- 
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Our First 

Anniversary 
IT WAS with the usual trepidation felt by editors of a new 

magazine that I spoke to the first readers of POPULAR 

ELECTRONICS just one year ago. Many of you may not im- 
mediately realize the great question that invades the minds 
of the editors when a publication is launched. They must 
attempt to look into the future and predict the acceptance 
of the new magazine by the largest possible audience. 

Looking back, I now wonder what we here at POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS were worrying about. The first three issues 
were all complete sellouts. After such a reception, a de- 
cision was made to increase the circulation until, at this 
writing, the distribution is now almost exactly double last 
year's figure. 

Reader acceptance is always followed by increased adver- 
tising representation. Watchful readers will have noted 
months ago that the products and services offered POPULAR 

ELECTRONICS readers are many and varied. We are proud of 
this widespread encouragement and are doing everything 
in our power to put out a book that will interest readers 
and advertisers alike. 

But most active readers are primarily interested in the 
months ahead. Editorially, POPULAR ELECTRONICS is now 
working into a pattern that includes outstanding feature 
articles and ideas for experimental projects, a well- rounded 
and varied program of departments, and -last but not 
least -an outstanding section on hi -fi "how- to- do -it" and 
"how -to- understand -it." 

As you look through this very issue, note the changes 
that have taken place in the field of electronics within the 
past year. Earth "satellites" will soon be telemetering in- 
formation on the upper atmosphere and interstellar space 
back to the earth's surface. The "Decision Meter" on page 
42 is an example of an elementary computer, something 
which we would have thought impossible a year ago. And 
the future of electronics for you as readers is amply dem- 
onstrated in the resident school story starting on page 32. 

O.R. 
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E/eewxiei 
in RESIDENT SCHOOLS 

Cover Photo Story 
By NORMAN EISENBERG 

Feature Editor 

Training available at resident schools can prepare you for a 

career in electronics, or help you advance within the field 

COMPLETE training in tyieory and prac- 
tice of every aspect of electronics, at all 

levels from the rank beginner to the ad- 
vanced professional, is available at the resi- 
dent technical school. Located in most parts 
of the United States and Canada, such in- 
stitutions -with their lecture rooms, lab- 
oratories, studios, arrays of equipment, 
well- stocked libraries, and seasoned facul- 
ties -form what one observer has termed 
"a stronghold of electronic knowledge." No 
facet of the electronic art is neglected, and 
no possible means of instruction is over- 
looked in the resident school. 

Generally, the picture of life at a resident 
institute looks something like this. A stu- 
dent enrolls for one or a series of courses. 
He then attends classes on a regular sched- 
ule, dividing time between lectures, experi- 
ments in laboratories, training films, build- 
ing and handling equipment. In some cases, 
he may enjoy a rich and varied campus life 
with extracurricular and social activities. 

Resident training does not always imply, 
however, that the trainee actually lives on 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This story continues our 
series on careers in electronics. The oppor- 
tunities for employment, and the details on the 
training needed and available for such em- 
ployment comprise what may well be -for 
thousands of our readers -the most important 
story of the year. In text and photographic 
references to various schools, we have sought 
to provide examples and illustrations of im- 
portant points -and in no way express ap- 
proval of any specific school. Comments on 
any one school generally apply to all. The 
schools mentioned, and listed on page 36, 
are but a few of those which are aptly suited 
for the task of training the prospective techni- 
cians and engineers who will shape our future 
in electronics. 
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the school grounds. Many schools do have 
provisions for such an arrangement. In 
other instances, students may live in nearby 
cities or neighboring communities and trav- 
el to and from the school. In either case, 
the term "resident" means that the student 
attends regular classes. Homework may be 
assigned, but the basis of the training is 
what is taught by an instructor at the 
school 'itself. 

The resident school serves as a medium 
for the exchange of ideas, as a clearing- 
house for electronic concepts and develop- 
ments. The conversational "give- and -take" 
and the direct contact with both equipment 
and other electronic enthusiasts tend to 
enhance the value of the training itself. For 
those who have the time and inclination to 
immerse themselves in the atmosphere of 
electronics, this type of school offers vast 
opportunities. 

Requirements for hundreds of job classi- 
fications are met by the multitude of 
courses offered at resident schools. And in 
keeping with the advanced nature of the 
many new developments in the electronics 
field, the schools employ the most modern 
approach to instructional methods and shop 
procedures. This modern pedagogical ap- 
proach has proven capable of developing 
skilled technicians in the shortest possible 
time. The result is a continuous turning out 
of highly skilled personnel with the maxi- 
mum potential for fitting into the needs of 
industry, and with the least expense or 
"learning pains" on the part of the trainees 
themselves. 

High Training Standards 

Despite their eagerness to train men, 
however, the schools are aware of their re- 
sponsibility both to the men and to indus- 
try. No trainee is permitted to take ad- 
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Above, classroom at United 
Television Laboratories, Louis - 
vite, Ky. Rooms like :his one 
are used for lectures, reviews, 
aa3 discussions. A: right, 
instructor Boyd Browr guides 
trainee through complexities of 
a broadcast transmitter at RCA 
Institutes, New York City. Per- 
sonalized instruction is one ad- 
va-itage of resident schools. 

vanced courses unless he demonstrates that 
he has mastered all the necessary preced- 
ing technical material. Prospective students 
with no real aptitude for electronics are not 
permitted to enroll. Examinations are per- 
ennial, and standards of acceptance and 
instruction are high. No arbitrary matter 
depending on the personal whim of a par- 
ticular instructor, the methodology and 
curricula must meet nation -wide standards 
set up by educational and industrial asso- 
ciations. Two such organizations are the 
Engineers' Council for Professional Devel- 
opment (ECPD), and the National Council 
of Technical Schools (NCTS). 

ECPD is the group which accredits the 
curricula of engineering colleges and tech- 
nical institutes. All courses taught must 
contain the proper type of subject matter 
in the correct proportions to warrant ap- 
proval. This assures that courses will ac- 
complish their avowed purpose in training 
men along specific lines. It also makes for 
a nation -wide standardization of what is 
taught in most schools. A man trained in a 
west coast institute. need not fear that a 
October, 1955 

job in the midwest or east, or even abroad, 
will make educational demands that he has 
not been prepared to meet. 

This program of accrediting the curricu- 
la is the technical schools' counterpart of 
the standard practice that prevails in all 
public and private schools and colleges. 
ECPD is made up of representatives of 
leading professional and technical organi- 
zations, including business firms, in the 
electronics field. Professional engineering 
is represented on the Council through the 
membership of founding engineering socie- 
ties. The educational field is represented 
through the membership of many educa- 
tional societies. 

NCTS, on the other hand, is an associa- 
tion of the leading technical schools them- 
selves. This group establishes standards - 
educational and ethical -that serve as pol- 
icy- making guideposts for all member 
schools, and that represent the best think- 
ing of the leaders is the field. The work of 
NCTS provides additional help in stand 
ardizing and improving the quality and 
level of instruction in all member schools. 
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Motion pictures help explain circuit theory at DeVry Technical Institute, 
Chicago. Schools utilize latest visual aids to enhance actual instruction. 

Laboratories, such as this at school operated by American Television, Inc., 
Chicago, permit trainees to learn by experimenting with latest equipment. 

Further information on either of these 
groups may be had by writing to: the En- 
gineers' Council for ProfessionaL Develop- 
ment, 29 West 39th St., New York 18, N.Y., 
and the National. Council of Technical 
Schools, 912 Seventeenth St., N. W., Wash- 
ington, D.C. 

In addition to these national organiza- 
tions, most schools maintain some kind of 
relationship with committees or groups 
comprised of representatives of leading lo- 
cal industrial and commercial organiza- 
tions in the electronics field. In this way, 
the theoretical "meat" of electronic tech- 
nology is constantly nourished by the de- 
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mands of practical application and new de- 
velopments in the field. 

Training Methods and Facilities 
Depending on what course the student 

enrolls for, the intensity of the training 
may vary from two or three evening hours 
a week to full -time daily study. Often, 18 
months at a resident school can provide a 
trainee with the equivalent of two years at 
college; while 27 months of intensive study 
can earn for a trainee a bona fide Bachelor 
of Science degree, normally a four -year 
haul at a university. 

Instructional methods include regular 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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Student uses latest type of Orthicon TV camera at National Schools. Las 
Angeles, Caliä. Typical program is staged under instructor's direction. 

Each student in this TV laboratory at Valparaiso Technical Institute, Val - 
paraiso. Ind., has his own workbench area, complete with equipment. 

lectures, supervised experiments with 
equipment in labs, construction of compo- 
nents, and the operation of standard pro - 
fessional equipment, selected to be repre- 
sentative of the particular area of interest 
being taught. The resident school is, at 
best, a veritable storehouse of the latest 
and best in operating and testing equip - 
ment -from a voltmeter to a color TV 
transmitter, from a test probe to a radar 
installation. 

Instructional aids comprise the latest 
and best in modern classrooms. The train- 
ee at the resident school is shown movies 
and slides, carefully prepared to drive home 
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important points in such a way as to make 
them acceptable and unforgettable. He will 
use a tape recorder for group discussions as 
well as for training his own speaking voice 
(an important part of broadcast console op- 
eration). Group work in laboratories, and 
reports -both oral and written -on his ex- 
periments help clarify subject matter and 
prepare him for the day when he has to . 

report to his co- workers or to his superior 
on the job. 

To guide the uninitiated through the 
complexities of electronic equipment, bread- 
boards and mock -ups are widely used. A de- 
vice that . was successfully employed in 
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training technicians during World War II 
has come into its own in the resident school. 
This is the "dynamic demonstrator " -a 
large version of a unit of equipment, so 
wired as to resemble the schematic of the 
unit and presented on a large flat board. 
Any circuit action innate to the particular 
equipment being studied can be demon- 
strated on this board, with the results dis- 
played on meters and oscilloscopes con- 
nected to it. 

Finally, there are the large installations 
of commercial equipment, operated by 
trainees under actual or simulated condi- 
tions. These include industrial electronic 
devices, radar setups, broadcasting stations, 
etc. Several schools operate their own live 
transmitters and actually go on the air 
with regularly scheduled broadcasts. 

Many schools devise their own instruc- 
tional aids, such as the industrial video in- 
stallation set up by the faculty of Bailey 
Technical Schools in St., Louis. Complete 

with TV camera, control panel and moni- 
tors, this installation facilitates instruction 
in the use and maintenance of industrial 
video equipment. The completely outfitted 
TV broadcasting studio and control room is 
a common feature at most schools. 

Other facilities include libraries and caf - 
eterias-to feed the "inner man." Many 
schools provide living accommodations, 
such as at Valparaiso Technical Institute, 
Indiana. Social and club activities are part 
of the picture. Indiana Technical College 
boasts a fully equipped gymnasium for 
working out those kinks (other than line - 
cord type). And trouble -shooting and main- 
tenance of the "human mechanism" are 
handled by competent medical staffs, as- 
for instance -at Capitol Radio Engineering 
Institute, Washington, D.C. 

The Engineering Technician 
In addition to courses in servicing, com- 

munications, basics, etc., a good portion of 

Directory of Resident Schools 

American Television Institute of Technology 
School Division of American Television, Inc. 
5050 North Broadway 
Chicago 40, Ill. 

Bailey Technical Schools 
1626 South Grand 
St. Louis, Mo. 

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
3224 16th St., N.W. 
Washington 10, D. C. 

Central Technical Institute 
Seventeenth and Wyandotte Sts. 
Kansas City 8, Mo. 

Coyne Electrical School 
500 So. Paulina St. 
Chicago 12, III. 

Delehanty School of Television 
115 E. 15th St. 
New York 3, N. Y. 

DeVry Technical Institute 
4141 Belmont Ave. 
Chicago 41, Ill. 

Grantham School of Electronics 
5910 Sunset Blvd. 
Hollywood 28, Calif. 

and 
737 11th St., N.W., 
Washington, D. C. 

Indiana Technical College 
215 E. Washington Blvd. 
Fort Wayne 2, Ind. 

For specific information, write 

Milwaukee School of Engineering 
1025 N. Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

National Schools 
Figueroa St. at Santa Barbara 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Philadelphia Wireless Technical Institute 
1533 Pine St. 
Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

Pierce School of Radio & Television 
52 East 19th St. 
New York, N. Y. 

Port Arthur College 
Port Arthur, Texas 

RCA Institutes, Inc. 
350 West 4th St. 
New York 14, N. Y. 

Radio Electronic Television Schools 
3730 Woodward Ave. 
Detroit 1, Mich. 

Tri -State College 
Angola, Ind. 

United Television Laboratories 
3947 Park Drive 
Louisville 16, Ky. 

Valparaiso Technical Institute 
Valparaiso. Ind. 

Y.M.C.A. Trade & Technical School 
15 West 63rd St. 
New York, N. Y. 

directly to the school concerned. 
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Operation of the vacuum -tube 
volt- ohmmeter is explained with 
the aid of "dynamic demonstra- 
tor" model made by Electronic 
Instrument Co., Inc. (EICO), of 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Scene is at Pierce 
School of Radio & Television, 
New York, N. Y. "Function" 
and "range" knobs of model ac- 
tivate mechanism behind panel 
to achieve realistic "clicks" into 
required positions. Meter pointer 
responds to settings of "zero- 
adjust" and "ohms -adjust" 
knobs. This demonstrator is 
typical of instructional aids 
widely used by all schools. 

Student gets special help with 
tough television servicing prob. 
leni at Coyne Electrical School. 
CHcago. Students get practice 
is using TV service instru- 
ments to locate faults and 
troubles placed in sets by 
instructor. Note specially con - 
structed workbench and full 
osasortment o;f test equipment. 

Instructor Walter A. Carter 
(Pierce School) has the atten- 
tion of every member of his 
class as he explains band 
response in a frequency -mod- 
ulated receiver. Circuit analy- 
sis, using large schematics. 
is complemented with work on 
actual equipment to provide 
link between theory and 
practice essential to profes- 
sional elec:-onic technician. 

the curricula is becoming increasingly 
devoted to training men for a new type of 
job that has developed in industry, This is 
the "engineering technician." 

Many schools report that they have found 
the "engineering technician" to be more in 
demand today than the professional engi- 
neer. According to the Milwaukee School 
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of Eagbieering, "for every engineer it in- 
dustry today, five engineering technicians 
are needed to round out the engineering 
team essential to technical progress. It is 
the technic:an who applies what the engi- 
neer plans and creates." To date, jobs in 
this area st'_ll outnumber available per- 
sonnel. 
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The technician combines some of the 
knowledge of the engineer with the skill of 
the craftsman. In a word, he does what 
the engineer plans. The engineer, in turn, 
plans on the basis of theories and concepts 
developed by the so- called pure scientists 
(chemists, physicists, etc.). 

Educating the future technician is a spe- 
cialized task, involving carefully planned 
courses which must be thorough, palatably 
presented, and sensitively geared to the re- 
alistic needs of industry. This all- important 
and complex assignment is adequately han- 
dled by the resident school. 

Special Courses Meet Industry's Needs 
The extent to which the need for special- 

ized skills shapes the school's curriculum 
is exemplified in the specific courses avail- 
able. For example, the Philadelphia Wire- 
less Technical Institute has the unique dis- 
tinction of offering a complete course in 
radar, both maritime and airborne. 

RCA Institutes, Inc., New York City, 
which started in 1909 as a training center 

for the first wireless operators, has evolved 
into a complete center of electronic instruc- 
tion serving multiple training needs -from 
basic drafting to advanced technology. The 
latter course -designed for the practicing 
technician seeking advancement- stresses 
mathematics, physics, and advanced cir- 
cuitry. Also available at other schools, such 
a program prepares men for work with 
broadcasting studios, research assignments 
with manufacturing organizations, etc. 

And the semi -technical and non -technical 
subjects that may be necessary for a round - 

(Continued on page 116) 

After graduating from the Pierce School in 
1952, Norman Weston operated as a television 
technician from his home. Later he opened 
a small shop. When business expanded, 
he moved into large shop shown above. 

William D. Houghton graduated from RCA 
Institutes in 1939. Together with Dr. Harry 
F. Olson, he headed a seven -man team of 
RCA engineers which developed the tape re- 
corder used by the National Broadcasting 
Co. in its closed circuit transmission of 
the first tape-recorded color TV program. 

Floyd M. Totten. graduate of Milwaukee 
School of Engineering, operates panel board 
used in test guidance of missiles at Bell 
Aircraft Co., Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Totten 
received degree of Associate in Applied 
Science in Radio and TV Technology in 
1951. This graduate is currently rated as 
an electronic test engineer, second class. 
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Keep your clothes 

hamper germ -free 

with a germicidal 

lamp that emits 

ultraviolet light 

WHEN "Mrs. Housewife" lifts the lid of 
her "electronic clothes hamper," sur- 

face germs clinging to her soiled clothing 
had better start making their peace with 
the world. For, in a few short seconds, 
they are doomed to extinction under the 
"death- dealing" rays of a germicidal lamp. 

The electronic clothes hamper, with its 
built in "death ray," is not an imaginary 
appliance from a science- fiction story of the 
future. Nor is.it an expensive, impractical 
laboratory instrument. An experimenter of 
average skill should have little or no diffi- 
culty assembling a unit for his own home 
in one or two evenings. 

Only a few parts are required, and these 
are neither prohibitively expensive nor 
hard to obtain. However, those who live in 
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By LOUIS E. GARNER, Jr. 

a large city might find it best to check with 
an electrical supply house rather than a 
radio parts distributor when asking for the 
germicidal lamp, ballast, starter and socket, 
and the mercury switch (see parts list). 
These items are more often stocked by 
electrical supply houses than radio whole- 
salers. Those who live in a small town or 
in a rural area should contact supply 
houses advertising in POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 

a few of which have the lamp assembly 
available in kit form. 

Some of the material needed will be 
available at the local hardware store. A 
standard clothes hamper can be picked up 
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Completed electronic clothes hamper. 

at a local department or housewares store, 
if it is not already at hand. 

Construction Hints 
The clothes hamper itself won't be needed 

until the final stages of construction. Wire 
the electronic components as two separate 
subassemblies before mounting in the 
clothes hamper proper and before making 
final connections. The ballast, "on -off" 
switch Si, starter and socket are wired in 
a small chassis which serves as a "control 
box," and which is mounted on the back 
panel of the hamper. Lamp sockets SO/ 
and 502, the germicidal lamp itself, and 
mercury switch S2 are wired together in a 
"lamp assembly" which is mounted on the 
lid of the hamper, enabling the death -deal- 
ing rays to cover the entire interior of the 
container. The control box and lamp as- 
sembly are connected with a flexible cable 
during final stages of assembly. 

Assembling the Control. Box: A small 
commercially available aluminum chassis 
was used for a control box housing in the 
model. The general layout is given in the 
interior view of the unit, shown with most 
of the parts mounted (Fig. 1). 

A commercial chassis or utility box may 
be used or, if preferable, a box can be bent 
from sheet metal stock. Steel is stronger 
and stiffer, but aluminum is easier to ma- 
chine and bend. 

When the machine work is completed, 
finish the chassis by applying one or two 
coats of enamel or clear plastic spray. An 
aluminum chassis may be left unfinished, 
if desired, but a steel chassis should always 
be given a protective coating to prevent 
rust. Finally, the parts are mounted, using 
small machine screws and hex nuts. 

Lamp Assembly: Two short lengths of 
Reynolds "Do -It- Yourself" aluminum are 
used for assembling the lamp and mercury 
switch mounting. This aluminum is avail- 
able in stock shapes at most hardware 
stores. It is a special soft alloy which may 
be worked with ordinary woodworking 
40 

tools. The aluminum stock is cut to length, 
drilled and shaped as shown in Fig. 2. 

Mount lamp sockets SO1 and SO2 and 
mercury switch S2 on the angle stock, us- 
ing small machine screws and hex nuts. 
Extend the leads at least 16" from the end 
of the lamp mounting, splicing to existing 
leads if necessary. Make sure that the lamp 
sockets are properly spaced for the lamp. 
The easiest way to do this is to mount the 
sockets on the lamp temporarily, until ex- 
act spacing is determined. Cover the top 
leads with the piece of U- channel alumi- 
num, held in place with two 6 -32 machine 
screws and small hex nuts. The complete 
lamp assembly is shown at the left. Note 
that the extended leads have been "cabled" 
together and are held securely with a small 
cable clamp. 

A detail view of the mercury switch 
mounting is given in Fig. 3. Note that the 
switch is mounted at an angle. Determine 
the proper mounting experimentally. In 
operation, the switch should be closed when 
the clothes hamper lid is down (horizontal) 
and should open when the lid is raised. 

Final Assembly: When the control box 
and lamp subassemblies are completed, 
they may be mounted on the clothes 
hamper proper and final connections made. 
Most commercial clothes hampers have a 
number of small holes punched in the top 
and bottom of the housing for ventilation 
purposes. Use as many of the existing 
holes as is practicable. The holes in the 
lid should be countersunk and flat -headed 
machine screws used for assembly. 

Next step is to complete the wiring, con- 
necting the control box and lamp assembly 
together. Then mount these two subassem- 
blies in the clothes hamper, shaping the 
connecting cable so that it is not under 
a strain when the lid is opened and closed. 
Be sure to install a rubber grommet in the 

SI STARTER SOCKET 

Fig. 1. Control 
box with the major 

components identified. 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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MAKE FROM 15" LENGTH OF I /16 "X 1" X I" ANGLE STOCK 
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o 
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13" LENGTH OF I/4 "X I/2" 'U" CHANNEL-1 

hole where the line cord passes through the 
hamper housing. 

When the wiring is completed and dou- 
ble- checked for errors, cover all exposed 
"hot" terminals with electrical tape or 
other protective insulation. As an alterna- 
tive, a small plastic or sheet metal cover 
can be made to "snap" over the control 
box to form a completely enclosed housing. 

Using the Hamper 

With the assembly and wiring completed, 
install the germicidal lamp in its sockets 
and plug in the starter. Plug the line cord 
into a wall outlet. Turn the power switch 
(on the control box) "on" and close the lid 
of the hamper. In a few seconds, the lamp 
should cpme on, bathing the inside of the 
hamper with a purplish glow. 

If the lamp does not light, check and 
make sure that both the lamp and the 
starter are properly seated in their respec- 
tive sockets and that proper electrical con- 
tact is made. Make sure, too, that line volt- 
age is available. Failure of the lamp to 
come on may also indicate that the mer- 
cury switch S2 is not maunted at the proper 
angle. Check on this -make sure that the 
mercury switch closes when the hamper's 
lid is down. If unfamiliar with the opera- 
tion of a mercury switch, check on the 
position of the mercury globule inside the 
glass housing. The switch is closed when 
the mercury is touching both of the elec- 
trodes which are sealed into the glass. 

If the unit still fails to work after these 
preliminary checks, it may indicate either 
an open lead, a defective component, or 
an error in wiring. 

The operation of the germicidal lamp 
used in the electronic clothes hamper is 
very similar to that of a fluorescent lamp, 
and it is for this reason that a ballast 
and starter are required. However, there 
is one important difference. Since the ultra- 
violet rays produced by the germicidal 
lamp are harmful to human eyes if long 
exposure is allowed, small mercury switch 
S2 is connected in series with regular power 
switch S1 so that the lamp is automatically 
turned "off" whenever the hamper's lid is 
lifted. Power is restored when the lid is 
closed, and the lamp will come on again 
after a few seconds delay (a second or so 
is required for the starter to operate). 
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MERCURY SWITCH (52) 

Fig. 2. Drawing at 
left shows construc- 
tion of the metal 
parts needed for 
the lamp assembly. 

LAMP BRACKET (SO I) 

Fig. 3. Detail of mercury switch mounting. 

BALLAST 

PLI 

STARTER 
AND 

SOCKET 

o 

SI- S.p.s.t. switch 
S2- S.p.s.t. mercury switch 
SOI, S02 -Bi -pin germicidal lamp socket 
Lamp -8 -watt germicidol lamp 
Ballast- Ballast for 8 -watt germicidal lamp 
Starter -Starter and socket assembly for 15 -20 w. 

fluorescent lamp 
1- Chassis, 41/2" x 314" x 2" 
1 -15" length 1" x 1" x 1/16" Reynolds "Do-It-Your- 

self" aluminum angle stock 
1 -13" length 1/4' x 1/2" x 1/4" Reynolds "Do -It -Your- 

self° U- channel stock 
2 -Cable clamps 
1-4 -lug terrrnal strip 

1 -Line cord'and plug 
Misc. machine screws, solder, etc. 

Total cost of parts, approx. $10.50 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram and parts list. 

Regular power switch S1 permits the lamp 
to be turned off whenever the hamper is 
not in use. 

Although worked out specifically for use 
in the electronic clothes hamper, the ger= 
micidal lamp circuit -with its automatic 
switch -may be used in many other loca- 
tions. Possible applications are limited 
only by imagination and ingenuity. Have 
fun! -- 
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SaìPct 
a "DECISION METER" 

By FORREST H. FRANTZ, Sr. 

C HALL I BUY that house ?" Should I 
take that correspondence course ?" 

"Do I want the blue one or the red 
one ?" "Which car should I decide on ?" 
These questions are common examples of 
those that constantly crop up in everyone's 
daily life. Such questions require decisions 
-right decisions -to keep things running 
smoothly. Some people can make quick 
snap decisions and come up with the right 
answer most of the time. Many others, 
however, find that their decisions are more 
often correct when they analyze their prob- 
lems systematically. The "decision meter" 
will help them to do so. 

The most common type of decision re- 
quires the choice of one of two courses of 
action. Usually the answer is "yes" or 
"no," but quite often it may be "red" or 
"blue," or "the $99 model" or "the $159 
model." Decisions involving a larger choice 
in the course of action may generally be 
broken down into several component parts 
and analyzed as "yes" or "no" decisions. In 
making a decision, the thinking process 
generally follows these lines: (1) the favor- 
able and unfavorable consequences of a 
decision are reviewed; (2) a magnitude or 
degree is attached to each possible conse- 
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View of front panel, 
showing location of 
meter and controls. 

quence; (3) insignificant consequences are 
weeded out; and (4) a decision is reached 
by balancing the favorable and unfavorable 
items generally weighted with the import- 
ance or urgency of the decision. 

In building the decision meter, any type 
of panel or cabinet may be used, but an 
ordinary blank chassis serves the purpose 
nicely and yields a neat enclosure. The 
model described in this article was built 
on a 21/2" x 61/4" x 113/4" chassis. Panel and 
enclosure should be drilled first. Then the 
panel may be painted if desired. Next, the 
panel wordings are drawn on the panel with 
India ink. A calibration layout for the five 
input or "consequence" controls that may 
be used with linear wire -wound controls is 
given at the bottom of page 43. 

The circuit consists of five potentiometers 
connected in parallel across the d.c.- volt- 
age supply. Potentiometer contacts con- 
nect to a summing network which consists 
of the five 100,000 -ohm resistors and the 
meter /200 -ohm potentiometer combination. 
The meter polarity reversal switch pro- 
vides the "yes" or "no" information, the 
meter an approximation of the magnitude 
of the- "yes" or "no." The momentary 
push- button switch (normal position -off) 
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Analyze your problems systematically and make the proper 

decisions with the aid of this versatile "decision meter" 

allows a 40,000 -ohm resistor in series with 
the lead from the summing resistors to be 
shorted by depressing the switch for low - 
scale readings. 

To test the decision meter, set the five 
consequence controls to the zero positions, 
the "weight" control to zero (i.e., shorting 
the meter). Plug in the a.c. cord, turn on, 
and gradually increase the weight control 
to maximum resistance. The meter should 
read zero. Turn one consequence control 
toward plus (yes) and the meter needle 
should deflect. If all goes well up to this 
point, turn all of the consequence controls 
to plus and note the full -scale meter read- 
ing. Then calibrate the weighting control 
by choosing a convenient fraction of the 
meter reading and marking the weight 
control graduations that provide the re- 
quired steps in the meter reading. The 
decision meter is now ready to go to work. 

Making "Decisions" 

As an example of a decision meter ap- 
plication, consider the selection of an audio 
amplifier. Usually the choice will narrow 
down to two or three amplifiers, but it is 
difficult to converge on a final single choice. 
The important considerations might be : 

(A) frequency response, (B) distortion, 
(C) attractiveness, (D) ruggedness, (E) 
cost, (F) ease of operation, (G) ready 
availability of replacement parts in the 
event of failure, (H) how well the ampli- 
fier will fit into the hi -fi system as it is 
expanded, (I) how much modification will 
have to be made to the present system to 
accommodate the chosen amplifier. Desig- 

Under- chassis view, showing major components. 
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Schematic diagram and parts list of unit. 

C1 -20 pfd., 150 v. electrolytic capacitor 
R1, R2 -4700 ohm, 2 w. resistor 
R3, R4, R5, R6, R7- 10,000 ohm, 3 w. wire - 

wound potentiometer, linear taper ( "con- 
sequence" controls) 

Ró, R9, RIO, RII, R12- 100,000 ohm, t/2 w. 
resistor 

R13- 40,000 ohm, 1/2 w. resistor 
R14 -200 ohm, 1/2 w. potentiometer, linear 

taper ( "weight" control) 
R15-47 ohm, tßí w. resistor 
Sl- S.p.s.t. toggle switch (on -off) 

S2- D.p.d.t. toggle switch (yes -no) 
S3- S.p.s.t., normally open, momentary con- 

tact switch (read) 
SRI -100 ma. selenium rectifier 
M1 -0 -1 milliampere meter (21/2" or 31/2 ", 

round or square) 
1- Chassis, approx. 11', 4" x 61/4" x21/4" 
6- Pointer knobs 
1 -Line cord and plug 
Misc. wire. solder, etc. 

Total cost of parts, approx. $13.50 
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Characteristics Amplifier "A" Amplifier "B" 
(A) Frequency response equal equal 
(B) Distortion equal equal 
(C) Attractiveness no front panel neat front panel 
(D) Ruggedness equal equal 
(E) Cost $99.50 $89.75 
(F) Ease of operation all controls accessible from equalizer for phono 

front panel preamp on rear of chassis 
(G) Availability of 

replacement parts 
equal equal 

(H) Suitability for power output 8 watts extra input channel; future expansion (otherwise equal) power output 6 watts 
(otherwise equal) 

(I) Modification required present cabinet will not some cabinet modifications 
for new unit have to be modified will be required 

Table L Tabulation of the relative merits 

nating the amplifiers as "A" and "B," the 
relative merits of each are given in Table 1. 

It is not necessary to prepare a tabula- 
tion of this sort with the decision meter. 
Simply review these items, and enter them 

of the amplifiers discussed In the text. 

on the decision meter. Assume all items 
favorable to amplifier "A" as plus, all 
favorable to amplifier "B" as minus. Then 
a "yes" decision would indicate that the 

(Continued on page 124) 

MI 
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RI 

R9 

SOLDER 

R8 
SOLDER 

S3 
NORMALLY 
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To 
117 VA.C. 

Pictorial diagram indicates how the various circuit components are interconnected. 
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PHOTOELECTRIC 

INTRUSION 

ALARM 

By GUY DEXTER 

This simple device can operate 

bells, lights, motors, etc., by 

detecting objects breaking light 

beam acting on a phototube 

A PHOTOELECTRIC intrusion alarm is, 
in effect, a "private eye" capable of 

operating around the clock without grow- 
ing tired or losing its alertness. This sim- 
ple device can be used to guard a door or 
window against entry by unauthorized per - 
sons, and will also count people who are 
supposed to pass through a door. 

There are many other applications for 
such a photoelectric relay. For example, it 
can be used to control the opening of a 
kitchen door as the door is approached by 
a person with both arms filled, or to turn 
on the house lights whenever the daylight 
falls to,a certain level, or to count moving 
objects. It will respond to automobile 
headlights at night and control a garage 
door -opening motor. 

Some photoelectric devices are compli- 

October, 1955 

The completed unit is readily portable and 
will operate from almost any light source. 
Simply face the side of the case with the 
hole towards the light beam, attach the ex- 
ternal circuit to the binding posts at the 
bottom of the box, and plug in the a.c. line. 

cated and expensive. Some are hard for 
an amateur to put into operation. But the 
one shown here is neither expensive nor 
complicated. Using one tube (a 2050 gase- 
ous type) and a type 930 phototube, it can 
be assembled and operated by any experi- 
menter. 

How It Works 

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of 
the unit. The 2050 tube heater is heated by 
a small 6.3 -volt filament transformer, Tl. 
Plate voltage for this tube is taken direct- 
ly from the a.c. power line. The 930 photo- 
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tube receives its operating voltage from the 
6.3 -volt winding of the transformer through 
the 10- megohm series resistor, R1. An a.c. 
relay, RL1, is connected in series with the 
a.c. line and the 2050 plate terminal. 

Normally, plate current flows in the 2050 
tube through the relay, causing the relay to 
operate -or be picked up. Its contacts then 
are closed. When light falls on the curved 
cathode of the phototube, current flows 
through this tube and sets up a voltage 
across resistor RI. Through the circuit 
connections, this voltage is applied to the 
grid of the 2050 tube and causes the plate 
current flowing through that tube and the 
relay to decrease. The relay therefore goes 
out of operation, since the current now is 
not strong enough to hold it closed, and its 
contacts open. The 8 -pfd. capacitor, Cl, 
prevents the relay from chattering. 

When the light is shut off, as happgns 
when an opaque object passes between the 
light source and the phototube, the photo - 
tube current drops -or cuts off completely. 
This removes the voltage from the 2050 
grid, and the relay closes its contacts. It 
is easy to see, then, how objects interrupt- 
ing the light cause the relay to operate. An 

electric bell or electromechanical counter 
connected to the relay contacts and a 
source of power will go into operation each 
time a solid object passes through the light 
beam. The relay contacts can be con- 
nected either to close or open the external 
circuit when the light beam is interrupted. 

A good source of light for this device is 
a 75 -watt lamp. The lamp can be placed 
in a metal box, similar to the one housing 
the phototube and its equipment, provided 
with a few air holes and a 11/2" hole for 
passage of the light. 

Construction 
Construction of the device is shown in 

the photographs and the pictorial diagram. 
The entire unit is built in an aluminum 
chassis box which is 7" high, 5" wide, and 
3" deep. Tube sockets are both mounted 
on one inside wall of the box. The concave 
inner surface of the phototube cathode 
faces a 11/2" hole cut in the front face of 
the box to admit light. Relay, filament 
transformer, and a 2 -lug insulated terminal 
strip are mounted on the inside front face 
of the box. The "on -off" toggle switch and 
two insulated output -terminal binding posts 

Interior view of the 
completely assembled 

intrusion alarm. 
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OUTPUT 
TERMINALS 

930 
TUBE 

V2 

`1000,4' 

Pictorial diagram shows actual connections to the various components. 

are mounted through the other wall of the 
box. A rubber -grommet -lined hole on this 
same wall admits the a.c. power cord. 

Use flexible, insulated hookup wire for 
wiring the device. Do not connect the 
metal box to any part of the circuit. 

Operation 

After the unit has been assembled and 
the wiring checked as correct, insert the 
line plug into a 117 -volt a.c. power outlet 
and turn on power switch Si. After a short 
warm -up period, the relay will be heard to 
close with a slight humming sound. Now, 
shine a flashlight through the light hole 
in the front of the box and the relay will 
be heard to open. Passing a hand in front 
of the flashlight, thus interrupting the light 
shining on the phototube, will cause the 
relay to close again. 

A 75 -watt lamp enclosed in a second 
ventilated metal box or can, with a light 
hole similar to the one in the front of the 
photocell box, will operate the relay easily 
at distances up to 3% feet -without lenses 
of any kind in the light box or the relay 
box. This will be adequate for most house 
doors and windows. Lenses are needed for 
operation over longer distances. The relay 
box and the light box must be lined up 
when installed, so that the light hole in 
one box "looks" right at the light hole in 
the other box. X03 
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RLI 

930 
v2 sl 

s Psi 

117V AC 

Cl -8 µ1d., 950 v. midget tubular electrolytic ca- 
pacitor 

R1 -10 megohm, 1 w. resistor 
RL1 -110 v. a.c. relay, s.p.s.t., normally open con- 

tacts (Potter & Brumfield Type MRIA or equiv- 
alent) 

SI- S.p.s.t. toggle switch 
TI- Filament transformer, 6.3 v. trt 1 amp. 
VI -Type 2050 thyratron 
V2 -Type 930 phototube 
1- Aluminum chassis box, 3" x S" z 7" 
1 -Line cord and plug 
2- Binding posts 
2 -Octal sockets and mounting spacers 
Misc. machine screws, wires, solder, etc. 

Total cost of parts, approx. $12.00 

Fig. I. Schematic diagram and parts list. 
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dStrength Meter 

for R/C 

By PAUL F. RUNGE 

Front view of the meter which employs surplus milliammeter 
and a transistor amplifier stage to increase sensitivity. 

USING A BULB to tune a 271/4 -mc. R/C U transmitter is perfectly satisfactory 
when it comes to determining whether 
there is any r.f. in the tank circuit. It is 
not so satisfactory, however, when it comes 
to finding out just how much of that r.f. 
is being radiated by the antenna to con- 
trol the model. 

With the relatively low- powered trans- 
mitters used on the 271/4 -mc. spot, it is 
extremely important that the power avail- 
able be utilized with the greatest effi- 
ciency. Even transmitters which are 
bright bulb burners have been known to 
lose planes because their antennas simply 
didn't radiate their power efficiently 
enough. 

Field strength meters of various kinds 
are called into service to determine the 
radiated output. For the serious R/C fan, 
these are generally built around sensitive 
microammeters -the lower the range the 
better. The R/C fan whose pocketbook 
is limited must forego these rather expen- 
sive laboratory -type meters. Less expen- 
sive instruments use the same circuits with 
less sensitive meters, requiring the in- 
strument to be used closer to the trans- 
mitter. They work well enough unless stray 
radiations are picked up and a false read- 
ing is obtained. 

With a simple transistor amplifier, all of 
this can be changed. The inexpensive 
higher- reading milliammeter can be made 
to perform about as well as a microam- 
meter. With the transistor in the circuit, 
48 

Use this easily built meter to 

make sure your R/C transmitter 

is putting out a strong signal 

it is possible to obtain an amplification 
factor of ten, thus increasing meter sensi- 
tivity just that many times. 

The field strength meter illustrated here 
has a simple circuit with a performance 
that far outshines its modest requirements. 
The whole outfit is housed in a small Bake- 
lite instrument case and utilizes a surplus 
meter found in a BC -442, available in many 
of the larger radio stores and at electronic 
surplus suppliers for little more than a 
dollar. 

Basically, the meter in the BC -442 has a 
two -milliammeter movement, although it is 
calibrated 1 to 10. Many other meters, 
also surplus, are available with 0 to 5 mil- 
liammeter movements, which work very 
well in the circuit. Iron -vane types, which 
can be purchased new at a very reason- 
able cost, also work nicely. 

Some builders prefer to house the r.f. 
part of the field strength meter in a small 
box and attach it to their regular test 

Here are all of the necessary parts 
except for batteries and milliammeter. 
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Layout for front panel of the field 
strength meter and battery strap, 

3 /2" 

13/4" 

( I /8" DIA 
FOR MTG 
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TO FIT 
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t 1 
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2 11/16" --- 
2 3/G. -- 
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ANT, 
CRI 

IN34 
IN4B 
INSI 
IN56 
IN6I 

45V 
SI 

CK722 I 

1 

"v VI _ 

el 25K 

Schematic diagram and parts list for the 
field strength meter for radio control. 
Transistor leads starting with the red 
dot at left (on the transistor) are col- 
lector, base and emitter, in that order. 

Bl -Three 11 /2 volt pen cell batteries in series 
C1 -25 wild. air -type trimmer capacitor 
C2 -.001 pfd. ceramic disc capacitor 
CRl -1N34, IN48, 1N51, 1N56, or 1N61 type crystal diode 
LI -12 turns of No. 16 wire, 5 /8" diameter, spaced to 1 length 
M1-0 -2 or 0-5 milliampere meter (see text) R1- 25,000 ohm potentiometer SI- S.p.s.t. toggle switch 
V1 -CK722 transistor 
1 -"On -Oft" switch plate 1- Waldom BC -138 plastic instrument case 1-4' television antenna element 1-Female cable -type microphone connector 

1 -Male chassie -type microphone connector 
1 --4-40 x 1/2" machine screw and nut for battery holder 
2-4-40 x VI" machine screws for trimmer capacitor 4-6-32 x t/2" machine screws for cover fasteners 

meter temporarily while taking readings. 
However, with this instrument, such a 
procedure is no longer necessary, since the 
total cost of meter, case, and transistor 
(especially in view of price reductions on 
the CK722) runs less than the cost of a 
new precision microammeter. Besides, the 
less sensitive meter used here is more 
rugged and able to withstand field use far 
better than the expensive jobs. The ad- 
vantages of having a field strength meter 
that is ready to go and independent of 
other test equipment are obvious. 

Construction 

The case used to hold the instrument 
is a Waldom BC -138. It measures 3%" by 
61/4" and is 2" deep. The antenna is made 
from a 4' aluminum tube TV antenna ele- 
ment section. The end of the particular 
element used by the author has a solid alu- 
minum ¡Aug, which just fits into a cable - 
type microphone connector when the cable 
spring is removed. This is used with the 
connector chassis mount to make a quick - 
connect antenna mast section. 

The first step in building the field 
strength meter is to drill the cover of the 
instrument case. Make sure the holes 

(Continued on page 134) 

Rear view of the instrument showing parts 
placement. Transistor is wired directly 
into the circuit without using a subminia- 

ture socket. Antenna mount, a 
male microphone connector, is 
on top of the Instrument case. 
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THIS ARTICLE details a simple one - 
tube radio that will drive a loudspeaker. 

Electrically, it is in reality a three -tube set 
because the single 1D8 -GT is a triple -pur- 
pose tube type, i.e., the single bulb con- 
tains three separate sections -one diode, 
one triode, and one power pentode. The 
diode is used as the detector, the triode as 
the first audio amplifier stage, and the 
pentode as the output audio amplifier. 
Thus, one 1D8 -GT performs all of the tube 
functions required in a simple radio. 

The one -tube receiver is not as sensitive 
as a regular midget radio. But it will give 
good performance on strong local broad- 
cast stations using only a few feet of wire 
as an indoor antenna. Using an outside 
antenna and ground, good results can be 
obtained even with the weaker stations. 
On very strong locals, no antenna at all 
is needed but the set itself must be rotated 
into the best position for pickup. 

The Circuit 

A complete circuit schematic of the re- 
ceiver is shown on page 53. The antenna is 

October 1955 

Power -packed triple- purpose 

tube performs all functions 

needed in simple radio that 

will drive a loudspeaker 
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coupled into the circuit through Cl, which 
is a 3- 30- ipfd., screwdriver -adjusted mica 
compression -type capacitor. Station tuning 
is provided by the 365 -ppfd. variable ca- 
pacitor, C2. This capacitor is connected in 
parallel with the single coil, Li, which is 
an adjustable ferrite slug -type inductor. 

The signal selected by means of the 
tuned circuit (L//C2) is detected by the 
diode section of the tube. Audio output 
from the diode appears across the volume 
control. potentiometer, R.I. The 50 -µpfd. ca- 
pacitor, C3, bypasses this control for radio 
frequencies. Audio output is coupled 
through C4 to the triode grid which is the 
top -cap connection of the tube. 

Amplified audio output from the plate of 
the triode is coupled through C5 to the con- 
trol grid of the pentode. Finally, the pen- 
tode is coupled to the loudspeaker through 

the small matching transformer, Ti. Maxi- 
mum obtainable audio output power is 200 
milliwatts- almost one -quarter watt. 

The 1% -volt A battery must supply 100 
milliamperes, and the 90 -volt B battery 7.1 
ma. The d.c. grid bias of -9 volts, re- 
quired by the control grid of the pentode, 
is developed across resistor R4 by the flow 
of plate and screen currents through this 
resistor. Two 45 -volt batteries connected 
in series can be utilized to obtain the 90 
volts, or both the 11 /2 and 90 volts may be 
obtained from a combination battery simi- 
lar to Burgess Type 6TA60. 

Construction 
This set was built breadboard fashion on 

a wooden base 81/2" long, 5" wide, and 1 /2" 
thick. Some experimenters may prefer 
this style of construction, since it is easily 

TO TOP 
OF ID8 GP T r0 

B2 + ' 
1 TI 

1.0 fr 

tOg 
114) j 

PM 
SPEAKER 

CONNECTION 
TO METAL 
FRAME OF 
SPEAKER 

Pictorial diagram indicates clearly how the various circuit components are connected. 
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This photograph and that on page 
51 show rear and front views, re- 
spectively, of the radio receiver 
with cover removed. The single 
1D8 -GT tube used incorporates a 
diode as the detector, a triode as 
the first audio amplifier, and 
a pentode as the output amplifier. 

assembled and all parts of the circuit are 
accessible for experimentation. However, 
the circuit is not critical and will operate 
in almost any housing. 

Right -angle brass brackets from the dime 
store are used to mount the tuning ca- 
pacitor, loudspeaker, and volume control 
on the base. One hole in the volume -con- 
trol bracket must be reamed out to %" to 
pass the threaded shank of this control. 

For support, the coil is snapped into a 
small fuse clip which grit s the coil around 
the neck of its insulated tubing. The clip, 
intended for % - diameter radio fuses, is 
screwed to the frame of the tuning ca- 
pacitor. There are many other ways of 
mounting this coil rigidly so that its slug - 
screw can be rotated without turning the 
coil. For example, if a metal chassis is 
used, the coil will clip into a 7/io "- diameter 
hole without any attachments being added. 
Before mounting the coil, clip off and dis- 
card the length of antenna wire that is sup- 
plied with it. 

Connections to antenna, ground, and bat- 
teries are made to screw -type terminal 
blocks. Each block is of the two -screw 
type. The tube socket is mounted above the 
baseboard on a pair of 1" studs. 

Attached to capacitor C2, as shown in 
the photographs, is a large finger -grip tun- 
ing knob. A scale reading in broadcast - 
band frequencies may be provided for this 
knob and marked off during the initial 
adjustment of the set, or the knob may be 

BI -11/2 volt battery 
62 -90 volt battery 
C1 -3 -30 pµfd. mica trimmer capacitor 
C2 -365 µpfd. variable tuning capacitor 
C3-50 pµfd. mica capacitor 
C4 ---0.1 pfd., 200 volt tubular capacitor 
C5-0.1 pfd., 200 volt tubular capacitor 
LI- Ferrite slug -tuned broadcast antenna coil - 

Miller No. 6300 
PM -3.2 ohm PM speaker 
Rl -1/2 megohm potentiometer with switch 
R2 -2 megohm, 1/2 watt carbon resistor 
R3- 100,000 ohm, 1/2 watt carbon resistor 
R4 -1500 ohm, 1/2 watt carbon resistor 
R5- 470,000 ohm, V2 wdtt resistor 
SI- S.p.s.t. switch, attached to volume control po- 

tentiometer Rl 
Tl- Midget, universal output transformer -Merit 

A -2900 
VI- 1D8 -GT tube 

1-8-pin octal socket 
3 -2 -screw terminal blocks 
2 -2 -lug insulated terminal strips 
S -3/. v 3/." v 1/.." rinhnnnln hrnrLaic hrn 

replaced with a standard broadcast dial. 
Trimmer capacitor Cl is mounted by 

supporting it with heavy wire leads (No. 
18) between the antenna terminal and 
the coil- capacitor connection. 

Several components are mounted under 
the tube socket by soldering their pigtails 
directly to socket terminals. These are ca- 

(Continued on page 127) 

I -1/2'- diameter fuse clip (for holding coil LI) 
2- Insulated knobs for vi" shafts 
1- 81/2" x 5" x 1/2' wooden base 
1 -Small grid cap (for top connection of 1D8 -GT 

tube) -National Type 8 
2 -1" studs for mounting tube socket 
6 -1/2" studs for mounting terminal blocks 

Parts list, circuit diagram, and bill 
of materials for the one -tube receiver. 
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_ ulti- olagc 
POWER SUPPLY 

By ALVIN B. KAUFMAN 

Here is a versatile unit which will provide a multitude 

of a.c. and d.c. voltages; the d.c. ranges are metered 

THIS 
unit can be used as a plate supply, 

bias supply, filament supply, or audio 
signal generator. A transformer is em- 
ployed so that the unit can perform safely 
with a.c. -d.c. equipment. 

The supply differs radically from the 
conventional bias or plate power supply in 
its use of a special, but readily available, 
component allowing the simple selection 
of numerous a.c. and d.c. potentials rang- 
ing from 1.1 to 117 volts a.c. and from 1.5 
to 165 volts d.c. The a.c. power may be 
used during bench test of mobile equip- 
ment or in the breadboard design stage of 
gear. Another important use is as a 60 -cps 
sine -wave signal source for testing audio 
amplifiers or modulators or calibrating os- 
cilloscopes. In this application, it is ad- 
visable to check the output a.c. voltages, 
as they will generally be higher than 
stated under no -load conditions. 

How It Works 

Design of the power supply hinges on 
the use of a multiple- tap -secondary trans- 
former of the type employed in tube 
testers. The transformer output taps are 
connected to a multiple -point switch, which 
connects the selected a.c. output directly 
to the a.c. output jack. The d.c. supply 
operates from the same a.c. output switch 

taps; thus, the setting of the a.c. switch 
regulates the d.c. output potential. The 
a.c. is half -wave rectified, filtered, and fed 
to the output jack. Bias or plate poten- 
tials are available between 1.5 and 150 
volts, approximately, with sufficient cur- 
rent rating to operate a.c. -d.c. radios, test 
mobile equipment, and perform any of a 
dozen useful functions around the shack. 

Actually, d.c. output voltage will vary 
from approximately one -half to 1.41 times 
the a.c. voltage selected, depending upon 
the load. The load especially affects the 
low voltage outputs, because the rectifier's 
forward voltage drop constitutes an ap- 
preciable part of the available voltage. As 
may be seen from the schematic diagram, 
both the a.c. and d.c. outputs are brought 
out through National FWH jacks and are 
ungrounded. This allows the d.c. output 
potential to be grounded externally and 
used for either a positive plate supply or a 
negative bias supply. 

Components 

The builder can choose components to 
suit his individual requirements. The trans- 
former shown is a Thermador Type J30 -A, 
which provides sixteen different a.c. out- 
put voltages; 1.1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 5.0, 6.3, 
7.5, 12.5, 15, 25, 30, 35, 50, 70, and 117 volts. 
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Front view (top) of the complete unit showing '.he em 

graving used on author's model. A G -E germanium 

power rectifier appears in the foreground. Rear 

view ;right) with unit removed from cabinet 

shows location of major components and 

indicates how wiring may to cabled. 
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Cl, C2 -50/50 pfd., 150 v. dual elec. capacitor 
CHI -300. ma., 2.8 henry filter choke (see ext) 
)I, 12- Terminal strips (National Type FWH) 
Ml' -0 -1 ma., 21 /a" meter, 50 ohms resistance (see 

text) 
OP.- Multiplier resistor, 150,000 ohms for 0 -150 v. 

range 
R2' -Meter shunt, 0.33 ohms for 0 -150 ma. range Sl- S.p.s.t. toggle switch 
S2- Voltage selector switch (Mallory Type 321175 

for 17 positions, Type 13124L for 24 positions) 
S3 -D.p., 4 -pos. meter selector switch (Mallory 

Type 3234) 
S11I -400 ma. germanium power rectifier (General 

Electric Type G10 or 4JA2A1) 
TI -Tube checker transformer, Thermador Type 

130A or Stancor Type P- 1834 -3) 
1 -Metal utility box, 6" x 9" x 5" 
1- Chassis base, 41/2" x 8" x 11/2" 
1 -Sheet heavy -gage aluminum, 6" x 9" 
1 -A.c. line cord and plug 
2- Pointer knobs 
1- Kitchen cabinet handle 
Misc. machine screws, wire, solder 
'Exact values will depend on scales selected and 
meter movement used. See discussion in text. 
Catalog price of parts, approx. $35.00 

Schematic diagram and parts list. 

Maximum current is 0.3 ampere, continu- 
ous -duty, although this may be exceeded 
for short periods. The Stancor Type 
P- 1834 -3 is similar, but has taps on its 
primary for line voltages of 105, 115, and 
125 volts. Its secondary has taps for all of 
the voltages of the Thermador, except 15 
volts, and with the addition of 1.4, 3.3, 
7.0. 85, and 110 volts. Switch S2 is a ro- 
tary -type, single -pole switch having at least 
as many positions as there are secondary 
voltage taps on T1. For use with the 
Thermador transformer, with its sixteen 
voltages, the seventeen -position Mallory 
Type 32117J switch can be used. If the 
twenty -tap Stancor transformer is used, 
S2 may be Mallory Type 13124L, a 24- 
position switch. 

Rectifier SR1 may be of the selen- 
ium type, but it is preferable to use the 
new General Electric germanium power 
rectifier. Its higher rectification efficiency 
and lower voltage drop provide greater 
output when operating at low a.c. input 
potentials. The much higher voltage drop 
of the selenium type may not be impor- 
tant at 117 volts a.c., but at 1.1 volts it 
definitely would limit the available output 

current. The General Electric germanium 
power rectifier has the lowest drop of any 
rectifier on the market, only 1.5 volts at 
400 milliamperes! However, as low as this 
may be, it can be seen how it will affect 
the d.c. output with low a.c. input. If the 
particular type of rectifier specified in the 
parts list cannot be obtained, General Elec- 
tric Type 1N158 can be substituted; it is a 
diffused -junction germanium rectifier with 
a current rating of 500 ma. 

Filter requirements are rather simple, as 
the d.c. output potential cannot exceed 165 
volts, no load. Capacitors of 150- v.d.c. 
working rating and 50 -pfd. capacitance 
were considered adequate for this purpose. 
This approximates standard manufactur- 
ing practice for a.c. -d.c. radios and, while 
not ideal, is more suitable than going to 
450 -volt capacitors, which either would not 
have the capacitance desired or would be 
objectionable in size and cost. The filter 
choke to be used would depend upon the 
expected current drain from the supply. 
The Stancor Type C -2334 has a 300 -ma. 
current capacity, which is equal to the rat- 
ing of the transformer, an inductance of 
2.8 henrys, and a d.c. resistance of 60 ohms. 
Merit Type C -2991 is rated at 2 henrys, 250 
ma., with 53 ohms resistance. 

Metering 
The builder may provide metering to 

suit his own requirements. The author had 
on hand a multiple -scale meter with a 
basic 25- milliampere movement. It was 
decided to utilize three scales, 25 ma., 2.5 
volts, and 100 volts; and a two -pole, four - 
position switch was employed, making an off 
position available for the meter. With the 
high current meter used by the author, 
considerable current drain is taken from 
the power supply in either voltage reading 
positions. Thus, the meter has the effect of 
a bleeder resistor and helps to stabilize the 
output voltage. Usually, the metering cir- 
cuit is not intended to perform a bleeder 
effect and a low- current basic meter is 
used, with the required additional com- 
ponents, to measure the required ranges of 
voltage and current. The schematic dia- 
gram shows, with various positions of the 
switch, the different types of meter circuits 
which might be required. (It does not show 
the author's actual arrangement.) 

In the first position of the switch, 
the meter is out of the circuit. In the 
second position, the meter movement and a 
multiplier resistor, Rl, are connected in 
series across the power supply output to 
measure voltage. In the third position, the 
meter alone is connected in series with the 
negative output lead to measure current, 
using the basic range of the meter. In the 

(Continued on page 105) 
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CRISP OCTOBER is upon us, and out at 
popular model flying fields and boating 

ponds many a radio controller may be seen 
in his zipped -up flight jacket putting his 
model through its paces. Still, time is run- 
ning out, and some thought should be given 
to winter projects. How about converting 
to multi -channel? More and more multi- 
channel is being flown at the various flying 
contests. For model boating, multi- channel 
is well nigh a necessity if you desire to con- 
trol direction and speed. 

There's lots of new equipment hitting the 
market this fall and winter that puts multi- 
channel within range of the average R /C- 
er's pocketbook. Among the new audio tone 
jobs is the one shown below, made by the 
Badaco Manufacturing Company of 2801 
Penick St., Shreveport, La. Three -tube op- 
eration is obtained in the receiver by using 
a 3A5 (two tubes in one envelope) and a 
1U5, both hard tubes. Although the receiver 
shown here is equipped for five -channel 
operation, single -channel, three -channel, or 
six -channel equipment is also available. 

The transmitter to go with this receiver 
is a "three -in -one" unit. A removable plug 
enables the operator to have carrier, tone, 
or multi -channel operation. 

THERE'S NO DOUBT but that the 27.255 -mc. 
Citizen's band gets awfully crowded when 

The Model 180M -5 multi- 
channel receiver made 
by Badaco Manufacturing 
Company. Relays, tubes. 
and the reed bank are 
shock -mounted in rubber. 
Complete receiver is en- 
closed in aluminum case. 

October 1955 

a group of R /C'ers get together for an 
afternoon of flying or model boating. Add 
to this the interference from the nearby 
ham bands and after a while you can get 
really discouraged. What's the answer? 
Well, the 465 -mc. band is one; but reliable, 
stable equipment in this range is a rarity. 

More and more R /C'ers have been inves- 
tigating the Technicians band of 50 to 54 
mc. as a possible solution. This band re- 
quires an FCC license, however, for which 
a code and theory test must be passed. 

This winter may be a good time to bone 
up on the required theory, which isn't be- 
yond the ken of most hep R /C'ers, and do 
something about the code. Actually, a code 
speed of only five words a minute is all 
that is necessary. This part of the test is 
taken under the supervision of a local gen- 
eral or advanced class amateur; the theory 
test is taken by mail. 

Write to your local field office of the 
FCC for Form 610 and the Technician's 
class examination. 

THE Radio Control Club of Chicago is 
sponsoring a Championship Flying Meet for 
R/C in Harvey, Ill., on October 2. Entry is 
restricted to members of the Radio Control 
Club of Chicago, but interested spectators 
are always welcomed. Those who are eligi- 
ble should apply to R. E. Webb, C. D., 1303 
W. 79th Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

Shown here is Louis Petrella of New Jer- 
sey as he checks a Babcock multi -channel 
R/C receiver during the Fifth Annual Met- 
ropolitan Model Airplane Championships 

held recently at Staten Island, N. Y., and 
sponsored by the Richmond Model Flying 
Club. Al McBride, who copped second prize 
in the multi -channel radio control class, is 
shown with the transmitter. - 
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Bike Boasts Portable Radio 
A BROADCAST RADIO RECEIVER is built into 

the tank of the new "Huffy -Radiobike," to 
be available for the 1955 Christmas toy 
season. The radio reportedly brings in 

stations up to 100 miles away on the reg- 
ular AM band. It includes a speaker, 
volume control, "on -off" lock switch, and 
non -directional loopstick antenna. Battery - 
powered, the set is said to be resistant to 
shock and rain. 

The bicycle itself features a gearshift, 
white side -wall tires, headlight, and chrome 
rims: Additional information may be had 
by writing to The Huffman Manufacturing 
Co., Dayton 1, Ohio. 30 

Low -Cost Photo Flash Kit 
ECONOMICAL TO BUILD and operate is the 

"Illini 300," an electronic photo flash unit 
in kit form . Using high -efficiency tubes, 
capacitors, and reflectors, the device oper- 
ates on standard batteries, or may be 
powered by an a.c. power pack also avail- 
able in kit form. 

Flash duration of the " Illini 300" is 

1 /600th of a second, said to be sufficient- 
ly short to stop almost any motion long 
enough for adequate film effect. The flash- 
gun unit is lightweight, and furnished with 
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a universal mounting bracket. The kit sells 
for $59.50, less batteries; the power pack 
for $13.50. 

Further information can be obtained 
from electronics part distributors, local 
photo supply dealers, or by writing direct 
to the manufacturer, Illinois Condenser Co., 
1616 N. Throop St., Chicago 22, Ill. -fn- 

Counter Tallies Bus Riders 
AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE that indicates 

whether all the seats on the top deck of a 
bus are full or 
not has been de- 
veloped by Had - 
1 e y Telephone 
and Sound Sys- 
tems ,Ltd., of 
S met h wick, 
England, and is 
being tried out 
by the Bir- 
mingham City 
Transport De- 
partment. 

Mounted at 
the rear plat- 
form of the bus, 
the device con- 
tains an elec- 
t r o magnetic 
counter which 
displays illumi- 
nated numerals 
behind an aper- 
ture in the front 
panel. When all of the seats have been 
taken, the indicator registers "zero," and 
a "full" sign flashes on. The device not 
only counts passengers moving up the stair- 
way, but also works "backwards" to count 
people descending as they leave the bus. 
Getting the counter to do this was a prob- 
lem which took Hadley's technicians two 
years to solve. 

Operation depends on the interruption 
of a split light beam projected across the 
stairway. The beam is focused onto pho- 
toelectric cells which control magnetic re- 
lays. Interruption of the beam operates 
the relays in a certain sequence, depend- 
ing on the direction of cutting of the beam. 
Controlled by the relays, the electromag- 
netic counter consists of two spools on 
which a length of printed tape is wound. 
The spools rotate in either direction, ac- 
cording to whether the passenger is enter- 
ing or leaving the upper deck. Printed on 
the tape are the numbers which are visible 
through the unit's front panel. 

The entire system, which operates from 
the 24 -volt battery system of the vehicle, 
costs about £50 ($140.00). -- 
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.4_COSMIC RAYS COUNTED BY SATELLITE 

PARTICLES FROM SUNSPOT WILL BE COUNTED BY SATELLITE-.-s- \ \ \' , \ 
SOLAR BATTERIES OPERATE TRANSMITTERS \ , 

LAST BOOSTER POCKET FALLS BACK TO EARTH 

FIRST BOOSTER ROCKET FALLS 

.'00000ñío p -- Ì' 
I \ 

SATELLITE 
ABU 

MOVES 
8,000 

MILES-PER -HOUR AT 
250 MILES ABOVE 
SURFACE 

RADIO TELEMETERING 
INFORMATION BACK TO 
EARTH 

Electronics Important to Satellite 

Scientific information will be telemetered back to earth 
PLANS for small, unmanned, earth -cir- 

cling satellites were dramatically an- 
nounced by President Eisenhower on July 
29. Joining the President in this announce- 
ment were many leading scientists from the 
National Academy of Sciences and the Na- 
tional Science Foundation. The satellite ve- 
hicles are to be launched in 1957 and used 
during the third International Geophysical 
Year (I.G.Y., 1957 -58) for studies outside 
the earth's atmosphere. 

First reports indicate that the satellites 
will be quite small- probably less than two 
feet in diameter. This size is dictated by 
the rocket power requirements necessary 
to project the satellites well outside of the 
main body of the atmosphere. Such satel- 
lites have long been considered feasible by 
scientists interested in counting cosmic 
rays, determining ultraviolet density, and 
ascertaining the nature of the particles re- 
leased by the sun during sunspot storms. 

The satellites will contain measuring 
equipment and will probably continuously 
transmit, or telemeter, information back to 
earth. Receiving sites will be established 
at numerous locations over the earth's sur- 
October, 1955 

face in order to insure complete and unin- 
terrupted radio reception. Cooperation for 
this end of the project has been definitely 
assured, with some 40 nations -including 
the USSR -promising I.G.Y. cooperation. 

Once outside of the main portion of the 
earth's atmosphere, a satellite can adopt an 
orbit which will permit rotation around the 
earth for a period lasting from several days 
to several weeks. The period that each 
satellite will remain in the orbit will depend 
upon the final thrust, probably given by 
step rockets as they attempt to push out- 
side the gravitational field. Once in the 
orbit, the satellite will gradually spiral 
down until it intercepts the atmosphere and 
dives to the surface, disintegrating along 
the way. 

Theoretically, an ideal orbit will permit 
a satellite to stay outside the earth's atmos- 
phere almost indefinitely, but the possibili- 
ty of reaching this orbit is small. Prepara- 
tions will be made to launch a number of 
these vehicles, each of which will be 
equipped with transistorized telemetering 
units, solar batteries, and the necessary 
scientific measuring gear. 
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PICTURE TUBE EXTENSION SAVES TIME 
Where a picture tube is mounted sepa- 

rately from the chassis in a TV cabinet, a 
socket extension is very convenient and 
time -saving. The extension shown in the 
photo has a standard 12 -pin cap for the 

tube socket extended on 36 inches of five 
wires to a plug with the usual six pins. Such 
an extension permits pulling the chassis 
out to a nearby table and attaching it to 
the picture tube which is left in the cabinet. 
This not only saves time but minimizes the 
danger of handling the large tube. 

FILE REMOVES BURRS 
A handy deburring tool can be made from 

an old three -cornered file. To prepare the 

fil 
lfor this purpose, clamp it in a vise. 

eak off the end by striking swiftly with 
a hammer, leaving about 2 in. nearest the 
shank. Next drive the tapered end of the 
file into a wooden file handle. Finally, grind 
the broken end of the file down on a water- 
wheel grinder so that the temper will not 
be taken out of the point. If a high -speed 
grindstone is used, keep the file cool while 
grinding, and hone it down on a wet stone. 
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This type of deburring tool will clean out 
drilled holes in a chassis neatly, without 
flaring the surplus metal around the edge 
of a hole. 

TEMPORARY CURE FOR MICROPHONICS 
Microphonic tubes may cause a variety 

of troubles in electronic equipment, ranging 
from streaks 
and picture 
tearing in TV 
sets to howls 
and "ringing 
sounds in au- 
dio systems. 
A microphonic 
condition re- 
sults from 
loosened ele- 
ments within 
the tube, so 
that the elec- 
trodes vibrate 
with the sound 
vibrations, 
changing the 
amplification 
of the tube and 
making it act 
more or less 
like a microphone (hence the name "mi- 
crophonic"). A microphonic tube may 
be identified by tapping the various tubes 
in the equipment with the rubber tip of a 
pencil -if the complaint is caused as a par- 
ticular tube is tapped, the defect has been 
located. 

The only sure cure for a microphonic 
tube is to replace it with one that is non- 
microphonic. But a spare tube may not 
always be handy. One "old- timer's" cure 
that often works is to wrap the tube with 
a length of solder. Use at least half a 
dozen full turns. The weight of the solder 
tends to "dampen" the tube's vibration and 
to reduce the effect of microphonics. 

HOME -MADE BUS BAR 
A bus bar may easily be made with noth- 

ing more than a length of tinned copper 
wire, a hand drill, and a vise. Simply fasten 
one end of the tinned wire in the hand drill 
chuck and secure the other end in the vise 
jaws. Then pull back on the wire, twist it 
several times, and remove the home -made 
bus bar. 

STOP NOISE IN TV GUY WIRES 
Many times the wind sets up vibra- 

tions in the guy wires on roof -mounted TV 
antennas. These vibrations are transmitted 
to the roof, which tends to amplify the 
sound to a point that is annoying. A sim- 
ple means of stopping this noise is to cut 
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a slot in a sponge rubber ball (a ball about 
two inches in diameter is fine), slip it over 
the guy wire and tape with friction tape 
to hold the ball in place. One ball half- 
way up on each guy wire is usually enough 
to stop the vibration. 

REMOVING DECALS 
Whenever it is necessary to remove a de- 

cal from equipment, try Using fingernail 
polish remover and carbon tetrachloride, 
mixed in a 50 -50 solution. The carbon tetra- 
chloride evaporates, thus controlling the 
solvent action of the nail polish remover 
without harming painted surfaces. 

COVER WHEN NOT IN USE! 
A radio or other electrical equipment 

left in a basement or out -of -doers may be 
subjected to dust and other harmful agents. 
This is particularly true of devices not used 
very often. An old typewriter cover will 
prove a cheap and adequate protection 
when draped over the equipment. 

TUBE SHIELD HOLDS SOLDERING IRON 
An old -style or large tube shield, when 

attached to the worktable or bench as 
shown, will hold a soldering iron in place, 

whether it is hot or cold. The shield can be 
attached easily with screws, by working 
with a thin screwdriver through the holes 
in the metal shield. 

BASE FOR TV ANTENNA MAST 
A base for a roof- mounted TV mast can 

be made from two 10" strap hinges. Attach 
the hinges to the bottom of the mast with 
two %" bolts and attach them to the roof 
with lag screws. Go over the head of the 
lag screws with roofing compound to keep 
the roof from leaking. 

OLD TRANSFORMERS ARE USEFUL 
When it is time to replace a power 

transformer in a radio, save the old one. 
The high -voltage winding may have burned 
out, but the primary 110 -volt winding and 
the secondary windings that provide from 
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11 /2 to 6 volts may still be usable. Let the 
old transformer supply the low voltages 
needed for door bells, buzzers, toy electric 
motors, and similar jobs. 

CHISEL CLEANS CHASSIS 
Handy aid for preparing chassis and other 

electrical equipment when soldering ground 
connections is a vibro tool. Using the chisel 
attachment, the metal is cleaned in a jiffy 
and the chiseling digs into the metal for a 
good solder contact. 

Use a dull chisel attachment, or you can 
resharpen your good attachment easily on 
the set's sharpening stone after use. 

NEON BULB LOCATES SWITCH 
A type NE -2 neon bulb placed across the 

terminals of a wall switch enables you to 
find the switch in the dark. The faint glow 
of the bulb shines through the cover plate 
of the switch. Of course, it goes out when 
the switch is turned on, but who cares? 

WORKBENCH HAS REMOVABLE VISE 
A test bench or worktable, fitted with a 

lifting top, can be adapted to hold a me- 
dium or fairly heavy vise. When the bench 
is being used for test equipment and the 
vise is in the way, it may be removed quite 
easily. 

To mount the vise in the removable top, 
simply drill holes to accommodate bolts 

through the vise frame. By lifting the top 
slightly, nuts may be placed on the under- 
side of the top for tightening the vise in 
place. This arrangement is particularly 
valuable in crowded quarters. 
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AFTER 'CLASS 
DIODES AS RECTIFIERS 

AFTER FIVE DECADES of unchallenged 
supremacy in the field of rectifiers, the 

vacuum diode has now begun to feel the 
hot breath of competition from newly im- 
proved crystalline materials like selenium 
and germanium. Nevertheless, it still re- 
mains the most economical device for con- 
verting a.c. to d.c., particularly at medium 
to high voltages. 

The action of a vacuum diode rectifier is 
based on the fact that electrons emitted 
by a heated surface will move toward a 
positively charged conductor through the 
evacuated space inside the tube envelope; 
but if the charged element is negative, it 
repels these electrons so that they return 
to the emitting surface. Like charges at- 
tract; unlike charges repel. 

Following the same line of thought, if the 
element were to change its polarity period- 
ically from plus to minus, each time it 
became positive electrons would move from 
the emitting surface to the charged ele- 
ment in a stream which would constitute 
a true electric current; as the charged ele- 
ment swings in a negative direction, the 
stream of electrons would stop flowing. 

Thus, in the circuit of Fig. 1, 60 -cycle 

Fig. 1. Rectifying action of a vacuum diode. 

Fig. 2. (A) Voltage relations in circuit of 
Fig. 1. (B) Transformer and half -wave rectifier. 

TUBE 
STEP 

Et TRANSFORMER 
20V 

Er R 
100V 

(A) (B) 
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a.c. line voltage is applied directly to a 
series circuit consisting of a vacuum diode 
tube and a resistor. When the positive half - 
cycle of the applied emf (A) appears across 
the input terminals, the charged element 
(called the "plate" or anode) is positive 
with respect to the emitting surface (cath- 
ode) and an electron stream flows from 
the negative terminal of the source through 
the resistor, through the diode, and back 
to the positive terminal. This current flow 
produces a voltage drop across R; the po- 
tential- builds up and drops off in the form. 
of a half -cycle as illustrated (A'). 

When half -cycle B appears at the ter- 
minals, the plate becomes negative with 
respect to the cathode, repelling the elec- 
trons back into the cathode. Since an 
electron stream does not flow through 
the diode in this case, the tube "opens" 
the whole series circuit. Now there is no 
voltage drop across R and, consequently, 
no d.c. output. The action yields a puls- 
ing d.c. voltage, making use of every alter- 
nate half -cycle and discarding every other 
alternate half -cycle. If some device were 
connected across the resistor, it would "see" 
a pulsating direct voltage just as though 

Fig. 3. How full -wave rectification takes place. 
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a generator were connected in place of R. 
This is called "half -wave rectification." 

The magnitude of the emf that appears 
across R is equal to the original source 
voltage minus the voltage drop in the tube 
itself. In Fig. 2A, the diode -which is not 
a .perfect conductor -is shown as a resist- 
ance; as such, it develops a voltage drop, 
Et, which forms a part of the series equa- 
tion : 

Es = Et -I- Er 
Hence, Er, the useful voltage, is equal to 
Es minus Et. Assuming a source voltage 
(Es) of 120 volts and a drop in the tube 
(Et) of 20 volts, the available output volt- 
age (Er) is then 100 volts. 

In the above discussion, and that to fol- 
low, it is assumed for simplicity that the 
no -load d.c. output voltage from the recti- 
fier is the same as the r.m.s. input voltage. 
This, of course, is not strictly true, but 
serves for illustrative purposes in the 
present example. Actual d.c. output volt- 
age depends on such factors as load, type 
of filter, whether rectification is half -wave 
or full -wave, etc. These factors will be 
discussed in future articles. 

A step -up transformer may replace the 
direct line connection (Fig. 2B) to pro- 
vide a higher useful d.c. voltage across R. 
This circuit changes nothing but the magni- 
tude of the output voltage; it is still an 
example of half -wave rectification. 

Substantial improvement in the smooth- 
ness of the d.c. output is made possible by 
using two diodes and a transformer which 
is tapped in the exact electrical center 
of Its secondary winding (Fig. 3). As the 
ends of this winding vary plus and minus 
with the changing a.c. input, the center - 
tap emf may be considered to remain fixed 
just as the pivot of a children's seesaw 
is stationary while the ends oscillate above 
and below its level. 

Consider the situation portrayed in Fig. 
3A, for the input of half -cycle A. The up- 
per diode, V1, is conductive because its 
plate is positive with respect to its cath- 
ode (--1- 200 volts is more positive than 
0 volts); thus, electrons flow in the path 
indicated, causing a voltage to appear 
across the resistor as in the prior case. 

On the next half -cycle (B), the polarity 
of the transformer reverses and V1 be- 
comes an open circuit, but now V2 begins 
to conduct. Tracing the circuit discloses 
that the direction of electron flow (Fig. 
3B) through the resistor is exactly the 
same as before. This means that the out- 
put voltage for this half -cycle has the 
same polarity as for half -cycle A, the re- 
sult being d.c. in which both halves of the 
original a.c. input voltage are put to use. 
Logically, then, this arrangement is called 
"full -wave rectification." 
October, 1955 

It must be noted that only half of the 
available transformer voltage is being util- 
ized by this circuit. In the transformer of 
Fig. 3, an output potential of 400 volts 
could be obtained if the entire winding 
were used in a half -wave circuit like that 
of Fig. 2; as it is, only 200 volts are being 
applied in the full -wave arrangement. On 
the other hand, the output waveform (A' 
and B') in Fig. 3B is much easier to filter 
than that of the half -wave system because 
the gaps or "valleys" between the half - 
cycles are much smaller in the case of the 
full wave. (See RC combinations in the 
June, 1955, issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
pages 84 and 85.) 

In a future issue of PE, full -wave bridge 
rectifier circuits will be discussed. In 
bridge hookups, full -wave rectification at 
full transformer voltage may be obtained; 
to do so, four rectifier diodes are needed 
rather than two. 

The following quiz is intended as a self 
check. All of the questions can be an- 
swered correctly if the foregoing text has 
been mastered. Answers are on page 114. 

QUIZ 
1. The plate of a rectifier has a potential of 

+500 volts referred to some point in the cir- 
cuit. The cathode of the same tube has a 
potential of +100 volts referred to the same 
point. Will this diode conduct? Why? 

2. The voltage drop across a rectifier is 10 volts. 
What output voltage is available if the source 
voltage is 500 volts? 

3. In a full -wave rectifier system, the total trans- 
former voltage is 800 volts. What useful out- 
put voltage is available after rectification, as- 
suming a drop of 20 volts in the tube? 

4. Which rectifying method is preferred, half - 
wave or full -wave, for applications which de- 
mand pure d.c.? Why? 

5. For a given transformer, which system -half- 
wave or full- wave -provides the greater out- 
put voltage? 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT QUIZ 
EST your knowledge of units of meas- 

./. Turement by pairing the letters of the first 
column with the correct numbers of the 
second column. A score of ten correct is 
excellent, nine correct is good, eight cor- 
rect is fair, and seven or less correct is 
poor. Answers are given on page 114. 

A. henry 
B. farad 
C. ohm 
D. mho 
E. gilbert 
F. ampere 
G. watt 
H. meter 
I. no unit 
J. radian 

1. phase angle 
2. conductance 
3. wavelength 
4. capacitance 
5. electrical power 
6. Q of a coil 
7. resistance 
8. magnetomotive force 
9. current 

10. inductance 
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CARL &JERnY 

Great Bank Robbery or "Heroes All" 
46IUST ONCE," Carl complained bitterly 

el as he trudged along the road toward 
the approaching hills, "I'd like to take a hike 
without having to be a packhorse for a whole 
mess of electronic equipment." 

"Oh, quit your griping," Jerry said good - 
humoredly, as he skipped lightly along carry- 
ing a bulky but obviously not, very heavy box. 
"You're just steamed because you outsmarted 
yourself and elected to carry the little box 
without knowing it contained the nice heavy 
batteries. You're just as eager as I am to try 
out this portable 420 -megacycle rig, and we'll 
never have a better opportunity than to work 
back to town from the top of Old Saddle Back 
Mountain." 

"Where does this joker who is supposed to 
work with us live ?" 

"He's a new ham in town. His name is 
Gene Mays, and he lives in an apartment on 
the third floor of that building the police 
station is in. Gene is a real v.h.f. and u.h.f. 
bug and has been concentrating on the ham 
bands above 30 mc. for several years. This 
combination transmitter and receiver is a 
home -brew job of his own manufacture." 

"How come you're suddenly so hopped up 
on u.h.f. You can't talk any farther on those 

frequencies than you can on '75, 40, 20, or 10 
meters, can you ?" 

"No. In fact, reliable communication on 420 
megacycles is limited pretty nearly to line of 
sight. Much greater distances are achieved, of 
course, under unusual conditions, just as you 
occasionally get freak TV reception from a 
station many hundreds of miles away. Taxi- 
cab companies operating in the neighboring 
460 -mc. band have found that with the trans- 
mitter feeding an antenna 50' high they can 
depend upon reaching cabs cruising within a 
radius of eight to ten miles from the transmit- 
ter tower. On the other hand, atmospherics 
have practically no effect on reception and the 
wavelength is so short that the signals pene- 
trate into tunnels, bridges, etc." 

"What's the short wavelength got to do with 
that ?" 

"A scientific description would have to go 
into the modes of waveguide operation, but 
let's just say that a radio wave is very much 
like a cat. You know, they say a cat's whiskers 
serve it as a sort of feeler gage, and that the 
cat will not insert its head into any opening 
which the ends of those whiskers will not 
clear. A radio wave operates the same way. 
Unless a tunnel -like passage has cross -section 
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dimensions sufficiently great with regard to 
the wavelength of a radio wave, that wave will 
not enter the passageway. A good example 
of this would be when your car radio goes 
dead inside the framework of an iron bridge. 

"But I like to fool around with u.h.f. be- 
cause the field is not as crowded as are the 
lower frequencies. Here a bright young man 
like myself- ahem! -just might discover 
something new all by himself. On top of that, 

not to start looking for us until a half hour 
from now." 

"Where are the earphones ?" Carl asked. 
"This set uses a speaker, and you'll be sur- 

prised at the volume," Jerry told him. "The 
output stage is operated class B so as to put 
out a good strong signal and yet be as eco- 
nomical as possible so far as battery current 
is concerned." 

"Let's see now," Carl reflected, "class B 

' 

it's a wonderful place to play around with 
antennas because the half -wave elements are 
measured in inches instead of feet. You can 
build an elaborate multi -element array and 
set it on top of your dining room table. Gene 
will be using such a collinear array on top of 
the apartment building, and he has equipped 
this job with a clever collapsing corner- reflec- 
tor that folds up and fits inside the case when 
not being used but will provide 10 -db gain 
over a simple dipole when opened out." 

The boys had been so busy talking that the 
distance to the hills melted away without 
their noticing it, and as Jerry finished they 
found themselves standing in the deep notch 
cut through the rough limestone where the 
road went over the small mountain. Hitching 
up their belts, they started the short but ardu- 
ous climb to the top of the cut. 

"Whew!" Jerry exclaimed as they finally 
made it. He set the bulky transmitter- receiver 
case on the ground and stretched out on his 
back. "A guy ought to drink goat milk before 
trying that." 

"YOU should talk," Carl remarked as he 
set the heavy battery box squarely on top of 
his pal's stomach. "How would you like to tote 
that all those seven miles from town ?" 

Jerry squirmed out from beneath the box 
and began to open up the portable station 
case. In just a matter of minutes, he had the 
connecting .cable plugged into the battery 
case; and the corner reflector, opened up so 
that it looked like the wide -open jaws of a 
striking snake, was aimed at the distant town. 

"We've got a while to wait," Jerry remarked, 
as he glanced at his wrist watch. "Gene was 
October, 1955 

. if one of you 
will be so accommo- 
dating as to try a little 
funny stuff. he can 
save the county the 
cost of a trial for the 
whole lot of you." 

tubes are biased so that they draw practically 
no plate current without a signal on their 
grids. The plate current rises as there is need 
for it to handle an increasing signal voltage 
on the grids. Right ?" 

"Hundred per cent -" Jerry started to say, 
when the receiver he was idly tuning blared 
forth with such a bellow that he fell backward 
off the rock on which he had been sitting. 

"W9CFI! W9CFI! W9CFI! Here is W9HST 
calling. If you're hearing me, Jerry, come in 
at once. This is important!" 

Jerry scrambled back to his knees, threw a 
switch and shouted into the mike, "W9HST, 
W9HST. You're five by nine, Gene. What's 
up? W9CFI over." 

"Roger, Jerry, and listen closely for we 
haven't much time. A gang of men just held 
up the Farmers & Merchants Bank and have 
headed out that road in your direction. I was 
down in the police station when the report 
came in. A couple of carloads of men are 
after them, but the police chief says they can 
never catch the hopped -up hot rod the rob- 
bers are using before they reach Old Saddle 
Back. Once across it, the thieves can lose 
themselves a dozen different ways in the 
valley on the other side. I told the chief, who 
is right here with me, that maybe you and 
Carl could stop them. Do you think you can 
do it- without getting hurt, I mean? They're 
bad characters and shot a teller in the bank 
during the holdup." 

As this transmission was coming through, 
Carl and Jerry stared at each other with 
widening eyes across the receiver case. 

"Stand by while we talk it over," Jerry 
finally said weakly into the mike, and then his 
eyes followed Carl's searching stare down into 

(Continued on page 128) 
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THE TRANSMITTING 
TOWER 

Emu erb S.Brier,w9EGQ 
,..., 

~.` 

pOSSIBLY the most important decision the r newly licensed amateur must make con- 
cerns the type of equipment to buy. Is It 
better to start out with simple equipment and 
progress gradually to more elaborate equip- 
ment, or is it better to obtain the very best 
equipment from the beginning? Which is 
more important, the receiver or the trans- 
mitter? Should you buy your equipment or 
should you build it? 

Giving advice on these questions is difficult 
because there is no one set of answers which 
will satisfy everyone. Naturally, a high school 
student with lots of enthusiasm and time, but 
with little money, who hopes to make a career 
in radio and electronics, will have different 
ideas than a busy doctor or businessman with 
just as much enthusiasm and more money but 
much less time. Nevertheless, a discussion of 
the various possibilities will help you to make 
your own decisions. 

If at all possible, you should build at least 
part of the equipment In your station. No 
matter how diligently you study your license 
manual, handbooks, and other radio books, all 
you read about the properties of resistance, 
capacity, and inductance, how vacuum tubes 
amplify, and so on, can be only abstract theory 
until you see it in action. 

If you were studying radio in school or 
through a correspondence course, you would 
be furnished a kit of parts for your course; 
and each time you learned a new bit of theory, 
you would perform a set of experiments in 

order to see how theory translates into prac- 
tice. You can do the same thing for yourself 
by building pieces of equipment and observing 
how they work under different conditions. 

It is difficult to overestimate the value of 
combining study with construction in rapidly 
increasing your knowledge of both the theo- 
retical and practical sides of radio. Combin- 
ing them prevents you from becoming either 
a "Theoretical Timothy," or a "Billy, The 
Builder." Timothy can explain how radio 
works in five- syllable words, but needs help to 
change a pilot bulb in his receiver; while Billy 
can build anything as long as he has step -by- 
step instructions to work from, but he has 
never bothered to learn why the things he 
puts together work. 

Start with Simple Gear 

It is not necessary to build complicated 
equipment at the beginning. In fact, it is bet- 
ter to start with something simple, like a small 
power supply, a one- or two -tube receiver, or 
a small transmitter. Such a unit will not take 
too long to assemble, and if it does not work 
the first time you turn it on -and It probably 
won't -it will not be beyond your skill to find 
the trouble. Success with a small project will 
encourage you to build something else, while 
failure with too large a project might dis- 
courage you. 

Do not expect the first gadgets you build to 
outperform expensive, commercial equipment, 
and do not expect to save a lot of money by 
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Jack Emerson. VE3DSU, 
Dresden, Ontario, was 
licensed two years ago 
as Canada's youngest 
ham operator. Now 15. 

Jack operates between 
2 and 80 meters. phone 
and c.w. Next to his 
license, Jack's proud- 
est possession is a 35- 
wpm code certificate. 
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building them yourself. Unless you have one 
of those marvelous "junk boxes" owned by 
some writers, it will usually cost as much to 
build a piece of equipment as to buy an 
equivalent commercial unit. Fortunately, we 
amateurs do not have to make a profit from 
our hobby to enjoy ourselves. When we build 
something, it is for the pleasure we get out of 
doing it. 

Not the least of this pleasure is the thrill 
of communicating over long distances with 
equipment we have built ourselves. Contacts 
made over equipment built by someone else 
can never equal it. 

"Build -It- Yourself" Kits 
There are valid objections that can be raised 

against building the permanent equipment for 
your station. Among them are lack of tools 
and working space, the fear that the finished 
product will not look as well as it works, and 
lack of time. 

Certainly, it is discouraging to plan to build 
a piece of equipment only to discover that, 
after buying the tools needed, you will have no 
money left to purchase the parts required. 
And there are better places to construct your 
dream transmitter than on the kitchen table 
or the living room rug, which is the choice 
open to many city apartment dwellers. But 
these need not be fatal handicaps. 

Several manufacturers market kits for home 
assembly that eliminate most of the objec- 
tions. All parts are supplied with the kits and 

A Heathkit AT -1 transmitter is a neat and 
efficient unit assembled from a complete kit. 

all holes are drilled; therefore, assembling one 
consists of mounting the parts and wiring 
them according to the very complete instruc- 
tions furnished. When this is done, the fin- 
ished product looks and works like a com- 
mercial unit. Oddly enough, the complete kit 
usually costs no more or even a bit less than 
it would cost the individual to buy the indi- 
vidual parts, and 10 to 30% less than an 
equivalent wired unit. 

The only tools required to assemble such 
kits are a screwdriver or two, a pair of pliers 
for tightening nuts and cutting hookup wire 
to length, a knife for removing insulation and 
dirt from wires before making connections, a 
soldering iron or soldering gun and a spool 
of rosin -core solder. 

As in constructing equipment "from 
scratch," do not choose too complicated a kit 
for your first attempt. Probably the ideal kit 

October, 1955 

J. "Stan" Surber, W9NZZ, Peru, lnd., is 
often called the "radio mailman" because 
of the traffic handled between his station 
and hams in the Canadian and U. S. Arc- 
tic regions. The certificates, trophies, and 
awards on the wall were given to Stan for 
his unselfish efforts in relaying messages. 

for a beginning amateur to cut his teeth on is 
one for a 30 -50 watt crystal -controlled trans- 
mitter. Such a transmitter normally contains 
three tubes: the oscillator, the power ampli- 
fier, and the power supply rectifier. It is sim- 
ple enough so that anyone who can read and 
follow clear instructions will have no partic- 
ular trouble in assembling it and making it 
work. 

On the other hand, such a transmitter is 
difficult enough to build so that there is a 
sense of satisfaction to be gained in doing the 
job. Wiring wizards claim they can do it over 
a weekend. The rest of us can expect to take 
up to ten days or two weeks to finish the job, 
assuming no more than an hour or two of 
work an evening. 

Another reason for choosing a transmitter 
kit to assemble is that the transmitter will be 
a thoroughly usable piece of equipment around 
your station after it is finished. It will have 
enough power to allow you to work all over 
the United States and Canada, and even to 
work an occasional foreign station. Yet, it 
will not be so complicated to operate that you 
have to be an engineer to adjust it. 

Reading what I have written so tar indi- 
cates that I advocate starting your amateur 
career with a simple transmitter which you 
have built yourself or assembled from a kit. 
When you have learned to operate it well, then 
it is time enough to advance to more elabo- 
rate equipment, which may well be commer- 
cially manufactured if your taste should run 
in that direction. 

One reason for this advice is that there are 
so many facets to amateur radio that you will 
probably change your mind a couple of times 
in the first few months about what you like 
the best. For example, many new Novices plan 

(Continued on page 121) 
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STATIONS are not so easy to hear on 
D the 7 -mc. amateur band as on the 14- and 
21 -mc. bands, but there is nevertheless a con- 
siderable amount of DX on the 7 -mc. band. 

For many years, this band (7.00 to 7.30 mc.) 
was assigned in the USA to c.w. operation 
only. However, in February, 1953, the 7.20- 
7.30 mc. portion of the band was opened to 
U.S. phone stations. There is still a consid- 
erable amount of c.w. DX to be heard on the 
low end of the band, but it appears that the 
possibilities for phone DX on this band have 
not been fully developed, primarily because 
of the interference from foreign broadcast 
stations using the band. 

Outside of the Americas, the 7.20 -7.30 mc. 
sector is assigned exclusively to broadcasting 
and the 7.10 -7.20 mc. part of the band to 
shared broadcast and amateur usage. Due to 
the higher power of the broadcasting stations, 
they cause considerable interference to ama- 
teur operations. 

The season for best DX conditions on the 
7 -mc. band is from October through March, 
when the static level is lower than during the 
summer months. Here are some notes on 
looking for DX on this band: 

Oceania and Asia -Most consistent DX re- 
ception from this area is from New Zealand, 
around 0500 -0700 EST, with particularly good 
signals from ZL1BY and ZL2BE. The VK's 
from Australia are also heard at that time, 
but less frequently. Other Pacific Area DX 
reported includes: KJ6FAA, Johnston Island; 
VK9MF, New Guinea; VK9OK, Norfolk Island; 
ZM6AR, Samoa; and a number of JA's from 
Japan. 

Latin America -The Latin American sta- 
tions are heard principally during the evening 
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QSL card from one of the rare DX countries. 

hours, between approximately 7.05 and 7.15 
mc., talking in Spanish with other stations in 
the area. Some operate higher in the band 
when contacting U.S. stations. The KP4- 
KG4-KV4 stations operate in the 7.20 -7.30 mc. 
U.S. phone band, and are heard best around 
0600 -0700 before the stateside QRM is too 
heavy. Stations heard recently from this area 
include: CO1AH, HH2PL, HI6EC, HP3FL, 
HR4WH, KG4AJ, LU3AW, PJ2AF, PY2CK, 
TI5JCH, VP10JF, VP2DN, VP2LN, and 
YV5AG. 

Africa- Africans are scarce on 7 mc., but 
a South African is heard occasionally in the 
evening, notably: ZS1MP, ZS6BW, or ZS6DW. 
EL2X in Liberia is also active on this band. 
EA8AX, Canary Islands, and EA9AS, Spanish 
Morocco, have been heard contacting Latin 
Americans. 

Europe -The European amateurs do not 
attempt to contact W's on phone on this band 
very much, due to the severe interference from 
European broadcast stations, but a few can be 
heard in the evening hours, especially during 
one of the DX contests. 

20 -Meter Band DX 

The 14 -mc. band continues to be the out- 
standing band for DX. Here are reports on 
stations heard recently. All times are 24 -hour 
clock in EST. 

Bhutan -AC5SQ is on the air from this very 
rare country and was heard on 14.165 mc. at 
1000. He is believed to be AC3SQ from Sik- 
kim. (Jim Moore, Calif.) 

Burma- XZ2KN, Rangoon, was heard on 
14.187 mc. at 1055. (Moore) 

Fiji Islands -VR2AA was heard on 14.18 at 
2345. He uses 100 watts. (Don Kenney, Calif.) 

VR2AP has been heard on 14.165 at 2030. 
(Moore) 

Hongkong- VS6BA, 14.085, and VS6CT, 
14.19, were logged around 1000 -1030. (Moore) 

India -VU2CT operates on about 14.145 or 
14.345 mc. He was heard at 1030. (Moore) 

VU2FX was heard on 14.17. (Emmet Rig - 
gle, Ohio) 

Indo- China- FI8AO, Saigon, has been 
heard at 0830 on 14.205 and 14.25. (Riggle) 

Israel- Signals from Israel have been com- 
ing through around 2230; 4X4CX was heard 
on 14.16 and 4X4GB on 14.15 mc. 

Lebanon- OD5AB, Beirut, is the best heard 
station from Lebanon. He was logged on 14.16 
mc. at 2230. 
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Malaya- Malayan stations heard at 0900- 
1100 are: VS2CU, 14.198; VS2DB, 14.19; 
VS2DC, 14.19; and VS2UW, 14.185. (Moore) 

Sarawak -VS4CT was heard at 0945 oper- 
ating from Sarawak. He usually operates on 
about 14.17 mc., but if QRM is heavy, he 
moves to about 14.125 mc. He previously op- 
erated as VS5CT in Brunei, and plans also to 
operate from North Borneo (VS4) and Christ- 
mas Island (ZC3) . He uses a 90 -watt trans- 
mitter. (Moore) 

Singapore -Additional Singapore stations 
heard around 0945 are: VS1AD, 14.145, and 
VS1BC, 14.145. (Moore) 

Africa 
Algeria -FA8AY was heard on 14.16 mc. at 

2000 & 2300. (Curt Swenson, Minn.) 
French Morocco -CN8MM is the best heard 

station from this country, with Eva usually 
at the mike. She is heard well on 14.18 around 
1600 -1800. (Wayne Ashworth, No. Carolina; 
Kurt Meyers, Ohio) 

Libya -5A1TK has been heard on 14.17 at 
1630 and 5A2TZ on 14.18 at 1800. Reports may 
be sent to APO 231, New York, N. Y. (Swen- 
son) 

South Africa- ZS1SW, 14.17, has been 
coming through at about 0600, the long way 
around, across Australia. 

Spanish Morocco -EA9AX is a new one 
noted on 14.155 at 1630. 

Tangier -KT1WX was heard on 14.17 mc. 
at 1815. (Swenson) 

Tunisia- 3V8AS, Bizerte, was logged on 
14.18 at 2200. 

Europe 

Azores -CS3AC continues to be heard well 
around 14.00 -1800. He usually operates on 
about 14.19 or 14.31 mc. The address for this 
one is AACS Sqdn., APO 406, New York, N. Y. 
(Pete Hemingson, Conn.) 

Finland- OH1PN, 14.15 mc., and OH5QN, 
14.17 mc., were heard at 2230. 

Iceland -U. S, personnel at Keflavik Air- 
field are now on the air, using TF2 calls. 
TF2WAF is the one most active, heard on 
14.15 mc. around 1400 -1600. Reports may be 
sent to APO 81, New York, N. Y. (Ashworth) 

SWL Robert Burns at his listening post in 
Whitman, Mass. The receiver which Bob 
uses is the popular Hallicrafters S -38D. 

Norway -LA5YE has been getting out well; 
heard on 14.13 mc. at 0700 and also at 2000. 
(Meyers) 

Sweden- SM5ARL, 14.18, and SM5LL, 14.17, 
were heard at 2030 contacting Central Amer- 
icans. 

Yugoslavia -YU1GM continues to be the 
best heard station from Yugoslavia. He is 
heard with good strength on 14.19 mc. around 
1730. 

Americas 

Canadian Arctic -K2MEA /VE8 is operat- 
ing from Frobisher, Baffin Island, and is heard 
frequently on 14.18 around 1600 -2000. 
W9RJV /VE8 is on Resolution Island, between 
Labrador and Baffin Island; reports for him 
may be sent to APO 677, New York, N. Y. 

Galapagos Islands -HC8HN is a new one 
operating from here, and is heard on 14.15 
at 2200. HC8GI continues to be heard eve- 
nings occasionally around 14.17 mc. 

Leeward Islands- VP2KB, St. Kitts, has 
been quite active on 14.11 mc. around 0700. 

Paraguay -ZP5CG is the most active sta- 
tion from this infrequently heard country; 
heard on 14.12 mc. at 1830. (Meyers) 

(Continued on page 125) 

DX FORECAST FOR OCTOBER 

From In Eastern & Central 

21 mc. 

USA (EST) 

28 mc. 

In Western USA (PST) 

14 mc. 14 mc. 21 mc. 28 mc. 
Central & South America 0600-2000 0700-1800 0900-1600 0600-1900 0700-1700 0800-1600 

Europe & North Africa 0600 -0800 0800 -1400 0700 -1000 
1300 -1600 

Central & South Africa 1300 -1800 0700 -1600 0900 -1500 1600 -1900 0700 -1700 1100 -1500 

Near & Middle East 1300 -1500 0800 -1200 0700 -0900 

Far East 1600 -1800 1900 -2200 1300 -2000 1400 -1700 

Australia & New Zealand 0730 -0830 1300 -1900 1500 -1800 1900 -2200 1200 -2000 1300 -1900 
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Tuning the Short -Wave Bands 

By HANK BENNETT 

RADIO PROGRAMS in Sweden are pro- 
duced by AB Radiotjanst (the Swedish 

Broadcasting Corporation) and distributed by 
the National Telegraph System, which owns 
and operates the transmission facilities. Radi- 
otjanst is supervised by a board of seven mem- 
bers. The chairman and three of the mem- 
bers are appointed by the Government and 
the three remaining members by the share- 
holders, who represent Swedish newspapers 
and radio manufacturers. All phases of radio 
operation are financed by means of license 
fees from listeners. A license costs 15 Kr. 
(equivalent to the British one pound or the 
American three dollars) . Listener frequency 
is greater than in any other country with a 
licensing system -327 licenses per 1000 inhabi- 
tants. 

By special agreement between the Swedish 
Government and Radiotjanst, radio programs 
are to be characterized by responsibility, ob- 
jectivity and impartiality. The board of 

J,iájah l..íny rnbn up en d.rye.n f painiva ,fling by, á'Mq. Cari Nn. 
tî." - Mtii. ,n an n1d Jènadna.e nnn. ttde 
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..... 4,.-.< ..... a. . 
Ib. n,<<..,t r a4 Pel..a<lun p.une,.r 

n.r.d., 
un ftw}aahN m....ren,n>i 

..a,_... . .. x.m.. %WEIH:#. 
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The painting on the face of this striking QSL 
from "Radio Sweden" depicts Elijah being 
taken up to heaven. On the reverse side is 
the verification and information on Sweden. 

Radiotjanst interprets this agreement to mean 
that in any cases where differences of opinion 
might exist in such important matters as poli- 
tics, economics, and sociological questions, it 
shall not deny facilities for the expression of 
alternative opinions. On the other hand, the 
radio is not to serve as an organ devoted to 
the service of the Government or any political 
party. 

The Swedish Home Service is transmitted 
on long, medium and short waves; the Inter- 
national Service on short waves via two 100 - 
kw. transmitters at Horby. Radio Sweden 
broadcasts programs in seven languages: 
Swedish, English, American, French, German, 
Spanish, and Portuguese. 

The Swedish Home Service (non- direction- 
al transmissions) broadcasts at 0000 -0400 on 
6065 kc., 0400 -1100 on 11,880 kc. (March to 
October) , and on 9260 kc. (November to Feb- 
ruary) ; and at 1100 -1800 on 6065 kc. The Home 
Service is also broadcast over Motala, 12 kw., 
on 7270 kc. 

In the European Service, they have one non - 
directional transmission daily: in German at 
1500 -1530, English at 1530 -1600, French at 
1600 -1630, Spanish at 1630 -1645, and in Portu- 
guese at 1645 -1700. Frequency is 6095 kc. 

For real DX'ers, the following long and 
medium wave stations are generally the most 
reliable: Motala on 191 kc., with 200 kw.; and 
Horby on 1178 kc., with 100 kw. Although 
these stations are used for European recep- 
tion, they have been heard in the USA. 

Call letters assigned to these stations in- 
clude: SBO (6095 and 6065 kc.) ; SBU (9620 
kc.) ; SBP (11,880 kc.) ; SBH (1178 kc.) ; and 
SBG (191 kc.). The outlet on 7270 bears no 
call sign. 

The interval signal, which is often a posi- 
tive way to identify an otherwise unknown 
station, is as follows: 

The interval signal tune comprises the first 
notes of a song by the Swedish 18th century 
composer and poet Carl Michael Bellman. 

Other frequencies used by Radio Sweden 
are: 11,705 kc. (SBP) ; 9535 (SBU) ; 15,155 
(SBT) ; and 7210 (no call) . 

English Newscast Stations 
Reports are shown in EST, based on the 24- 

hour clock system. As mentioned previously, 
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we omit contributors' names for the purpose 
of having more space for items of general in- 
terest. 

This month we will feature stations having 
ENGLISH news periods. 

Albania -Radio Tirana has ENGLISH from 
1530 -1600 and French from 1600 -1630 only on 
7850 kc. 

Australia -VLA9, Shepparton, 9615 kc., has 
ABC news ending at 0815; VLC9, same chan- 
nel, has ENGLISH news at 0715 -0720. On 9610 
kc., VLW9, Perth, has an ENGLISH news period 
at 0600. 

Brazil -A letter from Radio Emissora Pa- 
ranaense, at Curitiba, gives the information 
that the call is ZYS30 (9545 kc.) and ZYZ9 for 
the medium waves. Address is Rua Senador 
Alencar Guimaraes, 97, 5, Andar, Caixa Pos- 
tal 471, Curitiba, Paranaense, Brazil. The call 
for Fundacao Radio Maua, on 9705 kc., is 
ZYX24; on 11,885 kc., it is ZYX25. The call 
for Radio Clube Paranaense, on 11,935 kc., is 
probably ZYR35. 

Bulgaria -A QSL from Radio Bulgaria lists 
ENGLISH at 1600 -1630 and 1645 -1715 on 7670 
and 6070 kc.; also at 1930 -2030 and 2300 -2330 
on 9700 kc. 

Ceylon -Colombo, 11,875 kc., has a VOA 
ENGLISH newscast at 1000. 

Czechoslovakia -Radio Prague, 9550 kc., 
has an ENGLISH broadcast to North America 
at 2300 -2315. 

England- London is noted on the West 
Coast at 1109 with news on 15,310 (GSP) ; 

sports news on GWR (15,300 kc.) at 1110. 
French Equatorial Africa -Radio Brazza- 

ville, 15,595 kc., has an ENGLISH news period 
at 0515. 

Finland -OIX4, Pori, 15,190 kc. has ENGLISH 
news at 2300, French news at 2315. 

Formosa -ENGLISH news can be heard from 
Taipeh on BED4 (11,920 kc.) at 0000 (parallel 
to 15,235 kc.) and at 0130; on BED3 (15,235 
kc.) at 0230 with news and music. BEC27, 
6927 kc., the Voice of MAAG, is noted s /off at 
0900. Power is 500 watts; address is MAAG- 
Formosa, APO 63, San Francisco, Calif. This 
one sometimes has variety programs around 
0530. 

Germany- Nordwest Deutsche Rundfunk, 
Cologne, 5980 kc., has ENGLISH at 2030, Ger- 
man news following; an ENGLISH announce- 

ment at 2315 is followed by music and Ger- 
man news. 

Greece -An Army station in Greece is 
often heard around 1600 on 7000 kc., with 
recorded music. It may possibly be located at 
Jannina. 

Haiti --4VC, Port -au- Prince, on 9485 kc., 
has ENGLISH news and music at 1730. 4VWI, 
on 15,280 kc., Cap Haitien, is testing here at 
0700 -0930; on Saturdays until 1030. 

Hungary -Budapest, 11,910 kc., has ENGLISH 
to North America at 2315. 

India -ENGLISH news can be tuned from 
Delhi on 17,760 kc. at 0230; at 1930 on 11,895, 
11,875, and 9770 kc., with Home Service fol- 
lowing the news on 11,895 kc. 

Indo- China -Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi, 11,- 
998 kc., has French news and music at 0530, 
ENGLISH news at 0800 and 0900. Radio France- 
Asie, Saigon, 15,420 kc., has ENGLISH news at 
1100. The Voice of the Vietnamese National 
Army, Saigon, 7260 kc., is noted in ENGLISH 
at 0715 -0730. Address is requested. Voice of 
Vietnam, 7260 kc., is noted at 0800 with ENG- 
LISH news. 

Indonesia -ENGLISH news and music is 
tuned on YDF6, 9710 kc., Jakarta, at 0430- 
0600, announcing as The Voice of Indonesia. 
YDF. 6045 kc., Jakarta, has Indonesian news 
and music at 0430, with ENGLISH noted at 0645. 
Other Indonesian xmsns include: YDJ, 5060 
kc., Jogjakarta, at 0800 with native music; 
YDP, 4930 kc., Medan, at 0820, with music. 
Most of the Indonesians below 5000 kc. are 
heard on the West Coast around 08004900, 
usually in native languages. 

Israel -Tel Aviv, 4XB31, 9010 kc. AV, has 
an ENGLISH news period at 1600, and is usually 
heard well in Eastern USA. 

Italy -Rome, 11,900 kc., has an Arabic news 
session at 0130, ENGLISH at 1920. On 9570 kc., 
ENGLISH news is noted at 1930 and on 11,810 
kc. at 1915 and 2130. The outlet on 11,810 kc. 
can be identified with its bird chirp interval 
signal around 1730; a language program fol- 
lows. 

Japan- ENGLISH news from Tokio can be 
heard on JKJ, 7285 kc., at 0400; at 0545 from 
the Far East Network on 6160 kc. beamed to 
the USA; and at 0900 -0915 from JOA6 on 
15,135 kc. 

(Continued on page 125) 
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Short -wave transmitter building of "Radio Sweden" at Horby, Sweden. 
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TV Clock -Lamp 
FEATURES of an electric clock and a TV 

lamp are combined in the #700 -AG "Glo- 
lite" announced by the Pennwood Nume- 
chron Co., 7249 -51 Frankstown Ave., Pitts- 
burgh 8, Pa. . 

This device contains a precision timing 
unit that registers the hour, tenth -minute, 
minute, and second. In addition, its case 
and face are molded from a luminous 
plastic which glows in the dark, indepen- 
dent of any light source. The glow is 
present when the unit's switch is on "off." 
With the switch turned "on," additional il- 
lumination is provided which enables the 

#700-AG to sere e as 
way, bedroom, etc. 

The clock movement is a self- starting 
type that operates regardless of the switch 
position. Clock numerals are colored for 
quick and easy reading. The #700 -AG re- 
tails for $12.95. jj 

a night light for hall- 

Compact Hi -Fi Amplifier 
THE "MARK 10" is the latest of the new 

line of compactly designed Brociner hi -fi 
amplifiers intended for home installation 
where both space and cost must be held 
to a minimum. Making extensive use of 
printed circuitry, the "Mark 10" ,includes 
a phono preamplifier -equalizer and 10 -watt 
power amplifier. Inputs and controls pro- 
vide for its use with AM, FM, and TV 
tuners, any type phono pickup, and for 
tape recording and playback. 

Frequency response is 20 to 20,000 cycles 
±1 db. Less than 1% harmonic distortion 
is reported at its full power output. Hum 
level is low: -70 db on radio input; -50 
db on phono input. 

Other features include an input selector 
switch, record compensator switch, inde- 
pendent treble and bass controls, loudness - 
compensated volume control, take -off jack 
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for tape recording, and a record noise filter 
which may be switched in or out of the 
circuit. Net price is $75.00. For additional 

information, write to Brociner Electronics 
Laboratory, 344 East 32 St., New York 16, 
N. Y. --- 

De Luxe AM -FM Tuner 
TOP QUALITY HI -FI RECEPTION On both AM 

and FM is available with the "Custom Spe- 
cial" FM -AM tuner made by Collins Audio 
Products Co., Inc., Westfield, N. J. Reputed 
to be one of the most advanced tuners in 
production, this set features an unusually 
wide AM range with a frequency response 
of 20 to 11,000 cycles. The FM section re- 
produces 20 to 20,000 cycles with a recep- 
tion sensitivity of 3 microvolts for 30 db of 
quieting. Push -button control of all tuner 
functions from a considerable distance is 
possible with the attachment of a remote 
control box. 

Tuning accuracy on FM is assured by a 
front panel mounted meter; on AM, by a 
type 6U5 -G "tuning eye." The FM circuit 
uses eleven tubes, including circuits for 
automatic frequency control and for elimi- 
nating interchannel hiss, while the AM cir- 

cuit uses five additional tubes and includes 
a 10 -kc. whistle filter. The tuner is powered 
by a 5Y3 -GT rectifier circuit. 

Net price of the tuner alone is $285.00. 
The remote control unit sells for $79.50, and 
a cabinet in gold or gray is priced at $11.40. 
For additional information, write to the 
manufacturer. 30 
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Disc and Tape Review 
AREGULAR readers of this column know, the last few issues S 
have been devoted to the basic building blocks in your record 

library. We have not strayed from the standard repertoire, get- 
ting in some good solid Mendelssohn works and other "stand- 
ards." As I have often said in the past ... there is a long, long 
way to go boys, before we can begin to approximate a basic 
library. But to use an old cliche ... "variety is the spice of 
life." After a pretty steady diet of standards, I thought that 
this month we would take a little breather and review some 
items that may not be considered as standard repertoire, but 
which I feel will be of interest to you and - literally -will add 
"spice" to your growing library. 

The Mask of the Red Death 

To get off to a good start, how about a record with the exotic 
title The Mask of the Red Death! It sounds like a theme in the 
classics from a grade Z television space opera. Actually, it is a 
work by French composer Andre Caplet, and is not at all the 
cornball you might expect. Caplet died in 1925, so for all prac- 
tical purposes, the work can be called modern, although it has 
relatively little dissonance when compared to other works of 
that era. Some of you more erudite readers may recognize the 
title as the story written by Edgar Allan Poe. Caplet was fasci- 
nated by the story, which had music as an important part, and 
composed this impressionistic work which very graphically por- 
trays the masked ball and the coming of the "Red Death" .. . 

the plague! 
Scored originally for string quartet and harp, in this re- 

cording by the Concert Arts Orchestra on Capitol P8255 it 
has been expanded to a string orchestra to obtain greater so- 
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ó Hi -Fi Record of the Month o 
Ravel- Daphnis and Chloe 

(complete ballet) 
Antal Dorati conducting the 
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra 
Mercury 50048 O 

The second complete version of the great p 
Daphnis and Chloe ballet on records and O 
an outstanding job in every respect! Per- 0 formance is superb, the orchestral playing O 
is miraculous, the sound quite unbeliev- O 
able. With this disc, Mercury has reached 0 a new stage of perfection in the recording O 

o o of symphonic music. 
0 OOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOO00000000 

nority. The harp has been retained and, as 
brilliantly played by Ann Mason Stockton, is 
employed in extraordinary fashion. It is used 
to simulate the tolling of an old clock and, 
in combination with the eerie scoring in the 
strings, it is chillingly effective! You are 
likely to hear more tricks of the violinist's 
trade in this work than in any other I can 
think of at the moment. Playing harmonics, 
double stopping, using mutes, all sorts of odd 
fingering and bowing techniques ... brother, 
the whole bag of tricks is trotted out for your 
edification. 

On the whole, the work is very listenable 
and easy to assimilate. In spite of the fact 
that the scoring is strings and harp, the power 
generated by the orchestra here is consider- 
able. This is one of Capitol's most successful 
"FDS" recordings. String tone is exception- 
ally rich, very smooth and clean, with vir- 
tually no "edginess." The mellow resonance 
of the celli and the deep sonority of the double 
basses are especially notable. The harp is 
superbly reproduced, whether it is being used 
softly and liquidly, or in sharply plucked or 
percussive manner. Frequency response and 
dynamics are very wide range and the acous- 
tic perspective employed is ideal for the forces 
involved. 

Flip side of this record is occupied by Amer- 
ican composer Harl McDonald's Suite From 
Childhood. A very charming and lovely little 
score which I feel sure you will like, it too 
uses harp in an interesting manner and is 
another example of fine string recording. This 
is the only disc available of both these works, 
so choice of recording Is no problem. By all 
means listen to this one for an unusual musi- 
cal adventure. 

Dance Suite 
Now we turn to one of the great masters of 

modern music, Bela Bartok. No, don't start 
running! I know very well that the mere 
mention of this man's name to some people 
starts the blood pressure upwards. I really 
and truly feel that people in this category 
just haven't given Bartok a fair shake. Ill 
be the first to admit that some of this com- 
poser's scores are pretty rough stuff. And I 
suppose that a person who is relatively new 
to classical music and whose tastes have not 
gone much beyond the Beethoven -Brahms- 
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Tchaikovsky stage might have been exposed to 
something like a Bartok string quartet or his 
Suite From the Miraculous Mandarin with 
most horrific results! But in spite of Bar - 
tok's formidable reputation for dissonance and 
atonality, there are many scores of his which 
are fairly easy to take and contain some fas- 
cinating hi -fl sounds. 

Such a work is his Dance Suite, written for 
the anniversary of the conjoining of Buda 
and Pest, into the present -day Budapest. It 
is a very varied work, for the most part gay 
and sparkling, as Bartok skillfully takes some 
native Hungarian folk songs and magically 
transforms them into a unique orchestral 
fabric. Is there dissonance? Most assuredly 
there is ... but not reams of it, and what 
there is doesn't seem out of place or in any 
way unpleasant. As a matter of fact, the 
present interest in the music of Bartok is al- 
most wholly a hi -fl phenomenon. The scor- 
ing ... dissonance and atonality, if you will ... lends itself particularly well to hi -fl re- 
cording. Some of the most spectacular hi -fi 
sound in the entire LP catalog can be found 
among the Bartok works. This Dance Suite 
is one of the most brilliant, and is available in 
three recordings. 

The son of Bartok, Peter Bartok, is one of 
our most astute audio engineers, and has 
turned out discs which must be reckoned as 
among the finest recordings to appear on LP. 
He has recorded his father's Dance Suite for 
his own label, Bartok 302, with Franco Autori 
conducting the New Symphony Orchestra of 
London. Georg Solti conducts the London 
Philharmonic on London LL709, and on 
Urania 7161 the work is performed by the 
Leipzig Philharmonic under Pfluger. The 
Urania we can dismiss, as the performance, 
while competent enough, is pale beside the 
luster of the other two conductors' versions. 
The sound on the Urania disc also leaves 
much to be desired. 

Between the performance of Autori and 
Solti there is little to choose. Solti seems 
slightly surer of his ground, while Autori gets 
more precision from his orchestra. In mat- 
ters of sound, the choice is largely a question 
of what kind of sound you like. The Bartok 
disc was recorded in Kingsway Hall in Lon- 
don and benefits from the superb acoustics. 
This is a big, "over -all" type of sound with 
super -clean strings, nicely rounded brass, 
woodwinds of great purity and percussion 
which is amazingly articulate and of great 
impact. The London sound is also "big- hall," 
but has more inner detail. Strings. brass, 
woodwinds ... all are much more sharply 
focused; the percussion is clean and crisp but 
lacks something of the punch in the Bartok 
disc. Both discs are of very wide frequency 
and dynamic range, and very little distortion 
was evident even in the most heavily modu- 
lated passages. Percussion fans will delight 
in the plentiful scoring for the high percus- 
sives like the triangle, cymbals, and small 
bells. 

As to which is the record of choice, I'd put 
it this way ... I like the Solti performance 
a shade better than the Autori, and I find on 
repeated listening that I prefer the sound on 

(Continued on page 117) 
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By H. H. FANTEI 

Claming a De Laxe 
Tone 4hlft 

T HE BASIC FUNCTION of the tone arm 
in a phono system is to carry the pickup 

across the record. This is not as simple as 
it may seem at first glance, since it involves 
a host of acoustical and physical problems. 
The better tone arms come extremely close 
to solving these difficulties. 

An arm must provide correct stylus pres- 
sure and conditions of groove tracking and 
non -resonance that will allow the best pos- 
sible interaction between pickup and record. 
Only a very good arm gives the pickup a 
chance to "read out" all the tonal informa- 
tion from a record groove without omitting 
or distorting any part of it. Ideal condi- 
tions, of course, can only be approximated. 
The changers and manual players shown 
last month (pages 71 to 76) offered a good 
approximation, quite well matched in qual- 
ity to many hi -fi home installations. 

In the equipment shown here, the ap- 
proximation to the ideal is as close as 
modern precision technology can provide. 
The remarkable engineering achievement 
attained in these fine instruments becomes 
apparent in view of the factors involved in 
their design. 

Tracking the Grooves 

Accurate tracking of the record grooves 
is the main task of the tone arm. Some fine 
points of geometry are involved, however, 
which make this apparently simple 
task quite difficult. The recording head 
which originally cut the spiral groove on the 
record moved across the record face in a 
straight radius line. It could do so because 
the record -cutting lathe guided the cutter 
across the record on a supporting bridge, 
which functions somewhat like an overhead 
traveling crane. The tone arm cannot fol- 
low this straight line across the record. 
October, 1955 

For the ultimate in record 

reproduction, select one of 

these carefully designed and 

precision- manufactured arms 

Since it is pivoted at one end, the arm's 
path is necessarily curved. The difference 
between the straight and the curved path 
is known as the "tracking error." To assure 
good reproduction, this path divergence 
must be kept at a minimum. In other 
words, the tip of the tone arm should be 
approximately tangent to the record groove 
at all points of the recorded surface. 

Theoretically, this problem has a very 
simple solution. In an infinitely long arm, 
the tracking error would approach zero. 
But since infinity is a hard place to reach 
with a screw driver, more practical solu- 
tions had to be found. A curved or angled 
tone arm, if correctly pivoted, will stick 
much closer to a true tangent line on its 
way across the record than a straight arm. 
For this reason, all modern tone arms are 
either curved or set off at an angle, as 
shown in the photographs. 

Also, if the arm does not lead the pickup 
directly toward the center spindle, but to a 
point slightly ahead of center, two tangent 
points instead of one occur within the 
tracking arc, resulting in a marked de- 
crease of mean and maximum tracking 
error. In this way, the maximum track- 
ing error in the arced path of the tone 
arm can be kept down to four degrees, and 
the mean tracking error to two degrees. 

The distance between the turntable 
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1 Angel Model 17A is the newest tone 
arm to utilize the viscous -damped prin- 

ciple. Arm is furnished with its own pickup 
(moving -coil type requiring matching trans- 
former). Suspension (low -friction, single - 
pivot) maintains constant stylus force for 
any height of pickup above the record. 
Plug -in arrangement for 78 -rpm and LP 
heads. This unit is made by EMI, British 
manufacturer who also produces Angel 
records. Net, $89.50. Distributed in the U. S. 
by Kingdom Products, Ltd., 23 Park Place, 
New York 7, N. Y. 

2 
Audax arm was designed originally for 
use with the Audax pickup, illustrated 

here. However, with an adapter, it accom- 
modates other hi -fi pickups. Arm's long 
pivot stud is seen protruding from rear. It 
carries a special rotating section, mounted 
like a compass needle. The arm itself pivots 
on this intermediary rotating section. Arm 
is counterweighted with adjustable stylus 
force. Net, $20.00, for 16" arm; $14.00, for 
12" arm. Audak Co., 500 Fifth Ave., New 
York 17, N. Y. 

3 B -J arm launches a new design principle 
which virtually eliminates tracking er- 

ror. Arm consists of two interconnected - 
but separate -arms of unequal length 
whose respective tracking errors cancel 
each other. Likewise, individual resonances 
of two arms tend to eliminate each other. 
Stylus and record wear are greatly reduced; 
reproduction is very "clean." Shell will ac- 
cept standard hi -fi pickups. Net, $22.50. 
Hi- Fidelity, Inc., 420 Madison Ave., New 
York 17, N. Y. 

4 Clarkstan arm offers maximum conven- 
ience for frequent changes of pickup. 

The slide -in cartridge holder instantly 

mounts the pickup by means of a setscrew. 
Electrical connection is made by spring - 
loaded contacts. Weight adjustment is 
rapid and simple. All standard cartridges 
are accepted. Vertical roller bearings and 
ball thrust bearings minimize mechanical 
load on pickup. Low arm resonance assures 
good bass response. Net, S22.00 (approxi- 
mately). Pacific Transducer Corp., 11836 W. 
Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 64. Calif. 

5 
Electro -Sonic arm is designed for use 
with company's own moving -coil pickup. 

Precision -made, the arm is very simple - 
being essentially a counterweighted tube. 
Its resonance complements the pickup com- 
pliance for optimum results. Adjustable 
counterweight is provided. The ESL car- 
tridge itself is an electrodynamic type, re- 
quiring a matching transformer. Different 
models are available to suit different appli- 
cations. Prices range upward to S106.00. 
Electro -Sonic Laboratories, Inc., 35 -54 36th 
St., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

6 
Fairchild Model 280 uses the dual -mass 
principle discussed in text. High vertical 

compliance is attained without sacrificing 
lateral damping. Structure eliminates res- 
onance in 166 -200 cps range, resulting in 
very clean bass. Arm also features height 
adjustment and safety drop- limit. Although 
intended for use with Fairchild pickup, the 
Model 280 will readily accept all standard 
cartridges, including the G -E "triple- play." 
Net, $29.50. Fairchild Recording Equipment 
Corp., 154th St. & 7th Ave., Whitestone, N. Y. 

7 Ferranti arm is used with Ferranti pick- 
up and matching transformer as an in- 

tegral system. Arm utilizes a double ball 
race arm- bearing, and features a built -in 
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rest. Resonance is said to be beyond audi- 
ble limits. Device was designed by D.T.N. 
Williamson of amplifier fame. Entire sus- 
pension is located beneath the mounting 
platform. Safety device prevents damage 
to record or stylus if arm is dropped acci- 
dentally. Complete system net, $75.00 (ap- 
proximately). Ferranti Electric, Inc., 30 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y. 

8 
G -E Model Al -500 arm represents a 
variation of the dual mass principle. The 

front section is hinged separately for im- 
proved vertical compliance, while the over- 
all mass of the total arm provides lateral 
damping. Calibrated, adjustable counter- 
weight is attached to front section, eliminat- 
ing need for spring loading. Ball bearings 
are used along all rotational axes. Net, 
$32.00. General Electric Co., Electronics 
Park, Syracuse, N. Y. 

9 Gray Model 108C features viscous damp- 
ing (see text) for suppression of arm 

resonance and for stylus and record safety. 
Damping is provided by a silicone oil film 
between a convex spherical surface on the 
arm and a similar surface on the base. If 
"dropped, " the pickup floats down slowly, 
setting down gently on the record without 
bouncing. Cartridges are instantly inter- 
changeable, with automatic adjustment pro- 
vided for correct pressure. Net, $40.00. Gray 
Research and Development Co., Inc., Hil- 
liard St., Manchester. Conn. 

10 
Leak Model A is a moving -coil pickup 
on a tubular, counterweighted, single - 

pivot, low- friction arm. Height is adjustable, 
and mounting requires a single hole. Res- 
onance frequencies of arm lie beyond limits 
of audibility. Pickup features extremely low 
stylus pressure, high compliance, requires 
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matching transformer. This system has been 
used successfully by the Brit.sh Broadcast- 
ing Company. Net, $59.00. British Industries 
Corp., 164 Duane St., New York 13. N. Y. 

11 
Livingston arm offers excellent track- 
ing, correct pressure settings, adjust- 

able height, and simple insta:lation (single - 
hole mounting) at comparatively low cost. 
"Universal" model for records up to 16" 
diameter, net $18.75. "Special" model for 
records up to 12" diameter. net. $17.50. 
Latter has been designed especially for the 
G -E dual- stylus cartridge. Livingston Elec- 
tronic Corp., Livingston, N. J. 

12 
Pickering Model 190D offers unique 
design in which the cartridge is held 

on a spring -loaded, hinged plate within the 
arm. This reduces distance between stylus 
and horizontal axis of motion to less than 
3 ", providing maximum vertical compliance 
while retaining good lateral damping. Car- 
tridge plate can be lifted independently 
within the arm. Offsetting the plate reduces 
tracking error to less than 2.5 °. Protective 
stop prevents stylus from accidentally touch- 
ing turntable. Arm is locked in "rest" posi- 
tion by magnetic anchor. Net, $32.00. Pick- 
ering and Co., Inc., Oceanside, L. L, N. Y. 

13 Weathers A -510 -5 arm is designed for 
use with Weathers FM pickup. At 1 

gram, it boasts the lowest stylus pressure 
of any arm and pickup combination. To- 
gether with high -stylus compliance, this as- 
sures minimum record wear. Arm is made 
of non -resonant balsa wood, Operating 
principle of the FM pickup system is de- 
scribed on page 78, June issue of POP- 
ULAR ELECTRONICS. Net, $24.50, for 16" 
arm; $14.50, for 12" arm (Model A -500). 
Weathers Industries, Barrington. N. J. 
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(A) 

PIVOT 
OF 

LONGER ARM 

(B) 1 
Original record -cutting process (Fig. A) describes a linear path. In playback, 
however, (Fig. B), the phono's arm is pivoted. It must, therefore, describe an 
arc as it moves across the record. The divergence between the original linear 
cutting and the tone arm's arc results in tracking error. Use of longer arms, 
offsetting the cartridge head, and other design features minimize this error. 

spindle and the pickup stylus at center po- 
sition is called "overhang." Correct amount 
of overhang for a given tone arm depends 
on choosing the proper pivot point for the 
specific arm. For this reason, the manu- 
facturer's mounting specifications and tem- 
plates should be very accurately followed. 
Essentially, this is a simple matter, requir- 
ing no more than the accurate measure- 
ment of the distance from the turntable 
spindle to the mounting center (pivot point) 
of the tone arm. (Users of preassembled 
turntable and tone arm units are spared 
this minor headache.) 

A recent answer to the problem of track- 
ing and tangentiality is given by a design 
called the "B -J Arm," (using the initials of 
its inventor, Mr. Burne- Jones). In this arm, 
the pickup rides between two hinged -but 
separate -arms. Their respective tracking 
errors are so calculated that they simply 
cancel one another. Result: nearly perfect 
tracking (less than one degree deviation). 
In ingeniousness and simplicity, this arm 
belongs in the category of things that in- 
variably make one say, "Why didn't some- 
one think of that before ?" 

One possible drawback to this kind of 
arm is the friction generated at the mul- 
tiple bearing points. In the present design 
of the "B -J Arm," this friction has been 
minimized by the use of needle pivots. 

Damping and Compliance 
In addition to the geometric problems in 

tone arm design, there are the even trickier 
dynamic problems, i.e., problems involving 
the checking and balancing of the various 
moments of force acting on the tone arm. 
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The arm receives both lateral and vertical 
moments from the record groove at fre- 
quencies ranging from the slow undulation 
of a warped record to the shimmering over- 
tones of cymbals. Throughout this tremen- 
dous range, no arm resonance may occur. 
The arm must always remain neutral and 
impassive to the motions of the pickup 
stylus. If the arm oscillated with the pick- 
up at some arm resonance frequency, the 
arm resonance would intermodulate the 
signal, thus causing one of the most annoy- 
ing forms of distortion. Furthermore, this 
oscillation would partially cancel out the 
stylus motion in the range of the arm 
resonante frequency, weakening bass re- 
sponse. 

The arm must therefore be damped, i. e., 
restrained from any oscillation in resonance 
with lateral stylus movement. However, 
the arm should be compliant vertically, so 
that the pickup can easily follow the up- 
and -down movement of a slightly warped 
record. An even more important reason for 
vertical arm compliance is the fact that the 
record grooves are unequal in their widths 
at various points. The loud passages are 
narrower; they squeeze the stylus from the 
sides, practically lifting it out of the groove 
at the tiny, sharp curves representing the 
recorded sound. The stylus faces the task 
of negotiating up to 10,000 hairpin curves 
per second while being almost lifted from 
the "road." In such a predicament, the 
pickup needs all the help the arm can pos- 
sibly give. This help consists largely of 
keeping the stylus force reasonably con- 
stant throughout the up- and -down oscilla- 
tions due to the "pinch effect." In terms of 
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Above,- structural details and mounting method 
are shown for the G -E tone -arm. Right, details 
for mounting the Gray "viscous- damped" arm. 
Note area occupied by damping fluid. Drawings 
like these are supplied by tone arm manufactur- 
ers to aid the enthusiast in system assembly. 

road analogy, a properly designed arm 
keeps the traction steady on some very 
bumpy curves. 

In most cases, the proper combination of 
lateral damping and vertical compliance is 
obtained by suitable distribution of mass 
in the arm. Mass, in this context, is dis- 
tinctly different from weight. Weight, as 
expressed in terms of stylus force, is ad- 
justable. Mass represents the totality of 
the arm, including the counterbalance, and 
remains constant. The Fairchild and Pick- 
ering arms employ a system of dual mas- 
ses-a large over -all mass to provide good 
lateral damping, and a small spring -loaded 
section on which the pickup is mounted. Far 
better vertical compliance is attained with 
these dual -mass arms than would have 
been possible with a single- section arm of 
sufficient over -all mass to give equally 
good lateral damping. 

Viscous Damping 

Another damping method employs the 
shock -absorber effect of hydraulic fluid or 
oil. This is called "viscous damping." Vis- 
cous damping provides a gentle cushion 
against practically all external forces, so 
that nothing but the groove modulation 
acts on the stylus : it literally floats on 
music. The floating quality of these arms 
insures against careless handling or "ac- 
cidents." The arm simply will not drop on 
the record. Instead it floats down slowly 
and gently, making any damage to either 
stylus or record next to impossible. People 
with unsteady hands who are apt to dam- 
age the first groove or the lead -in of a 
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record in setting down the tone arm will 
find viscous damping a veritable boon. 

Arms featuring such fluid cushions are 
naturally complex in design, and must be 
manufactured with the individual care be- 
fitting their status as precision instru- 
ments. Conseqtently, these viscous -damped 
arms are among the most highly priced as 
well as the most highly prized. However, 
if one takes into account the manufactur- 
ing problems presented by viscous damping 
(precision- machined fluid chambers, etc.), 
the cost of these arms, such as the Gray 
and the Weathers, appears surprisingly 
reasonable. 

Arms and Their Pickups 

Most arms will accommodate most of 
the standard cartridges. Yet some arms 
and cartridges were literally made for each 
other, and what the designer has thus 
joined let no audiophile put asunder. When- 
ever the cartridge manufacturer provides 
a special arm for his cartridge, the com- 
bination will generally provide excellent 
results. Some manufacturers -such as 
Electrosonic, Leak, Weathers, and Angel - 
leave no choice. This enforced combination 
of arm and cartridge by the same manu- 
facturer stems less from commercial mo- 
tives than from a genuine concern for 
attaining the top performance of both com- 
ponents. The proper matching of arm and 
cartridge is especially important with cart- 
ridges operating at low stylus pressure, 
where a very small force must accomplish 
the lateral movément of the arm across 
the face of the record. -{]- 
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Professional Turntables 

for Nome Use 

TURNTABLES and tone arms are the 
vehicles that carry the phono pickup 

through the music. The kind of ride they 
provide vitally affects the quality of the 
reproduced sound. 

Last month, record changers and manual 
players were covered in which the turnta- 
ble and tone arm were preassembled on a 
chassis or base plate. The equipment dis- 
cussed was unquestionably hi-fi. Now, how- 
ever, the "fi" will be raised clear up to the 
stratosphere as the professional -type turn- 
tables are investigated. (Professional -type 
tone arms, to be employed in conjunction 
with these turntables, are discussed in an- 
other article in this issue.) While many of 
the components are found in recording 
and broadcasting studios, they are all suit- 
ed for home use by the most critical of 
listeners. 

It should be remembered that any hi -fi 
component which is conspicuously better 
than the rest of a system may prove a 
waste of money. So, before buying an ex- 
pensive turntable (and a comparable tone 
arm), the user should evaluate the quality 
of his amplifier and loudspeaker. If these 
components are top- notch, then the type of 
equipment covered in these articles will be 
matched to them, quality -wise. These turn- 
tables and tone arms are capable of the best 
record reproduction to be had for love AND 
money! 

The basic principles for professional -type 
turntables are the same as in the record 
changers and manual players previously 
discussed. The turntable must rotate even- 
ly at the correct speed without flutter or 
wow. It must remain inaudible and intro- 
duce no magnetic motor hum or noises due 
to mechanical vibration (rumble). 

Design and Quality 
Constant speed is achieved by the use of 

suitable motors and heavy, balanced turn- 
tables to smooth out the rotation by their 
flywheel effect. The two -pole motors of 
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cheap turntables do not meet hi -fi require- 
ments. Four -pole motors are standard for 
hi -fi; and for the ultimate in smoothness, 
some professional -type turntables feature 
hysteresis motors at a corresponding jump 
in price. 

The rotational constancy of a turntable is 
easily checked by means of a constant -tone 
test record or a stroboscope disc. The Scott 
turntable and the Rek -O -Kut " Rondine" 
feature built -in stroboscopes with extreme- 
ly clear speed indication. 

One may argue that the best proof of this 
particular pudding lies in the playing of 
long, sustained notes on organ or piano 
records. If they come through with steady 
pitch, the turntable itself must obviously 
be steady. However, the reverse is not 
necessarily true. If the tone wavers, don't 
jump to conclusions about the turntable; 
the fault may be in the record (e.g., an off - 
center hole). For this reason, ordinary 
commercial recordings should not be used 
for turntable tests. 

Most modern turntables are made of non- 
magnetic materials so that magnetic pick- 
ups will not be attracted by them. Other- 
wise, such magnetic attraction might in- 
crease the effective weight of the pickup 
as it rests on the record. 

Another problem is hum induced by 
magnetic radiation from the motor. Most 
quality turntables have practically elimi- 
nated hum by shielding the motor and lo- 
cating it at a maximum distance from the 
pickup. Of course, the pickup leads must 
also be shielded. 

Vibration, the cause of turntable rumble, 
can be largely eliminated by physical 
separation of motor and turntable through 
shock mounts, elastic drives, and similar 
devices. 

In the Scott 710 -A turntable, vibration 
damping is accomplished by means of two 
soft -rubber universal joints. This turntable 
was developed at the Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology by Prof. Buckingham, a 
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For the best in performance and quality, the hi-fi record listener 

can do no better than to choose one of these top-flight turntables 

N 

Collaro Model 2010 includes preassem- 
bled arm and pickup. Turntable rotates 
on single steel ball to minimize friction, 
is driven by a pulley -and -idler arrange- 
ment. Low muss, non -resonant arm turns 
on ball bearings. Unit handles records 
up to 16" in diameter. Pickup supplied 
is claimed to have frequency response of 
40 to 16,000 cps. Net, 585.00 (approxi- 
mately). Rockbar Corp., 215 E. 37th St., 
New York 16, N. Y. 

Components Corporation Model PBT gets 
maximum flywheel effect from 25 -1b. cast - 
iron turntable. Nylon sleeve bearing, in 
which it rotates, reduces metal -to -metal 
contact. Motor is double -shock -mounted 
at maximum distance from turntable to 
reduce magnetic hum pickup. Reported 
performance data: 0.25°ó speed ac- 
curacy; 0.05% wow and flutter; -70 db 
rumble. Special spindle centers record 
on turntable and prevents slipping. Net, 
$99.50. Components Corp., Denville, N. J. 

D & R Model DR -12A employs shock - 
mounted motor widely separated from 
turntable to reduce magnetic hum pick- 
up. Turntable is driven by an idler act- 
ing against the outside rim. The idler 
itself "floats" to reduce possibility of 
mechanical vibration. Turntable is com- 
pletely non-magnetic. Constant speeds 
are produced by a dynamically bal- 
anced motor featuring a high starting 
torque. Signal -to -noise ratio is reported 
as 60 db. Net, 597.00. Audio Equip- 
ment Div., D & R, Ltd., 402 E. Gutierrez 
St., Santa Barbara, Calif. 
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Garrard Model 301 meets rigid specifica- 
tions of less than 0.2% wow, less than 
0.05% flutter, and rumble below the limit 
of audibility. Units are made with indi- 
vidual quality control; inspection report 
is enclosed with each one. Motor, em- 
ploying dynamically balanced armature 
and self- centering bushings, is perma- 
nently lubricated. Speed adjustment is 
provided for three common speeds. Net, 
$89.00. British Industries Corp., 164 
Duane St., New York 13, N. Y. 

Presto Model T -18 is heavy, carefully 
machined and balanced aluminum cast- 
ing driven by mechanism of utmost sim- 
plicity. Three idlers, one for each speed, 
transmit power from motor to turntable. 
Idlers are disengaged in "off" position. 
Reported performance data: speed ac- 
curacy, 0.25 %; noise level of shaded 
pole motor, -40 db, of hysteresis motor, 
-50 db. Net, $53.50 for shaded -pole 
motor; $108.00 for hysteresis motor. Pres- 
to Recording Corp., Paramus, N. J. 

Rek -O -Kut " Rondine, Jr." is a two -speed 
design available in two models: L -34 for 
331/2 and 45 rpm, and L -37, for 331/2 and 
78 rpm. Net price of each is $49.95. 
Turntable is non- magnetic, cast alu- 
minum, and is dynamically balanced 
for optimum flywheel action. Strobe disc 
is permanently affixed. "Rondine De- 
Luxe," (Model B -12H) is superb 3 -speed 
unit employing hysteresis motor. Net, 
$119.95. Three -speed model (B -I2) with 
induction motor, $69.95. Rek -O -Kut Co., 
38.01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1, 

New York, N. Y. 

perfectionist who got used to reaching for 
the stars when he designed the drive mech- 
anism for the giant telescope on Mt. Palo- 
mar. Among its unique features, the Scott 
710 -A has a rigid yoke between the turn- 
table and a floating platform, where the 
tone arm is to be mounted. Turntable and 
arm will therefore always respond in unison 
to any possible vibration while being at the 
same time isolated by shock mounting from 
the motor base plate. 
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The idea of physical separation of turn- 
table and motor is carried to a highly 
effective extreme in the Components Cor- 
poration turntable. A 25 -pound cast -steel 
turntable Cexcellent flywheel effect) is 
mounted at some distance from the motor, 
driven directly from the motor shaft by a 
cloth belt. 

At the other extreme is the Swiss 
Th ovens, which achieves top quality with a 
compact, direct gear drive, relying on care - 
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Scott Model 710 -A features unique drive 
with hardened steel worm, nylon drive 
gears and multi -stage vibration filter. 
Rigid yoke between turntable and float- 
ing platform for tone arm mounting vir 
tually eliminates acoustic feedback. Skip 
clutch permits cueing of records. Each 
speed selector has its own built -in vernier 
control, used in conjunction with illu- 
minated stroboscope. Speed constancy 
is reported at 0.1 %; rumble, -60 db. 
Supplied with platform. Net, $102.00. 
H. H. Scott, Inc., 385 Putnam Ave., Cam 
bridge 39, Mass. 

Thorens Model E -53N eliminates all fric- 
tion- causing elements, utilizing a direct 
gear drive in which all rotating parts are 
machined, balanced, and positioned with 
precision accuracy. Centrifugal speed 
governor permits slower -turning rotor, 
thus reducing vibration. Gear -shift speed 
selector provides continuous speed vari- 
ation over range of ±5% within three 
speeds. Noise level is reported at 48 
db. Net, $60.00 (approximately). Thorens 
Co., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 

Weathers Model K -700 is a complete 
FM pickup system, comprising turntable, 
tone arm with FM cartridge, and com- 
bination preamplifier, oscillator, and 
power supply. Discs ride on cushioned 
float affixed to turntable. Equalization 
facilities, volume, treble, and bass con- 
trols are provided. Entire assembly, net, 
$125.00 (approximately). Components 
used are available separately. Weath- 
ers Industries, Inc., 66 E. Gloucester 
Pike, Barrington, N. J. 

ful balancing of all rotating parts for 
smooth operation. 

Each design principle has its own advan- 
tages and drawbacks. One may, for in- 
stance, argue both sides of the question in 
choosing between a belt drive and a gear 
drive. None of the various drive systems 
are inherently superior or inferior. Each 
represents one of the many roads, usually 
marked by a set of intelligent compromises, 
that lead to the goal of perfection. 
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Installation 
Nothing in the installation of turntables 

and tone arms is intrinsically difficult. Even 
a person with only moderate mechanical 
skill can do the job. Drill, saw, and screw- 
driver are the only tools necessary. Tem- 
plates for cutting out the turntable mount- 
ing board are provided by the manufac- 
turer. Mounting centers for the tone arm 
are also clearly indicated on templates. 

Most turntables and arms have simple 
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Indispensable equipment in 
broadcasting and recording 
studios is the turntable of 
the type shown here. As- 
sembled correctly with a 
tone arm of comparable 
quality, this type of unit 
provides performance char- 
acteristics that cannot be ex- 
celled. Many discriminating 
home users are finding that 
the added investment re- 
quired to assemble such a 
system pays off in years 
of matchless performance. 

For home use, a simple base may serve to mount 
the turntable as well as the tone arm. Note 
the cutout for the motor. Tone arm is mounted 
at specified distance from turntable center by 
means of simple drilled holes. Manufacturer's 
templates provide complete guidance. 

leveling adjustments -which brings up a 
vital point. All effort and expense are 
wasted unless the turntable is absolutely 
level. Even the slightest tilt upsets the deli- 
cate balance involved in groove tracing. 

Therefore, a spirit level should always be 
within reach so that the leveling screws 
can be properly adjusted and periodically 
checked. 

The variety of equipment and design 
principles, of conflicting theories and claims 
in the field ofkudio, has confused practical- 
ly everybody including the experts. Actually, 
this divergence can add to the adventure of 
exploration and widen the range of pos- 
sible choices. It shows the vitality and in- 
ventiveness of current audio ideas, the 
healthy avoidance of the cut - and- dried. 
Backed by a public demand for top per- 
formance and by excellent quality stand- 
ards among responsible manufacturers, this 
variety of approaches adds immeasurably 
to the excitement and the rewards that hi -fi 
fans receive from their hobby. 

Yet the adventure of hi -fi is no guessing 
game when it comes to getting one's 
money's worth. The professional -type equip- 
ment described here, regardless of the de- 
sign principle in each case, is durably built 
and engineered for years of reliable opera- 
tion at its rated performance standard. -3[p}- a0es 

Attend New York Audio Fair 
READERS WITHIN the New York City area 

are urged to attend the Audio Fair to be 
held in the Hotel New Yorker on October 
13, 14, 15 and 16. During the first three 
days of the Audio Fair, all exhibits will be 
open from 1 to 10 p.m. On Sunday, October 
16, the rooms will be open only from 12 
noon until 6 p.m. 

Many new hi -fi and audio developments 
are scheduled to be announced during this 
show. As in the past, practically every 
hi -fi manufacturer will have all of his equip- 
ment on display. Admission to the Audio 
Fair is free. 
OA. 

Readers of POPULAR ELECTRONICS and 
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS are invited to 
stop at our combined exhibit which this 
year will feature one of the world's fore- 
most collections of old -style phonographs. 
This collection is the property of Oliver 
Read, Editor of both of these outstanding 
journals. If you are interested in what 
was considered good hi -fi equipment in the 
late nineteenth century, you will certain- 
ly enjoy seeing -and hearing -these old 
cylinder and disc phonographs. 

Also in attendance at the Audio Fair will 
be the staff of POPULAR ELECTRONICS -ready 
and willing to hear your comments on our 
magazine. 30, 
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live Sound to 
By LEON WORTMAN 

Second article in the 

tape recorder series 

traces signal path 

from the microphone 

to the recording head 

Audio signal recorded on "Scotch" magnetic tape. 

Wagnetíc Tape 
ccr IVE" SOUND to be recorded onto mag- 

L netic tape must first pass through a 
microphone. This is an electromechanical 
device which detects the sound vibrations 
in the air (created by voice, musical in- 
strument, etc.) and changes them into 
tiny electrical impulses. The electrical 
impulses follow the tonal and loudness 
variations (frequency and amplitude) of 
the original sound. 

Because these impulses are quite small, 
they must be built up considerably before 
they can be used to make an actual tape 
recording. This build -up is accomplished by 
the amplifier section of the tape recorder. 
If the microphone used is a low -level type, 
then its electrical impulses are so weak 
that they must pass through a preampli- 
fier before going to the main (or "inter- 
mediate") amplifier section. If the micro- 
phone is a high -level type, then its output 
can skip over the preamplifier stage and 
be fed directly into a voltage amplifier. 

Inputs from other signal sources follow 
a similar rule. For instance, the signal 
from a radio tuner is strong enough not to 
require a preamplifier. The signal from a 
magnetic phono pickup, on the other hand, 
is relatively weak and must be preampli- 
fled before it can be fed to the voltage am- 
plifier. (This is true in direct listening as 
well as in tape recording.) 

The intermediate voltage amplifiers pro- 
vide additional build -up for the electrical 
impulses they receive. Also, from a design 
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standpoint, it is desirable -to insert into 
these stages the necessary equalization, 
tone, and volume control networks. 

From the intermediate amplifying 
stages, the electrical impulses go to the 
final or power amplifier stage. Sometimes 
referred to as the "record -head feed" sec- 
tion, this stage builds up the impulses to 
the point where they are strong enough 
to be connected to the recording head of 
the machine. Assuming an ideal state of 
no distortion, the impulses which finally 
reach the recording head should be iden- 
tical to the original sound fed into the 
machine, but considerably greater in am- 
plitude. 

Recording Head and Bias 

Fundamentally, the recording head is an 
electromagnet consisting of a bar or lami- 
nations of suitable metal with a coil of 
many turns of fine wire wrapped around it. 
This magnet is formed into a circular shape 
so that its two poles are extremely close 
together, separated by a gap of the order 
of a thousandth of an inch. Once properly 
formed, the gap is maintained by a thin 
shim of plastic or non -magnetic material 
inserted tightly between the poles. 

The magnetic field generated by the 
recording head varies in accordance with 
the electrical impulses fed into it. Shape 
of the field changes with the tonal values 
of the sound (frequency); strength of the 
field changes with the loudness (ampli- 
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tude) of the sound. The recording head's 
core is made of iron so that it is magneti- 
cally "soft." Thus, it becomes a magnet 
only when, and to the extent that, current 
flows in the coil. 

Associated with the recording head, but 
actually a part of the electronic section, is 
a circuit known as the "bias -erase genera- 
tor." This is an oscillator that produces 
a.c. at an ultrasonic frequency, well above 
the hearing limits of the human ear. With 
home -type recorders, a frequency of 39,000 
cycles per second is often used. Professional 
music recorders and special data recorders 
employ frequencies even higher. 

The "erase" function is utilized only 
when a tape is to be erased. (This process 
will be discussed in a subsequent article). 
The "bias" function is not yet completely 
understood by technicians, but has been 
proven to be essential to good -quality re- 
cordings. As in the case of bias applied to 
vacuum tubes, bias applied to magnetic 
tape serves to control the tape's inherent 
distortion characteristics. The ultrasonic 
bias frequency is applied to the recording 
head as a fixed value of a.c. Thus, it mixes 
with all incoming sound signals. The ac- 
companying diagram illustrates how the 
bias applied to the head helps "straighten 
out" the recording characteristic of the 
tape. 

The tape itself is a flat ribbon of flex- 
ible material coated with a layer of finely 
powdered iron oxide particles, micro -thin 
but magnetizable. Passing through the field 
set up by the recording head, the iron parti- 
cles on the tape are formed into new pat- 
terns that conform to the varying magnetic 
field of the head. These patterns remain 
constant until erased by demagnetization. 
Thus, once the iron particles on the tape 
have been arranged in accordance with the 
field generated by the recording head, a 
record has been made on the tape of what- 
ever signals have entered the head, and 
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consequently, of the signals that original- 
ly entered the recorder. 

Viewed under magnification, the recorded 
tape contains a series of magnetic areas, 
resembling tiny bar magnets laid out side 
by side. 

Factors Influencing Fidelity 
In addition to tape bias, discussed above, 

which helps reduce intermodulation distor- 
tion, other factors have a direct bearing 
on the quality and fidelity of magnetically 
recorded tape. High- frequency response is 
influenced by the width of the gap between 
the recording head poles and by the speed 
of the tape. The general rule is that the 
slower the speed, the narrower must be 
the gap. On some recent recorders, a gap 
as narrow as 1/4000 of an inch has been 
achieved -allowing for a reasonably good 
handling of 15,000 cps at 71/2 ips. With the 
more prevalent wider gaps, this speed can- 
not handle the high frequencies as well. 
And when the speed is reduced to 3% ips, 
the high end is rolled off quite markedly. 

Misalignment of the tape head will also 
cause loss of highs. The tiny bar of 
magnetized oxide on the tape must be 
perfectly perpendicular to the tape edge to 
obtain full frequency response. 

Low- frequency response is influenced by 
a characteristic loss of 6 db per octave due 
to constantly decreasing current that oc- 
curs as frequency is lowered. This phenom- 
enon, resulting from the laws of physics 
that govern tape recording, is compensated 
for by bass boost during recording, play- 
back, or both. 

Flutter and wow are largely a matter of 
how well -mechanically -the tape recorder 
has been designed and constructed. 

Tape Styles and Sizes 

Magnetic tape is now supplied wound 
on plastic or aluminum reels. It is avail- 
able in a number of different forms, with 
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10 KG As tape passes under recording head, row 
of tiny bar magnets is impressed on it. 
Coil connects to output of tape amplifier. A.15 INCHES PER SECOND 

B. 7 1/2 INCHES PER SECOND 
G 3 3/4 INCHES PER SECOND 

Representative curves show how frequency 
response falls off as tape speed is decreased. 

respect to width and length, and with or 
without edge sprockets. When the mag- 
netic tape has sprockets (like motion pic- 
ture film), it is called "magnetic film." Such 
film is available in widths of 16 mm., 17'í'a 

mm. and 35 mm. Magnetic film sound 
recorders are used most often in motion 
picture sound -track production for both 
TV and theatre showings. 

In widths of W, 1" or more, magnetic 
tape is employed in very specialized re- 
corders for scientific data and research. 

Home -type as well as many broadcast and 
commercial music recorders, portable and 
non -portable, utilize the popular 1/4" -wide 
magnetic tapes. A smaller width of 1 /e" 
has been proposed and tested but has not 
yet been adopted by the equipment manu- 
facturers. However, there is every rea- 
son to believe that the 1/4" -width will 
eventually become popular. Using less 
material, it should be less expensive in 
mass production. Narrower in width, it 
will use up less storage space on the shelf. 
And it should be just as easy to handle as 
the 1/4" tapes. 

Reels for magnetic tape vary in diameter 
from 3" to 14 ". Home recorders usually 
handle a maximum diameter of 7 ". Of 
course, such a recorder will also work with 
the smaller 3 "- and 5 "- diameter reels. The 
wider the reel, the more the tape it holds, 
and consequently, the longer the uninter- 
rupted recording or running time. Some of 
the more expensive home and high -fidelity 
recorders handle the 101 /z "- diameter reels 
as well. The extra -large reels up to 14" 
are used by some broadcast stations, and 
in other professional applications. 

The next article in this series will de- 
scribe how magnetic tape recordings are 
played back and how they are erased for 
reuse. It will also cover the "mechanical" 
section of a tape recorder. - 
October, 1955 
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MAGNETIZING FORCE 
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Above, magnetizing force (H) is current 
present in recording head. Resultant mag- 
netization (B) does not follow straight linear 
pattern. Note "knees" in B -H curve at the 
points near zero magnetizing force and also 
as saturation is approached. Below, a.c. 
bias "straightens" curve to improve fidel- 
ity. Bias occupies inner white area, while 
signal modulation occupies shaded area. 
Thus, the signal to be recorded operates on 
the two most linear portions of the curve. 
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Inspection of the raw urfinisbed dia- 
monds and sorting according to size. 

Highly accurate shadowgraph and 
microscopic studies are made of 
the finished diamond styli tips. 

\\\\111 

'//,//I 

\\\ 

Smaller than grains of sand ara 
eight diamond styli on a back- 
ground of a Liberty -style dime. 
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By E. J. MARCUS 

L)Iafflofld Styli 

for Hi -fi 
For maximum permanent enjoyment of the LP record collection 

a diamond stylus is a "must" for every hi -fi enthusiast 

THERE IS one component of the hi -fi 
phonograph playback system which 

wears out quickly and which musf be re- 
placed. The phonograph needle, or stylus, 
as it is properly called, is subject to rapid 
wear and deterioration. As the stylus be- 
comes worn, it changes from a smooth, gen- 
tle translator of record waves into an 
abrading weapon of groove destruction. 

Causes of Stylus Wear 

A record groove is a long V- shaped chan- 
nel which spirals concentrically towards the 
center of the record. If the groove of one 
side of a 12" record were fully extended, 
it would measure one -half mile in length. 
Sound is present in the record groove in the 

form of microscopic wiggling curvatures or 
waves. 

The length of each curve or wavelength 
is dependent upon the frequency of the 
sound recorded. High -pitched sounds form 
waves of shorter length than do low -fre- 
quency signals. Thus, when a record spins 
rapidly past the stylus, the recorded waves 
cause the stylus to vibrate rapidly with the 
almost fantastic speed of up to 15,000 times 
per second! Those vibratory movements of 
the stylus are converted into electrical im- 
pulses by the pickup cartridge, increased 
in power by the amplifier, and converted 
into sound by the speaker. 

Since the stylus movements are micro- 
scopic, and the grooves are comparatively 

Nature produces diamonds with the octahedral crystalline shape shown below. 
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Microphotographs show wear of osmium tip (left) after 10 hours of use, sapphire 
tip (center) after about 24 hours, and a diamond tip (right) after 432 hours. 

STYLUS REPLACEMENT CHART 
Stylus Playing Time Replacement_ 

must inspect 
after 1 year; 
may not be 
worn 

Diamond as many hours 
per day as de- 
sired 

Sapphire 1 hour per day after 24 days 
Osmium 1 hour per day after 18 days 

This photograph illustrates the highly pol- 
ished surfaces of the diamond stylus. Many 
manufacturing processes were developed 
in order to obtain this degree of perfection on 
minute diamonds (see bottom of page 88). 

90 

delicate, only a properly shaped stylus can 
be expected to follow the movements ac- 
curately and harmlessly. A properly shaped 
needle tip contacts record groove walls at 
two small areas of the sides of the groove. 

The needle (stylus tip) is cone -shaped 
with a highly polished hemispheric tip. This 
tiny section of curved needle tip surface 
seeks out every microscopic undulation of 
the groove walls and vibrates to its influ- 
ence. Under hi -fi playing conditions with 
a good stylus, this process is sensitive 
enough to play back practically all sound 
heard by the human ear. 

Contact area of the stylus tip is so small 
that the pressures between stylus and 
groove are astronomical -being 25,000 psi 
for a 6 -gram tone arm pressure. Heat gen- 
erated at point of contact has been esti- 
mated at 1800° F! 

A record withstands this pressure because 
there is a certain amount of plasticity or 
flow in the record material which absorbs 
part of the pressure. It must be remem- 
bered that the stylus is only in momentary 
contact with any section of the groove. 

However, the stylus itself is in continual 
contact, and the triple forces of destruction - 
pressure, temperature, and friction con- 
stantly tend to abrade its surface. This 
wear is always focused on the same small 
sections of the stylus tip. The effect is to 
wear down the stylus sides into flat sec- 
tions, which gradually become wider and 
larger in area, until sharp cutting edges are 
formed. 

Effect on High Fidelity 

With the appearance of wear flats on a 
needle tip, there is a gradual deterioration 
of sound. This distortion is noticed first in 
the high frequencies but extends to middle 
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SIDE VIEW 

SN.ALI CONTACT AREA IALL.POInt JILL 

WEAR AREA REDUCES SENSLIIVIEV. 

CEOSS SECTION 

NEEDLE RIDES On SIDI WALLS. 

NEEDLE SINKS LOWER IN GROOVE. 

ROAR PLAYS ENLARGED POOR RESPONSE TO 

MOVING GROOVE WALLS 

GROOVE DA/RAGE CAUSED IT 
EM.IP EDGES. NOISE torn EISES. 

LARGE WEAR PLATS CROIE GROOM SPACL 
w.f./Arias ORATIONS. 

CHISEL.SVAPE NEEDLE 

CUTS GROOVE. RUINS RECORD. 

frequencies as stylus wear becomes pro- 
gressively worse. Since musical sounds con- 

sist of a mixture of a dominant frequency 
combined with higher frequencies (over- 
tones), stylus wear will almost always cause 
distortion. 

The worn stylus with its large wear flats 
can no longer fit into the troughs of the 
recorded sound waves. Playing a record 
with a worn stylus is similar to trying to fit 
a square peg into a round hole. No music 
system, no matter how fine, can remain hi- 

fi with a worn stylus. 
A stylus that is worn has a disastrous ef- 

fect on a record collection. The worn tip 
blocks groove passages. It is forced to move 
clumsily, chopping its way past groove 
curvatures. It is no exaggeration to say 

that a worn stylus is the single greatest 
cause of damaged records. 

Use of Diamond Styli 

Obviously, the ideal stylus would be one 
which would never wear out, insuring opti- 
mum performance and minimum groove 
wear. Unfortunately, no material has been 
discovered which will last forever and can 
honestly be called permanent. The nearest 
approach to any degree of permanence is 

the diamond. 

October, 1955 

TOP VIEW 

F) 
GOOD RESPONSE. 

POLIpwS GROOVE 

CURr1TuIIE. 

SLIGHT LOSS 

OP HIGH ,,wueNCEt 

NOCEAILI RESTRICTION 

Of SOUND 

EREOUENC RAMGE. 

DISTOITION IS CAUSED 

IT EIIDGING OF 

SOUND CUERATUIRI.I 

Wh7 you should 
chcnge your 
Phono Styli. 

At present, phonograph needles are made 

of three types of materials : osmium alloy, 

synthetic sapphire, and genuine diamond. 
The recommended lifetime of each of these 
materials is shown in the stylus replace- 
ment chart on page 90. This chart is a 

compilation of figures given by the fore- 

most experts- record reviewers and audio 

engineers who have tested these materials 
thoroughly under various playing condi- 

tions. 
Diamond is by far the best material for 

phonograph styli. It maintains its smooth 
contours and highly polished surface about 
90 times longer than any other material. 
Being an excellent conductor of heat, di- 

amond transfers excess heat away from 
delicate groove surfaces. It does not de- 

posit into the groove quantities of abraded 
stylus dust which add to surface noises and 
further abrasion. Although higher in initial 
cost, it is easily the most economical ma- 

terial in view of fewer replacements re- 

quired, and especially so considering its 
value in protecting records. 

Knowing the cause and effect of record 
wear and distortion of recorded sound, it is 

sheer folly to consider any phonograph 
"high fidelity" unless it contains a diamond 
stylus as standard equipment. 3( - 
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THE MEANING OF 

(PART 2 FRQUEflCY RESPOflSE 

The second part of this series 

deals with the effects of 

inductance on the frequency 

response of audio circuits 

THE TWO KINDS of reactance that can 
affect frequency response are inductive 

and capacitive. A "capacitor" is fairly sim- 
ple to understand when it is considered as a storage device for voltage, or potential. 
By the same reasoning, an "inductance" 
can be considered as a storage device for current. 

An inductance opposes the change of cur- rent flowing through it. A constant cur- rent flowing through an inductance (as- 
suming no resistance in the coils) produces 
no voltage across it. Similarly, as long as the voltage across a capacitor is constant, 
no current flows in or out of it. 

Assume an inductance connected to a supply voltage, as shown in Fig. 1, through 
a series resistor. If the supply voltage is 
steady, the current flowing through this network will depend upon the value of the resistor. Since the current is steady, no voltage appears across the inductor. This 
means that the full input voltage will ap- pear across the resistor only. 

But if the input voltage fluctuates, it 
will produce fluctuations in the current. 
These fluctuations will be opposed by the inductor. As a result, some of the fluctuat- 
ing voltage will appear across the induc- 
tor and the amount of current through the resistor will begin to change. 

As the voltage on the capacitor took 
time to change, dependent upon the rela- 
tive values of the resistance and capaci- 
92 
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tance, so -in the resistance and inductance 
arrangement -the current will take time 
to change, depending upon the relative val- 
ues. Therefore, waveforms similar to those 
demonstrating behavior of a resistance/ 
capacitance arrangement will show what 
happens with a resistance /inductance ar- rangement at different frequencies. (See 
Fig. 2.) 

Inductance in Circuit 
What will an inductance contribute to the frequency response performance of a circuit? If the inductance is fed through a series resistor and the output voltage is picked up across the inductance, then at higher frequencies all the voltage put into the arrangement will appear across the in- ductance, and the resistance will produce 

negligible change in voltage from input to output. 
At lower frequencies, as is shown by the waveforms of Fig. 2, the voltage appearing 

across the inductance is actually in ad- vance of the voltage at the input. This is because the current, and with it the volt- 
age across the resistance, lags behind the applied input voltage; and to compensate 
for this lag, the voltage across the induct- 
ance part of the circuit has to be in ad- vance. 

A question arises as to how the output voltage can possibly anticipate the input 
voltage. Such a thing would seem to be 
an impossibility because it would mean that the output voltage must start to change before the change in input voltage 
is applied. Actually, this does not happen. 
The waveforms shown at Fig. 2 are only 
produced after several cycles of the fre- 
quencies they represent have enabled the 
circuit to settle down to steady perform- 
ance. 

When a waveform starts up, the circuit 
will behave somewhat differently, as shown 
at Fig. 3 which represents the waveform 
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across the same arrangement when a 
steady sine -wave input is suddenly started. 
This effect is known as a transient effect, 
because the waveform is passing from one 
condition to another -in this case from a 
steady voltage to a sinusoidal fluctuation. 

Using the circuit shown in Fig. 1, the 
inductance across the line will -after the 
circuit has reached its normal operating 
level -result in two effects: (1) as the 
frequency of the input voltage is reduced, 
the output voltage will advance in phase 
with respect to the input voltage; and (2) 

the output voltage will be reduced in am- 
plitude until, with a zero frequency input 
(steady d.c.), there is no output voltage 
at all across the coil. 

Now suppose the same input is put across 
the series arrangement of resistance and 
inductance, but that this time the output 
is taken from across the resistance instead 
of the inductance. It will be realized that 
at low frequencies the inductance will only 
absorb some of the fluctuations, most of 

which appear across the resistance, while 
at high frequencies progressively more of 

the fluctuations are absorbed across the 
inductance. 

In this case the output voltage, being al- 
ways proportional to the current fluctua- 

tion, will be slightly lagging behind the in- 

put voltage, and when the inductance 
begins to take over (so that there is high 
frequency loss), the voltage across the re- 
sistor will lag behind by increasingly great- 
er amounts. 

Comparison of Reactances 

Compare now the two possible forms of 

reactance that can contribute to frequency 
response and the effects they have (see 
Fig. 4) . 

Capacitance in series wáth resistance, 
taking the output, across the resistance, 
gives rise to loss at the low frequencies 
and advance of output voltage in time as 

compared with input voltage. The same ef- 

fects result from a resistance in series 

Fig. 1. Arrangement of resistance and 
inductance in series, as discussed in text. 

Fig. 2. Waveforms of voltage 
across different parts of the 
circuit of Fig. 1, and the 
current, for two different fre- 

quencies. The frequency at 
(B) is lower than that at (A). 

Note that, at low frequencies. 
the voltage appearing across 
the inductance is actually in 
advance of voltage at input. 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
ACROSS 

INDUCTANCE 

CURRENT 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

OUT UT VOLTAGE ACR 
INDUCTANCE 

VOLTAGE 
ACROSS 

RESISTANCE 

VOLTAGE 
ACROSS 

RESISTANCE 

(A) 

CURRENT 

ta' 

Fig. 3. The waveforms shown 
in Fig. 2 only appear after 
wave has been applied long 
enough to allow the circuit to 

"settle down." When wave 
is suddenly started, wave- 
forms should look like this. 

INPUT VOLTAGE VOLTAGE ACR 

VOLTAGE 
INDUCTANCE 

ACROSS 
RESISTANCE 

''VV 
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Fig. 4. Four basic arrangements involving 
resistance and either inductance or capaci- 
tance. The two arrangements at (A) produce 
low- frequency loss and time advance of a 
continuous wave; the arrangements at (B) produce high- frequency loss and time delay. 

with an inductance, taking the output 
across the inductance. 

Resistance in series with capacitance, 
taking the output voltage across the ca- pacitance, and inductance in series with resistance, taking the output voltage across 
the resistance, both give rise to high -fre- 
quency loss and delay of output voltage 
behind input voltage. 

In each case -low- frequency losses at progressively lower frequencies or high - frequency losses at progressively higher 
frequencies - the relationship between 
waveforms shows that there can be a noticeable difference between the timing, 
or phase, before appreciable loss shows up. Phase shift eventually reaches only 90° for 
each kind of circuit, when the loss is 100 %; 
but there is a 25° shift in phase before the 
loss has fallen by 10% of the input value. 

Effect of Inductance 
Now to see how inductance can con- tribute to frequency response in a practical 

way. Experimenters don't usually put in- 
ductances into an audio circuit because 
they like to have them, any more than 
they would use coupling capacitors for 
deliberately producing 'a low frequency 
loss. Inductances just happen to be part of 
the audio equipment everyone must use. 

Every transformer introduced into an 
audio circuit has a primary inductance, due 
to the magnetic field in the core set up 
by the current in the primary. Whenever 
this field changes, due to change of current 
in the primary, a voltage is induced across 
both the primary and secondary windings. 
This is the action upon which the behavior 
of a transformer is based. Because the 
number of turns on each winding is differ- 
ent, the voltages induced are different, and 
the transformer produces a step -up or step - 
down ratio as required. 

At most frequencies in the audio range, 
the inductance of the transformer primary 
is so high that the changes in current 
due to the voltage fluctuation, or audio 
signal, are almost entirely controlled by the resistances associated in the circuit in- stead of by ?lie primary inductance. 

At low frequencies, the inductance will 
have the phase- advancing and loss effects 
already discussed, because the primary in- 
ductance is fed from a source resistance. 
In the case of an input transformer, this 
source resistance will be the resistance of the microphone, pickup, or whatever the 
transformer is used to feed from. In the 
case of an output transformer, the source 
resistance is the plate resistance of the 
audio output tubes. 

The important thing to remember at this 
point is that the primary inductance of a 
transformer, which is its main inductance, 
always produces a low -frequency loss and 
a phase advance. In Part 3 of this series, 
the more intricate ways in which reactances 
can contribute to frequency response will 
be discussed. 

(To be continued, 

Educational High -Fidelity Lecture -Demonstration at Carnegie Hall 
GILBERT A. BRIGGS, British authority on loudspeakers and audio systems, will give 

a non -technical high -fidelity lecture- demon- stration at Carnegie Hall in New York City, 
Sunday, October 9, at 3 p.m. The event, 
which is sponsored jointly by Wharfedale 
Wireless Works of Bradford, England, and 
British. Industries Corporation, Port Wash- 
ington, N. Y., will show what can be done 
today with hi -fi equipment now available. 

Collaborating with Mr. Briggs are P. J. 
Walker, who will operate the equipment 
and make the concluding address, and Co- 
94 

lumbia Records, responsible for artists, 
recording and playback. The following Co- 
lumbia artists will appear on the program : 
E. Power Biggs (organ), Leonid Hambro 
(piano), John DeLancie (oboe), and mem- 
bers of the Philadelphia Orchestra and 
Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet. Record- 
ings of the artists will be compared with 
their live performances. 

All seats are reserved; tickets will be available from $1.15 to $2.50 at the Carne- 
gie Hall box office and hi -fi salons in New 
York City after September 6. 
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Gei more money! 

More 
IV out of life 

security! 
Learn 

I. Get the best! 
Get National Schools' SHOP - METHOD HOME TRAINING! 
Start now! Why wait around fcr that raise or promotion 
that may never comer Get stared now in high- paying 
TV- Radio -Electronics! National Schools' SHOP METHOD 
Home Training prepares you for success in a top -salary 
job or in your own business. You learn all aree... Televi- 
sion,Radio, Electronics .. in one complete course. Our Shop - 
Tested lessons and manuals help you master all phases in 
shortest possible time! Send coupon, find out today! 

WHY NATIONAL SCHOOLS LEADS THE FIELD 
Located in the "Television. Canter" of the world, our staff 
is in close touch with latest developments and opportun- 
ities. We give you personalized job placement assistance. 
We also give you confident ial help with both technical and 
personal problems relating to your training. We show 
you how to make Part Time Earnings as you progress. 
Whether you live 30 miles away, or 3,000, you will always 
be pleased with our prompt, friendly service' 

DRAFT AGE? Our home training helps you achieve special- 
ized ratings and higher pay grades if you go in service. 

30 MILLION TV SETS 
need regular repair! Co :or TV 
means more sets than ever be- 
fore. NOW is the golden oppor- 
tunity to cash in on this multi- 
billion-dollar industry. Or" write 
your own ticket" in broadcast- 

ing, manufacturing, 
and other special- 
ized phases! 

yture in' ru,L 
YOUR FUTURE 

IN RADIO 
TELEVISION 

YOUR AGE 

IS NO 

OBSTACLE! 

Send for 
FREE LESSON! 

FREE BOOK & SAMPLE LESSON 
will convince you! 

SENC COUPON TODAY! 

We send you this precision- tested Multitester! Plus parts 
to build Oscillators, Receivers, Signal Generator, Contin- 
uity Checker, Combination Short Wave and Standard 

Broadcast Superhet Receiver. All 
th s equipment is part of your National Schools course. 
NO EXTRA. CHARGES! Send coupon for free books! 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, 
world -famous technical s n rr ®f t r 
trade school. Now enter-' IFgIR ... ! }l 
ing our 50th year! 1Cd EcrTOil i 1 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA 
In Canada: 8t 1 W. Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 

o APPROVED FOR G. I. TRAINING 
BOTH HOME STUDY AND RESIDENT COURSES OFFERED 

I 
I 

I 
I 

October, 1955 

I 

(moil in envelope or poste on postal cord] 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS,DEPT. 52G -105 

4000 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET 333 WEST POLK STREET 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA OR CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS 

Please rush FREE BOOK, "My Future in Radio -Tele- 
vision -Electronics," and FREE LESSON at once. I un- 
derstand there AS no obligation, and no salesman will call. 

NAME BIRTHDAY 19 

ADDRESS 

CITY R.OHE STATE 

O Check if interested ONLY in Resident Training at Los Angeles. 

LVETERANS Give dote of discharge J 
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Heathkits are fun to build with the simplified 
easy -to-follow Construction Manual furnished 
with every kit. Only basic tools are required, 
such as soldering iron, long -nosed pliers, diagonal 
cutting pliers, and screwdriver. All sheet metal work has already been down for you. No cutting, drilling, or painting required. All parts furnished including tubes. Knowledge of electronics, circuits, etc., not required to success- fully build Heathkits. 

'7/Mc PRINTED CIRCUIT ^ VACUUM TUBE ióß tuk -t r c 

No 
o°a 

w 
ehar 

reatla gra 

wreNlr.',r gh Pd !y 

VOLTMETER KIT e 
The VTVM is the standard basic voltage measuring instrument 

knobs 

for radio and TV servicemen, engineers, laboratory technicians, 
experimenters, and hobbyists. Because of its extremely high input 
resistance (11 megohms) the loading effect on the circuit being 
measuted, is virtually negligible. The entire instrument is easy to 
build from a complete kit, with a detailed step -by -step Construc- 
tion Manual. Featured in this instrument is an easy -to-wire fool- 
proof printed circuit board which cuts assembly time in half 

New Prilirtagjert, 
board co útll B ¿óñ 
caster d 9 

CIRCUIT AND RANGES: Full wave AC input rectifier permits 
ote 

1. meu ¿model 
peak- to-peak voltage ranges with upper limits of 4000 volts peak- veloP 

!o -peak. Just the ticket for you TV servicemen. Seven voltage 
ranges, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500 and 1500 volts DC and AC RMS. 
Peak- to-peak ranges 4, 14, 40, 190, 400, 1400, and 4000 volts. Ohm- Model V -7 meter ranges Xl, X10, X100, X1000, X10K, X100K, Xl meg. Additional Xe :v features are a db scale, center scale zero position, and a polarity reversal switch. °ne cas 

. 
n Y-ta 

IMPORTANT DESIGN FEATURES: Transformer operated -l% precision nO a 
sanCSe3 

prtd 
resistors -6AL5 and 12AÚ7 tubes- selenium power rectifier -individual AC switc din 

f motor and DC calibrations smoother improved zero adjust control action -new panel Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. i styling and color -new placement of pilot light -new positive contact battery 
I, mounting -new knobs -test leads included. Easily the best . 

buy in kit instruments. 
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MODEL M -1 

s14,5ó 

rCC1i 
HANDITESTER KIT 

The Heathkit Model M -1 Handi- 
tester readily fulfills all require- 
ments for a compact, portable volt - 
ohm-mllllammeter. Its small, size 
permits the instrument to be tucked 
Into your coat pocket, tool box or 
glove compartment of your car. Al- 
ways the " handitester" for those 
simple repair lobs. Packed with every 
desirable feature required in an in- 
strument of this type. AC or DC 
voltage ranges, full scale 10, 30, 

300, 1000 and 5000 volts. Ohm- 
meter ranges 0 -3000 ohms and 
0- 300,000 ohms. DC mllliam- 
meter ranges 0 -10 milliamperes 
and 0-100 milliamperes. Uses 
400 microampere meter -1% 
precision resistors -hearing aid 
type ohms adjust control -high 
quality Bradley rectifier. Test 

Sh pg. Wt. 3 lbs, leads are included. 

HEATH COMPANY 
A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC. 

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAN 

ec>t¢c>t 

MULTIMETER 

KIT 

Here is an instrument packed 
with every desirable service fea- 
ture and all of the measurement 
ranges you need or want. High 
sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt 
DC, 5000 ohms per volt AC. Has 
the advantage of complete port- 
ability through freedom from AC 
line -provides service ranges of 
direct current measurements 
from 150 microamperes up to 15 
amperes -can be safely operated 
in RF fields without impairing 
accuracy of measurement. 

MODEL MM -1 

$2950 Shpg. Wt. 
6 lbs. 

Full scale AC and DC voltage ranges of 1.5, 5, 50, 150, 500, 
1500, and 5000 volts. Direct current ranges are 150 microamperes, 
15, 150, and 500 milliamperes and 15 amperes. Resistances are 
measured from .2 ohms to 20 megohms in three ranges and db 
range from -10 to +65 db. Ohmmeter batteries. and necessary 
test leads are furnished with the kit. 
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Model 
OL-1 

T Z9 so Sbpg. Wt. . 15 lbs. 

ho hotp twólvld. 
° as ext shacQ 

e+1ci nr °utsitlé ng, 

Cotn4aWa1t%V 
li8oplf 5Q1P.xie 
íßt t or Deld 
a °atlop' 
oP 

New 

óbs 

Mode 

cil/1Vlth lilt e áé kn tht 
nat Posts. 

New printed 

per 
Ircult for 

fo 
constant circuit 

ance. tvggty rm- 
co 

USE: This brand new Utility Scope was designed especially for servicemen 

and radio amateurs, and is adaptable for use in all general Scope applic:o- 

tions. Perfect for modulation monitoring, etc. Use it to tackle alignment 

or adjustment problems. Equally valuable in breadboard work. A muni 

for ham shack or for outside servicing. 

DESCRIPTION: Front panel controls of the 
Model OL-1 are "bench tested" for ease of opera- 
tion and convenience. Sharp focusing 3' CRT. 
Printed circuit for ease of assembly and constant 
performance. Assembly time cut in half! High 
quality electronic components used. Sensitive hoe. 
and vert. amplifiers with broad freq. response; cath- 
ode follower for isolation. Push -pull hor. and vert. 
output to deflection plates. Int 60 cycle, or ext. 
sync. Sweep freq. range 10- 100,000 cycles. Direct 
connection to deflection plates. Provision for Z 

axis input. Uses 3GP1 CRT, 4 -12AU7 hor. and 
vert. amplifiers, 1 -12AX7 sweep gen., l -6X4 
LV rect., and 1 -1V2 HV rect. The Heathkit 
Model OL -1 is a real standout value at only 
$29.50, and is another example of the famous 
Heathkit combination; quality plus economy. 

portent Measures only assembly timé 11 a/ " x 03:1" x rut in half! 1n1/2" and weien' 
on I, 11 founds. 

/ eatitlez 

SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 

New, 
and k'h °[tern Hroad frequency 

a eetona/ stYiPne 
dstnentáls from 

"44f."1,1,4?-.04.74¡;:: j MC to 5 Dande -up to 220 MC 
on calibrated 
harmonics. 

USE: This instrument is "serviceman engineered" to fill the requirement for a 

reliable basic service instrument at moderate cost. Frequency coverage extends 

in five banes from 160 Kc to 110 Mc on fundamentals, and dial is calibrated to 

220 Mc for harmonics. Pre -wound and pre -aligned coils make calibration unnec- 

essary for Prvice applications. 

DESCRIPTION: The Heathkit Model SG -8 Signal Generator provides a stable 

modulate! or unmodulated RF output of at least 100,000 microvolts which can 

be controlled by both a continuously variable and a fixed step attenuator. In- 

ternal modulation is at 400 cycles, or can be externally modulated. AF output of 

2 -3 volts is also available for audio testing. Uses dual purpose 12AU7 as Colpitts 

RF oscillator and cathode follower for stable, isolated, low impedance output, and 
output selection - 

type 6C4 tobe for 900 cycle oscillator. Operation of the SG -8 is well within the tntemal modula- 

frequency Emits normally required for service work. Modern styling features tío , gor nr.. 
high definition white letters on charcoal gray panel with re-designed control knobs. C 
Modern professional appearance and Heathkit engineering know -how combine MODEL SG-8 $ 

Cathode follower 
output for ;cao0 
Isolation -fxe,1 
btep and antin i - 

ly variable 
attenuation. 

SO Shpg 

to place t instrument in the "be -t bay" category. Only $19.50 complete. 

MODEL 
AM -1 

$1450 

'ea'44it ANTENNA 
IMPEDANCE 
METER KIT 

The Model AM -1 Antenna Impedance 
Meter makes an ideal companion unit for 
the GD -1B Grid Dip Meter or a valuable 
instrument in its own right. Perfect for 
checking antenna and receiver impedance 
and match for optimum system operation. 
Use on transmission lines, halfwave, folded 
dipole, cc beam antennas. Will double as 
monitor or relative field strength meter. 
Covers freq. range of 0 -150 Mc and im- 

Shpq. Wt. pedance range of 0 -600 ohms. Uses 100 

2 lbs. microampere meter and special calibrated 
potentiometer. A real buy at only $14.50 
complete. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSIROM, INC. 

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAN 

October, 1955 

W t. 

8 4is. 

eealileit 
i GRID DIP METER 

KIT 
Amateurs and serv- 
icemen have proven 
the value of this grid 
dip meter many times 
over. Indispensable 

1 for locating parasit- 
tics, neutralizing, 
and aligning filters 
and traps in TV or 

t Radio and for interfer- 
ence problems. The $»50 Shpg Wt. 

I Model GD -1B covers 4/ 4 Ilbs. 
from 2 Mc to 250 Mc 
with 5 pre -wound coils. Featuring a sensitive 500 

I microampere meter and phone jack, the GD -1B uses 
a 6ÁF4 or 6T4 tube. An essential tool for the barn 
or serviceman. 

I ACCESSORIES: Low freq. coverage to 355 KC wish 

two extra coils and calibration curve. Set No. 391/4 

for GD-1B and set No. 341 for GD -IA. Shipping 
weight 1 lb. Only $3.00. 
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MODEL VF -1 

$1950 
Ship. Wt. 7 lbs. 

Smooth acting illuminated and precalibrated dial. 
6AU6 electron coupled Clapp oscillator and 052 voltage regulator. 
7 Band coverage, 160 through 10 meters -10 Volt RF output. 
Copper plated chassis -aluminum cabinet -easy to build- direct 
keying. 

Here is the new Heathkit VFO you have been waiting for. The perfect compaion to the AT -1 Transmitter. It has uf5cientkoutput 
Mel 

to drive any multi -stage transmitter of modern design. A terrific combination of outstanding feat and electrical design insures operating stability.ICoilslarerwou e. 
doon heavy aduty ceramic forms, using Litz or double cellulose wire coated with polystyrene cement. Variable capacitor is of differential type construction, especially de- signed for maximum bandspread and features ceramic insulation and double bearings. 

This kit is furnished with a carefully precalibrated dial which provides well over two feet of calibrated dial scale. Smooth acting vernier reduction drive insures easy tuning and zero beating. Power requirements 6.3 volts AC at .45 amperes and 250 volts DC at 15 mills. Just plug it into the power receptacle provided on the rear of the AT -1 Transmitter Kit. The VFO coaxial output cable terminates In plastic plug to fit standard VÇ crystal holder. Construction Is simple and wiring is easy. 

Open 
layout - 

easy to build - simplified 
wiring. 

c $ 
o 3, 

6 7 

T^î ., 

Smooth acting 
illuminated 
dial drive. Clean 

appearance - rugged 
construction - 

accessible 
adjulibrating stments. 

Ceramic coil 
forms - 

differential 
condenser. 

\or 

eta AMATEUR TRANSMITTER KIT 

MODEL AT -1 

Ship. Wt. 
16 lbs. 

Here is a major Heathkit addition to the Ham radio field, the AT -1 Transmitter Kit, incorporaring many desirable design features at the lowest possible dollar -per -watts price. Panel mounted crystal socket, stand -by switch, key click filter, A. C. line filtering, good shielding, etc. VFO or crystal excita- tion-up to 35 watts input. Built -in power supply provides 425 volts at 100 MA. Amazingly low kit price Includes all circuit components, tubes, cabinet, punched chassis, and detailed construction manual. 

RF gain control 
with AVC or 

MVC. 

Electrical 
bandspread 
and setae. 

Stable BFo oscillator 
circuit. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Range 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, 10 meters. 6A07 Ouelllatormulttplier. 
61.6 Ampimer- doubler 5174G Rectifier. 105.125 Volt A.C. 50.60 cycles 100 watts, Size: 81/a inch high x 131/4 inch wide x 7 inch deep. 

Rugged, 

constlean ruction. 

Single knob 
band 

switching. 

VFO ëxclt.ur.. 

Preve nd Coil. 
opee Bred 
ration. 

Built-in power 
supply. 

eatgeet COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER KIT 
Noise limiter 

'standby switch. 

98 

1/a inch PM 
Speaker - 

Headphone 
Jack. 

Six tube 
transformer 
operation. 

HEATH COMPANY 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Range 535 Kc to 35 Mc 12BE6 Mixer -oscillator 12BA6 

O 

F. 
A 

Amplifier 12AV8 Detector - VC -audio 12BA6 ....B. F. 0. oscillator 12A6 Beam power output 5Y3GT Rectifier 105-125 volts A. C 50 -60 cycles, 45 watts. 

A new Heathkit AR -2 communi 
cations receiver. The ideal com 
panion piece for the AT -1 Trans 
mltter. Electrical bandspread scale for tuning and logging convenience. High gain minia- ture tubes and IF transformers for high 
sensitivity and good signal to noise ratio. 

Construct your own Communications 
Receiver at a very substantial saving. 
Supplied with all tubes, punched and 
formed sheet metal parts, speaker, 
circuit components, and detailed step - 
by -step construction manual. 

BENTON HARBOR 10 , MICHIGAN 

MODEL AR -2 

$ZSo 
Ship. Wt. 12 lbs. 

CABINET: 
Proxylin impreg- 
nated fabric cov- 
ered plywood cab- 
inet. Shipg. weight 
5 lbs. Number 91- 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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MODEL 

$1$50 
A-7B 

Shpg. Wt. 
10 lbs. 

Here is an outstanding am- 
plifier value. This economi- 
cally priced amplifier is 
capable of performance 
usually associated only with 
far more expensive units. 
Can be nicely used as the 
heart of an inexpensive high 
quality home music system. 
Features inputs for tuner 
and phono (Model A -7C ac- 
commodates a microphone 
by using an additional pre- 
amplifier stage). Separate 
bass and treble boost and 

cut lour controls for just the degree of tonal balance you 
want. The entire kit can be built in a few pleasant hours for 

years of enjoyment. 
Technical features, frequency response +1; j db 20- 20,000 

cycles. Full 6 watts output. Push -pall beam power out- 
put stage. Output transformer impedances 4, 8, and 15 

ohms. Tube lineup, I2J5GT, 12SL7, 2 -12A6, 5Y3GT, 
and 125J7 (A -7C only). 

All parts including tubes are supplied along with a 

prefabricated and painted chassis. Detailed step -by -step 
Construction Manual c'iminates necessity for special- 

ized knowledge. 

MODEL A -7C incorporates a preamplifier stage with 
special compensated network to provide necessary gain 
for operation with variable reluctance cartridge or mi- 

crophone. $17.50 

NEW 'eCzxlleet 
BROADCAST 

BAND RECEIVER KIT 
Here is the ideal radio kit 
for the student, beginner, or 
hobbyist. If you have ever 
had the urge to build your 
own radio receiver, this kit 
deserves your attention. 
Circuit is transformer oper- 
ated, eliminating shock haz- 
ard usually associated with 
"economy" AC -DC circuits. 
New high gain miniature MODEL BR -2 tubes and IF transformers- C powerful ferrite core built- sill 750 Shpg. Wt. 
in rod type antenna- chassis 10 lbs. 
mounted 5W PM speaker- less Cabinet 
optional operation either as receiver or tuner and phcno input. 
Covers broadcast band 550 -1600 Kc. Uses 12BE6, 12BÁ6 
121 12A6, and 5Y3 tubes. 
CABINET: Proxylin impregnated fabric covered plywood cabinet 
available. Includes aluminum panel, flocked re- inforced speaker 

grill and protective rubber feet. 
q91 -9, Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. 54.50 

áZEL 
FM_2 

Shpg!0 
8 lbs. 

FM 
KIT 

sim- 
plified 

construction 
ktodoperat forum_ through 

outh 
the "phono" operate either 

u 

for a separate amplifier. 
trans- 

former operated-8 
e 

1 

tube i rule type 

double tuned 
megacycle factor Ea to c the thrill of build 

ng your own FM liner and at the same time enjoy all of the adv 
of true FM reception. liner and antaqex 

MAIL YOUR ORDER 

THE 10 
TODAY 

NEVIN COMPANY 
n sues 

,Y,_ 

HARBOR 
10 r 

GENTON 
HA 

MICHIGAN 

O R D E R B L A N K 
SHIP VIA 

zack 

ITEM 

Parcel Post 

Express 

Freight 

Best Way 

(PLEASE PRINT) 

MODEL NO. PRICE 

Enclosed find ( ) check ( ) money order for 
Please ship C.O.D. ( ) postage enclosed fur 

Ocfober, 1955 

pounds. 

ON PARCEL POST ORDERS 

insure postage for weight shown. 

On Express orders do not include transportaton 

they will will be collected by the express agency at time or del.very. 

ORDERS FROM CANADA and APO s 

must include full remittance. 
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Hi -Fi in Your Car 
THE AVERAGE CAR RADIO rear seat speaker 

is usually connected in parallel with the 
front speaker. Results are not always 
pleasing for two reasons. The driver of the 
automobile receives more sound from the 
front speaker because 6f his position. He 
also hears more bass from the rear speaker 
because of the ready -made hi -fi cabinet - 
the trunk. 

By balancing both speakers with 8 -ohm 
rheostats and equalizing the level the 

PR 

2 yld 
IOOVD.0 

ORIGINAL 
SPEAKER 

(TWEETER) 

!/ 20A 

AUDIO OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

REAR SPEAKER 6X9 
OVAL (BASS SPEAKER) 

driver hears, one can obtain "poor man's 
stereophonic sound." The effect may be 
enhanced by converting the front speaker 
to a "tweeter." This would seem logical 
since the front speaker does not reproduce 
the bass notes as well as the rear speaker. 

Conversion to tweeter service can be ac- 
complished by connecting a 2.0- ufd. oil - 
filled capacitor in series with the output 
transformer. Frequencies below 2000 cycles, 

1 .11 l' Y:, 
"11 

therefore, will be attenuated. As the front 
speaker will have more volume than the 
rear speaker, a volume control is required 
to reduce excessive high- frequency output. 

To balance the system, turn the tweeter 
off by its volume control. Adjust the rear 
speaker volume with the car radio control 
for normal volume; then advance the 
tweeter control for the desired amount of 
high frequencies. 

The low- frequency sounds, such as the 
string bass, viola, drums, and brass instru- 
ments, will emanate from the rear speak- 
er. Violins, trap drums, and other high - 
frequency sounds will be heard best from 
the front speaker. The similarity to "bin- 
aural sound" is truly amazing. 30 

Another Audio Mixer 
IT IS OCCASIONALLY DESIRABLE tO mix two 

phonograph pickups, two microphones or 
other audio signals into a single amplifier 
input. One method of accomplishing such 
mixing was described on page 81 of the 
July issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS. This 
short article brings to light a similar cir- 
cuit which uses a transformer for com- 
plete isolation between the sources to be 
mixed and the amplifier input. 

The transformer may be either a Merit 
A -2913 or the Stancor A -4711, both of 

,),,il;\W).1"'VJJV.W/_J:\ 
For every dollar you spend for 
parts or tubes you'll receive a 

coupon redeemable for FREE 
gifts! These gifts include Elec- 
trical Appliances. etc! Use them 
In your own home or sell them 
over the counter! Send for 
FREE PREMIUM CATALOGUE 

But better yet place your 
order NOW. Start collecting 
these valuable coupons! 

SAVE 
UP TO 90% OFF LIST PRICES 

oN PARTS & TUBES 
All tubes individually boxed TYPE PRICE I TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE 
All tubes RTMA guaranteed for 024 .45 ¡ 6AL7GT .70 65A7GT .50 
one full year 183GT .79 6555 .50 6SC7 .50 
Same day service 1L4 .56 6556 2.00 6567 .43 

1Le .60 6A570 2.25 65H7 .45 Several or one of these brands will 1L114 .66 65T6 .40 6517ßT .45 be supplied on your order . . , 1L84 .66 6AUSGT .70 6567 .50 Hallierafters, Admiral, Stewart- 1LC6 .66 6AÚ6 46 6SL7GT .70 Warner, Zenith, Emerson, Philco, 1LD5 .66 6AVSGT .85 6SN7GT .60 Stantron, Crosley, Motorola, Son- 1LE3 .66 6AX5GT .59 6SQ7GT .44 ora, American, Muntz. 1LG5 .66 6846 .90 6V6GT .48 
70° COSINE 1LH4 .66 6BA8 49 6W4GT .40 PARTS SPECIALS TILL NOV. 1ST 1LN5 .49 68E6 .55 6W6 .60 PH RESISTOR KIT r UNIVERSAL YOKES 1N5GT .55 66E6 .50 6W6ß7 .56 AC -DC ONO, FULL LINE OF 

AMPLIFIER 
Attention: 

Here's a unit 
that features 
tone control and 
volume control. 
Has 2 -watt out- 
put. Comes com- 

pete with line 
co d and dia- gram. Com- 
pletely ired 
and ready 'to 

Uses 5085, 
35W4, 125T6. Individually 
boxed. Less 
tubes. 
Stock SE -158 
Lots 

Ea. 2.39 
Lots of 3, 
Each ..2.49 
Single, 
Each ....2.59 

Super -Het 
Radios 
Portables 
AC -DC Sets 
TV Sets 

Write for Low 
Prices! 

MICA CON- 
DENSER KITS 
All popular 
sizes. For FM 
and TV use. 
Reg. list price 
$12.50. 
Stock 
No. SE -164 
Kit 
of 1r75 

100 asst. - 
sistors in ost 
wanted ohms. 
RMA cod in 
1 /z, 1, 2 

de 
att. 

List 512.50! 
Each 
Kit 99 c ... 7.7 

CERAM ICON 
KIT 

Assortment of 
50 ceramic con- 
densers. Popu- 
lar sixes. List 
price $10. 

$1.90 Each 
Leto of 1.85 

4 -Prong 
Vibrator 

Stock No. 
SE -115 

Radiant 5300, 
9301, Vokar 
NP -42.V and 
many others. 
Can size 11 /a o 
27/s ". List price 
$4.90. Individ- 
ually booed. 
$1.48 ch. 

Lots of 10 
$1.29 each 
Lots of 25 
$1.19 each 

Lots of 99c 100, a. 
FREEwith each $25 or 
more order! S -Pe. 

Sylvania Repair Kit. Value $4.98. 
Includes: flashlight head, Phipps 
screwdriver, flat head screwdriver, 
alignment tool and polystyrene 
vase. 

Special Purpose Transmitting and Cathode Ray TURFS Send for Parts and tube listing. 
TERMS: 2S% deposit required on all orders, balance COD. Save COD charges, send full remittance plus postage with order. All moused money refunded with order. NO MINIMUM ORDER. 

OPEN ACCOUNT TO RATED FIRMS 

Popular TV de- 184 .66 686613 1.18 6X4 .39 
/leetion yoke. 185 -67 68X6 .61 6X5 .39 
New cosine type 154 .65 6816 .49 6X5GT .35 
for anti-anastig- eyes 

155 .65 6BK5 .70 6X8 .75 1T4 .65 68675 .78 65,80 .63 matie focusing. lUS .50 68X8 .59 754 -XXL .47 Complete with 1V .57 68L7GT .77 755 .SS leads. List 806ßT .88 
2D21 1.00 68075 .80 
2V3G .80 66Z7 .90 

1X25 ,79 6 

2X25 1.00 6815G .60 
3D6 .45 6C4 .39 
3LF4 .80 6C9 .36 
3Q4 .62 6C6 .50 
305G7 .63 6C86 .55 
3V4 .65 6CD6G 1.18 
574 .70 806 .50 
5Ú4G .49 6E5 .46 

SPECIALS 
TILL 

NOV. 1st 
Disregard 

Main Tube 
List 

6ÁC7 
10 for 4.50 

6.16 
10 for 3.90 

39/44 
10 for 900 

1826 
10 for 1.00 

1629 
10 for 1.25 

Dept. 
PE-10 

SY3GT .39 
5Y4ß .43 
523 .47 
5Z4 .54 
6A7 .59 
658 .59 
6AB4 .48 
BAF4 .80 
BAGS .56 
6AN6 .80 
6AK5 .80 
GALS .44 

6F6 
6N6GT 
6.14 
6J5GT 
6.16 
6.17 
BK7 
6K6GT 
6L7 
6N7 
6Q7 
654 
6570 

.40 

.40 
2.00 

.40 

.49 

.45 

.40 

.39 

.44 

.61 

.45 

.48 
47 

7A7 
7A8 
785 
787 
788 
7C4 
7C5 
7C6 
7F8 
79,4 
12576 
12577 
12AÚ6 
12AU7 
12AV6 
12AX7 
12517 
12656 
1284 
128E6 
128H7 
12817 

.45 

.46 

.41 

.43 

.47 

.40 

.44 

.45 

.70 

.35 

.46 

.68 

.46 

.60 

.46 

.70 

.90 

.48 
.70 
.50 
.70 
.68 

TYPE PRICE 
12557 .52 
125X7 .47 
125J7GT .50 
12567 .50 
125L7GT .69 
125N7GT .60 
125Q7GT .44 
14A5 .59 
14A7 .45 
1486 .40 
1407 .52 
19BG6G 1.18 
19J6 .66 
1978. .70 
25A7GT 1.50 
25AVSGT .80 
25B06GT .90 
2SYS .45 
25Z5 
25Z6GT 
35A5 
3585 
35C5 
35L6ß7 
35W4 
3574 
3523 
35ZSGT 
5085 
SOCS 
SOL6GT 
75 

.38 

.42 

.48 

.52 

.51 

.48 

.39 

.40 

.41 

.39 
.52 
.51 
.45 
.44 

77 .39 
78 .39 
80 .35 
83V .60 
117L7GT 

2.00 
117N7GT 

2.00 
117P7OT 

2.00 
117Z3 .37 
117Z60T .65 

tanleyr ELECTRONICS tORP. 
935 MAIN AVENUE - PASSAIC, N. J. 

GRe o49ry 
1. 28 
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Whether you're interested in 
RADIO! TELEVISION! ELECTRONICS! 
For Love... or Money 

I 
I how to make more money 
I more quickly 

how to turn your love for electronics into 
a well -paid career 

and get ahead 

This is the free booklet that can change your whole future 

Why not do the kind of work you love to do-and be 

paid handsomely for it? Join the thousands of elec- 

tronics hobbyists who are converting their hobbies to 

good paying jobs and exciting careers. The electron- 

ics industry is crying desperately for trained men. 

The. electronics industry is expanding so rapidly 
(from $3.5 billion in 1943 to $9.2 billion in 1954.) 

that the demand for well- trained electronics men far 
exceeds the supply. Hundreds of new employment 
opportunities are being created almost every month. 

Completion of a CREI course very often automati- 
cally qualifies the CREI graduate for employment or 

promotion. Here is your opportunity to get ahead in 

electronics, America's fastest growing industry! 

LOOK HOW DESPERATELY ELECTRONICS NEEDS MEN 

Here is just one of the thousands of high -level oppor- 
tunities now available from coast -to- coast: 

"We are interested in securing a good, qualified aircraft 
radio and auto -pilot technician for our Radio Installation 
Service Department. He will be in charge of all radio and 
auto -pilot installations and service at our field. 
"We have complete facilities here on the field and have 
been in business at the present location for over 30 years. 

We were the first organization to make complete aircraft 
radio service available and we are interested in growing 
with the present day pace. 
"If you can advise us of anyone qualified for this position, 
w'e would appreciate it very much. We prefer to obtain a 

man that has received training from a recognized school, 

such as yours." 
HUNTER FLYING SERVICE, INC. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

To help us answer your request intelligently, 
please give the following Information: 

EMPLOYED 
BY 

M 

TYPE OF 
PRESENT WORK 

SCHOOL 
BACKGROUND 

ELECTRONICS 
ENPERIr:NI't: 

.................................... 
iN \t'IIAT BINA_l'II IlE EI.EI'rH11NIIS ARF: 
1llU ailrST 1N'fliltl.'l'I.n:` 

Thousands of Positions Like This Must Be Filled 

And only trained seen can fill them -men who take the time 
now to get ADVANCED TECHNICAL TRAINING. Men with 
only partial technical knowledge will stand ,still while you - 
with advanced training -will always be ready to advance to 
better jobs. 

CREI TRAINS YOU IN MINIMUM TIME AT HOME 

Use spare -time hobby hours for CREI Home. Study, as thou- 
sands of successful technicians have since 1927. Get con- 
centrated training in minimum time, then step into a good 
job and enjoy good pay in the mushrooming electronics in- 
dustry. Thousands of men before you have benefited quick- 
ly from CREI Home Study training. Thousands of CREI 
graduates are now employed in industry here and abroad. 
Here is a typical example: 

"In this time of less than two years, I have almost doubled 
my salary and have gone from wirernan to engineering as- 

sistant and now to junior engineer. 1 have CREI to thank." 
-Frank .4. Eckert, 22 Clover Lane, Levittown, Pa. 

SEND FOR BOOKLET NOW. IT TELLS YOU HOW ... 
How badly the industry needs trained men. How quickly the 
Industry is expanding. How CREI home study works -how 
it trains you quickly, economically, and surely -to take, go 
after -and get a good job, with high pay -in a fascinating 
electronics career. Act today -send for the free booklet, 
"Your Future in the New World of Electronics." Your 
future depends on It. 

FAMOUS FOR 
28 YEARS 

C11111 is known 
and respected 
throughout the 
electronics world. 
Since 1927 we 
have trained thou- 
sands in the mili- 
tary, industry and 
government. 
"ASK ANY EN- 
GINEER." 

KOREAN WAR VETENAN?lf discharged 
after June 

27, 1950, let new GI Bill of Bights help you 
get resident instruction. Check coupon for 
full data. 

LIKE TO STUDY IN WASHINGTON? 
CItEI also offers resident instruction at same 
high level day or night. Classes statt often. 
Check coupon for Residence School catalog. 
Qualified residence graduates earn degree; 
"Associate in Applied Science." 

MAIL THIS COUPON . .. TODAY! ._ 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula- Founded in 1927 

3224 16th St., N. W., Dept. 12108, Washington 10, D. C. 

Send booklet "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" 
and course outline. 
CH ECK D Practical Radio Engineering 
FIELD OF D Broadcast Radio Engineering (AM, FM, TV) 
GR EATEST D Practical Television Engineering 
INTEREST D Aeronautical Electronics Engineering 

Name 

Street 

City Zone State 

Cheek: rt Home Study Residence School LI Korean Veteran 

October, 1955 
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LEARN TV 

esigne so t at 

COLOR can be added 

the practical way -- 

BUILD 1:0 
TRANSVISION 

TV KIT 
*THIS MODEST INVESTMENT 
gets you started on a most fas- 
cinating project -assembling 
the new "E" type Transvision 
TV Kit in easy stages. For S 15 
you get PACKAGE =1 (standard 
first package for all new "E" 
kits). This package gives you 
the BASIC CHASSIS and required 
first -stage TV COMPONENTS, 
with complete instructions. 
When ready, you order the 
next stage (pkg. =2), etc. 

(]Leorn TV 

Save up to 50% 

Q Prepare for COLOR TV 

Shows 8 óreat Tif kits: 
EXCLUSIVE: Only Transvision TV Ks 
are adaptable to UHF. Ideal for 
FRINGE AREAS. No Previous Technical 
Knowledge re quired. Write now! 

TRANSVISION 
NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y. . MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY w- 

i TRANSVISION, INC., NEW,ROCHELLE, N. Y. Dept. E -10 

' I'm enclosing S deposit. Send standard kit 
PACKAGE eI, with all Instruction Material. Balance C.O.D.' 

Send FREE copy of your new TV Kit Catalog. 
Name 

L 

Address 

! City State 

Old cylinder and 

with 
disc phonographs 

outside horns. 
ta 

o-` 
r- 

JiaRk;, Is this 
in your attic? 

(Wanted for Permanent Collection) 
Will pay cash or trade Hi -Fi or test equipment 
for old horn style phonographs made prior to 
1906. Want Berliner, Victors, Columbia Graph - 

ophones, Pathe, Edison Models (Opera, Con- 
cert, Balmoral, and Idelia), and coin machines. 

Write full description and condition 
to 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Box 50 
366 Madison Avenue New York 17, N. Y. 

102 

which are used without their center taps. 
It is necessary that the transformer have 
a 1 :1 ratio and be of very high impedance. 
The potentiometers should be linear units 
of a value to match the particular signal 
source. If a General Electric cartridge is 
used, one potentiometer should be about 
7000 ohms. For a crystal microphone or 

INPUT 
I TI TO AMPLIFIER 

UNIT 

phono pickup, the potentiometer should be 
about 500,000 ohms. 

Mount the transformer, potentiometers, 
and appropriate jacks in a metal utility 
box. Be sure to provide a means of 
grounding this box to the chassis of the 
amplifier in order to remove any possible 
trace of hum. 30 

Uranium Detection Kit 
A KIT, so SIMPLE that a child can use it, 

has been announced by the CMG Industries 
Co., 615 So. 2nd, Laramie, Wyo., for the de- 
tection of uranium by ultraviolet rays. 
Called the "Urani- tector," the kit is a re- 

cent invention of two scientists from the 
University of Wyoming. It includes samples 
of uranium ore and is claimed to assay ap- 
proximate percentages of valuable uranium 
ore. Advertised price is $8.49. 30 

Whenever writing advertisers or companies 
whose new products are described in this 
magazine, be sure to mention that you saw 
it in POPULAR ELECTRONICS. 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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CARL F,. SMITH, F. E. 
President 

I can train you to pass 
your FCC License Ex- 
ams in a minimum of 
time if you've had any 
practical experience - 
amateur, military, ra- 
dio servicing, etc. We 
can put you on the 
road to success. 

An 
Aenr"Vcrt 
hlcmLer 

How to 
Pass 

61CIRI IYIIIUr1OMT 

FREE 
Tells where to ap- 
ply and take FCC ex- 
aminations. location 
of examining office, 
scope of knowledge 
required, approved 
way to prepare for 
FCC examinations. 
positive method of 
checking your 
knowledge before 
taking the examina- 
tion. 

Get This Valuable 
Booklet FREE 

TELLS HOW 

WE GUARANTEE 

Here's Proof FCC Licenses Are Often Obtaired in a Few 

Hours of Study with iDur Coaching at Home in Spare Time 
License Time 

1st 25 weeks 
1st 18 weeks 

2nd 21 weeks 
2nd 16 weeks 

A /IC Ronald H. Person, St. Louis 20, 
Carl Verboomen, Wrightstown, Wis. 
Marvin F. Kimball, Lafayette, Ind. 

To Train and Coach You at Home L. M. Bonino, Harlington AFB, Tex. 

in Spare Time Until You Get 

OUR FCC LICENSE 
If You Have Had Any Practical Experience- Amateur, 
Military, Radio Repair, Experimenting, Etc. 

TELLS HOW Our Effective 
JOB FINDING Service Helps CIRE 

Trainees Get Better Jobs - 
NDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS- "Upon my discharge from 

the Navy I used your Job -Finding Service and as a result I 
was employed by North American Aviation in electronic as- 
sembly (final checkout)." Glen A. Furlong, Fresno, Calif. 

TELLS HOW Employers Make 
JOB OFFERS Like These to Our 
Graduates Every Month . . . 

EST COAST MANUFACTURER "We are currently in 
eed of men with electronics training or experience In 
adar maintenance, and we would appreciate if you will 
efer interested persons to us." 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
4900 Euclid Ave. Desk PE5 Cleveland 3, Ohio 

October, 1955 

Mo. 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

GET ALL 3 FREE! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF 
RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Desk , Fuchilid 61a'9., 
ClPeveE 

-Sland 4900 
3, Ohio 

I want to know how I can get 
my FCC ticket ilt a minimum 
of time. Send me your FREE 
booklet, "How to Pass FCC 
License Examination" (does 
not cover exams for Amateur 
License), as wel_ as a Sample 
FCC -type lesson and the 
amazing new booklet "Money - 
Making FCC License Informa- 
tion." Be sure to tell me 
about your Television Engi- 
neering Course. 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

CITY STATE 
FOR PROMPT R -SULTS SENO AIR NAIL 

Special tuition rates to members of the U. S. Ar.,,ed Forces 
Electronic ',raining Available To Canadian Residents 
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Rae:dCOUPh 
YOUR FM SET! 

Enjoy once more those earlier thrills. Tune in 
stations you never heard before . . achieve 
more volume with finer tone ... be sure of 
maximum gain with minimum interference. 
All yours with one of these Taco high -gain 
FM antennas and your present FM equipment! 

TWIN- DRIVEN YAGI 
Cat. No. 644 (Single); Cat. No. 645 (Stocked) 
For weakest signal 
areas. Brings in distant 
stations. Sharply fo- 
cused beam rejects un- 
wonted signals and 
interference. Single, 
$19.00; Stocked, $39.50. 

OMNI- DIRECTIONAL 
Cat. Np. 624L (Single); Cat. No.624ST1 (Stacked) 

Receives FM signals 
from all directions 
equally well. Used 
singly or stacked, de. 
pending on signal 
strength. Single, $7.15; 
Stacked, $14.10. 

FREE! Data on High Fidelity Antennas, 
describing benefits obtained from any FM 
set with properly engineered FM antenna. 
Ask for Bulletin PE. 

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORP. 

Sherburne, New York 

111TAIL 
MAGIC of remote RADIO CONTROL 
For model airplanes, boats, cars, etc. No operator's license rege,red. 
GYRO RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTERS 27.255 Mc. Most POWERFUL 5 Watt TRANSMITTER -LOWEST PRICE. Famous 2 Tube MAC II circuit, with GYRO MAGIC TUNING INDICATOR. Completely Tested, includes: 91 /z ft. sect. Antenna, Remote "Clicker" Keying Switch, Meter, Gnd. Plane Booster, Beaut. Cabinet 12x7x6. Available in the following models: - 

GYRO X1 TRANSMITTER: As described with Built - in 2V Storage Battery including Vibrator Supply Batt. Charger. GUARANTEED -Complete $39.50 GYRO X2 TRANSMITTER: As Descr. with Built -in Dynamotor to Oper. from 8V Auto Battery 33.95 GYRO X3 TRANSMTR: 1 tube for dry bty. Oper , 23.95 RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTER A RECEIVER KIT -271/4 n 
I 
c Band - License Free. All Parts & Diagr. (less tubes & crystal to build Powerful 5 Watt Transmitter Unit 2 -Tube Receiver w. $9.95 LORENZ 2- TUBEwRECEIVER KITI with Tubes and Relay.... V 13.95 SIGMA 4F RELAY: 8,000 ohm, $4.25; K/C Escapement 3.95 BV DYNAM. 250V/65Ma, $8.95; 2V Vib. Kit 180V /35Ma 6.95 MCENTREE'E "RADIO-CONTROL HANDBOOK" 2.25 CRYSTALS: 27,255 Mc. Petersen Z9A $3.95; HOLDER .15 Supersensitive RELAY: 5000 ohm t/z Ma 

17. 
2.50 Electronic STROBOSCOPE -Stops motion-Complete 95 Powerful CRYSTAL SET Kit w. EARPHONE 2.61 EARPHONES hi- impedance 1.95 100 Standard Assorted CARBON RESISTORS 1.25 Thermal Time -Delay RELAY 4 -6 V. adjusts, 5 -180 sec .50 SubMinl COMPONENTS; RELAY 5000 ohm $4.95; ESCAPEM'T 7.95 Phone PLUG & JACK 51 pr.; POTS var. sizes 1.00 CAPACITORS 25uí 3V .15 Mini. VIBRATOR SUPPLY 8V. in /90VDC, 15 Ma.......... 2.95 TUBES: XFG1, RK6l. 3A4, 3A5, 1AG4, 154, 3S4, 3V4, 3Q4, 6E4. TRANSISTORS: New Top Brand. P.N.P., $2.50. New DIODES .5 BOOK: "TRANSISTORS," $2.00; 2 -6 V. CHARGER KIT.... 4.95 GENERATOR: 12 -24 V DC, 13 amps. Requires 1/8 hp or larger motor with pulleys, $6.95; Pencil Soldering Iron.... 1.95 Storage BATTERIES: Mini. 6V. NT6 52.45; 2V. 27A /H. .. 2.75 ALL. MATERIALS GUARANTEED -FREE CATALOG P" Save C.O.D. fees, include postage, excess refunded. 

GYRO ELECTRONICS CO. - --- 
325 CANAL STREET W., NEW YORK 13, N. Y. WOrth 
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Navy's "Flying Laboratory" 
ANSWERS TO MANY OF THE PROBLEMS that 

plague the radio propagation and radar 
fields may be forthcoming with the aid of 
a "flying laboratory" now being used by 
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. This 
R5D aircraft (Navy version of a Douglas 
DC -4) has equipment versatile enough so 
that a wide variety of problems on radar 
target properties and wave propagation 
patterns and effects may be studied. 

Four huge nacelles beneath the wings 
carry parabolic radar antennas as well as 
radar transmitters. The antennas are sta- 
bilized along all three axes of the aircraft, 

and can transmit and receive with vertical, 
horizontal, or circular polarization. A wide 
range of radar frequencies can be investi- 
gated. f 

A 15' mast, retractable into the top of 
the fuselage, houses meteorological instru- 
ments. Wet and dry bulb temperatures, 
raindrop size and distribution, electric 
fields, total water content, and total air 
pressures can be continuously measured. 
Inside the cabin are located the control 
equipment, cathode -ray tube displays, and 
cameras for recording experimental data 
during flight. 

NRL scientists expect to use the plane 
to measure the reflecting and back -scat- 
tering properties from both individual tar- 
gets and distributed reflecting areas such 
as ground, sea or precipitation returns. 
Propagation investigations of radio ducts 
and atmospheric scattering will also be 
conducted. 30 

Liquid Cleans LP Records 
A NEW LIQUID PRODUCT, called "Quiet," is 

claimed by its manufacturer, Beyland En- 
gineering Co., P. O. Box 53, Yalesville, 
Conn., to provide complete care for records. 
Surfaces are kept clean and lubricated; 
static, needle hiss, and surface noises are 
stopped; record life is extended consider- 
ably; and better record tone is enjoyed. 

Each "Quiet" kit contains a 5 -oz. bottle 
of the liquid, an applicator, case, and needle 
brush. One bottle treats both sides of 200 
ten -inch records. The kit is available by 
mail for $2.00. To order, write directly to 
the manufacturer. 
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Multi- Voltage Power Supply 

(Continued from page 56) 

fourth position, a shunt resistor, R2, is con- 
nected in parallel with the meter to meas- 
ure a higher range of current. The switch 
used is a Mallory Type 3234, two -pole, six - 
position switch, with two positions unused. 

To compute the values of multiplier and 
shunt, resistors, one should know the full - 
scale current and internal resistance of the 
basic meter movement. Suppose that these 
are, respectively, 1 ma. and 100 ohms. The 
voltage drop across the meter for full -scale 
deflection is E = IR = .001 X 100 = 0.1 volt. 
For a 100 -volt range, the multiplier resistor 
would have to drop 100 - 0.1 = 99.9 volts 
at 1 ma. Therefore, R= E/I = 99.9/.001 = 
99,900 ohms. For a 100 -milliampere range, 
the shunt resistor would have to pass 100 
ma. - 1 ma. = 99 ma. at 0.1 volt. There- 
fore, R=E/I= 0.1/.099 = 1.01 ohms. 

The exact values of the required multi- 
pliers and shunts usually will be odd values, 
but the error produced by using standard 
values may not be large. For example, the 
difference between 100,000 ohms and 99,900 
is only 1 /10th of 1 %; the difference be- 
tween 1.00 ohm and 1.01 ohms is 1 %. If 
maximum accuracy is required, and the 
basic meter movement justifies it, preci- 
sion resistors (of 1% tolerance, for ex- 
ample) should be used. If the required 
shunt is a very small resistance, some al- 
lowance may have to be made for the 
resistance of connecting wires, if any. 

Construction 
The supply was assembled in a 6 "x9 "x5" 

metal utility box with a 4t /z "x8 "x11 /z" 
chassis. To attain a professional appear- 
ance, the regular panel was replaced by a 
thick engraved aluminum panel. Engrav- 
ing is a bit expensive but it does add the 
appeal of a factory -built appearance. 

Mechanically, there are several factors 
to remember when constructing the unit. If 
the heavier panel is used, be sure to mark 
and drill the four mounting holes before 
placing any of the components on the panel. 
In laying out the panel, remember that the 
chassis must be attached high enough to 
clear the mounting flange at the bottom of 
the box, and centered to clear the side 
flanges. This can be seen in the rear view 
photograph of the unit. Holes for the out- 
put jacks should be centered vertically 
on the chassis and placed far enough in 
from the sides to clear the corner folds in 
the chassis. The transformer, choke, and 
rectifier must be mounted to clear the me- 
ter and switches, which protrude from the 
panel over the front edge of the chassis, as 
seen in the photograph. 30 

October, 1955 

Become an 

Electrical Engineer 

Major in Electronics or Power 
BS Degree in 36 months 

Prepare now for a career as an 
electrical engineer or engineer- 
ing technician -and take advan- 

tage of the many opportunities in these 
expanding fields. 

You can save a year by optional year 
'round study. At MSOE previous military, 
academic, or practical training may be 
evaluated for advanced credit. 

Enter Radio and Television - courses 12 to 18 months 
You can be a radio technician in 12 months. 
In an additional 6- months you can become a 
radio -television technician with Associate in 
Applied Science degree. Color television in- 
struction is included in this program. 

These technician courses may form the first 
third of the program leading to a degree in 
Electrical Engineering. Twenty -one subjects 
in electronics, electronic engineering and elec- 
tronic design are included in these courses. 

Courses also offered: radio- television ser- 
vice (12 mos.); electrical service (6 mos.); 
general preparatory (3 mos.). 

Terms -January, April, July, September 
Faculty of specialists, 50,000 former students - 
annual enrollment from 48 states, 23 foreign 
countries. Non -profit institution. 52nd year. 

Courses approved for veterans. Resi- 
dence courses only. 

MS-68 

MILWAUKEE 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
e MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

Dept. PE -1055, 1025 N. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee I, Wisconsin 

Send FREE illustrated booklets 
Career in Electrical Engineering. 
Career in Radio- Television. 

I am interested in 
Inane of course) 

Name - - -- -Age 

Address 

lily Zone State 

If veteran, indicate date of discharge 
i 
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BA's NEW 1956 

CATALOG 
YESSM -/TS THE 

KING-SIZE CATALOG - 
/6f f1/N6-S/IED'CP14x10 %z)A46ES 
OFFERS MORE ITEMS PER PAGE- -IT'S 

EASIER TO USE...IT'S EASIER FOR 
YOU TO ORDER 

COMPLETE 
GUIDE TO 

EVERYTHING 
IN RADIO,TV, 
ELECTRONICS 

Iods OF 
BRAND NEW 

ITEMS LISTED 
HERE FOR THE 
VERY FIRST 

TIME 

"TUBE- SAVER" 

The Wuerth "Tube- Saver" provides a 
thermal cushion action against initial 
surges of high current which may damage 
tubes in TV and hi -fi sets when they are 
first turned on. According to the manufac- 
turer, laboratory tests have shown that de- 

W6E , 
l')23 

llC'«saórz &,ydy óu.drevt K- 

gp to EtaoNotS 

INCLUDES 
21 BIG PAGES 
OF BARGAINS 
NOT FOUND IN 

ANY OTHER 
CATALOG 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
Dept. PE, 1012-14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 
O Send Free B -A Catalog No. 661, 

Name 

Address 

City State 

ELECTRIC STERILIZER KIT 
Described in "Popular Electronics" 
Kit consists of: 8 W. germicidal lamp, pair of lamp mtg. brackets, ballast, starter, starter socket, switch, line cord 
and plug. Operates on 110 -120 V. 60 cy. $8r95 With instructions. No. P4521 

BLACK LIGHT KIT 
Includes 4 W. bulb, ballast, starter, starter socket, bulb 
mtg., switch, line cord & plug and schematic. 
No. P4517 s50 
HEAVY DUTY DYNAMOTOR 
Delivers 500 V.D.C. @ 200 M.A. continuous duty or 500 
V. @ 500 M.A. inter. duty with 12VDC input. 
Complete with R. F. Filters. No. P4797 $24.95 
PORTABLE WESTINGHOUSE AMMETER 
Westinghouse Type PX14 ... Three range, 0- .1 -1 -10 Amps 
D. C., 1 % Accuracy, Mirror scale, knife edge pointer. In 
handsome leather carrying case complete $16.95 with leads. No. P4886 

6 VOLT D.C. CLOCK 
Dashboard Type . Requires 4-15/16' mtg. hole. Illumi- 
nated by 2 built -in panel lamps. Beautifully finished in 
soft copper -gray. Excellent time keeper. $2 50 
No. P2934 Ls 

ALL ITEMS PRICED F.O.B. PHILA.... POSTAGE IS EXTRA 
Are you aware of the latest devices in electronics and in- 
dustry? When, on our mailing list, you receive monthly 
bulletins featuring outstanding values in Timers, Relays, 
Switches, Meters, Motors, Blowers, and a wide and varied 
selection of fine electronic equipment. The next 12 issues 
can be yours for just 25c -Get on our list to -day. . . . 

HERBACH & RADEMAN, INC. 
1204 ARCH ST. Our 21st Year PHILA. 7. PA. 
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terioration of tube filament and cathode 
elements is greatly reduced by use of the 
"Tube- Saver." Measuring 51/2" x 21/2" x 
3I,á ", the unit mounts out of sight behind 
the set. It retails for $7.95. For additional 
information, write to Wuerth Enterprises, 
7819 Farnsworth St., Philadelphia 15, Pa. 

AUTOMATIC SURFACE MARKER 

"MARK -IT" is a built -in marking device 
that fits standard measuring tapes. When 
connected to a tape, it marks any surface 

being measured. Made of plated steel, 
"MARK -IT" retails for 49 cents. It is a 
product of the Dresden Manufacturing Co., 
2375 Walnut Ave., Long Beach, Calif. 

CAPACITOR TESTER 

"Capacitest" performs many tests that 
cannot be made with an ordinary meter. It 
will show open, shorted, or intermittent 
capacitors and leaky electrolytics, indicat- 
ing leakage of over 300 megohms. In addi- 
tion, this meter will show circuit continuity 
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IMr. ley Snyder 
Gen. Mgr. Coyne 
Sank Pnbl. Div.) 

Just For Examining 
COYNE'S NEW 6- VOLUME SET 

4//dPt7ci/'a/ QaD 

ON 7 DAYS FREE TRIAL! 
Yes, this big new book, "150 Radio -TV Picture Pat- 
terns & Diagrams Explained," is yours FREE! Up -to- 
the- minute, practical book gives complete 11 x 22" 
Schematic Diagrams on leading models of Radio and 
TV sets. Easy -to -read, large 8!2 x 11" pages, with full 
instructions on how to read and use diagrams. Also 
analysis of TV servicing; trouble -shouting patterns. 

It's yours as a FREE Gift for asking to see 
Coyne's great new 6 -book set, "Applied Practical 
Radio-Television"! 
Gives You Money- Making "Know -How" On 
TRANSISTORS! COLOR TV! SERVICING! 
Coyne's new set gives you all the answers to 
servicing problems -quickly! For basic "know - 
how" that's easy to understand, you'll find every- 
thing you want in volumes 1 to 5, which contain 
over 5000 practical facts and data. Cover every 
step from principles to installing, servicing, 
trouble- shooting and aligning all types of radio 
and TV sets. Includes latest data on COLOR 
TV and UHF, adapters, converters and TRAN- 
SISTORS. Then for speedy on -the -job use, you 
get Volume 6- famous, quick reference, Coyne 
TELEVISION CYCLOPEDIA -covering today's 
TV problems in A -B -C order, cross indexed. Use 
this complete 6- volume TV -RADIO LIBRARY 
free for 7 days. Get valuable Picture Pattern - 
Diagram Book ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

ACT NOW ... SEND NO MONEY! 
Just mail coupon for 8 -book set on 7 days free trial. Book 
of 150 TV -Radio Patterns & Diagrams will be included. 
If you keep the set, pay $2 in 7 days and $2 per month 
until $22.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price $20.95.) 
Or return Library at our expense in 7 days and owe 
nothing. Either way, Radio -TV Diagrams Book is yours 
to keep, FREE! Offer limited. Act NOW! 

.,-."""..-. 
pg¡6Tf{Al 

TELEVISION VwS10N 

1R09611 
1900TIg4 

IIAN9µ 

Vol. 1- Application of TV -Radio Prin- 
ciples. 300 pages -resonance, tuning, am- 
plifiers, oscillators, etc. 

Vol. 2- Radno, Television & FM Receivers. 493 pages - 
rectifiers, high frequency, short wave, FM, antennas. 
Vol. 3- Radio -Television Circuits. 338 pages -power tubes, 
decoupling, distortion, photo -tubes, phase inverters, etc. 
Vol. 4- Latest Instruments for Servicing. 343 pages -all 
types of testing instruments; their use in servicing. 
Vol. 5-TV Servicing & Trouble Shooting Manual. 400 
pages -servicing of all TV sets, UHF, boosters, color TV 
printed in 4 colors, transistors, etc. 

PLUS TV CYCLOPEDIA -quick answers to all TV prob- 
lems in A -B -C order. 870 pages, illustrated. Hundreds of 
facts on servicing UHF, transistors installation, align- 
ment and more. 

In 

COYNE 

111111111111Meeemsls 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
(Fducalionol Book Publishing Division) 

500 S. Poulina SF. Dept. - Chicago 12, Illinois 

October, 1955 

FREE BOOK FREE TRIAL COUPON 

Mr. Ray Snyder, General Manager 
Educational Rook Publishing Division 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. AS -PE, Chicago 12, III. 
O.K.. Mr. Snyder! Send new 6 -hook set "Applied Practical 
Radio -TV" for 7 days FREE TRIAL per your offer. Include 
TV -RADIO Patterns & Diagrams Hook FREE! 

Name Age 

Address 

City 

Where Employed 

Zone.... State 

Check here if you want Library sent CO.D. You pay 
postman 520.95 plus C.O.D. postage on delivery. 7 -day 
money -back guarantee. 
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holes and for building up metal and wood 
surfaces. It shrinks less than two- tenths of 
1% while hardening. It hardens at room 
temperature to a metallic density, and can 
be machined, tapped and drilled. 

"Metalset A201" is easily mixed and ap- 
plied to vertical and overhead surfaces. For 

and a.c. and d.c. voltages. It differs from 
most meters in that it can check capacitors 
at 150 volts, which is approximately the 
working voltage in a radio or TV set. Most 
meters will not provide this type of check 
because the applied voltage is 20 volts or 
less. 

Compact and light, "Capacitest" meas- 
ures 4" x 4" x 2" and may be carried conven- 
iently in a tool kit. Priced at $9.95, it is 
made by The Barjay Co., 145 W. 40th St., 
New York 18, N. Y. For further informa- 
tion, or to order, write direct to the manu- 
facturer. 

PUTTY HAS MANY USES 
A new versatile aluminum putty, "Metal - 

set A201," is useful for caulking seams and 

additional information, write to Smooth - 
On Mfg. Co., 572 Compwell Ave., Jersey 
City, N. J. 

AEROSOL SPRAY KIT 
Maintenance, tool room and service de- 

partments are expected to find the Crown 
"Spray Line" utility kit highly useful. It 
consists of four 6 -oz. Aerosol (spray type) 
cans, each containing the following prod- 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC - 
AUTOMATION TECHNICIANS 
Desperately Needed! 

Never in history has there been such a tremendous demand for Elec- tronic technicians at the servicing, maintenance and assistant Engineer- 
ing level, in all fields of electronics. Industries, Businesses, large and small 
are turning to Electronically controlled machinery... AUTOMATION! 
Whether it's a Robot airplane, an auto- 
mobile plant with an integrated line of 
machines, a Sensing Device, Computing 
System or Communications -each re- 

quire electric power applied through auto- 
matically controlled processes. This means there are positions open at all levels and phases for Electronic Technicians. 

TOP PAY UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY 
SECURE FUTURE 

Let us send you FREE, without obligation, complete 
details of our Resident Electronic Training Program - 
originated by Bailey Schools -acclaimed by Electronic 
Engineers. See how you save time as you learn -by -doing 
with intensive laboratory work on the most recently de- 
veloped Electronic equipment, plus classroom required 
physics, mathematics, etc. 
We help you find part time work while in our school -help 
place you with America's leading companies after gradua- 
tion. Act now -mail coupon today! 

VETERAN APPROVED 

Bailey Technical Schools 
1626 S. Grand St. Louis 4, Mo. 

ì;g 

r 

Bailey electronic students 
learn Industrial Television 
on specially designed 
equipment such as this 
panelboard, which is a mul- 
tiple camera and screen 
control. The Bailey Elec- 
tronic course includes an 
outstanding comprehensive 
program in radio and TV 
receiver servicing. 

MAIL TODAY 
Please mail immediately this free booklet without obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City 
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The New Streamlined Model TC -55 

TUBE TESTER 
TESTS TUBES IN LESS TIME THAN IS REQUIRED TO SET -UP AND ADJUST OLDER, COMPLICATED MODELS! 

The first realistic approach towards solving the problems of quickly testing 
the ever increasing number of tube types used in Radio, Hi -Fi, Monochrome 
and Color TV. 

Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: 
1. Simplification of all switching and controls. 

2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsolete 
tubes (26, 27, 57, 59, etc.) and providing sockets and cir- 
cuits for efficiently testing the new Noval and Sub -Miner 
types. 

The Model TC -55 will of course also test the Octal, Loctal and. 
7 pin Miniature types. Although the TC -55 is a comparatively 
low- priced tester, it will we feel sure, be used more frequently 
than your higher -priced tube tester if you have one; for this 
new, streamlined model will often test a tube in a shorter. 
time than would be required to set up and adjust some of the 
older, complicated tube testers. 

FEATURES 
YOU CAN'T INSERT A TUBE 
IN THE WRONG SOCKET. 

It is impossible to insert the tube in the wrong socket when 
using the new Model TC -55. Separate sockets are used, one 
for each type of tube base. If the tube fits in the socket it can 
be tested. 

OPkc.Att'óG 
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CHECKS FOR SHORTS AND LEAKAGES v BETWEEN ALL ELEMENTS. 

The Model TC-55 provides a super sensitive method of 
checking for shorts and leakages up to 5 Megohms 
between ary and all of the terminals. Continuity 
between various sections is individually indicated. This 
is important, especially fn the case of an element ter- 
minating al more than one pin. In such cases the 
element or internal connection often completes a circuit. 

ELEMENTAL SWITCHES ARE NUMBERED IN 
I/ STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH R.M.A. 

SPECIFICATION. 
The 4 posit Ion fast- action snap switches ore all num- 
bered in exact accordance with the standard R.M.A. 
numbering system. Thus, if the element terminating in 
pin No. 7 of a tube is under test, button No. 7 is used 
for that test. This feature will be appreciated especially 
by servicemen who, whee using other tube testers, have 
been compelled to first try various positions to locate 
the correct element and tnen have had to took up charts 
in order to learn which pin is used for that particular 
element. 

I/ "FREE -POINT" ELEMENT SWITCHING SYSTEM. 

The Model TC-55 incorporates a newly designed element 
selector switch system which reduces the possibility of obsoles- 
cence to an absolute minimum. Any pin may be used as a 
filament pin and the voltage applied between that pin and 
any other pin, or even the "top- cap." Please note this is not 
a variation of the commonly used "floating- filament" arrange -, 
ment but instead represents a real advance in design, inas- 
much as it provides a true "free- point" system. Tubes having 
tapped filaments and tubes with filaments terminating in more 
than 1 pin are truly tested with the Model TC -55 as any of the 
pins may be placed in neutral position when necessary. 

EACH SECTION IN MULTI -PURPOSE TUBES 
101 IS TESTED SEPARATELY. 
The new free -point system described above permits the Model 
TC -55 to overcome the difficulties encountered with other emis- 
sion type tube testers when checking Diode, Triode and. 
Pentode sections of multi -purpose tubes, because sections can 
be tested individually. The special isolating circuit allows 
each section to be tested as if it were in a separate envelope. 

The Model TC -55 comes complete 
with operating instructions and 
charts. Housed in rugged steel cab- 
inet. Use it on the bench - use it 
for field calls. A streamlined carry- 
ing case, included at no extra 
charge, accommodates the tester 
and book of instructions. 

95 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C.O.D. 

Try it for 10 days before you buy. If 

completely satisfied then send $6.95 

and pay balance at rate of $5.00 per 

month for 4 months - No Interest or 

Finance Charges Added! If not com- 

pletely satisfied, return to us, no ex- 

planation necessary. 

October, 1955 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DIST. CO., INC. 
Dept. D -165 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

Please rush 1 Model TC -55. I agree to pay $6.95 within 10 days after 
receipt and $5.00 per month thereafter. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
1 
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SPANISH [eNr`Europeon ] FRENCH 
GERMAN ITALIAN RUSSIAN 
MODERN GREEK -Any of 34 langvoger available 

for le DAY FREE TR IAL 
With LINGUAPHONE -The World's Standard Conversational Method -You Start to SPEAK another language TOMORROW -0r IT COSTS YOU NOTHING! 
For Just 20 Minutes a Day you listen to Linguaphone's life -like recordings. It is easy-AND FUN -to learn another language AT HOME with LINGUAPHONE -the same natural way you learned to speak before you went to school. 
Only LINGUAPHONE brings the world's heat native language teachers 
day m matters 

home. 
e their 

hear bbotthhnmen and women speak about every- day 
as they do. It's like living in0another country. SPEAK 

That's why Linguaphone is used 'round the world by educatory governments nd business arms. More than a million home -study students of all ages. 

10-DAY FREE TRIAL Send today for Free booklet that tells about Linguaphone and how you may obtain a COMPLETE Course -unit in the language you choose on 10 -day FREE TRIAL. 

Linguaphone Institute. Phone: Circle 7 -08301 T -89 -105 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y. 
Please send me your FREE Book about guaphone plus details of l0 -DAY FREE TRIAL. No obligation, of course. 

Language interest 
Neme 

Address 

City Zone. , State 
Leaders for Over a HalfCentury In Up -To -Date Modern Language Courses 

Ilm 

WRITE FOR McGEE'S 1956 
FREE CATALOG 

MORE BARGAINS IN KITS -FM -AM CHASSIS - SPEAKERS- TUBES -TV PARTS -THAN ANY 
CATALOG IN AMERICA 

6 TUBE 
UNIV. MOUNTING 

AUTO RADIO 

s19" 
WITH 6 x 9" SPEAKER 

Universal mounting, 6 tube, 6 volt auto radio. Full superhet, tuned R.F. stage. Offered at less than factory cost. Thin, com- 
pact size makes neat underdash installation. Can be fit into 
dash of some cars and trucks. Extends down only 21/a" when mounted underdash. Size, 9" wide, 41/4" high and 75/4" deep. Furnished with separate heavy duty 6x9" speaker. Tubes: 65E6, 2 -6806, 6AV6, CAOS and 6X4. Ship. wt. 10 lbs. 
Stock No. AH -739. Sale price only 519.99. 3 section top cowl antenna, $2.29 extra. 

MINIATURE BROADCASTER 
FOR THE 

HOME 

$995 
With xtal 

Microphone 

New, model MCL -E3 miniature 
broadcasting station for mic o- 
phone and phonograph. Receive 
on any radio in the home. No wires to connect. Just tune in like a radio station. Inputs for crystal mike and record player. With 12K5 and 70L7 tubes. For 
110 volt AC. One control fades from microphone to phono. Fre- quency can be adjusted so it won't interfere with local radio 
stations. Complete with crystal mike and instructions. Ship. wt. 
4 lbs. Net price, $9.95. 

6 TUBE -2 BAND 
RADIO 

KIT 

$1495 
550.1650 KC 

6 -JIMC 
6 tube, 2 band AC -DC radio 
lilt, complete with plastic cabi- 
net, speaker and all i -arts. Re- 
ceives broadcast and 6 -18 me 
shortwave. Full 2 -gang super - 
het with 5" speaker and slide 
rule dial. With tubes: 12K8, 2- 125X7, 12S07, SOLO and 
3525, diagram and instruc- 
tions. 13" x 63/4" x 85/4 ". 
Ship, wt. 12 lbs. Model 
ME6-2. Net price, $14.65. 

McGEE RADIO CO., 1905 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 
PRICES FOB. KANSAS CITY -SEND 250/ DEPOSIT WITH COD. ORDERS. BALANCE SENT C.O.D. 
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ucts : lubricating oil, penetrating oil, rust 
inhibitor, and all -weather "Clear- Coat." 

These Aerosol products may be sprayed in 
and around places not ordinarily reached, 
providing an over -all coverage. There is no 

loss due to evaporation or spillage, as the 
unused material is always under seal in the 
pressure can. For additional information, 
write to Crown Industrial Products Co., 
1331 Amsterdam St., Woodstock, Ill. 

"HEATHKIT" TV SERVICE AID 
Designed for accurately adjusting mono- 

chrome or color TV receivers is the Model 
LP -1 linearity pattern generator, available 
as a kit from The Heath Co., Benton Har- 
bor, Mich. 

This unit functions to produce vertical 
or horizontal bar patterns, a cross -hatch 
pattern or a white dot pattern on the TV 
receiver under test. These patterns, readi- 
ly switched on or off, and easily connected 

to the TV set, enable the set to be correct- 
ly adjusted. 

Covering all channels from 2 to 13, the 
LP -1 can be built in one evening by the 
home constructor. For further details, 
write to the manufacturer. 

MAGNETIC LOCATOR 
The "Tru- Point" magnetic locator is 

shaped like a pencil in an aluminum case. 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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OSCILLATOR SPECIFICATIONS 

FO -1 FO -1B 
(overtone) 

15 MC -60 MC 
(in 4 ranges) 

2 to 7 volts 
into 1200 ohms 

(fundamental) 

Freq. Range 200 KC- 
15,000 KC 

RF Output 3 te 10 volts 
into 1200 ohms 

PRINTED CIRCUIT OSCILLATORS 
for Generating Spot Frequencies with GUARANTEED 

Tolerance from 200 KC to 60MC 
Since the operating tolerance of a crystal is greatly affected by the associated 

operating circuit, the use of the FO-1 Oscillator in conjunction with the FO -1 Crystal will 

guarantee dose tolerance operatinn. Tolerances os close os .001 percent con be obtained. -. 

FO -1 for Fundamental Operation 200 KC to 15,000 KC 

FO.1- Oscillator Kit (less ilube and crystal) $3.95 

FO.1A- Oucillator, factory wired 8 tested with tube (less crystal) $6.95 

FO -1B for Overtone Operation 15 MC to 60 MC 
F0.1B- Osdllator Kit (less tuve and crystal) $3.955 
FO- IBA- Oselllator, factory wired 8 tested with tube (less crystal) $6.95 

Inclades sell In one of four ranges: 15 -20 MC, 21.30 MC, 31.40 MC, er 41 -60 MC. 

specify when ordering. Extra rolls 35c each. 

Companion to the FO- 

Plate Power 210 volts 
@ 5 m 

Heater Power 6.3 volts 
@ 150 ma 

Tube 66146 

210 volts 
@ 5 ma 

6.3 volts 
@ 150 ma 

6ÁK5 

Maximum Drift with ± 20% Plate Voltage 
change - 

.0002% .0002% 

Maximum Drift 40 F to 120 "F - 
= .002% Incl. crystal* 

(*except 200 10 500 KC = .02 % ) 

Calibration 
Tolerance .001% to .001% ro 

.01% .01% 
depending on tX -1 crystal used 

Sise d "x4 "x3 4_x4..x3.. 
11 overall 

holes with brackets provided) Mounting 

Series Oscillator 

The FX.1 Crystal is designed for use only with the FO-1 Oscillates. For tolerances of .01% and 

.005% any FX -I Crystal can be used with any FO -1 Oscillator. 
For tolerances closer than .005% the Oscillator and Crystal must be purchased together. The 

Oscilla --or is factory wired, and the crystal custom calibrated for the specific oscillator. 

Per crystal prises eaesalt table below: 

TOLERANCE 200 -499 
KC 

1,00-999 
CC 

1000 -1499 
KC 

1500 -1999 
KC 

2000 -9999 
KC 

10,000- 15,000 
KC 

15 MC -29.9 MC 30 MC -60MC 

.01% 5 8.75 $12.50 $ 5.25 $ 3.75 $ 2.50 $ 3.25 S 3.00 $ 4.00 

.005% $12.50 $15.00 $ 6.00 $ 4.50 $ 3.00 $ 4.00 $ 5.00 5 6.50 

(.0025% and .001% tolerances are available only by purchasing the FO -1 Oscillator and Crystal together) 

.0025% 517.50* $17.50* 5 6.75* 5 5.25* $ 3.75* § 4.75* $ 6.50* 5 8.50* 

.001% 525.00* $25.00* $ 8.00* $ 6.50* $ 5.00* $ 6.00* $10.00* $15.00* 

*Prices are for crystal only. To insure tolerances loser than .005% crystal must be purchased with oscillator 
factory wired and tested- For total price add $6.95 to price of crystal desired. 

HOW TO ORDER: In order to give the fastest possible service, crystals and oscillators ore sold direct. Where cash accompanies 

the order, International will prepay the postage; otherwise, shipment will be made C.O. D. 

/\p// A Mfg. 
Iii !. let ['hone Flt S -1 I65 

g- 11gternattona CRYSTAL Mfg. Co.. Co Me. 18 Ohl :let [' I.Ie 1-116. 

October, 1955 
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1956 
ALLIED 

ELECTRONIC 
SUPPLY 

CATALOG 

Save on Everything 
in TV and Radio 

Parts & Equipment 

Everything for Experimenters, 
Builders, Amateurs, Servicemen, 
Engineers & HI -FI Specialists 

Send for ALLIED'S big 324 -page 
value -packed guide to everything 
in TV, Radio and Electronics! 
Select from the world's largest 
stocks of High Fidelity systems 
and components; recorders and 
phono equipment; TV tubes, an- 
tennas and accessories; Amateur 
station equipment and supplies; 
P.A. systems; test instruments; 
latest build -your -own kits; indus- 
trial electronic supplies -plus 
everything in electronic parts, 
tubes, transistors, tools and 
books. Save on everything in 
Electronics -send todaSr for your 
FREE 1956 ALLIED Catalog. 

Everything in Electronics 
From One Reliable Source 

send for It 
,^51 CATALOG 

ALLIED RADIO 
ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 79 -K -5 

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

O Rush FREE 1956 ALLIED 324 -Page Catalog; 

Name 

Address i 
LCity Zone_State s we as ss m s ss s, as 
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Its powerful Alnico V magnet can be used 
to locate wall studs, to locate and retrieve 
small metal objects, as a nail starter. Re- 

tailing for $1.00, it is made by the Dresden 
Manufacturing Co., 2375 Walnut Ave., 
Long Beach, Calif. 

UNIQUE SCREW DRIVER KIT 
A new screw driver assortment has been 

announced by Vaco Products Co., 317 East 
Ontario St., Chicago 11, Ill. Called "Vaco's 
Screw Driver Assortment with Tool Board 
and Special Vani -Board Hangers," this 
package includes six screw drivers of vari- 
ous sizes and types. Also included is a 
"Vari- Board," approximately 12" x 24" with 
1" perforation centers. Eight special "Vari- 
Board" hangers with 20 hanger hooks com- 
plete the package. 

Retail price of the kit is $4.95. For further 
information, write to the manufacturer. 

ECONOMY 5" SCOPE 
For general radio and TV applications, 

Precise Development Corp., Oceanside, L.I., 
N.Y., has an- 
nounced a low- 
priced, all -pur- 
pose 5" oscillo- 
scope. Known as 
the Model 315, 
it features fre- 
quency-compen- 
sated vertical 
and horizontal 
attenuators 
along with iden- 
tical vertical 
and horizontal 
amplifiers. Both 
horizontal and 
vertical sections 
are of the cath- 
ode follower input type, and are a.c. -cou- 
pled. Response of the amplifiers extends to 
500 kc. -!- 6 db. Basic sensitivity is about 
250 millivolts per inch, and outputs are 
push -pull. The Model 315 is available as a 
kit for $49.95, or as a factory -wired unit for 
$84.95. For additional information, write 
to the manufacturer. -®- 
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Remarkable NEW Training Plan byA Reputable OLD School! 

EARN EXTRA MONEY in SPARE TIME in a 

few weeks! And GOOD FULL TIME JOBS 

at HIGH PAY ... or a PROFITABLE BUSI- 

NESS of YOUR OWN in malter of months! 

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED 

This 'tee« PRACTICAL 

DELEHANTY PLAN entails 
NO RISK, NO OBLIGATION 

Money Back Guarantee 

The DELEHANTY SCHOOL 
...one of America's foremost Vocational Training Centers for nearly 

Half a Century with over Half a Million students...has developed this re- 

markable New Shop -Training -At -Home Method. Perfected by a large staff of 

electronic experts, engineers, technicians and teachers with extensive practical 

field experience. Right up to the minute in every phase of TELEVISION, RADIO 

and ELECTRONICS, including U.H.F., 

COLOR TV, HIGH FIDELITY, etc. 

PRACTICAL SHOP WORK 
STARTS with FIRST LESSON! 
with TOOLS and PARTS that 
WE FURNISH IMMEDIATELY!! 
There's no other course quite like this! No 

need to plow laboriously through difficult 
uninteresting theory lessons before getting 
into actual practical work) 

The DELEHANTY "LEARN -BY- DOING" 
method makes every lesson a thrïlling sew 

experience! You get a big kit of quality 
tools and part; w'th your very f,rs? lesson 

...you start right in with practical shop 

assignments which are an interesting part of 

every lesson...nearly 400 shop jobs in alltt 

SET YOUR OWN PACE! 
DELEHANTY TRAINING lets you study and 

experiment at your leisure ...Order new 

Training Units only as you want them ... 
Pay as you go at your convenience! You 

move steadily forward until you attain the 

high level of technical knowledge and skill 
that marks DELEHANTY graduates as 

thoroughly competent RADIO, F -M and 
TELEVISION TECHNICIANS. 

YOU PAY AS YOU GO 
YOU'RE NEVER IN DEBT! 
When you complete your 
DELEHANTY TRAINING 
you will owe nothing! 

YOU WILL HAVE AS 
YOUR OWN PROPERTY: 

21" TV SET WITH 21" PICTURE TUBE 

SUPERHETERODYNE RADIO WITH ALL TUBES 

MULTITESTER- AMMETER, OHMMETER, 
VOLTMETER OSCILLATORS MODULATORS 

RADIO TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER TOOLS 

RF AMPLIFIERS AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES REFERENCE 

LIBRARY IN DURABLE LOOSE -LEAF BINDERS 

DELEHANTY 
SCHOOL of TELEVISION 

I ICFNSED BY STATE OF NEW YORK 

115 EAST 15 ST., NEW YORK 3, N. Y. 

October, 1955 

\ MAIL COUPON 

FREE BOOKLÉTrODAY FOp z \ 
NO OBLIGATION NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

DELEHANTY SCHOOL OF TELEVISION 
115 East 15 Street, New York 3, N. Y. 

Please send me by return mail your Free Booklet "How 
to Achieve Success in Television, Radio and Electronics." 
This does not obligate me in any way. 

PE 10-5 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 70NE_STATF 
...,(PLEASE PRINT - Poste on Post Cord or Mail in Esveloae)_. 

ACE 
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NOW ... PLAY the NEW 
PRE -RECORDED TAPES 

with 
FULL FREQUENCY RANGE 

It's the talk of the hi fi industry! 
Break the sound barrier on your home tape recorder with a DYNAMO CONVERSION KIT. 
Get 20- 15,000 cycles at 7.5" to the input 

of your home music system ... Get increased 
fidelity and frequency range ... Get reduced 
hum and distortion. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

DYNAMU 
CONVERSION 

KITS 

FOR YOUR 
PENTRON REVERE RCA 

WILCOX GAY KNIGHT CONCERTONE, ETC. 

Do IT YOURSELF! Complete illustrated 
step -by -step instructions included. 

Your hi fi dealer has them, or write: 

DYNAMIT MAGNETRONICS CORPORATION 

A Division of The /NM Co., Inc. 
Maico Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 

DIODE RECTIFIER QUIZ 
(Questions on page 63) 

1. Yes. The plate is more positive than the 
cathode: hence, electrons emitted from the 
cathode will be attracted to the plate and the 
tube will conduct. 2. 490 volts. 3. 380 volts. 
4. Full -wave method. This system permits 
easier filtering because of the small gaps be- 
tween output half -cycles. To provide pure 
d.c., these "valleys" must be filled in by a 
resistor- capacitor or resistor -inductor network. 
The wider the gaps, the more filtering re- 
quired. 5. Half -wave system. The need for a 
center -tap in a full -wave system results in the 
loss of half of the transformer's available a.c. 
output voltage. 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT QUIZ 
(Quiz on page 63) 

A. 10 B. 4 C. 7 D. 2 E. 8 
F. 9 G. 5 H. 3 1. 6 J. 1 

PROTO CREDITS 
PAGE CREDIT 
57, right Staten Island Advance 
75 Pickering & Co., Inc. 
84 Radio Corporation of America 
85, 86, 87 Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 
88, 89, 90 Tetrad, Inc. 

LIFETIME GUARANTEED TUBES 
BRAND NEW PICTURE TUBES 

RCA Licensed. 
One Year Unconditional Guarantee. 

Type Price Type Price 105P4 $11.90 17BP4 $20.63 12LP4 14.38 19AP4 24.81 14BP4 16.85 21AP4 28.79 16RP4 19.38 21EP4 28.79 161P4 19.38 24AP4 42.50 Picture Tubes shippe F.O.B. Harr ison, N.J. 

NEW INDOOR ANTENNA 
Both UHF and VHF. Brings better recer0 tion than most outdoor antennas. Use on top of TV. 
List Price $9.95. $3.99 each 
YOUR 
PRICE 33.29 each Lofs of 3 

FREE BONUS BOX 
With Every $25 Order 

1 RCA Cheater Cord 
10 Assorted resistors 
10 Assorted 2 Color "blank" tube ear - tons i 6B26GT tube 
1 6AÚ8 tube 
1 6C88 tubs 

FREE CLOCK RADIO 
With Every $123 Purchase Within 30 Days Wakemaster clock radio with famous Ses- ions clock movement ment wakes you up to 
music r alarm. May be purchased out- right from MAJOR BRAND for $17.95. In ivory or rust. 

FREE GIFT CERTIFICATE* 
Worth $5 toward the purchase of any of our merchandise on future orders will be sent with any der of 550 or more. Free Gift Certificate cannot be used to obtain another certificate unless order i $55 or more. 
WE PAY ALL POSTAGE on orders shipped in USA, Territories and APO's. Send only purchase price o/ 

m 
erchandise. include n lude postage on foreign shipments. All orders subject to prior sale. Add 25f handling o orders under $5.00. Quantity users write for special discount. 

Write For FREE Tube List -Order Blank 
and FREE Sample Tube Carton. We want Y -O -U On Our Mailing List: 

Boxed 
guarantee 

d And Guaranteed I For 
tubes 

la 

Over 
MAJOR AHaR 

diate Shipment Free Postage On All Orders 

HERE'S HOW LIFETIME 
SAVE 
YOU MONEY 

There are fewer 'call 
tube9 "Peak Perfor man 
Department before shipme 

0Z4 .43 3B6 
3A4P .33 3CB6 IA7GT .43 3Q4 
1B3GT .65 3Q5GT 
1CSGT .41 354 
1D5GP .43 3V4 
1E7GT .1 5BQ7 
1G6GT .41 4827 
1H4G .43 5AW4 
IHSGT .47 5.16 
IJ6GT .7 5T4 
1L4 .45 SU4G IL6 .55 SUS 1LA4 .57 5V40 
1LA6 .47 5Y3 
1LB4 .57 5Y4G 
1LC5 .49 523 
1LC6 .47 647 
1LD5 .57 6A8 
1LE3 .57 6484 
1LG5 .57 64C7 
1LH4 
ILN5 
IN5GT 
IRS 
155 
1T4 
1U4 
105 
1V2 
1X2 
2A3 
2A5 
2A7 
344 
345 
3AL5 
3AU6 
3BC5 

.64 6AF4 
.47 6405 .50 6C4 
.50 6AG7 .69 6C5 
.50 6406 .69 6C86 .42 6415 .70 6CD6G 
.S0 64K5 .54 6D6 .47 6AL5 .39 6E5 .42 6405 .46 6F5 .65 6405 .46 6F6 .61 6455 .48 606 .55 6456 1.70 606 .57 6457G 2.19 6.14 
.55 6476 .39 6.15 .51 6AU4GT .65 6J6 .50 6AUSGT .59 617 .45 6AU6 .42 6J8G .46 6AV5GT .65 6K6GT .54 6AV6 .39 687 

.70 

.52 

.46 

.57 

.47 

.47 

.89 

.95 
.75 
.63 
.69 
.43 
.74 
.59 
.31 
.36 
.41 
.57 
.45 
.43 
.67 
.79 

6AX4GT .60 
6AX5GT .57 
6640 .52 
688 .69 
6846 .47 
6847 .58 
6BC5 .47 
6BC7 .80 

BRAND forever Each Tuba Individually Million Tubes Always In Stock 'mine. With Full Remittance. 

GUARANTEED TUBES 
backs" There are no "out of date" testing in our fully equipped Testing nt guarantees quality. 

688 .85 7C6 
6L6 .68 7C7 
6L7 .42 7E5 
607 .60 7E6 
6Q7 .40 7E7 
654 .40 7F7 
6547 .45 i 7F8 
65C7 .48 707 613E6 .5 6SG7 .41 7H7 6BF5 .40 65117 .43 717 68F6 .50 65.17 .43 787 6BG6G 1.15 6587 .45 7L7 6806 .50 65L7GT .55 7N7 6816 .47 651117GT .55 12476 6085 .68 6507 .39 12477 6087 .76 6507 .42 12427 6BL7GT .75 6557 .41 124U6 6006 .58 6T4 .95 12407 6806G7 .78 6T8 .68 124V6 .35 68ßl .78 6U8 .75 124V7 .67 6BY5G .58 6V3 .80 12AX4GT65 60Z7 .88 6V6GT .46 124 %7 .58 .37 6W4GT .39 1284 .68 .35 6W6GT .53 120A6 .46 .49 6X4 .34 12806 .48 1.15 6X5 .34 120E6 .46 .48 6X8 .73 12807 .60 .44 6Y6G .55 12877 .65 .37 7A4 .45 120Z7 .61 .38 745 .53 12CÚ6 .95 .40 7A6 .45 125A7 .45 .38 7A7 .43 125.17 .45 1.79 748 .45 125K7 .45 .39 705 .39 125N7G7 .56 .47 7B6 .42 12507 .37 .43 7B7 .41 12507 .45 

.85 7138 .45 12V6GT .45 .37 7C4 .39 12X4 .37 

.43 1408 .38 

.45 1407 .50 

.45 19BG60 1.15 
.55 1978 .65 
.70 244 .39 
.59 2510/567 .78 
.70 250060T .78 
.75 25L6GT .47 
.50 2SW4GT .43 
.75 2525 .37 
.75 2526 .37 
.75 27 .25 
.50 3545 .6 
.37 3585 .50 
.66 35C5 .50 
.63 35L6GT .47 
.41 35W4 .34 
.53 3574 .34 

35Z3 .39 
35Z5GT .34 
37 .29 
5045 .8 
5085 .50 
SOCS .50 
SOL6GT .43 
75 .42 
76 .42 
77 .38 
78 .38 
80 .34 
84'6Z4 .44 
117L7GT 

1.09 
117N7GT 

1.09 
117P7GT 

1.09 
11723 .35 
117Z6GT.63 .39 7CS 42 1447 .42 

This Ad Is Worth M- O -N -E -Y Clip out this ad and attach it to your order. Three 65N7GT's will be hipped FRE with any order of $10 or more. 

Write 

Dept. 
10 PE 

MAJOR BRAND TUBE CO. 
Romano Bldg. ESsex 4-I106 I larrison, N. .1. 
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BARGAINS 
BARGAINS 

IS THE ONLY BIG TABLOID PUBLICATION in 

Existence That Tells You WHERE & HOW 

-EVERY MONTH- 

To Buy Bankrupt, Closeout, Surplus Bargains! 
To Buy Items at Wholesale! At Below Wholesale! 

To Buy Many New & Unusual Items! 
To Obtain Information on 
Rare Money Making Offers! 

TOYS, BOOKS, JEWELRY, GREETING CARDS, 

COSMETICS, HOUSEHOLD MERCHANDISE, 
Orpt:S APPLIANCES, INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS, 

Z t-f-swi..-431 MACHINERY, TOOLS, ETC, 
Often as Low as 10e -25c on the Retail Dollar!! 
ONE issue of this Sensational NEW publication can save you MORE MONEY. than the 
cost of the entire subscription! You can BUY BETTER, CHEAPER, NEWER THINGS 
EVERY MONTH OF TILE YEAR! Today, when your dollar buys so little, you abso- 
lutely need every single issue of BARGAINS In order to get the MOST FROM EVERY 
PENNY YOU SPEND. Each issue carries HUNDREDS of bargain otters . many 
times SO EXTRAORDINARY that it's hard to believe that they're GENUINE! Buying 
at WHOLESALE, BANKRUPT, SURPLUS, CLOSEOUT PRICES can save you from 400 
to 800 or more on every dollar you spend! THIS MAY BE HARD TO BELIEVE, BUT 
IT IS THE TRUTH! 

YOU Can Make FANTASTIC PROFITS Buying Up Bargain 
Merchandise CHEAP and Selling It CHEAP 

DON'T Take Our 
Word For it- Here's 
What Subscribers Say 
About "BARGAINS "! 

Received my 1st 
issue and may I say 
IT IS A GREAT MAG- 
AZINE. " -M. C., Ark. 

. I am very 
pleased with BAR- 
GAINS. I have never 
seen anything like it." 
-Mrs. D. M., Maine. 

Just received 
my 1st copy of "Bar- 
gains" and believe me, 
it is all that you 
claimed it to be. "- 
T. A., N. Y. 

. I was the recip- 
ient of my 1st copy a 
few days ago. I ant 
completely satisfied 
with the periodical. I 
also wish to express 
my appreciation to you 
for having made the 
magazine available to 
me. I shall be pleased 
to continue my sub- 
scription as long as 
the magazine is avail - 
able. " -W. S., Wash. 

Every One OF THESE 
LETTERS ARE IN 
OUR FILES & WERE 
NOT SOLICITED IN 
ANY WAY OR MAN 
NERI 

Thousands of Agents, Salesmen, Dealers are subscribers 
to "BARGAINS ". They want to know where to buy BEST 
in order to sell at low prices for BIG PROFITS. NO REA- 
SON why you CAN'T DO THE SAME! Special articles in 
BARGAINS give you valuable tips on HOW to sell these 
bargains for BIG PROFITS. And yeu know, EVERYBODY 
is looking for bargains these days . in fact. this is 
the only kind of merchandise that is being sold in tre- 
mendous volume. Ask any big businestman! 

Unique "Subscribers Shopping Service En- 
ables You to Buy Big Name Merchandise at 

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS 
You won't find this feature in ANY OTHER MAGAZINE. 
ONLY "BARGAINS" has it. For subscribers ONLY, each 
month it r egotiates bargain offers in famous merchandise 
at LOW WHOLESALE PRICES and then offers them to 
subscribers AT NO PROFIT! Enables you to buy in small 
lots -singly or in quantity at the same prices (some- 
times even lower) that dealers are paying! This SINGLE 
FEATURE OF BARGAINS IS WORTH THE LOW SUB- 
SCRIPTION PRICE A DOZEN TIMES OVER. Yet, it's 
only ONE feature among many to be found! Yes, Just one! 

"Bargains" Is the ONLY Publication of Its 
Kind in Existence! 

Search your newsstand high and low. You won't find 
another publication like itl BARGAINS is available by 
subscription ONLY. Read the glowing letters by sub- 
scribers who received their 1st copies and WERE 
AMAZED by this sensational publication! You will be, tool 

SAVE Up to $1,000 -EARN Up to $3,000! 
We honestly believe that it's possible to SAVE up to 
$1000 -and EARN up to $3000. within a year by read- 
ing "BARGAINS" EVERY MONTH! WHY NOT PROVE 
THIS FOR YOURSELF! 
Your subscription will automatically include the BIG 1955 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE . . jam full of terrific, 
eye opening holiday BARGAINS! JUST $2.00 -17e per 
month gives you 12 great money saving Issues of Bargains! 

$2.00 Per Year -I2 Big Issues 
(Regular price. $3.00 per Year) 

Special Limited Time Offer - - "Tear out Coupon. Mail NOW-at once!" 
to Get 10,000 Ne a Subscribers! 

Here's a FEW Samples of the 
Bargains Usually Found in 

"BARGAINS "! 
PENCILS, 571/20 per Gross( 
250 Rudolph the Reindeer 
Brooches, 20 eachl 
Plastic Toy GUNS, 20 each! 
$1. Mufflers, Scarfs, 121/20 each) 
Double edge razor blades. $1.50 
per 10001 

LAL)IES APRONS, 61/40 each! 
$2.50 WALLETS, 300 each! 
M. val. BILLFOLDS, 150 each! 
$I. Kiddies handbags, 30 each. 
CIGARETTE HOLDERS, I0 each! 
BUTTONS, 144 for 2501 
111 W Phono reco ds, 78 & 45 r.p.m. 
70 each! 
690 Insect Repellent. 50 each! 
New 20" T.Y. Pic. tubes, $21.95 
each) 
Famous brand $08.75 perfume, $1. 
each! 
490 Xmas window d_corations, 100 

per set! 
$1 -$3 Hard cover books, 200 each! 
$200.00 Surplus typewriters, $23.00 
each! 
SOO Everyday greeting cards, 70 
per box! 
$1.95 Men's Silk Ties, 121/20 eachl 
$1. val. personae do h name tapes, 
400 for 72! 
390 Under arm deodorant, 20 jar! 
SI. Automatic card shutters, 90 
each! 
NEW HAIRNETS, I /20 each! 
$15.00 Electric Percolators, $5.00 
each! 
$1.75 Rudolph Reindeer kiddies 
toiletry sets, 350 each! 
$5.50 Lucite Hairbrushes, 650 each! 
New Bobby Pins, 700 per 700 pins! 
$10. Men's Toilatry Sets, 60 each! 
Calendar Wrist Watches, $5. each! 
Christmas Seals, 250 per 1000! 

$2.98 Horserace game records, 300 
eachl 

PLUS HUNDREDS OF OTHER 
SENSATIONAL BUYS! 

(Above list merely illustrates 
this y paper. bargains usually 1 n in 

Lists naturally Change from month t 
month.) 

Your Money Back IN FULL 

if the First Issue Doesn't Please You! 
LET'S FACE IT . Claims, promises are easily made on paper. 
You may or may not believe all we say here. BUT can you go 
wrong in subscribing to "Bargains" on this ironclad MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE . . Your money back IN FULL if the first 
issue that you receive doesn't please you! Can any offer be more 
POSITIVE, more FAIR than this POWERFUL guarantee? 

Tpwer Press, Inc., Bog 591-DA Lynn, Mass. 
O.K. Here's my 52.00 for 1 year st.bacriptioa. Rush 
me 1st copyl 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Tower Press, Inc., P. O. Box 591 -DA Lynn, Mass. e doesn't please Yowl 
y YOU! Money Back IN FULL if t 1st lees* 

October, 1955 
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LEARN basic 
electricity 
electronics 

THE EASY "PICTURE BOOK" WAY! 

Ms1Nfl1a" .ts± 

. 

Just Released: The fabulous 

ILLUSTRATED Training Course 

now used by the U. S. Navy! 

Yoú Learn by Pictures 
Over 25,000 Navy trainees have already learned Basic 
Electricity and Basic Electronics this easy, "Picture 
Book" way! Now, for the first time, YOU can master 
the basics of Electricity and Electronics with this 
same "Learn -by- Pictures" training course! Over 1,700 
simple, easy -to- understand drawings explain every 
section -these "teaching" pictures actually make up 
more than half the entire course! No other Basic 
Electricity or Basic Electronics course in America 
uses this revolutionary illustrative technique! You 
learn faster and easier than you'd dream possible! 

A. Complete Idea on Every Page 
Here's how this easy, illustrated course works: every 
page covers one complete idea! There's at least one 
big illustration on that sane page to explain it! 
What's more, an Imaginary instructor stands figura- 
tively at your elbow, doing "demonstrations" that 
make it even easier for you to understand. Then, at 
the end of every section, you'll find review pages that 
highlight the important topics you've just covered. 
You build a thorough, step -by -step knowledge at your 
own pace -as fast as parr your vet f want to go! 

Everyday English --A Course Anyone Can Understand 
Sponsored by the Navy to turn out trained techni- 
cians in record time, this modern course presents 
Basic Electricity and Basic Electronics in a simple 
way that everyone can grasp- regardless of previous 
education! Every phase is made instantly clear -ex- 
plained in plain, down to earth English -with hun- 
dreds or easy -to- understand illustrations to help you! 

10 Complete Volumes 
Volumes 1 and 2 of "Basic Electricity" cover DC 
components and circuits; Volumes 3 and 4 cover AC 
components and circuits; Volume 5 covers AC and 
DC motors and machinery. 
Volume 1 of "Basic Electronics" covers Diodes & 
Power Supplest- Vols. 2 and 3 cover Amplifiers & 
Oscillators; Vols. 4 and 5 cover Transmitters & 
Receivers. 

Home Study Without Correspondence 

This course is so different, so complete- there's no 
need for the usual letter writing, question and answer 
correspondence! Learn at home -at your own pace! 

10 Day Examination- -Money Back Guarantee 
Send today for these exciting new train g courses - 
you risk nothing! Whén you receive the volumes, 
examine them in your own home for 10 full days. If, 
at the end of that time, you're not completely satis- 
fied, simply return the books to us and we'll gladly 
refund your full purchase price! Total cost for either 
5- volume course is only $9.00! In Canada, prices 
approximately 5 °. higher. 

ORDER TODAY! 
These books are sold by electronics parts jobbers 
and book stores. If YOUR dealer doesn't have 
these books, mail this coupon to us! 

JOHN P. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. 
480 Canal Street, N.Y.C. 

I have enclosed $ Please send me 
D 5 -vol. Basic Electricity set @ $9 set 

5 -vol. Basic Electronics set @ $9 set 
Both Sets. I understand I nias return the book, 
in 10 days, and receive a complete refund of the full purchase price if I am not satisfied. 
Add state or city sales tax where applicable. 

Name 

Address 

L 
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Resident Schools 

(Continued from page 38) 

ed career in electronics are by no means 
neglected. For instance, the DeVry Techni- 
cal Institute of Chicago includes a course 
in "customer relations" for the service 
shop- owner;, Central Technical Institute of 
Kansas City features an 80 -hour semester 
in the writing of technical reports. The 
Grantham School of Electronics, in Wash- 
ington, D.C,, and in Hollywood, Calif., spe- 
cializes in courses that prepare trainees for 
obtaining FCC licenses. 

On the other side of the picture, it is ap- 
parent that the training pays off -literally 
and liberally. For example, the Radio Elec- 
tronic Television Schools of Detroit, Mich., 
report that 29 of their 54 April graduates 
have been employed by Boeing, while other 
companies such as Western Electric, Philco, 
etc. "are constantly seeking our graduates." 
This happy side of the story is typical of 
every school in the field. 

The accompanying photographs show 
only a few of the numerous examples of 
resident school graduates who have "made 
good "; countless other "case histories" are 
available on request to the schools them- 
selves. The next article in this series will 
investigate the unique aspects of the cor- 
respondence school and its associated pro- 
gram of home -study training. - 

"Did you say 'Ouch, that's hot?'" 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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Disc and Tape Review 
(Continued from page 74) 

the Bartok disc. Whichever you might ac- 
quire, both are outstanding examples of re- 
cording and you won't go wrong with either. 
Again, let me urge you to listen to this Bartok 
music. Abandon your prejudices and precon- 
ceived notions about this composer and hear 
the Dance Suite. I don't think you will have 
any regrets. 

Symphony in B 

Next in this month's lineup is the Sym- 
phony in B of Ernest Chausson. This could 
be called a "standard," but it is rarely per- 
formed these days. Chausson was a contem- 
porary of the great Cesar Franck. If you are 
a lover of the Franck D Minor Symphony, you 
will undoubtedly like this work. Although it 
is true that the two works are similar in many 
respects, it would be unkind to malign the 
Chausson work as a mere "copy." There is 
a Franck influence to be sure, but it is still 
a highly individual score and is one of con- 
siderable beauty. 

There are four recordings of this work on 
LP, only one of which can really be consid- 
ered as a modern hi -fi version. This is the 
Pierre Monteux reading on Victor LM1181. 
Mr. Monteux has a particular flair for this 
sort of repertoire and his performance is far 
and away the best. His tempi and his phras- 
ing, so important in this work, are wonder- 
fully precise; and he exhorts from his men in 
the San Francisco Symphony a reading which 
is warm and glowing, yet does not lack vigor. 
The sound of the orchestra is captured with 
excellent fidelity, although the quality is not 
comparable with the best of today. Strings 
are clean, but they lack authority . . . brass 
is nice and bright, good to fair woodwind 
sound. Acoustics are not as dry as some of 
the old Victor recordings, but some extra re- 
verb wouldn't do a bit of harm. Compared 
to the sound of the other recordings, this is a 
positive gem! 

The next best effort is by Fournet on the 
Epic label. His performance has much to rec- 
ommend it, although it is not on the order of 
the Monteux reading. But his sound is only 
charitably called hi -fi. Typical of some of the 
early Epic discs, this has the wiry strings and 
the over -emphasized bass so hard to correct 
with even the best preamps. 

The Frederick Stock /Chicago Symphony 
reading on Victor was blessed with a very fine 
performance, but the sound is dry and an- 
cient ... an old, old, 78 -rpm transfer, as is 
very evident from the first bars. The Mi- 
tropoulos /Minneapolis Symphony effort on 
Columbia is best described as impossible .. . 

the reading is no great shakes, but the sound 
-another 78 -rpm transfer -is miserable. 

0 0 0 
Well, that's all for the classical section this 

month. Next month, we will hie ourselves 
back to the "basics" with an eye cocked for 
the onrushing Christmas, for which I hope to 
be able to furnish you with a buying guide. 
It should be in the November or December 

become a 

LICENSED F.C.C. 
Commercial Operator 

For Radio -Television- Electronics 

Learn Quickly by Mail! 
Results Guaranteed! 

Opportunities in the radio and television 
broadcasting fields are increasing every 
day. Be trained and ready when your 
chance comes. 
Without any previous training or experience, 
you can become a LICENSED COMMERCIAL 
F. C. C. OPERATOR in as little as 12 weeks. 
You receive competent instruction and in- 

dividual assistance from highly skilled in- 

structors during this intensive short course, 

practice with F. C. C. type tests, quickly learn 
all necessary subjects. 

REGULARLY SCHEDULED RESIDENT COURSES 

HELD IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 

and HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

OUR GUARANTEE 
When we accept your application for enrollment in the Grantham 
F.C.C. License Course. we agree to prepare you for a FIRST 

CLASS radiotelephone F.C.C. operator license at the specific 
cost indicated in your application, and we guarantee to train 
and coach you either until you obtain this license ar for period 
not to exceed two years from the day you begin work on the 

course. That is, it you should fail to pass any of the F.C.C. ex- 

aminations covered by your enrollment, we will continue to train 
and coach you at NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE either until you pass 
the examinations OR until you have been enrolled in the course 

for a period of two years. 

1 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 

CONDUCTED FROM WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Write or Phone For Our Free Booklet 

Note! We also offer practical studio and transmitter train- 
ing in radio and TV broadcasting as a resident course to 
those who hove completed our FCC license course. 

GRANTHAM 
School of Electronics, Dept. 104-T 

5910 Sunset Blvd. 737 lllth St. N.W. 

Hollywood, Calif. Washington, D.C. 

Phone: HO 2 -1411 Phone: ST 3 -3614 
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LOOK 
what 3590 buys... 

F 

New EMC 

Model 209 

TUBE TESTER Ññ 
REJUVENATOR* 

"YOU CAN HOLD THIS MINIATURIZED INSTRUMENT 

IN ONE HAND ... a revolutionary new development, 
it gives fast, absolutely accurate checks for tube 
quality, shorts, leakages, continuity, and opens on 
all modern and future tubes ... uses standard 
emission test for quick readings on modern, 3y2" 
plastic meter ... flexible switching system prevents 
obsolescence. This professional instrument also 
rejuvenates picture tubes with the Model CRA 

(Picture Tube Test Adaptor)' ... specially designed 
by advanced engineering techniques, its handy size 
(63/4" x 71/2" x 4 ") makes it ideal for home calls." 

EMC Model 209 
(as illustrated in Hammertone metal case)$35.90 

¿F In oak carrying case 38.50 
Kit form 25.90 

Complete with plastic -covered, detailed 
instruction book and tube listings. 

*EMC Model CRA 
(Picture Tube Adaptor) 4.50 

Yes, send me ull technical information about 
Model 209 and a complete catalog of other EMC 
Instruments. PE -to 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE 
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200 LAFAYETTE STREET 
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issue if that's not too late. Now for the 
"pops.," 

Mantovani Plays Song Hits 
from Theatreland 

London LL 1219, 12 "LP, RIAA curve, $3.98 
Ordinarily, I don't go for the Mantovani 

brand of sentimental slush, but when a collec- tion of good tunes from such hit plays as 
Carousel, Guys and Dolls, Oklahoma and others is recorded with such striking fidelity, 
you've got to give the devil his due. 

Mantovani Plays Song Hits from Theatre - land is one of the best sounding discs of its 
type I've yet to hear. The famous Mantovani 
strings are heard in their usual stratospheric 
register, but this time they don't bite. And recording that kind of string work without 
too sharp an edge is no mean feat. The brass 
is bright and punchy and, as always, Manto- 
vani has some of the best woodwind players 
available in his band; the London engineers 
have captured their fine intonations to per- 
fection. 

Another big improvement is in the acoustics, 
which have been toned down from the exces- 
sive reverb which made you think the thing 
was recorded in Grand Canyon. A lot of peo- 
ple yelp about "over- orchestration" in this 
type of music, and while it is true I've heard 
some stuff so "arranged" that the tunes were 
virtually unrecognizable, such is not the case 
here. Yes, there still is plenty of "schmaltz," 
but it is skillfully and tastefully done. Best 
numbers on the disc are Hello Young Lovers 
and Stranger in Paradise. 

For those of you who complain that pop 
music doesn't get the super hi -fi recording 
afforded the classics, this is your answer. You 
won't find stuff much wider in range and 
dynamics than this collection. 

The Music of Richard Rodgers 
Stanley Black and his Orchestra 

London LL 1209, 12" LP, RIAA curve, $3.98 
Here is another winner from London, which 

seems to be on a campaign of recording hi -fi 
pops. If anything, this disc is even better than 
the Mantovani reviewed above ... probably 
largely because it was recorded in Kingsway 
Hall and the acoustics of that famous hall 
have wrought miracles with the sound. This 
is a big orchestra, and it sounds that way. 
The London engineers have successfully cap- 
tured the "bigness" along with superb detail. 

There are sections in this disc like the trom- 
bones in June is Bustin' Out All Over that are 
fabulous in the simulation of liveness. 
Through big high -quality speaker systems, the 
pizzicato sections of Lover and Surrey With 
the Fringe on Top dazzle you with the superb- 
ly clean transients. With some of the very 
best Richard Rodgers like It Might As Well 
Be Spring, Where or When and Bewitched, 
as well as about eight other hits, this disc is 
a terrific buy. 

The orchestration is extremely clever and 
the sound textures achieved are quite remark- 
able. In all departments, from strings to per- 
cussion, the sound is ultra -wide in frequency 
and dynamics. While undoubtedly many 
people will buy this sort of disc for "back - 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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TELTRON TUBES 
Guaranteed! Lowest Prices Ever! 

Alf Yubes individually boxed ... unconditionally guaranteed for one year. 

GIFT OFFERil 
One 6BGIiG tube 
will be shipped 
FREE with any 
$10 order accom- 
panying this ad. 

FREE! 
BONUS 
OFFER! 

Model 625K 
Ilium. gear -driven 
"Speed lollchart" 
New lever-action 
switches for indi- 
vidual testing of 
every element 
Tests all conven- 
tional and TV 
tubes 

This Eico Tube Tester 
Is yours FREE when 
you buy $199 worth of 
tubes or more within 
60 days at Teltron. 
May be bought out- 
right from Teltron 
for $34.95. 

TYPE 
024 
1A7GT 
1B3GT 
1H5GT 
IL4 
1L6 
1 LC6 
1N5GT 
1125 
155 
174 
OU4 
IUS 
1X2 
345 
344 
30501 
354 
3V4 
5R4 
5U4G 
5V4 
573 
554G 
648 

PRICE TYPE PRICE 
.45 64Q5 
.53 6AR5 
.62 6455 
.51 6476 
.51 6AU5GT 
.51 6406 
.49 6AVSGT 
.51 6AV6 
.51 6AX4GT 
.43 6AX5GT 
.51 61346 
.51 6647 
.43 6BC5 
.65 68C7 
.65 60E6 
.53 6BF5 
.61 6BF6 
.48 6BG6G 
.48 6BH6 
.95 
.43 
.49 
.30 
.37 
.40 
.43 

.48 

.48 

.52 

.37 

.60 

.43 

.60 

.37 
.60 
.60 
.56 
.58 
.48 
.75 
.46 
.48 
.48 

1.18 
.51 
.51 

TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE 
.95 7F7 .59 25L6GT .41 

.77 2564607 .82 

.52 25W4GT .43 

.37 2525 .55 

.71 25Z6GT .36 

.58 3545 .48 

.42 3565 .48 

.73 35C5 .48 
.60 
.61 
.61 
.72 
.46 
.58 
.46 
.61 
.65 
.50 
.40 
.40 
.48 
.45 
.45 
.45 

.43 .60 
53 12SN7GT .56 
37 12507 .38 
.38 1447 .43 
80 1486 .36 

6ÁF4 1.02 6C5 .46 6760 .61 144] .52 317Z6GT 
6465 .96 6CB6 .51 748 .46 198060 1.48 

64LS .43 6CD6G 1.63 7C5 .44 1978 .71 1629 .39 

We have thousands of tube types too numerous to list here. On ordering types not 

listed take 754/0 off curren list price for cost of tube. 

6CU6 
6D6 
6E5 
6F5 
6F6 
6H6 
6J5 
6J6 
665 
666GT 
667 
6L6 
607 
654 
658GT 
6547 
651(7 
65.17 
65N7GT 

6BJ6 65Q7 
6865 .75 678 
6867 .78 608 
6BL7GT .78 6V3 
68N6 .90 6V6GT 
6BQ6GT 4 .83 6W4GT 

6464 6BQ7 .85 6W6GT 
64C7 .65 68Y5G .60 6X4 
6AG5 .52 6027 .95 6X5GT 
6AH4GT .65 6C4 .41 688 

.59 7F8 

.60 7N7 

.44 12476 

.42 12477 

.50 

.49 

.61 

.60 

.39 
.40 
.78 
.40 
.41 
.65 
.45 
.45 
.45 
.60 
.40 
.71 
.76 
.80 
.48 

12407 
12ÁV6 
12ÁV7 
12AX4GT 
128X7 
12427 
1204 
12046 
12047 
1233E6 
12BH7 
12877 
12X6 
12J5 
1281 
1207 
12547 
12SJ7 
12567 
125L7 

35L6GT 
35W4 
3574 
3523 
3525GT 
37 
43 
45 
5045 
5085 
5OL6GT 
50X6 
75 
77 
80 
84 
117G4 
117L7GT 
1176767 
117P7GT 
117Z3 

.41 
.33 
.42 
.41 
.33 
.59 
.55 
.55 
.49 
.48 
.50 
.53 
.44 
.55 
.40 
.46 

1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
.33 
.65 

FREE 
$7.20 list value Bonus 
Box of three 651(7 
tubes and 25 assorted 
resistors with each o 
order of $25 or more. 

SAME DAY 
SERVICE 

48 hour Postal De- 
livery to West Coast. 

Repeated By 
Popular Demand! 

SPECIALS TO 
NOV. 1ST 

TYPE REG. SPEC. 
103GT .62 .56 
165 .51 .42 
104 .S1 .42 
64C7 .65 .59 
6CD6G 1.63 .99 
616 .61 .49 
65N7GT .60 .49 
6W4GT .43 .37 
124T7 .71 .55 
12547 .40 .42 
12567 .45 .42 
12507 .38 .36 
25BQ6GT .82 .73 
SOL6GT .50 .42 

NEW LIBERAL 
TERMS: 

Na 
m 

order. 
All postage paid on 
orders over $10.00 i 

Territories. 103/4 de- 
posit on C.O.D.'s. 256 
handling charges on 
orders der $5.00. 
To our Canadian and 
foreign friends. Please 

freight-excess will be 
refunded. Orders sub- 
ject to prior sale. 

WE WANT NEW 
ACCOUNTS 

If you are rated, o 
credit is god with 
us. 

s 
are "Eico" 

distributors. Write s 

about special deals 
on test equipment. 

TELTRON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
428 HARRISON AVE. HARRISON, N. .1. 

DEPT. PE -10 Phone Humboldt 4-9848 

KLIPSCH 14=== 
corner horn 

s peetcer system 

Designed and 
manufactured by the orig- 
inator of the Klipschorn 
speaker system, the Short- 
horn is second only to 
the Klipschorn system in 
performance. Using co- 
ordinated acoustic ele- 
ments, including filters, 
it offers exceptionally 
smooth response, free 
from distortion. Back 
loading horn extends bass 

resonance. 
Available in kit form, with or without 

drive system. Prices from $39 for the do -it- 
yourself horn kit to $209 for assembled horn 
with Klipsch Ortho 3 -way drive system in- 

stalled. Write for literature. 

KLIPSCH & ASSOCIATES 
HOPE, ARKANSAS 

range without 
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HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS, INC, 
presents 

FIVE NEW RELEASES 

R -702 GEORGE WRIGHT ENCORES AT THE 

MIGHTY WURLITZER PIPE ORGAN 

R -201 JOE ENOS PLAYS TWO PIANOS 

R301 THE MITCHELL BOYS CHOIR SINGS 

R -401 DICK STEWART SINGS 

R -703 A RICHARD PURVIS ORGAN RECITAL 
IN GRACE CATHEDRAL 

ALL ARE RECORDED IN FULL FREQUENCY RANGE 

HIGH FIDELITY SOUND WITH STRIKING REALISM AND 

ARE OUTSTANDING FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES 

OR TO SHOW OFF YOUR OWN "HIFI" EQUIPMENT.... 

SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER BY DIRECT 

MAIL AS FOLLOWS: 

1. Long playing 12" HlFlrecord $ 4.95 

2. 71/2 IPS half track HIFItape 6.95 

3. 71/2 IPS full track HIFItape 8.95 

4. 15 IPS half track HIFItape 8.95 

5. 15 IPS full track HIFItape 15.95 

simply forward your check, specifying which release you 

want together with reference to above numbered "HIFI- 
record" or "HIFItape" desired. Prices include tax and 

mailing charges. 

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS, INC. 
6087 Sunset Boulevard 

Hollywood 28, California 
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ground" music, the fidelity is such that it will 
soon command attention. You can't go wrong 
on this one! 

Loring Nichols and His Band 
Audiophile AP -8, 12" 78 -rpm microgroove, 

AES curve, $5.95 

This is a most unusual recording, to put it 
mildly! Please pay particular attention to the fact that it is a 78 -rpm disc which, however, 
is cut for microgroove and must be played 
with your regular 1 mil LP stylus. Why the seemingly odd combination? Mr. E. D. Nunn, the painstaking gentleman who records these 
discs, claims this combination is' productive 
of better quality sound in respect to dynamics, frequency, and lack of distortion. After lis- tening to this record, I'm inclined to agree with Mr. Nunn. 

Who Loring Nichols and his band are, I haven't the remotest notion. They play a half a dozen standard pops, such as I Can't 
Believe That You're in Love With Me and Candlelight with reasonable proficiency. The orchestration won't win any awards, but it isn't bad and the numbers are all recogniz- 
able. Frankly, I wouldn't care if Elmer Flubb and his High School Hotshots were the per- 
forming artists ( ?)... the absolutely fan- 
tastic fidelity of the disc overrides any other 
considerations. Believe me, friends, on a real- 
ly high -quality system, this is something to hear and marvel at. 

Clarinet sounds on the disc are amazing .. . the breath sounds, the sharp transient at- tacks, the essential timbre of the instrument 
are clearly revealed. The same can be said 
of the trumpet and trombones and the super- 
clean percussion. This recording is very 
"close -to," with rather dry acoustics; although it must be said in Mr. Nunn's defense that this is a small group and that he recorded 
it with a view towards how it would sound 
in an average good -sized living room where 
conceivably a group of this size would not be 
out of place. I think this is a fairly valid reason, and the band does indeed fill my living room quite comfortably. As heard through 
two speakers, the intimacy and liveness of the sound is altogether remarkable. 

Once again, we have the lesson that a small 
company or an individual dedicated to turn- ing out a good recording can meet and often surpass the best efforts of the largest com- 
panies. As a demonstration record, this disc has few equals; and if Mr. Nunn can turn his attention to a larger better -known group or 
do some concert stuff in future releases, I am 
sure he will gain a large and appreciative 
audience. 

Through the Sound Barrier with McIntosh 
(Sounds of our Jet Age) 

McIntosh MM 105, 12" LP, RIAA curve, $4.95 

Calling all sound nuts! Boys, you've got 
yourself a new toy. Yessir, if you want to 

ïke A Hi- ormáñce 7mittiny Dipole ... 
1/2 Norma/ length! 

Model 75.80 -D Model 40-ly 
75 & 80 Meter Coil 40 Meter Coil 

Amateur {Jet, $7.95 
(either Model) 

Nat enough yard for "long aire "? -The 
new MOST..E;Y Vest Pocket Dipole Load- 
ing Coils cut your spare requirements in 
half! Coils are sturdy, well made. Rated 

for rigs up to l kw input. Feed 
with 52 or 75 ohm coax. 

Easy to install. 

Maidevelge1204.14c. 
024 St ïNARitS ROCK r,t tOUiS 14, M'SSOURt 

Ask your Horn Jobber or write 
for free Mosley Catalog H -55. 

TO HELP YOU SELECT THE CORRECT HI41 ENCLOSURE 

AUTHORITATIVE 

GUIDE 7h, 1`..1;.., ,,.-, . 

FREE 
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kARLSOW 
ULTRA- FIDELITY 

ENcLosuRES 

Send for this free 
booklet. It contains all 
the facts you need to 
select and install the 
enclosure for the dis- 
criminating ... the en- 
closure by which all 
others are measured. 

KARLSON ASSOCIATES, INC. 

DEPT. C 

1610 Neck Road, Brooklyn 29, N. Y. 

Please send copy of your latest 
book The "Karlson Enclosure" to 

Nome 

Address 

City State 
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frighten small children, or get rid of your 
mother -in -law (maybe your wife, too) or 
break your lease ... this is for you! It is 
positively the howlingest hunk of noise ever 
recorded, and with super fidelity! 

With the cooperation of the Air Force, 
Frank McIntosh (he of amplifier fame) took 
his recording rig to an air base and proceeded 
to immortalize the banshee wail of jet planes. 
He's got them warming up, taking off, landing, 
plane -to -tower conversations just for good 
measure, planes making passes over the field, 
and to top everything ... the blast of the 
shock wave as a jet breaks through the sound 
barrier! No foolin', it's the real thing; and as 
this particular passage is preceded by com- 
parative quiet, when it hits you, you'll jump a 
mile! It so happens I live fairly close to the 
Grumman factory on Long Island and they 
are forever screaming over in their Panther - 
jets and occasionally one bashes through the 
barrier. With this experience, I can assure 
you that the fidelity on the disc is ultra - 
faithful. 

Of course, the one thing missing is the ac- 
tual acoustic power, which Mr. McIntosh - 
with tongue in cheek- states would take a 
mere 600,000 watts to reproduce correctly. 
Maybe so, but through two of Mr. Mac's 30- 
watt units and two outsized exponential horn 
systems, I managed to create enough sound to 
frighten the neighbors into thinking the Russ - 
kies must have slipped past our radar pickets! 
One last warning ... if you have any kiddies 
at home at the space cadet stage, better not 
get this recording. They might have you 
walking around in an oxygen mask! 

O O O 

Tape suppliers are very remiss, so there are 
still no new tapes to report. New Victor 
stereos have been promised, and just as soon 
as they or anything else worth reviewing 
comes along, we'll resume the tape depart- 
ment. -- 

The Transmitting Tower 

(Continued from page 67) 

to use c.w. (code) only long enough to increase 
their proficiency to the point where they can 
pass the 13 -wpm General code test, after 
which they plan to operate "phone" exclusive- 
ly. Often, though, as their code speed does 
improve, they enjoy c.w. so much that they 
decide to get better code equipment instead 
of phone equipment. Those who do switch to 
phone have the choice of using conventional 
amplitude -modulated (AM) transmission or 
single -sideband, suppressed- carrier (SSB) 
transmissions. Each of these methods of phone 
transmission employs different techniques and 
requires different equipment to obtain the 
same end results- putting your 'voice in the 
other fellow's receiver. 

Similarly, if you become a high- frequency 
DX man, rotary beam antennas may keep you 
broke, and so on. After a few months on the 
air, you may have entirely different ideas 
about the kind of equipment you want. As a 
result, the surest way to get the most from 

October, 1955 

ALL EQUIPMENT IS 

\, 
GUARANtEED 
FOR ONE FULL YEAR 

( AT THE 

World's Most Personalized Radio supply Houses 

Completely 
Bandswitching, 

10 -160M 
Completely band- 
switching Xmttr., 65 
watts input on CW, 
50 watts on fone :- 
10 thru 160M.. Com- 
bination Pi Network 
antenna tuner. 100% 
modulation of Final. 
Housed in 8 "x16 "xS" 
grey cabinet. . 

ae 

WRL's NEW 
Economy Code 
Oscillator Kit 

Top View 
Bottom View 

Now Ready ... 
The New & Improved 

65 -A Globe Scout 

Only 

WIRED 
$99.95 
CASH 

$7.95per month 

Pay Just $10.00 Down 

Cash 
Price 
Only 

$4.95_I 
BEAMS - sturdy, "Plumber's 
Delight" beams. 114", hot 
dipped galvanized steel looms 
all elements aluminum; 118" 
center pcs., 1" end inserts' 
wooden dowelled at stress 
points. 20M beam has onuble 
114" gale. steel boom- for 
extra sturdiness. Soecify 
choice of T or Gamma Match. 
All beams three element. 
10M 19.15 

15M 21.95 
20M 49.95 

ANTENNA KIT - when used 
with suitable matchinç de- 

vice, gives excellent results 
on 80, 40, 20, andl 10M 

amateur bands. Due to fold- 
ing back of radiator, a design 
Is made sufficiently small to 
fit in the average home lot. 
Build it yourself. E9Á002, 
Net ( 6.95 

Build this low - cost 
code oscillator! Learn 
code faster; prepare 
for your novice license. 
All parts and easy 
wiring instructions in- 
cluded. Plug into any 
110V AC source and, 
with accessories be- 
low, you're ready to 
go. 

J -38 Key iXA883) $ .99 
Headphones (504005) 2.01 
Phone Plugs (140251 .33 

AVAILABLE 
SEPTEMBER 1st 
Free 1956 Catalog! 

r 
WRI ̀ ®® r - 

i 
,, ..e IL PE -13 

' Please rush nere your latest FREE Catalog!' 

ISend 
me complete information cn. your 

Globe Scout Codle Oscillator Kit I 

I 
New WRL Beams Antenna Kit 

. 6 Meter Converter 
Name 

I Address: 
LCity & State 

°, iilillllllllll G 

WORLD RADIO LABS. 
3415 W. Broadway 
Coon :ll Bluffs, Iowa 
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S02. WWI 171W 41 
ELECTRONICS 
Radio T V High Fidelity 

FREE! 

I II 
NEWARK'S 1956 CATALOG 

See the latest and finest equipment 
ever offered in High -Fidelity, Radio, 
TV, Amateur and Electronics. Select 
the fast, dependable way, from this 
new 260 -page catalog. 

EWARE 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Dept. P-10, 223 W. Madison, Chicago 6,111. 

WEST COAST BRANCH 

NEW! PERSONAL RADIO 
LISTEN .WHILE YOU 

WALK, RIDE, WORK! 
Slips in 

Size /4 an ÿs only y Sli 6 
" x 4a /' x 11/2 ^. Beautiful Black Gold plastic case. NO HOOKUPS -NO WIRES -NO 

Self contined 
150 hour li eSaashlite batteries. (A alil- ble anywhere) and BUILT -IN AN- TENNA! 

GUARANTEED RECEPTION OF RADIO STATIONS TO 50 miles -up to 1500 miles for powerful stations! Has new Patented Super -regenerative Duotrtode tube and transformer udio stages for 
sharp selectivity and sensitivity! Easy to e top controls (while walking). Almost use 

plastic foam personal earplug lets you alone listen while you walk, visit, work, ride or sleep -any- time- anywhere. GUARANTEED to Work -1 year guarantee. 
SEND ONLY S.5.00 fCk, Nol 

eli 
nd pay postman $14.95 plus Post - Age on dvery or send $19.95 for postpaid delivery- Get YOUR Tlnyton REAL pocket radio now and be ready to listen to Civil Defense alarms, news music, sports, etc. on a moment's notice. Not a Kit! Shipped complete with bat- teries -Order now- today. 

WESTERN RADIO Dept. APL -10 Kearney, Nebraska 

THRIFTY ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO. 
19318 VANOWEN ST. DI.2 -6197 RESEDA, CALIF. 

R/C FIELD STRENGTH METER KIT 
INCLUDES: O -1 Ma Meter, 1N34A Xtal Diode, $627 CK722 Raytheon Transistor 

iV, POSTPAID IN 

Ferri -Loopstick Ant. 
U.S.A. 

i 44e S for $1.15 
IN34A Diodes 55c 8 for 1.40 
IN23B Diodes 43c 3 for 1.10 
Raytheon Transistors CK722 $2.20 2 for 4.00 
Raytheon Transistors Book over 50 CKTS and parts list 
Only 50c 

2050 Tubes SSC 
930 Tubes $1.50 

5,3 to 7 Mc. Command Xmtr. Complete with tubes and 

t crystal in sealed pkg. Extra special while they 
95 last. Include postage for 10 lbs. s 
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your equipment dollar is to invest it with cau- tion until you are sure just what you want. 
Communications Receiver 

I have left until last a discussion of the most important piece of equipment in your station -your receiver. I have mentioned several times the distances that can be covered with a simple, low -power transmitter. But the trans- mitter doesn't mean a thing unless there is a receiver tuned to the transmitter frequency at the remote point to pick up the signal. 
A good communications receiver has several attributes: (1) it is sensitive enough to pick up any signal striking its antenna that is stronger than the noise which is also picked up by the antenna; (2) it is selective enough to separate signals on nearly the same fre- quency, so that the desired signal can be re- ceived without undue interference from the others; (3) it is stable and easy to tune. This sounds like a reasonable set of specifications, 

but it is a difficult one to meet. 
Obtaining sufficient sensitivity is the easiest. 

A half -dozen modern tubes arranged in the proper circuits will do it. 
Obtaining sufficient selectivity is much more difficult. A comparison will show why. On the broadcast band, all stations are spaced ten kilocycles apart. In addition, the strong sta- tions in an area are separated from each other by several channels. Therefore, a broad- cast receiver normally requires only enough selectivity to separate strong, local signals from much weaker signals on the adjacent channels. 
In the amateur bands, however, any ama- teur may use any frequency, as long as he stays within the band. As a result, signals are as close together as noodles in soup. To make things even more difficult, it is often de- sired to separate a weak DX signal from a strong local signal on a slightly different fre- quency. 
The ideal communications receiver will sep- arate phone signals 2.5 to 3 kc. apart, and it 

will separate c.w. signals 100 to 250 cycles apart. More selectivity makes the desired sig- nals difficult to copy. All modern communica- 
tions receivers are superheterodynes, and the required high selectivity is obtained by using many tuned circuits or an electromechanical 
filter in the intermediate frequency amplifier. 

With a selectivity of 3 kc. or less, it is easy 
to see why ease of tuning and high stability 
become of major importance. Unless the dial and tuning system are of the highest quality, it will be impossible to tune slowly enough to 
avoid passing over stations. And if the re- ceiver drifts or jumps in frequency as a result 
of temperature changes or mechanical shocks, 
It will be impossible to keep tuned to the de- sired signal. 

These and the other features that are de- sirable or necessary in a communications re- 
ceiver add both to its cost and its complexity. 
At today's prices, the better ones cost between 
$250.00 and $700.00. As prices go down, so do the selectivity and other desirable features, 
until receivers in the $50.00 bracket have se- lectivity comparable to a broadcast receiver. 
This degree of selectivity is inadequate during 
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the hours of peak amateur operation, between 
about 5:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. on weekdays 
and all day on weekends, although it is often 
sufficient during the hours when the bands 
are less crowded. 

Partially contradicting what I said earlier, 
it is worthwhile to obtain a receiver above the 
lowest price class as soon as you can, because 
it will pay off in more successful contacts, 
even with a very simple transmitter. This 
does not mean, however, that you should nec- 
essarily buy the most expensive one you can 
afford. 

Because the simple receivers, such as 2- and 
3 -tube regenerative ones, do not have enough 
selectivity to cope with today's crowded ama- 
teur bands, and because many amateurs doubt 
their ability to build an elaborate superhet- 
erodyne, comparatively few amateurs build 
their own receivers. Those who do are men 
among men. 

The average home -built communications re- 
ceiver uses plug -in coils for changing bands 
and six to eight tubes. There is one commu- 
nications receiver kit on the market, the 
Heathkit AR -2, which- although more com- 
plicated to assemble than a simple transmit- 
ter kit-is within the capabilities of most be- 
ginners. It sells for about $30.00, with cabinet, 
and its performance is comparable to that of 
commercial receivers in the $50.00 bracket. 

News and Views 
In answer to many questions, I have ob- 

tained some interesting information about 
amateur licenses from Miss Mary Jane Morris, 
Secretary, Federal Communications Commis- 
sion. The figures cover the latest period for 
which accurate data are available, July 1, 1954 

through March 31, 1955. 
A total of 32,369 examinations was taken 

for the various classes of licenses. Of this 
total, 24,711 applicants passed and 7658 failed, 
making the percentage of licenses granted 
77 %. Of the 7658 failures, 5662, or 17 %, failed 
the code test; and 1996, or 6 %, failed the 
written technical examination. 

For the Novice class license, 14,605 examina- 
tions were taken; 12,097 applicants passed 
(83%) and 2508 failed. For the Technician 
class license, 3028 examinations were taken; 
2699 passed (89 %) and 329 failed. A complete 
breakdown is not available for the General, 
Conditional and Extra classes. However, 11,571 

examinations were taken for the General li- 
cense, 2969 for the Conditional license, and 
196 for the Extra class license, making a total 
of 14,736. Of this total, 9915 passed (67%) and 
4821 failed. 

That just about half (49 %) of the licenses 
issued are of the Novice class indicates that 
this license is doing its intended job of mak- 
ing it easy for prospective amateurs to obtain 
their first licenses. Equally important, the 
number of Technician, Conditional, and Gen- 
eral class licenses issued indicates that it is 
also apparently doing the second part of its 
job, helping them to acquire the information 
needed to qualify for a more advanced license. 

Unfortunately, the figures do not show the 
percentage of these licenses that is issued 
to Novices, but all indications are that it is 
high. Neither do they give any indication of 

DON'T THROW OLD RADIOS 

AWAY! 
This giant book shows 

exactly how to fix them 
. . . without a lot of 
previous experience! 

Just look up the how- to -do -it data on 
that old radio you want to fix! 
Four times out of 5, this giant, 3% -pound 

744 -page Ghirardi RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S! 
HANDBOOK gives exactly the information you need. Tells 
what is likely to be causing the trouble . shows how to 
fix it. Covers practically every radio receiver model made 
by 202 manufacturers between 1925 and 1942. Using it, 
even beginners can easily fix old sets which might otherwise 
be thrown away because service information is lacking. With 
a few simple repairs, most of these old sets can be made to 
operate perfectly for years to come. 

Included are common trouble symptoms and their remedies 
for over 4,800 models of old home, auto radios and record 
changers: Airline, Apex, Arvin, Atwater Kent 

B l ont, Bosch, Brunswick, Clarion, Crosley, Emerson, 
Roister, Majestic, Motorola, Philco, Pilot, RCA, Silvertone, 
Sparton, Stromberg and dozens more. Includes hundreds of 
pages of invaluable tube and component data, service short 
cuts, etc. Price $6.50 -10 -day free trial. 

HERE'S HOW TO 

GET YOUR 

START 
Here's basic training you can 

really understand . training 
that can help fit you for a good 
paying radio- television -electronic 
career! No matter what part of 
the work you want to do, this is 
the kind of training you need 
FIRST/ 

Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS 
COURSE is the oldest book of 
its kind ... and still a best seller 
BECAUSE IT IS SO AMAZ- 
INGLY CLEAR AND COM- 
PLETE. Thousands now in elec- 
tronics got their start from this 
great book -AND THEY'LL 
RECOMMEND IT TO YOU TODAY ! 

Starts with Basic Electricity (over 300 pages) then takes 
you step by step through the entire radio -electronics field. 
Covers principles, theories and practices that are basic to 
even the most modern equipment. 972 pages; 508 pictures; 
856 helpful self- review test questions. Price only $6.50. 

r - .10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.. - -7 
Dept. PE -105, RINEHART & CO.. INC. 

232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Send book(s) checked for free exani :nation. In 10 days, 
I will either send price shown (plus postage) or return books 
postpaid and owe nothing. 

Ghirardi's RADIO TROLL. Ghirardi's RADIO 
BLESHOOTER'S HAND- PHYSICS COURSE. 58.50 
BOOK, $6.50. 

More experts Of 
their basic training 
from this big book 
than any other of 

its type! 
36 courses in one! 

ME 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone. State 

books IDE 
U.S.A.-$7.25 

ed in 10 each, 
cash only. Money back U 

Rinehart Books are sold by leading book stores. 
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ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 
Attn.-Lab.-School-Experimenters 
ELECTRONIC OPPORTUNITY KIT 

Gov't Acquisition Cost over $300 -a 6tioderful opportunity to 
iny fraction 

valuable 
of actual cost. 

useful 
includen 
electronic 

parts list. 
for 

Junk -no Operation Cleansweep." These parr tall. No 
cur- rently for sale in our cash & carry More. What you 

°re all ryr- 
tal Diode; 1 Relay; 1 matching Audio Transfore; get: i Cc ami- cons; 1 UHF Chassis. incomplete, New; 2 min IF Xformers; 8 Wafer Switches: 17 Hi Pass Filter; 1 Planetary Drive: 3 Submin. Air Trimmers: 12 Mace!' Coils (Receiving & TV; 3 Min. 
the a Xformer: 6 

CChokeµ(150 MA); 3 Term') 1-6.3V 
Plated Term'in: 10 Ass'W Tube Sockets (1.o -Loss) no wafers; 1 Fusepost; 1 Toggle Switch: 25 t,I2.1 -2W Resistors (insulated); 25 Ass'td 

in- strument Knobs; 
Variable 

(Ohmite orcHAI ); 25 Micas I current,; 1 Line Cord; 1 DC Ammeter: Min Xformer (transistor circuits); 1 Min. Hear. Aid output Xformer: 1 60 Cycle Power Xform; with file. winding: 1 Hank Wire; 1 Plug -In Coil; 1 Nosy Test Probe; 1 Control Box; 1 Remote w /Schematic. 
187 PIECES -Our SURPLUS retail prices for ONE (1) of these os 55.00. WE RE- $ LIEVE THIS IS REALLY AN OPPORTUNITY KIT 
MODEL OAV -1 Radar Training unit 115 Volt 60 Cycle-Vari- 
able Frequency outputs 15()- 250111C-Fixed Outputs. .IKc. 
1Ke. 1OKc. 1OOKe, Housed In beautiful grey cabinet. Ship- 

ping Wt. 70 lbs: Govt. Cost over $500- Special, complete with all tubes - Instruction 
book $14.95 

Test Set US/0 Nancy Receiver -Housed In beautiful Oak Chest. Contains 80' two con- ductor Microphone cable - Probes, Plugs. Etc. Govt Cont over $100. Brand New.$4.95 

WESTERN ELECTRIC Stepper Switch .$ -12VDC Co11 -45 Steps New $7s111 

Include Postage 

88 CORTLAND 
REX RADIO 

7.95 
OEIOERMULLER SURE T., USCV BS 6 Mica N - High sensitivity-Orig. lost 540.00 Orig. Boxed -wllh spec sheet $7.95 
E -204A Portable Vibrapaek for Walkte- Talkies, etc -New W /spart vibrator $2.95 
Fila. Xformer 24V -2Amsp¡. 
KINO SOL Flashlight3ba tery tester. Complete With Instrur- lions. List prier -$7.98. 

Special $1.49: S5.00 
MINIATURE TRANSFORMER. 

celain ter 'In..ed Sche- matic th Transistor, ..98e; 10/S9.00 
SIGNAL CORPS Telegraph Keys. NEW ....59e; /53.00 
TURK TYPE 1625. 

29e; /51.00 
With Order 

SUPPLY 
NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

LEARN 

RADAR MICROWAVES 

TRANSMITTERS 

CODE TV RADIO 
Phila. Wireless Technical Institute 

1533 Pine St. Philadelphia 2, Penna. 
A Non -Profit Corp. Founded in 1908 

Write for free catalog "P" 

Catalog of 3ó0o Novelties oc 
Send 10c for maa,ng catalog of novelties, live animals. scientific supplies, hobbies, funmakers, planes & boats, looms, magic tricks, articles, unusual seeds, gad- get timesavers, cameras. optical goods, projectors, movies, lucky jewelry, religious novelties, disguises, musical instruments, stamps, coin, puaales, fortune tellers, radios, auto & bike accessories, telescopes, magnifiers, com- passes, banks, smokers' gadgets, artists' supplies, printing sets, en- sines, motors, shockers, knives, billfolds, fireworks, guns, rifles, Sports, books, games, plants, etc, fend name, address S. 10c to: JOHNSON SMITH .1 CO., Dept. 106, Detroit 7, Michigan 

LEARN 

II CUTTING 
Train quickly in 8 short weeks at Toledo for a bright future milli security in the vital meat business. Big pay, full -time jobs- IIA 't'E A PROFITABLE \IARICET OF YOUR OWN( l'a, after graduation. Diploma given, .lob help. 

Year! Send NOW for 
Thousands of successful graduates. Our (2nd 

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF MEAT CUTTING. Dept. 55.B, Toledo4, Ohio 
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the number of persistent individuals who took an examination two or three times before finally qualifying for a license. This group represents at least a few per cent of the examinations given. 
When the FCC first proposed issuing the Novice and Technician licenses by mail only, there were predictions that no one would ever fail the tests, implying that both the appli- cant and the examiner would cheat a little. Certainly, the figures do not bear out the pre- 

dictions. Instead, they show that some ap- plicants must underestimate the Novice ex- amination. As I have said many times, the examination is easy, but only if you have pre- pared for it. This is borne out by the fact that for anyone to fail it twice is virtually un- known. 
Jim, WN9KZM, Mt. Morris, Ill., reports on 

some experiments made with his new John- 
son "Adventurer" transmitter and three dif- ferent antennas in the 80 -, 40 -, and 15 -meter 
bands. Starting on 80 meters, he worked 
South Dakota and Missouri using a 135' cen- ter -fed antenna. Switching to 40 meters, he worked Tennessee, Kansas, and Texas the same evening. 

The next day, he put up a 65' center -fed antenna and worked eight states on 40 meters. Replacing this antenna with an end -fed piece of wire 65' long, he made several con- tacts on both 40 and 80 meters, plus contacts with North Carolina, Mississippi, and New 
York on 15 meters. For the moment, the last one is Jim's favorite antenna. 

Not by coincidence, antennas will be the topic of discussion in the Transmitting Tower next month. In addition, the column will feature news and pictures of general amateur interest. Please let me know what kind of in- formation you would like to see in the Trans- mitting Tower. And, to get full value from 
your stamp, why not include some informa- 
tion about yourself and your station. Slip the letter in an envelope along with a sharp pic- 
ture of yourself and your equipment and mail 
to: Herb S. Brier, c/0 POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. I'll do the rest. 

Until next month, 73. 
Herb, W9EGQ. 

Build a "Decision Meter" 
(Continued from page 44) 

purchase of amplifier "A" would be more 
favorable, while a "no" decision would in- 
dicate the purchase of amplifier "B" 
to be more favorable. From the informa- 
tion given, the following readings might be 
entered: (A), (B) -no entry; (C) -dial 1, 
minus 1; (D) -no entry; (E) -dial 2, minus 
2; (F) -dial 3, plus 2; (G) -no entry; (H) -dial 4, plus 1; (I) -dial 5, plus 4; weight, 
4. The meter and "yes -no" switch will in- 
dicate that amplifier "A" is the more favor- 
able. 

This is a simple example, but the deci- 
sion meter can be used equally well when 
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ten or twenty variables are involved. For 
these more complex decisions, make five 
entries and record readings till all vari- 
ables have been entered. Then the recorded 
readings are summed, considering "yes" 
as plus, "no" as minus. The scope of the 
decision meter may be enlarged consider- 
ably in this way. 

Remember that the decision meter can 
only give a correct decision when it is 
given correct information. Simple and in- 
expensive to build, it is useful as an aid 
in learning how to make decisions and in 
learning how to be systematic, as well as 
an accurate means of analyzing problems. 
It can also provide a great deal of pleasure 
as a parlor entertainment item. -- 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

Ama- Touring 
(Continued from page 69) 

Turks and Caicos Islands -VP5DC is an- 
other station on Grand Turk Island, the same 
location as VP5BM. VPSDC operates on 
about 14.15 mc. around 1900. QSL's from both 
go via W4NMO. 

Uruguay- CX5AF, using 1 kw., has the 
best signal from Uruguay. He is heard on 
14.15 mc. around 2030. Others heard are: 
CX2CO, 14.15; and CX6CM, 14.37 mc. 

Windward Islands -Stations active from 
here are: VP2DA, Dominica, heard on 14.16 at 
2000; VP2DL, Dominica, noted on 14.15 at 
2000; and VP2GG, Grenada, logged on 14.17 
at 0730. (Meyers) 

Wayne Ashworth of North Carolina reports 
the following on c.w.: FY7YC, 14.03; KC6CG, 
14.01; KJ6BG, 14.01; VQ4EO, 14.03; VQ8AG, 
14.00; VR2AG, 14.01; ZM6AS, 14.03; and 
4X4CK, 14.00; all heard between 2300 and 
0100. 

DX on Other Bands 

UPOL3, a Russian expedition station in the 
Arctic, operates at 1700 -1800 on 7 -mc. phone 
and c.w. Reports may be sent to Box 88, 
Moscow, USSR. (Gunnar Persson, Sweden) 

VK4IC, who operates on about 7.10 mc., is 
on Willis Island, a tiny island off the east 
coast of Australia. He receives mail about 
twice a year. 

ZE2KR, Southern Rhodesia, was heard on 
21.25 mc. at 0915. (Swenson) 

HR3HH, Honduras, 21.03 mc., and YS1RA, 
El Salvador, 21.095 mc., were heard at 1330. 
(Meyers) - - 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

Tuning the Short -Wave Bands 

(Continued from page 71) 

Kenya -The schedule for VQ7LO, Nairobi, 
on 4885 kc., is at 0500 -0600 (from 0200, Sun- 
day) and 1000 -1500 (until 1400, Sunday) . 

These times make it nearly impossible to hear 
in the USA, but a DX'er with a very good an- 
tenna /ground system might pull them in. 

BUILD 15 RADIO 
CIRCUITS AT HOME 
With the New Deluxe 1956 

Progressive Radio "EDU -KIT" 
NOW INCLUDES 

RECEIVER, TRANSMITTER, 
SIGNAL TRACER, CODE 

OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 
Attractively Gift Packaged 
Free Soldering Iron 
Absolutely No Knowledge 
of Radio Necessary 
No Additional Parts 
Needed 
Excellent Background 
For Television 
30day Money -Back 
Guarantee 
School Inquiries Invited 
Used In 79 Countries 
Learn High Fidelity 

ONLY 

1995 
Complete 

WHAT THE "EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU 
You will learn how to identify Radio Symbols and Diagrams; how 
to build radios, using regular radio schematics; how to wire and 
solder In a professional manner. You will learn proper chassis 
layout. You will learn the basic principles involved in radio 
reception, transmission and audio amplification. You will learn 
how to service and troubleshoot radios. You will learn code. 
You will receive instructions for F.C.C. Novice license. In brief 
you will receive a practical basic education in Radio, worth many 
times the small price you pay. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
It is not necessary that you have even the slightest background 

In science or radio. The "EduKit" is used by young and old; by 
radio schools and clubs; by Armed Forces personnel and Veterans. 
No instructor is required. Instructions are complete, simple and 
clear. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The "EduKit" uses the principle of "Learn by Doing." 

Therefore you will build radios. perform lobs, and conduct experi- 
ments to illustrate the principles which you learn. You begin 
by learning the function and theory of each of the radio parts. 
Then you build a simple radio. Gradually, in a progressive man- 
ner, you will find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube 
radio sets, and doing work like a professional Radio Technician. 
The "Edu -Kit" Instruction Books are exceedingly clear in their 
explanations, illustrations and diagrams. These sets operate on 
105 -125 V. AC /DC. For use in foreign countries having 210.250 
volt source, an adapter for 210-250 V. At/DC Is available. 

The Progressive Radio "EDU -KIT" is Complete 
You will receive every part necessary to build fifteen different 

radio circuits. The "Edu -Kit" contains tubes, tube sockets, 
variable, electrolytic and paper condensers, resistors, tie strips, 
coils, hardware, tubing, Instruction Manuals, etc. No solder or 
hook -up wire included. A soldering iron its included, as well as 
Electrical and Radio Tester. Complete. easy -to- follow instructions 
are provided. All parts are guaranteed. brand new, carefully 
selected and matched. In addition, the "Edu -Kit" now contains 
lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer, High 
Fidelity, F.C.C. Novice instructions, quizzes. 

TROUBLE -SHOOTING LESSONS 
Trouble -shooting and servicing are included. You will learn 

how to recognize and repair troubles. You will build and learn 
to operate a professional Signal Tracer. You will receive an 
Electrical and Radio Tester, and learn to use it for radio 
repairs. While you are learning In this practical way, you will 
be able to do many repair lob for your neighbors and friends and 
charge fees which will far exceed the cost of the "EduKit." 

FREE EXTRAS 
ELECTRICAL & RADIO TESTER SOLDERING IRON 

HI -Fl GUIDE TV BOOK QUIZZES 
CONSULTATION SERVICE 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU -KITS" INC., 497 Union Av., Brooklyn 11, N.Y. 

MAIL TODAY -Order shipped same day received. 
70-Day Money -Back Guarantee. INCLUDE ALL FREE EXTRAS 

"EDU -KIT" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of 419.90 
'EDU -KIT" COD-I will pay $19.95 plus postage (USA only) 
Outside USA: Enclose $20.95. ' Edu-KIt" sent postpaid 
Outside USA: ,210 -250V. AC /DC Adapter. Enclose 52.50 
More detail on "EOU -KIT" Free -No Obligation 
FREE Radio -TV Servicing Literature. No obligation 

AME 

DDREaS 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC. 497 UNION AVE. 
Room 513 -D Progressive Building Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
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AMAZING KIT BARGAINS 
GEIGER COUNTER KIT: Here's a sensitive, well -performing instrument at a price anyone can afford. Assemble in Just a few hours.ec14 

95 No special tools required. Compi. with tubes, batteries,) headphone, sample of radioactive ore, full instructions. Factory Wired and Tested $18.95 
TRANSISTOR BATTERY RADIO KIT: Sensitive transistor radio kit operates hundreds of hours on Just one flashlight 

95 
hlight battery. Assemble in less than an $5. hour, Com l., incl. all parts, battery & instruc. I .7Y 

CRYSTAL SET: DeLuxe super- powered. NOT A KIT. Brings in hard to 
69 get stations. Compi. wired and tested .D v.7 $1. 

HIGH -POWER CRYSTAL SET: Completely wired & tested $1.49 In kit form, assemble in 90 min 1.39 
TUBE CHECKER: 

Compact! Checks all radio, TV & picture tubes, fuses. appliances, etc. compl.; factory wired, tested; with comps. instruc. Not a kit! 3.95 
CODE PRACTICE SET: Compl. with key & buzzer. Regular $5.95 Special! 3.9S 

HEADPHONE: High quality, 1000 ohm only 1.95 RADIO KIT: I Tube, compl. with all parts, tube & instruc. 2.95 ELECTRONIC GUARDIAN: Convert any radio to Intercom System or Baby Sitter. Compi. instruc., wired, ready to install 9.93 
IHAMS, EXPERIMENTERS, HI -FI ENTHUSIASTS, SERVICE- MEN , write today for new money -saver Flyer, Just out! Or come in - See thousands of electronic bargains! 
TERMS: Send check or money order. Incl. postage. Or send 25% with order, bal. C.O.D. 

ROSE ELECTRONICS 
76 VESEY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y. TAT:* 

emll TELEVISION HOME 
Here is an excellent opportunity to learn com- plete television servicing at home -from the very heal/using, right up to the many complex circuits of modern design. 

Offered by one of the leading residential schools in the entire west, Video Specialties, Inc., the course is written In "easy to understand" language and priced so that everyone can afford it. 
The course includes a sensational new multi- tester that has been approved by thou- sands of repairmen 

privileges 
aile experimenters. Complete 

all 
ti privileges are pen to all 

Thedentireac st ff the course is ONLY... 
For complete information write today to Full price 

VIDEO SPECIALTIES. INC. 
4570 E. Firestone Blvd. Dept. B. South Gate, California 

INVEN TOR' 
Learn how to protect your invention. Specially prepared "Patent Guide" containing detailed information concerning 
patent protection and procedure with "Record of Invention" 
form will be forwarded to you upon request - without obligation. 
CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN & HARVEY JACOBSON 

Registered Patent Attorneys 
59 -K District Notional Bldg. Washington 5, D. C. 

NEW! WRIST RADIO 
Amazingly powerful! Plays while you wear it. 400 -mile reception using Just its own antenna. No connections needed to ground, aerial, lamp telephone, etc. Tunes entire broadcast band with sharp selectivity. BUILD YOUR OWN -New book has, com- plete Instructions. How- to -do -it book $1.98 postpaid. Also a basic kit consisting of at- tractive pre -drilled case, 'outline" chassis. and all necessary hardware $2.98 ppd. 
Combination of book and basic kit. SPE- 
CIAL 53.98 postpaid. C.O.D.'e, $1 deposit. 
Heckert Electronics, Box 7400 4.4, Washington 4, D. C. 

New Invention using sun's energy! All you need for prospecting! More reliable than Geiger counters for determining uranium value! Used by professionals. You can strike it rich! Includes 4 valuable uranium ores. 
Money -back guarantee. Postpaid. Dept. PE -1O, 
CMG Industries, 615 So. 2nd, Laramie, Wyo- ming, or your dealer. 
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Libya -The Forces Broadcasting Station at 
Benghazi, on 4930 kc., is being heard at 1300 
with BBC news (in Kentucky) ; at 1545 with a 
variety program and news; at 1630 with 
music; at 2300 -2330 with a non -stop musical 
program; then, BBC news until 2345, followed 
by more music. 

Malaya- British Forces Station, Singapore, 
11,820 kc., has ENGLISH news and music at 
0515. The Far Eastern Broadcasting Station, 
Singapore, 15,300 kc., is being heard well at 
1230 -1235 with an ENGLISH announcement of 
time and frequency just before s /off. VS2K6, 
Kuala Lumpur, 6025 kc., is noted at 0900 with 
an ENGLISH newscast. 

Mexico- According to a verification from 
XEBT, Mexico City, 9265 kc., they have an 
ENGLISH news program at 1915, Monday -Fri- 
day. - 

Netherlands -The new xmtrs for PCJ, 
Radio Nederland, will be ready by early 1956 
instead of during 1955 as previously reported. 
This one can be tuned at 1645 -2200 on 11,730 
kc., and on same channel at 2310 in the New 
Zealand beam. 

Pakistan -This country has an ENGLISH 
news period at 2100 on APD, Dacca, 11,726. 
Music follows the news. 

Philippines -DZH2, Manila, 9640 kc., has 
ENGLISH news and music at 0435 -0500; at 0520 
there is music announced in Spanish. DZH8, 
Manila, 15,300, has an ENGLISH period at 0900. 

Roumania -Radio Bucharest, 9570 kc., has 
ENGLISH at 2345. 

Sarawak -This small country in the East 
Indies also has an ENGLISH newscast that 
can be heard at 0800 after Moscow signs off. 
The frequency is 5052 kc.; the news is relayed 
from the BBC. This is a good catch! It is 
one for the DX'ers in the Middle and Far 
West, although some on the East Coast have 
verified it. 

South Korea -AFKN (Armed Forces Korean 
Network) operates from Radio Vagabond on 
6895 kc. Variety programs are noted around 
0630; around 0755 with music. 

Spain -Madrid, 9360 kc.. has ENGLISH pro- 
grams at 1930 and 2300. This is normally an 
easy one to pick up, especially in the east. 

- Sweden - ENGLISH news is heard from 
Stockholm over SBP, 11,705 kc., at 1800 and 
2145; from SBU on 9535 kc. at 1930. SBU on 
9620 now transmits to North America at 2000. 

Switzerland -Berne presents ENGLISH news 
on HER6, 15,305 kc., at 1150; and on HER4, 
9535 kc., at 2315. 

Syria -One that is a challenge is Radio 
Damascus on 9550 kc. At 1652, there is ENG- 
LISH news. An announcement at 1655 is fol- 
lowed by dance music. Another ENGLISH news 
and talk period is tuned at 1715. 

Turkey -Radio Ankara, TAT, 9515 kc., has 
an ENGLISH period to North America at 1830. 

Thailand -Radio Bangkok, HSK9, 11,690 
kc., is tuned around 0530 with ENGLISH news, 
musical program, and commentary. 

USSR -Radio Moscow has many periods of 
ENGLISH news, but one that is widely reported 
-especially throughout the west -is at 1945 
on 9565 kc. According to reports recently re- 
ceived, Radio Moscow verifies ONLY reception 
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reports of its English programs to North 
America. Many of the lesser -known stations 
throughout Soviet Russia, especially in Si- 
beria, are being heard; but evidently verifica- 
tions cannot be obtained from them. 

Yemen -A station in Sanaa, Yemen, is re- 
ported to be testing on 9705 kc. at 0300 -0400 
and 0900 -1000. 

Belgium- Brussels has discontinued all 
ENGLISH programs to the USA and Canada for 
the time being for "material reasons." They 
are continuing, however, to broadcast to Bel- 
gians abroad. 

Sunspot Activity 
For June, 1955, the average sunspot count 

was 33.1. Averages predicted are as follows: 
for October -31; November -34; December - 
37. This shows that the sunspot activity is 
still on the increase; therefore, s.w. reception 
should still be improving. Keep the ear- 
phones well oiled and the electricity bills paid 
because now is the time to hunt for those rare 
catches that can only be heard when sunspot 
activity is at its greatest. I hope that the 
English news periods given here will enable 
DX'ers to log new countries. -- 

AA AA AA AAA AA AAAA AA 

One -Tube "Wallop" 
(Continued from page 53) 

pacitor C5 and resistors R3, R4, and R5. 
Note that resistors R4 and R5 are con- 
nected to socket terminal 1. It is permis- 
sible to use terminal 1 as a tie point in 
this manner, since it is not connected to 
any element inside the tube. 

Initial Adjustment 

After the wiring has been checked and any 
corrections made, the set must be aligned, 
using one of the following methods, in order 
that it may cover its tuning range of 500 
to 1600 kc. 

This procedure is preferred: (1) Con- 
nect the batteries. (2) Connect an ampli- 
tude- modulated signal generator to the 
ANTENNA and GROUND terminals. (3) Set 
the generator to 1600 kc. and switch 
on its power. (4) Switch on the receiver 
and set the volume control to maximum 
volume. (5) Turn the plates of the tuning 
capacitor all of the way out. Or if a broad- 
cast dial is provided, set the latter to 1600 
kc. (6) With a screw driver, adjust the slug 
of coil L.1 until a signal tone is heard from 
the loudspeaker. Continue to screw the 
slug until the point of highest signal vol- 
ume (peak point) is reached. (7) If it is 
hard to distinguish this peak, the signal 
generator probably is overloading the re- 
ceiver. To correct this, reduce the genera - 
tor output. 

If a signal generator is unavailable, use 
broadcast stations in its place, thus: (1) 
Connect batteries and a good outside an- 

SMASHING DOLLAR VALUE 

IN FAMOUS KITS 
New "ORDAGRAM" FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE! 

Simply check items wanted, fill in coupon and enclose entire ad 
with remittance. 

BONUS! 
Your choke of 

ANY KIT FREE 
with each 
SIO order! 

KIT OF THE MONTH! $ 
10 TWIST -LOCK ELECTROLYT- 

IC'. Imagine! 10 different values! 
ALL multiple sections, all popular 
TV and radio values. Servicemen, 
note! Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $18. 

125 CARBON RESISTORS. 
40 values! 100 ohms to 1 

meg; 1/y, Vs. 1 & 2w. Many 

$1 
5c7o Uninsulated. A rare 
buy! Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $21. 

Screws, 00 
PIECES 

nuts. lugs. 
HARDWARE. 

gromm 
lbs. et,, 

washers, etc. Wt. $I 
3 

60 MOULDED CONDENSERS. 
All best known makes! 

0005 to .05 mt. up to 
$ 600V. Wt. 1/2 lb. Reg. 

20 POWER RESISTORS. 
Wirewound. 20 values: 5 

ohms to 10.000 ohms, 5 to 
50 w. Candohm and tubu- 
lar, wire & lug terms. Wt. 
2 lbs. Reg. $10. 

4 POPULAR DIODES. Exclu- 
sive! Handy Shop asst.: 

$1 
1N34Á, 1N48, 1N58, 1N81. 
Order now! Reg. $4.16. 

SO TUBULAR CONDENSERS. 
.00035 to lmf. up to 

1600V. 25 values. Wt. 2 
1 

lbs. Reg. $10. 
R/C ASSEMBLY on term. 
trips: 70 ,moulded, paper 

& mica capacitors. .0001 10 
.047 mf. to 600V; 45 1/zw 

$1 resistors. WL 1 lb. Reg. 
$15. 

200 COIL FORMS, ceramic & 
bakelite. 50 sizes and 

$1 styles, some worth $2 ea. 
$20 value! Wt. 2 lbs. 30 LITE ASSEM- 

BLIES. Builders' muet! 
Asstd. colored jewels. Disko, 
Drake. etc. Some / 

$1 built -in neon lamp for 
11OVac. Reg. $8. 

10 BATHTUB OILS. Long 
lasting! 8 values, 0.1 to 

2 mt. up to 800 VDC. Reg. 
$25. Wt. 4 lbs. 

1-1 SO COILS & CHOKES. Wide 
LI asst. ose peaking, sitig. 
tuned coils. RF, parasitic 
chokes. 20 types. Wt. 1 ib. 
Reg. $25. 

3500 PIECES SPAGHET- 

$1 
TI tubing. Asstd. sizes, 

length to 4 ". Reg. $7. 
10 PRECISION RESISTORS, LI 10 values, 1/2, 1 & 2 %; 

11/,, 1 & 2 w. Carbon & 

$1 
WW. IRC, Wilkor, Dale. Some 
worth $12. Reg. $25. 

70 TERM. POSTS & STRIPS. 
Builders' special! Asstd. 

binding posts, screw & log 
$1 

trips (1 to 10 terms). Reg. 
$5. Wt. 1/ lb. 
1-1 WIRE iY THE POUND! Hun- 

dreds of pre -cut, tinned 
lengths (5" to 18 "). Asatd 
sizes, colors, insulation; 

$1 
mostly stranded. 4 lbs. 
Reg. $10. 

OCTOBER 
TRANSFORMER 

- C H O K E 
COMBINE. 115/1/60 In; 

480 CT @ 250ma; 5V @ 6A; 
12.6 pp 6A, leads, encased. 
Choke -2H @ 200ma. Strap mtg. 
Wt. 10 lbs. Reg. $18. 

BOTH FOR ONY $3.50 
DEJUR PRECISION POT. 
Mode 260. 8 watts; 20,000 

ohms. lr7c linearity accuracy. 
Orig. boxes. Reg. $5.2 FOR $1 

STEP UP /DOWN or ISOLA- 
TION XFMR. Pri -55v to 

165v; Sec -Dual 110V. Combine 
or 220V. 40 watts. Encased, 

lugs. Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $6...51 

75 KNOBS. TV, Radio, lab. 
Some worth 250 each. 15 

types, push -on, set screw. kl 
TI Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $8.50. 

10 TUBULAR ELECTROLYT- 
ICS, all different! Popular 

values. Axial leads. From 10 
to 40 mf up to 500V. Mul- 

$1 
tiple sections, too. Wt. 2 
lbs. Reg. $9. 

2S CERAMIC & MICA TRIM- 
MERS. Erie TS2A, etc., plus 

Elemeneo Mica types. Sin- 

$I 1l 
glen, 

duals; 12 
sizes. Wt. 

60 MICA CONDENSERS. 
Rare bargain! Postage stamp 

type. 20 alues: 00001 to 
01 mt. Many silver. S07o! 

Wt. li lb. Reg. $17. ni 50 FUSE POSTS, MOU NT - 
INOS & CLIPS. For 3AG, 

4A0 & cartridge 30 amp. 
fuses. An unusual value! 
Wt. 1 Ib. Reg. $6.50. 

BO INSULATED RESISTORS. 
35 popular values; 15 ohms 

to 20 mega. t /s, 1 & 2 w. 
$1 Many 5tb. Wt. i/z lb. Reg. 

515. 
50 CERAMIC CONDENSERS. 
Shop must! Tubular. disc. 

button types. 20 values, 
2 to 3000 mt. Wt. 1 lb. 
Reg. $13. 

15 CONTROLS. Up to 1 mg e. 
12 TV. radio, lair values. 

some w /switch. Concert- 
trie type, too! Wt. 2 tbs. 
Reg. $12. 

25 TUBE SnCKETS. 4. 6. 
loctal 8, 7. & 9 pin. Some 

ceramic. mica; some shield 
$1 

base. 10 types. Wt. 1 lb. 
Reg. $6.50. 

15 SWITCHES. Rotary, 
push. micro-wide va- 

riety. Experimenters, note! 
Wt. 2 Iba. Reg. $12. ni 10 RADIO CHASSIS. 5, 6 

& 7 tube punched chas- 

$1 
sis. New! Shop must! Wt. 
8 lbs. Reg. $8.85. 

40 TUBULAR OIL COND. 
Metal & paper clad. .02 to 

Smr up to 350V. Genera- 

$I 
for types. too. Wt. 3 lbs. 
Reg. $22. 

DO -IT- YOURSELF KIT Si. 
LI Threaded iron 

s 
iuge and 

forms to make 50 matched 
slug -tuned coils, plus 0 
extra slugs! *Wt. 2 lbs. 
Reg. $15. 

10 PANEL SWITCHES. Tog. 
gle, bat handle, momentary 

push, w /10 "ON -OFF" switch 
$1 plates. Wt. 1 lb. Reg. 

58. 
TEN 2S -ft. ROLLS WIRE. El LI Plastic & cloth insulate 

solid & stranded. tt 18 to 
24. Assur. colors. Wt. 2 
Ihs. Reg. 95.50. 

BUY -LINES! 
HERMETICALLY RELAY. Coll, ,25 ohms- 
Pulls in @ 100ma; drops out 

25ma. 2.5VDC, SP. ouble 
make. Tungsten cont. Glass 
sealed. 2 x 11/2 x 1a/a ", Reg. 
$12 

TTS 3" ROUND TRIPLE T 
METER. Measures 11OVAC 

& DC. Thermocouple tYPe. Handy 
hop unit. Orig. box. Wt. 1 

lb. Reg. $8 $2.69 
3" SQUARE MARION METER 
Measures 1OVDC, beeic 

movement 10ma. Special sale. 
Original boxes. Wt. 1 Ib. Reg 
58 $1.88 

Please send check or M.O. Include sufficient postage. excess 
will be returned. C.O.D. orders. 25% down payment. Rated 
accts. net 30. Simply check items wanted, fill in below and 
return entire ad with rennttance to PE -10 

LEKTRON SPECIALTIES 
28 Gardner Street Chelsea SO, Mass. 

(PLEASE PRINT IN PENCIL) 

NAME 

STREET & NO 
CITY ZONE.... STATE 

I ENCLOSE $ foe Stems $ for postage 
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! ! ! ! K. & L. Bargain Box !U! 
SUPEREX VARI-LOOOPSTICK. 3 for 

$1.29 
1.79 NEW ENERGIZED FERRI -LOOPSTICK. 8 for 2.59 

Soo LOOPSTICK story p. 36 Sept. issue Popular Electronics 

RESISTORS For transistor use. 
69c Specify values. 10 for DOUBLE UNIT HEADPHONES: 600 ohm. New $2.93 

R ;'C MINIATURE RELAY 400 ohm. SPST. Ea. 894 
R C CERAMIC TRIMMER 3.30 Erie. Ea. 194; 8 for 51.00 
R C PENLITE BATTERIES No. 7. Carton of 24 $1.88 

TUBES! 10 FOR $5.00! 
354 6AK5 125N7 6W4 6X4 12A8 3D6 6BE6 6J5 6W6 6X5 25L6 
POWER TRANSFORMER: 115 V. prt. Secondary: 125 V. 
FILAMENT TRAN FORMER:a83 V.C.T. St 1.5 amps -51.79 

.9 

New Ea.. $1.49 2 for $2.79 
All items guaranteed. Remit with order. We pay postage. 

K. & L. RADIO PARTS CO. 
1406 VENICE BLVD. LOS ANGELES 6. CALIF. 

> 

Pocket size -works anywhere 

Features P -N -P Junction Transistor 
Permeability tuning, Diode detection 
Printed circuit eliminates extra wires 
Batteries last for months 
Expensive hearing aid headset included 

NEW! PRINTED CIRCUIT 

Transistor Radio 

Furnished complete, nothing else to buy 

$0.95 
Only Postpaid 

in kit (oral 
or wired and tested 

for only $12.95 

Here is a powerful, completely portable radio, employing the 
latest type of transistor audio amplification and printed circuitry. 
Tiny size, only 2W6°x 31/2 "x "3/4" fits in pocket or purse. Uses so 
little current, batteries last for months. Kit can be assembled by 
anyone with just a soldering iron. Or- furnished complete and 
tested, ready to use. Guaranteed to work. Comes complete with 
plastic case, batteries, headset, all parts. Nothing else to buy. 
Send for yours, today! 
Send no money. lust pay postman $9.95 plus C.O.D. charges, or 
send check or money order for $9.95 and we pay postage. 

TRADYNE, INC., 11 W. MONUMENT AVE., DAYTON 2, OHIO D EPT. E -2 

INVENTORS 
When you are satisfied that you have invented a matter of 
value -write me, without obligation, for full information on 

what steps you should take to secure a Patent. 

PATRICK D. BEAVERS 
Registered Patent Attorney 

1098 Columbian Building Washington 1. D. C. 

VHF AM -FM RADIO 
Supersensitive sub -miniature tube set receives television. FM broadcast. 
CAP, and amateurs without antenna or ground. Tunes from 75 me. to 
150 me. Similar models available In frequency bands from 27 me. to 
225 me. Pocket slze- measures only 2" x 2" 2% ". Highest quality com 
ponente used. Specify battery or AC model. Use with any magnetic head- phone or can be connected to audio amplifier for loudspeaker operation. Thousands In use by amateurs, experimenters. and civil defense. Factory wired and tested chassis complete with special tube Only $5.98 postpaid. In kit form $3.98. Postage extra on COD orders. New transistor audio amplifier for extra loud reception only 52.00 including transistor. 
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tenna and ground to the receiver. (2) 
Switch on the receiver. (3) Turn the plates 
of tuning capacitor 02 all of the way out, 
or set the tuning dial (if one is used) to 
1600 kc. (4) Tune in a broadcast station 
on 1600 kc. by screwing the slug of coil LZ 
for peak loudspeaker signal. (5) If there is 
no local station on 1600 kc., pick the high- 
est- frequency station in the locality, set 
the dial of C2 to that frequency, and ad- 
just the slug screw of coil L1. 

Proper adjustment of the trimmer ca- 
pacitor, Cl, will minimize the loading and 
de- tuning effects of the antenna. One of 
the most noticeable of these effects is the 
broadening of tuning and pronounced in- 
terference between stations. With the an- 
tenna and ground connected to the set, re- 
duce the setting of capacitor 01 by un- 
screwing its leaf until the station tuning is 
sharpened. -{j- 
AAA 

Carl & Jerry 
(Continued from page 65) 

the valley toward town. Because of the trees, 
the course of the road could only be seen for 
a short distance, and there was no sign of a 
car. 

"Don't look at me," Carl said to the eyes 
he could now feel boring into the back of his 
head. 11I promised my mother never to have 
anything to do with bank robbers." 

"We've GOT to do something," Jerry de- 
clared, as he rubbed his flat -topped haircut in 
desperation. "You start pushing rocks down 
onto the road. Just get enough of them down 
there, spaced so that a car can't pass through 
without blowing a tire or knocking a hole 
in the oil pan. If you can make it look like a 
rockslide, all the better; but just make sure 
a car will have to stop until the rocks are 
cleared away before it can pass." 

Without waiting for an answer to this com- 
mand, he pushed the transmit switch and 
barked into the mike: "Gene, have the chief 
get three of his men up there in your shack 
on the double. Give the chief and each of 
the men a number from one through four. 
In a couple of minutes I'll start calling out 
a number first and then say a short sentence. 
Have the man whose number is called step up 
to the mike and repeat that sentence in just 
as mean and hardboiled a fashion as he can. 
And you will have to listen closely, for I'll be 
whispering into the mike -" 

He broke off sharply as his straining ears 
caught the distant throbbing of a racing 
motor. Instantly he began dragging the porta- 
ble station case over to the edge of the cut 
and stopped right at the brink where a small 
bush hid him from view from below. A glance 
down at the road revealed that Carl had 
done an excellent job of blocking it, and now 
that worthy threw himself, panting heavily, 
down beside Jerry. 
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"Help me prop up the back of the case so 
that the speaker points down at the road," 
Jerry said; "then, when and if we get the car 
stopped, you keep moving back and forth 
just out of sight along the edge of the cut. Try 
to make a lot of noise. And keep your fingers 
and toes crossed. We're going to need all the 
help we can get." 

As he finished saying this, a car came roar- 
ing over the rise, and then, as the driver 
glimpsed the rocks in the road, slithered 
crosswise to a stop amid a great screeching 
of brakes and showering of gravel. 

"What're you stopping for, you fool?" a 
hawk -nosed man in the rear seat demanded. 

"I can't drive over that rockslide," the 
driver answered sharply. 

"Well, all right. Everybody pile out and get 
those rocks out of the way," Hawknose or- 
dered. "Those yokels back there ain't chasing 
us to give us the key to the city, you know." 

All of the men except Hawknose got out of 
the car and started toward the pile of rocks. 
Jerry whispered a few words into the mike 
and threw the switch to the receive position. 

"All right, you birds," a gruff voice bellowed 
from the speaker; "freeze right where you are. 
The first one who makes a move gets sprayed 
with double death from this tommy gun." 

The men stopped in their tracks. Only their 
eyes shifted nervously from one to another 
and then turned toward the car. 

"And you, Bugle Nose, crawl out of that car 
with your hands over your head or we'll rip it 
open like a can of sardines," the voice ordered. 

The man in the car hesitated, and promptly 
the harsh voice shouted, "All right, you asked 
for it; now you're going to get it." 

"Hold it! I'm getting out," the man with 
the large nose said hastily, as he scrambled 
out the car door with his wrists stretching 
up out of his coat sleeves. 

"That's better," the rasping voice com- 
mented. "Bill, you keep a bead right on Bugle 
Beak's belt buckle and let him have it first 
if anyone makes a funny move of any kind. 
Brad, you watch the two on the right." 

"Okay, Chief," another voice answered after 
a little pause. 

"Spike, you keep an eye on the other two." 
"Gotcha, Chief," was the prompt reply in 

still a third voice. 
"Now let's everyone very, very carefully take 

his gun out of his pocket and drop it on the 
road. Then kick it off to one side. If one of 
you will be so accommodating as to try a little 
funny stuff, he can save the county the cost 
of a trial for the whole lot of you." 

Like a scene in slow motion, the men began 
relieving themselves of a collection of re- 
volvers and automatic pistols. It was note- 
worthy that the .45 automatic of Hawknose 
was the first to clank on the gravel. Doubtless 
the mental picture of the submachine gun 
pointed at his belt buckle had something to do 
with his alacrity. 

After the guns were kicked aside, there 
was a long pause. Carl, who had been busily 
scurrying back and forth, dragging his feet 
and trying to sound like a small posse, looked 
over his shoulder at Jerry. 
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Top Expert Shows You How 

-the Easy, Low -Cost Way! 

ED NOLL wants YOU to cash in on 
today's fabulous salaries and fees in 
the TV field. 26 million TV sets.., 
repairmen in big demand! More mil- 

lions of sets being manufactured ... big pay jobs 
crying for skilled men Ed Noll, famous TV con- 
sultant, has trained thousands for successful TV 
careers. NOW -prepare yourself in your spare time 
-at your own pace -with Noll's popular, easy -to- 
understand home -study course: TELEVISION FOR 
RADIOMEN, revised and up -to- the -minute. 

Complete Course in 1 Volume! 
THIS AMAZING single- volume course trains you 
for any job you want in the television field- instal- 
lation, adjustment, trouble -shooting, any technical 
job. It's ALL here -in almost 1000 pages -equal to 
a full many -volume TV library I And it costs MUCH 
LESS than the average cost of lessons... with no 
waiting for the next lesson and no "hurry up" 
assignments. 
Before you're halt -way through you can start doing 
simple repairs for friends and neighbors. At the end 
you'll have a THOROUGH and PRACTICAL grasp 
of every angle of the profession -all the latest cir- 
cuits and improvements in receivers, transmitters, 
and antennas- including transistors, UHF, color 
TV. etc. 

Easy to Learn 
568 diagrams and simple illustrations -plus scores 
of how- to -do -it examples -make clear every step of 
every problem you are likely to meet with on any 
job ... and every principle involved. Self -study 
questions at the end of each section help you 
check progress as you go along. 

'What's more -this book will keep on 
serving you for years to come, as a 
handy look -it -up reference on hun- 
dreds of questions arising in your 
work. It will pay for itself in a 
short time ... and go on repay -' 
ing you many times over 1 Price 
for the whole course -no extras 
-is only $10. And you may 
EXAMINE IT FREE for 10 
days . return it if not 
100% satisfied. Mail the cou- 
pon NOW ! 

10-DAY FREE EXAMINATION 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, Dept. P -1, 
60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y. 

Send me Ed Noll's TV study course: Television for 
Radiomen, Revised. I will either remit the full price 
of $10, plus few cents delivery charge, or return 
book within 10 days. (SAVE: remit with this coupon 
and WE pay delivery -same return privilege.) 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
Offer good only in continental U.S.A. J 
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 RESISTORS! 
Assorted Resistors- onlys'00 

Postpaid auyIcbore in l-.ß.:1. Less than 1M 
S each. All American made standard color 

coded and insulated ;g, j, 1 and 2 watt sizes. 
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vent 
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GIANT CATALOG 
NEW LISTINGS - 
Listing thousands of sur- 
plus electronic and mechan- 
ical bargains for experi- 
menters, hobbyists, engi- 
neers -loo coin or stamps. 

SOUNDTRON 
632 ARCH STREET 

Rectifiers b 29g ea. Transformershy 491 ea. 

Controls Ct 294 ea. Bulbs OO 24 ea. 

Switches en 6c ea. Motors Cw 99e ea. 

Automatic Steppen ® 954 ea. 

1955 ELECTRONIC SPECIALS 

ICS LABS Dept. P-6 
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA. 

LMB BOX 
CHASSIS 

Precision 
Engineered 

65 sizes and shapes for 
Flangelocking the laboratory, manu- Interlocking 

facturer, industrial, experimenter, builder, and general 
application where metal boxes are required. Stocked by 
all electonic and geophysical distributors. Send for free 
catalog. 

1011 BLVD. 
L NI B LOS ANGE EIS 15, CALIF. 

GEIGER COUNTER KIT 

Probe Assembly 

Easy to assemble. All holes 
drilled. Ready to wire. In- 
structions for assembling and 
easy to follow diagram includ- 
ed. Government booklet and 
Uranium ore sample provided 
free with kit. Full price includ- 
ing tubes, head set. and bat- 
teries only $17.50, postpaid. Or 
send $5.00 with order and bal- 
ance COD. Satisfaction guar- 
anteed. Order today. 

Now Available. Write for Details 
STOWERS & SON, Dept. 53, 804 Grand, Kansas City 6, Mo. 

ELECTRICAL BRAIN 
Building electrical computers is a fascinating new 
hobby. Complex computers are based on simple prin- 
ciples. Home experimenters can apply these principles. 
Instructions to design simple electrical computers to 
play games, to control models, and for practical appli- 
cations. Parts lists and reference literature included. 
$2.00 no C.O.D. 

ECOZ P. O. BOX 8706 PITTSBURGH 21, PA. 

High School Course 
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years 

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course 
equivalent to resident school work - prepares for college 
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texte supplied. Diploma. 
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if 
desired. High school education is very important for advancement 
In business and Industry and socially. Don't be handicapped II 
Lour life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. 
Free Bulletin on request. No obligation. 
American School, Dept. Nils, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37 

BATTERY HOLDERS 
For All Types Dry Cells and Mercury Cells 
A complete range of voltages available 
through the use of ACME BATTERY 
HOLDERS wherever battery power is 
needed. Thousands are now being used 
in Geiger 

iousters- Radlos- Window 
displays-vending machines-radio con- 
trol-battery 

ew toys hun- 
dreds of thrus s. Send for free 
price list. 
ACME MODEL ENGINEERING CO. 
9120 7th Ave., Rm. 611, Brooklyn 9, N.Y. 
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That youth's round face was nearly apo- 
plectic as he fiddled desperately with the con- 
trols of the u.h.f. station that quite obviously 
had gone dead. A hurried peek over the edge 
of the cut revealed that the men below had 
sensed that something was wrong, and a 
couple of them were cautiously edging toward 
their guns. 

"What's wrong ?" Carl whispered hoarsely, 
as he bent over his frantically working chum. 

"Don't know; but this outfit is as dead as 
we're going to be in about sixty seconds," 
Jerry answered. 

Spurred on by this electrifying prospect, 
Carl drew back and made the typical Ameri- 
can's classic and ultimate military service 
gesture for non -operating equipment: he gave 
the case of the portable station a lusty kick. 
Instantly Gene's anxious voice burst from the 
speaker demanding: "What's wrong, Jerry? 
We can't hear you. What do you want us to 
do now ?" 

Before either the bandits or the horrified 
boys had time to react to this development, 
another car came over the hill and slid to a 
stop behind the first. Men erupted from the 
car into the side ditches in twin sprays the 
way grasshoppers clear your path in the fall 
of the year; but before the bandits had time 
to take advantage of the shock that the un- 
expected sight of them gave the posse, the 
latter recovered themselves and collared the 
unarmed desperadoes. Jerry leaped to his feet 
and began to shout, "Boys, are we glad to see 
you -;" but as a bullet from the gun of a 
trigger -happy posseman ricocheted off the 
rock at his feet and whined off into the dis- 
tance, he ducked back behind his bush. 

"Wouldn't it be too bad if you potted one of 
your buddies up there!" the hawk -nosed man 
sneered. 

At this moment, the voice of the chief of 
police bellowed from the speaker. "You men 
down there listen to me. This is Chief Hall. 
These two boys up here stopped the bandits 
and held them for you. Here's the way they 
did it." And then he went ahead to describe 
the ruse in detail. 

"Finally," he continued, "I'd like to say two 
things. First, you boys will be in on a nice 
reward for helping to capture those bandits. 
Secondly, I don't know what kind of books 
you've been reading, shows you've been seeing, 
or TV programs you've been watching, but let 
me tell you here and now that real cops 
simply don't talk the way you've just made us 
talk. We're all going right down to the station 
and wash our mouths out with soap!" 

Jerry and Carl grinned happily at each 
other as the chief signed off. 

"This has certainly taught me one thing," 
Jerry confessed, beginning to pack up the 
portable station. "I'll bet that as long as I 
live I'll never again be careless about inserting 
a plug in a socket. It was the battery cable 
plug that caused the set to go dead. I found 
it while the posse was grabbing those char- 
acters down there." 

"I give up," Carl said, as he tossed his 
hands into the air. "A guy who keeps on 
trouble- shooting when there's a good chance 
of shooting -trouble is beyond all hope!" 31 - 
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Edlie for TOP VALUES 
JUST Newest &Best"FixItYourself "Aid 

OUT! Edlie's E-Z TV REPAIR GUIDE 
The only Fix -It- Yourself guide made expressly for YOUR TV set' 
Now you can save costly TV repairs, with this new, 
simplified method which includes all necessary data 
for Just YOUR set. No confusing, unimportant in- 
formation applicable to hundreds of different makes. l 
receiver quickly, quickly, accurr ately. 
Simplifies detection faulty tubes in your TV 

50 It's a terrific idea -It's a terrine guide! Order 
today and have your set back in perfect condition 
at once. Be sure to send us make and model of 
your TV set when ordering. Far most TV sets -new and old. 
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EDLIE ELECTRONICS 
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HUDSON HAS 'FM! 
COMPLETE PARTS KITS 

for FEATURE PROJECTS 
in this Magazine 

We've put together FROM OUR 
REGULAR STOCKS OF STANDARD 
BRAND PARTS, complete kits as 
shown in the parts lists of fea- 
ture projects in this issue of 
Popular Electronics. These corn - 

ponents are all BRAND NEW. 
FULLY GUARANTEED, and SPE- 

,. CIALLY LOW PRICED FOR THESE 

S PROJECTS! 

"ONE -TUBE WALLOP" 
Complete Kit of Parts Special 

"INTRUS;ON ALARM" 
Complete Kit of Parts .Special 

'BUILD A 'DECISION METER'" 
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Now... a new magazine!!! 
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more technical and do -it- yourself material about hi fi. Basic, practical, 
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GLOSSARY OF ELECTRONIC TERMS 
This glossary, which is being published In serial 
form, started in August. It consists of a se- 
lected group of definitions taken from the booklet 
"A Dictionary of Electronic Terms," published by 
Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 
Ill. The complete dictionary, containing over 3500 
terms, is available from Allied at 25 cents a copy. 

diode -A component having two electrodes, one being 
the cathode and the other the plate or anode. A diode 
allows electrons to pass in only one direction, from 
the cathode to the anode. 
diode detector -A diode used in a demodulation cir- 
cuit. Detection may be half -wave or full -wave recti- 
fication. 
dipole antenna -A conductor one -half wavelength 
long at a given frequency. The most common form 
of the dipole antenna is separated exactly at the 
center by an insulator. Conductors of a balanced 
transmission line connect to the dipole sections at 
the insulator. Characteristic impedance at center is 
usually 72 ohms. 
discriminator- Component part of an FM receiver, 
which converts frequency -modulated signals into 
audio signals. 
doubler -In a transmitter, a circuit in which the out- 
put is tuned to twice the frequency of the input circuit. 
Also used in referring to voltage doublers for dou- 
bling the voltage in power supplies. 
dropping resistor -A resistor used to decrease the 
voltage in a circuit, or from across which a potential 
difference (voltage) is taken. 
dry -disc rectifier -Dry contact rectifier. A rectifier 
consisting of discs of metal and other material in 
contact under pressure, such as a copper -oxide recti- 
fier or a selenium rectifier. Passes current only in one 
direction. 
dual -track recording head -A magnetic recording 
head which records on half the width of the record- 
ing tape. By inverting the tape, a second track can 
be recorded on the other half of the tape. 
dynamic microphone -A microphone in which the 
flexible diaphragm is attached directly to a coil posi- 
tioned in the fixed magnetic field of a permanent 
magnet. Sound waves move the diaphragm, causing 
the attached voice coil to move with respect to the 
magnetic field, and thereby inducing the desired a.f. 
voltage in the coil. Sometimes called moving -coil 
microphone. 
dynamic noise suppressor- Circuit for audio ampli- 
fiers, especially those for record players: The fre- 
quency response at both ends is continually adjusted 
by reactance tubes so that low- or high -frequency 
noise is blocked unless the amplitude level at these 
frequencies is sufficient to pròvide a satisfactory 
signal -to -noise ratio. 
dynode -One of the secondary emitting electrodes in 
an electron multiplier tube. 
echo chamber -A reverberant room, enclosure or box, 
used in radio studios to crdate hollow effects or actual 
echoes for radio programs. The some effect may also 
be produced electronically. 
eddy currents -Circulating currents induced in con- 
ducting materials by varying magnetic fields. They 
are usually undesirable because they represent loss 
of energy and cause heating. Eddy currents are kept 
at a minimum by employing laminated, powdered or 
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sintered construction for the iron cores of transformers, 
a.f. choke coils, and other magnetic devices. Eddy 
currents are useful as the source of heat in induction 
furnaces. 
effective height -(I) The true electrical height of an 
antenna corresponding to a "perfect" antenna that 
will produce the same field strength. (2) The virtual 
height of an ionized layer of the ionosphere. 
efficiency -The ratio of energy output to energy input, 
usually expressed as a percentage. A perfect electri- 
cal device would have an efficiency of 100 %. 
electrical bandspread -The use of a small variable 
capacitor in parallel or series with the tuning capaci- 
tor in a receiver. Used to spread the normally 
crowded stations over a greater linear range of a 
dial, and thereby obtain more accurate and easier 
tuning. 
electric eye-A photoelectric circuit. A cell or vacuum 
tube having electrical properties which are modified 
by the action of light, e.g., one that uses photoelectric 
effect to produce an electrical current. 
electrolytic capacitor -A fixed capacitor in which tae 
dielectric is a thin film of gas formed on the surface 
of an aluminum electrode by a liquid or paste 
electrolyte. 
electrolytic rectifier -A rectifier consisting of metal 
electrodes immersed in a suitable solution permitting 
the passage of current in one direction more readily 
than the other. 
electromagnetic spectrum -Total range of frequencies 
of electromagnetic waves. 

Type of Wave Wavelength 
Radio Above 1000 km. to below .1 cm. 
Infrared (heat rays) 
Visible light 
Ultraviolet 
X -rays 
Gamma rays 
Cosmic rays 

.03 cm. to .000076 cm. 

.000076 cm. to .000040 cm. 

.000040 cm. to .0000013 cm. 
10-6 cm. to 10-6 cm. 
10-6 cm. to 5x10-13 cm. 
10-11 cm. to 10-12 cm. 

electron -coupled oscillator -An oscillator circuit em- 
ploying a screen -grid tube so connected that its input 
and output are internally connected by the stream of 
electrons from the cathode. 
electron emission -The ejection of electrons from the 
surface of a material into surrounding space under 
the influence of heat, light, high voltage, or any 
other cause. 
electron gun -Tube electrodes designed for the pro- 
duction of a narrow beam of electrons intended for 
use in fluorescent screen or microwave tubes. A 
common type of gun used in cathode -ray tubes con- 
sists of a cathode and three concentric end -to-end 
cylinders called the grid and first and second anodes. 
Grid and first anode contain washerlike discs which 
restrict the beam. Potentials are adjusted to focus the 
electron stream. 
electronic bug -A code transmitting key employing 
electronic circuits for automatically producing both 
dots and dashes. Movement of its operating lever to 
the left produces any required number of dashes; 
movement of the lever to the right produces any re- 
quired number of dots. 
electronics -A broad term used to cover a field which 
deals with the use, characteristics, and properties of 
electrons, especially in vacuum or gas -filled tubes. 
For example, radio, TV, radar, control circuits, etc. 
electrostatic- Pertaining to electricity at rest. 
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electrostatic focusing -Use of an electric field to 
focus an electron beam in a cathode -ray tube. 
electrostatic shield -A grounded metal screen, sheet, 
or object placed around or near a radio device to 
prevent the action of any electric field through the 
shield. 
emission types -The classification of modes of radio 
transmission, as adopted by international agreement. 
Type A 0- unmodulated, unkeyed, continuous wave 
transmission. Type A 1- telegraphy on pure continu- 
ous waves. Type A 2- modulated telegraphy. Type 
A 3- telephony. Type A 4- facsimile. Type A 5 -tele- 
vision. . 

equivalent circuit -An electrical circuit used in 

analyzing the function of electronic devices such as 
vacuum tubes, crystal cartridges, etc. The circuit is 

made up of series and parallel capacitors, inductors 
and resistors that are equivalent to the internal ca- 
pacitance, inductance and resistance of the device 
under study. 
exponential horn -A horn whose cross -sectional area 
varies exponentially with its length. It is an im- 

pedance- matching device between the diaphragm 
and free space. Has a low- frequency cutoff value 
dependent on the taper. 
extended play record -A 7 -inch, 45 -rpm record, with 
microgrooves spaced closer together, to provide up to 

8 minutes of playing time per side, compared to 3 

minutes per side with conventional 45 -rpm micro- 
groove records. Abbreviated EP. 

facsimile -A system of communication in which pre- 
viously reproduced images such as photographs, 
drawings, handwriting or printed matter are trans- 
mitted for graphically recorded reception. 

farad -Unit of capacitance. In the practical system 
of units, the farad is too large for ordinary use, and 
capacity measurements are made in terms of micro - 
farads and micromicrofarads. The microfarad is one - 
millionth of a farad, the micromicrofarad is one- 
millionth of a microfarad. Both are commonly used in 
radio. 
ferrite -An iron compound in which the iron is bi- 
valent, and which contains a small percentage of 
carbon. An excellent conductor of electricity. Used in 
transformers. 

fidelity -The degree of exactness with which a sys- 
tem or portion of a system reproduces an input 
signal. 
field intensity -In radio, it is the effective value in 
microvolts or millivolts per meter, produced by radio 
waves from a particular station. Syn.: field strength. 

field strength meter -A measuring instrument used to 

determine the strength of radiated energy (field 
strength) from a radio transmitter. Field strength 
meters are usually portable to permit making meas- 
urements at any desired location. Widely used to 

determine the directional characteristics of broadcast 
transmitting antennas and to determine the possibil- 
ity of television reception at various distances from 
the transmitter. 

filament -The wire through which current is sent in a 
vacuum tube to produce the heat required for electron 
emission. 
filter capacitor -A capacitor used in a power -pack 
filter system to provide a low- reactance path for al- 
ternating currents, 
filter choke -An iron -core coil used in a power -pack 
filter system to pass direct current while offering high 
impedance to pulsating or alternating currents. 

flock- Finely divided felt used on phonograph turn- 
table surfaces, underneath microphone stands, and in 
similar locations where a nonscratching surface is 

desired. 
fluorescent screen -A sheet of suitable material coated 
with a phosphor that fluoresces visibly when hit by 
an electron beam, x -rays, or radium rays. Used in 
electron beam tubes. 
flywheel effect -The effect of the resonant circuit in 
a class C oscillator or feedback amplifier. Although 
the grid controls the input energy in pulses as in 
the cylinder explosions of a gasoline engine or the 
escapement mechanism of a clock, the resonant cir- 
cuit maintains continuous operation as does the fly- 

wheel of the engine or the pendulum d the clock. 

folded dipole -A receiving or transmitting antenna 
composed of two parallel dipoles, connected together 
at the ends and with connections to the receiver or 
transmitter made at the center of one of the dipoles. 

frequency -The number of complete cycles or vibra- 
tions per unit of time, usually per second. Frequency 
of a wave is equal to the velocity divided by the 
wavelength. 
frequency deviation -In frequency modulation, the 
number of cycles by which the modulated carrier fre- 
quency differs from the resting frequency. 

frequency modulation -A method of modulating a 
carrier frequency by causing the frequency to vary 
above and below the monomodulation value in ac- 
cordance with the sound to be transmitted. The amount 
of deviation in frequency above and below the rest- 
ing frequency is at each instant proportional to the 
amplitude of the sound being transmitted. The num- 
ber of complete deviations per second above and be- 
low the resting frequency corresponds at each in- 
stant to the frequency of the sound being transmitted. 
Advantages of this system include almost complete 
freedom from atmospheric and man -made interfer- 
ence, as well , as little or no interference between 
stations, thereby permitting the transmission of a 
much greater volume range and a wider audio -fre- 
quency range than is possible with amplitude modu- 
lation. One disadvantage is the necessity of em- 
ploying ultra -high carrier frequencies, at which the 
range of a station is limited to approximately 100 

miles. 

frequency response -A rating or graph which ex- 
presses the manner in which a circuit or device han- 
dles the different frequencies falling within its oper- 
ating range. Thus, the frequency response of the 
Knight high -fidelity amplifier may be specified as 
being essentially flat or uniform between 20 and 20,- 
000 cycles per second. 

fringe area -An area or locality at such a distance 
from the transmitting station that the signals received 
are weak. 
front -to -back ratio -The ratio of the effectiveness of 
a directional antenna, microphone or loudspeaker 
toward the front and toward the rear. 
fundamental -The lowest frequency component of a 
complex vibration, sound, tone, or electrical signal. 
gang capacitor -Two or more variable capacitors 
mounted mechanically so they can be simultaneously 
turned by a single shaft. 
gaseous rectifier -A gas -filled rectifier which may 
have a hot cathode, a mercury pool or a cold cathode. 
gassy tube -High- vacuum or other tube in which a 
leak has developed, admitting air. A "soft" tube. 

(To be continued next month) 
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UNIVERSAL TV FAMOUS FOR 24 YEARS 

1,000's OF SUCCESSFUL GRADS COAST TO COAST 
Easy, quick, foscinating. Learn TELEVISION in 36 short 
weeks of enjoyable companionship in shop froining. 
Wonderful job opportunities. Graduates have choice 
of many jobs or can establish their own TV repair shop. 
YOU CAN START EARNING AS MUCH AS $150 PER 

WEEK. NO Sniff es time goes on. U.T 5. is on old established' school 
(TV exclusive for 24 years) staffed by expert instrudorc headed by one el 
America's first TV broadcasters. Costa so little to pre- WRITE FOR 
pore yourself for life. No previous experience needed. - 
Fully approved for Korean Veterans. Also fully ap- 
proved course in color TV (In in U. S) Send coupon 
now for FREE BOOK on TV and Electronics opportunities. 

1 -- -FILL OUT COUPON-- - 
I UNIVERSAL TV SCHOOL 

1220E Admiral Boulevard, K C ty, MI 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION FREE. Age_ 
Name 

City State 
Check here if Korean Veteran 

j `AUDIO AMPLIFIER' -s PRINTED 
i CIRCUIT 
P A \'() 

PANEL V 

KIT 

,te --- ,- 
" 
P it l::is 'I 

íuUJ :. I 1-77,.. 

NOW! A PRINTED CIRCUIT AND PANEL KIT. Not the conductive coating 
i ven, but reel copper metal laminated to both sides of e k" bakelite sheet - the uni- 
,ereel type of the electoral and electronic industry. Replace unsightly unite, even 
yrst factory models, with neat printed, etched copper circuits and panels. No more 
"home- made" appearing panels -since you also print it professionally. Complete il- 
lustrated instructions explain in detail how to make even one amplifier, transmitter. 
etc., lower in cost, higher in quality, smaller in sine. lighter in weight, nearer in appear. 
once, more reliable and almost void of maintenance 1/16" wide "wire" can easily 
carry 10 amps 

One kit to satisfy all -from hobbyist to product designer. basement workshop to 
research laboratory. 

Kit includes 1 sq. foot (two 6" e 12" sheets) of etching materiel. etching com- 
pound, printing supplies, terminals, tube rockets. hardware, par, -lut and Instructions. 

Complete Kit 114.75, postpaid in U.S.A. Send check or money order. 

TRIPP SPECIALTY COMPANY BOX 314 SKOKIE. ILLINOIS 

REPAIR TV PICTURE TUBES 
WITHOUT COSTLY EQUIPMENT 

Give new life fo old or defective tubes. 
Remove shorts. Restore emission and 
brightness. Months of extra service. 

Complete instructions ONLY $1 
Order now 

TELEPARTS CO., DEPT. C 

P. O. Box 74, Providence 5, R. I. 

GET INTO ELECTRONICS 
You an enter this uncrowded, Interesting field. Defense expan- 
sion, new developments demand trained specialists. Study all 
phases radio & electronics theory and practice; TV; FM' broad- 
casting; servicing; aviation, rine, police radio. 1{I -month 
course. Graduates in demand by major mpaniee H. S. or 
equivalent required. Begin Jan., March, June, Sept. Campus 
life. Write for Catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. PE Valparaiso, Indiana 

c7MOUNT BI' 
TAN SKINS, MAKE UP FURS 
Be a Taxidermist. We teach you at Home. Mount 
Birds Animals, 

pp 

Pets, common specimens. Save 

Meke genesi é k;ie LEATHER. t n and makeoy 
furs for time profit. INVESTIGATE 10060 
FREE eBOOK 49 pages -tens an about ft. 
lI'r Now Free. ;enJ 

Hunters. get your copy. 
d. State your AGE. 

N. W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, Dept, 6410, Omaha, Nebr. 
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Field Strength Meter for R/C 
(Continued from page 50) 

drilled will fit the components to be used, 
since some of these vary in size. The meter 
hole may be sawed out with a coping or 
jig saw and should provide a snug fit. 

Mount the switch, potentiometer, air 
trimmer, and meter on the panel. All other 
components are mounted on their own 
leads by soldering to the nearest mounted 
component. Wiring in this manner is rapid, 
and since the parts are light and the fin- 
ished unit will not be subject to vibration, 
more than adequate. 

The battery holder is made from M6" 
aluminum or other metal. Batteries of pen 
cell size are soldered right into the cir- 
cuit. Because of the low drain of this unit, 
infrequent replacement is necessary. 

Adjustments 
After double -checking the schematic dia- 

gram to ascertain that all connections have 
been made correctly, make sure the po- 
tentiometer is in the maximum resistance 
position and turn on the switch. The meter 
needle should swing over just a fraction 
of a milliampere. This indicates that the 
transistor is working. The meter may be 
readjusted to zero if desired by means of 
the zeroing adjustment, although the slight 
drain will not be found to be objectionable 
in most instances. 

Next, connect the antenna to the in- 
strument and set the meter ten feet or so 
away from the transmitter. While some- 
one else keys the transmitter, tune the air 
trimmer Cl to obtain the greatest needle 
swing. With the potentiometer in full re- 
sistance position, this will be quite small. 
Advance the potentiometer to obtain the 
deflection desired. 

In practice, the field strength meter 
should be set the same distance away and 
in the same position for subsequent checks. 
If initial readings are taken with the in- 
strument on a car hood, for example, 
future readings should also be taken in 
the same position at the same distance. 
The field strength meter will give a higher 
reading when placed on a metal surface 
than when hand -held. 

Having this sensitive instrument at the 
test spot allows the R/C fan to make the 
fine transmitter touch -ups necessary for top 
control. He can try different crystals and 
tubes, changing antenna -coil coupling, an- 
tenna length, and tuning, and so on. When 
the meter's needle swings over the great- 
est distance consistently, the transmitter is 
putting its r.f. into the air, and there 
should be no flyaways due to an improperly 
tuned transmitter. 
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ALMO PRESENTS ANOTHER FIRST 

axa sel ow cr ovwi,resR 

SENSA 
NA 

Uî 

FINDER 
VALUE 

EL- TRONICS URA FINDER ... Now for the First time ^ 
a quality pocket -size geiger counter with a hearing -aid 
type earpiece. Use this ti ny, l ight- weight geiger counter 
while enjoying outdoor activities. Ura Finder in its 
genuine cowhide case clips to your belt while radiation 
signals are heard through earpiece. Indicates increases 
of radiation over normal background making it possible 
to determine the radioactivity of uranium ores, pitch- 
blende, etc. Includes earpiece, radioactive sample for 
testing, 135 page book "Prospecting for Uranium," 
published by the Atomic Energy Commission and com- 
plete with instructions. 

ORDER NOW -NINE LOCATIONS TO SERVE, YOU 
COME IN, WRITE OR CALL WA 2 -5153 

RADIO CO. 
509 ARCH ST., PHILA., PA. 

BRANCHES: CAMDEN, N.1., ATLANTIC CITY, N.1., 
NORRISTOWN, PA., WILMINGTON, DEL, SALISBURY, MD. 

tells you how to make 

CHASSIS - BRACKETS 
CHANNELS - BOXES 
with the A.B. Parker 

sheet metal folding machine 
Write for your free copy plus our catalog of unusual tools - 

shears, riveters, notchers, punches. Ask for Catalog 23. 

Telvac -1412 Great Northern Bldg.- Chicago 4, ILL. 

04w fled 
RATE: 50c per word- minimum 10 words 

FOR SALE 
DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00. Television $2.00. 
Give: make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE, 
Hartford 1, Conn. 
DIAGRAMS: Counters, Timers, Organs, Intercoms, 
etc., $1.00 each. List Free. Parks, 104 -A S. E. 57th, 
Portland 15, Oregon. 
DECADE Capacitor, 0 -10 M.F.D., in 1 M.F.D. steps. 
High quality 400 V.D.C. working voltage paper capaci- 
tors; Tol. 10%, in gray Hammertone aluminum case. 
Use to extend range of present capacitor decades to 
10 M.F.D., in Loudspeaker dividing networks, in Labs., 
by experimenters, hams and servicemen. $9.95 post- 
paid. High Fidelity Products, Box 131, Owensboro, 
Kentucky. 
BUILD Pocket Radios, 5 selected plans 50c. Cook, 422 
Shandon, Midland, Texas. 
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Super 
Powe,ftil All Channel TV RECEPTION Y. IN ALL DIRECTIONS 

Rocket DIRECTRONIC 
MOTORLESS TV ANTENNA 

360° Electronically Switched Beam 
No Motors No Ghosts 
No Roof Orien. Flick of Switch 

cation Clears Picture 
No Electric Power Instantly 

ln the city or In an ultra -fringe area. 
the Directronic will outperform 
ordinary antennas. Only the Motor - 
less 380° Directronic TV Antenna 
offers "around the compass" recep- 
tion WITHOUT Rotors. Clarity of pic- 
ture will amaze, it's so bright, so 
sharply defined. AX -599 Service- 
man's Array" contains HI -Pac molded 

AX -599 insulator of extremely high tensile 
Direetronie strength. 18 hl- tensile aluminum 

516.96 alloy elements, 1 set connecting 
you pay stubs (3). Universal U- Clamps for 
postage masts to 11/2 Directronic Beam 

Selector. 75' Tri -X Cable. 
25% depo NAT 

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS OP CLEVELAND 
guarantee. 

LAND 
6605 EUCLID AVE. DePt. PE -10 CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

Shrinks Hemorrhoids 
New Way Without Surgery 

Science Finds Healing Substance That 
Relieves Pain -Shrinks Hemorrhoids 

For the first time science has found a 
new healing substance with the astonishing 
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve 
pain - without surgery. 

In case after case, while gently relieving 
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took 
place. 

Most amazing of all - results were so 
thorough that sufferers made astonishing 
statements like "Piles have ceased to be a 
problem!" 

The secret is a new healing substance 
(Bio- Dynes)- discovery of a world- famous 
research institute. 

This substance is now available in sup- 
pository or ointment form under the name 
Preparation H.6 Ask for it at all drug count- 
ers -money back guarantee. saes- U. s. Pat. Off. 

WALKIE- TALKIE 
Builds eel wireless portable radiophone for the 2 meter amateur bend 
with fhe following precision components. Factory wired and faded 
transceiver chassis complete with special dual tube $6.50. UTC "ounce`" 
mike transformer S .SS. High output carbon mike $1.49. Super Alnico 
headphone $1.25. 2" x 5" o 9" aluminum case $2.00. Wiring diagram $.50. 
Uses standard batteries available at your local radio store. Pleas include 
1% for postage. COD'. require $1.00 deposit. 

SPRINGFIELD ENTERPRISES 
um 144 Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y. 

HAVE Fun experimenting with transistor receivers, 
amplifiers, and oscillators. All operate off flashlight 
batteries. Guaranteed CK722 transistor and circuit 
diagtams, $3.20 postpaid. J. P. Elliott, 401 Roosevelt 
Ave., Montebello, Calif. 
GOLD plated microphone buttons, four for $1.00. 
Hundred insulated carbon resistors $1.00. Earphone 
$1.00. All Postpaid. Electronic Outlet. Box 72, 
Lawrence, Mass. 
SCHEMATICS, Simple Instructions, Capacitor, Tube, 
Signal Checkers, Amplifiers, Transistor Receivers, 
Others. $1.00 Complete Booklet. Surge Designs, Sy- 
osset, L. I. 
COLOR TV -Simple new Colordaptor circuit converts 
any BW TV to receive compatible color using color 
wheel. Complete construction information $2.50. Col - 
ordaptor, 3471 Ramona, Palo Alto, California. 
SUPERSENSITIVE VHF radio receives television, FM 
broadcast, special services and amateurs without an- 
tenna or ground. Factory wired and tested chassis 
including special tube $5.98. In kit form $3.98. Thou- 
sands in use by experimenters, amateurs, civil de- 
fense. Transistor audio stage complete with transis- 
tor for extra loud reception only $2.00 extra. Spring- 
field Enterprises, Box 54 -E10, Springfield Gardens 13, 
New York. 
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WALKIE- Talkie. Build wireless portable radiophone 
for less than $10.00. Plans for variable frequency and 
crystal control types, only 50c for both. Springfield 
Enterprises, Box 54E10, Springfield Gardens 13, New 
York. 
ELECTRIC Pencil: Engraves all Metals, $1.50. Beyer 
Mfg., 10511 -P Springfield, Chicago 43. 
FIDELITY Unlimited: Authorized Distributors of 
High Fidelity Components. Shipments Prepaid and 
Insured. Specials: New Collaro RC -54 with Mounting 
Board, 45 spindle, dual Blank Heads, $38.75: Acces- 
sories: RPX -050, dual sapphires, $6.50. Diamond and 
sapphire Stylus, $10.75. Write Us Your Hi -Fi Require- 
ments. Free Audio Guide, Complete Stock Fidelity 
Unlimited. 63 -03 -39th Ave., Woodside 77, New York. 
Dept. PE. 
BUILD crystal, match box, and one tube radios. Plans 
50c. Radio kit $1.99. Don Smith, Fruitland Park, 
Florida. 
BEGINNERS' "Radiobuilder" 25c; 12 $2.50. Labora- 
tories, 328 -L Fuller, Redwood City, Calif. 

WANTED 
CYLINDER and old disc phonographs. Edison Con- 
cert, Balmoral, Conqueror, Opera, and Oratorio mod- 
els. Berliner Gramophones and Zono -o- phones, Co- 
lumbia disc and cylinder Graphophones. Bettini 
micro- reproducer. Want old catalogues and litera- 
ture on early phonos prior to 1919. Will pay cash or 
trade late hi -fi components. Popular Electronics 
Box 50. 

HELP WANTED 
EARN to $1500 Monthly. Jobs, South America, The 
Islands, USA, etc. All Trades. Labor. Drivers, Clerical, 
etc. Fare Paid. Application Forms. Free Information. 
Write Dept. 72E, National Employment Information, 
1020 Broad, Newark, N. J. 
RUN spare -time Greeting Card and Gift Shop at 
home. Show friends samples of our new 1955 Christ- 
mas and All- Occasion Greeting Cards and Gifts. Take 
their orders and earn to 100% profit. No experience 
necessary. Costs nothing to try. Write today for 
samples on approval. Regal Greetings, Dept. 77, 
Ferndale, Michigan. 
EARN Extra Money Selling Advertising Book Matches. 
Free Sample Kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. EZ -2, 
Chicago 32, Illinois. 
EXTRA Cash Spare Time! Sell exclusive magic cush- 
ion shoes. 133 styles. No investment. No experience, 
Steady repeats. Commissions to $4.00 pair, plus bonus, 
paid vacations. Free outfit. Paragon Shoes, 79 -E Sud- 
bury, Boston. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global 
Marketing Service, 1404 Mitchell, Oakland 1, Calif. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
BECOME Tax Consultant. Our students earn to $3,000 
in 3 -month season, part -time. We train you -help 
you start. State approved. Union Institute, 68 Hud- 
son, Hoboken 3C, New Jersey. 
TO $50.00 Weekly. Sparetime, Home Operated Mail - order Business. Successful "Beginner's" Plan. Every- thing Supplied. Lynn, 10420 -E National, Los Angeles 
34. 
FREE Booklet "Money -Making Facts" tells mechan- 
ically- inclined men how to start sparetime business at home. Lee Foley Company, Columbia Heights, 
Minnesota. 
WANT To Make Big Money At Home? $5 profit in an hour possible with Invisible Reweaving. Make tears, 
holes disappear from clothing, fabrics. Steady year - round demand from cleaners, laundries, homes. De- 
tails Free. Fabricon, 8341 -S Prairie, Chicago 19, Ill. 
$200 weekly cleaning Venetian Blinds. Free- revealing 
book. Burtt, 2434 BU, Wichita 13, Kansas. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
TAPE Recorders, accessories. Best buys. Boynton 
Studio, 10 PE Pennsylvania, Yonkers, New York. 
RECORDERS and tapes at lowest prices. Kerstin, 215 
E. 88, N. Y. C. 28. 
TAPE Recorders, Tapes, Accessories. Unusual values. 
Dressner, Box 66E, Peter Stuyvesant Station, N. Y. 9. 
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INSTRUCTION 
PHYSICAL Therapy and Massage Pays Big Profits. 
Learn at Home. Free Catalog. National Institute, 
Desk 36, 159 East Ontario, Chicago 11. 
SLIDE Rule easy to learn methods. Write for Par- 
ticulars, L. J. Klersey, 1510 C. Street SW, Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa. 

BOOKS 
NATIONAL Geographic Magazines 1888 -1955. Peri- 
odical Service. Box 465 -PE, Wilmington, Delaware. 
CRYSTAL Set Book. 132 Illustrations, Charts, Cir- 
cuits. Over 18,000 Words. Refund Guarantee. $1.00. 
Kott, 5024 St. Clair, Detroit 13, Michigan. 
FREE Booklet "Forming Sheet Metal." Also catalog 
unusual bench tools. Telvac, 1412 -C Great Northern 
Bldg., Chicago 4, Ill. 

MINERALS & PROSPECTING 
24x36 MAP Uranium And 011 Areas Canada. $2. 
Mineral Surveys, 3 Trading Co. Building, Regina, 
Saskatchewan, Canada. 
GEIGER Counter an Mineral Locators, Assembled 
and Kits. Free Geological Advice: Write for Details. 
Frontier Instruments, Box 276, Annandale 1, Virginia. 
GEIGER Counter and Metal Detector Kits. Inexpen- 
sive. Educational. Free Literature. Electronic Appli- 
cations, Dept. B, 5024 Lee Highway, Arlington 7, Va. 
GEIGER Counters -Metal Detectors, The World's Most 
Complete Line. $37.50 up. Detectron Corp., 5530 Vine- 
land, North Hollywood, California. 

STAMPS AND COINS 
FREE! Catalog! About stamps. Illustrated. Freel The 
Stampmart, Hartford 1, Conn. 

ARTS AND CRAFTS 
FREE! Leathercraft Catalog. Do- It- Yourself! Tandy 
Leather, Box 397 C -4, Tulsa, Okla. 

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN 
WANT To Make Big Money At Home? $5 profit in an 
hour possible with Invisible Reweaving. Make tears, 
holes disappear from clothing, fabrics. Steady year - 
round demand from cleaners, laundries, homes. De- 
tails Free. Fabricon, 8343 -S Prairie, Chicago 19, III. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
500 Name address gummed labels $1.00, 350 Station- 
ery and envelopes beautifully imprinted $2.98 Post- 
paid. Vazcar Specialties, 381 Bartolome Las Casas, 
Santurce, P. R. 
BECOME a Radio Amateur. Free Information on 
how to pass Code and Theory FCC examinations. 
American , Electronics, 1203 E. Bryant Ave., New York 
59, N. Y. 
HOW To live without money. Write -Cosmic, Clayton 
2B, Ga. 
POWER. Like Yoga- hypnotism- telepathy -psychology - 
combined." (Details -10c.) Delmar Wisdom, 833 -58 
Sunnyside, Chicago 40. 
FREE Condenser & Resistor Code Chart! Get yours 
now Plus new value -packed catalogue! K. & L. Radio 
Parts Co., 1406 Venice Blvd.; Los Angeles 6, California. 
TUBES -TV, Radio, Transmitting, special purpose 
types - Bought, Sold, Exchanged. Send details to B. N. 
Gensler W2LNI, 512 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
IMPORTERS' amazing prices binoculars, 22 models. 
Free trial. Folder, "Selecting Binoculars ", catalog 
free. Prentiss Importers, 212 Mercury Bldg., West Los 
Angeles 25, Calif. 
ADULTS -What is your "I.Q. "? Reliable intelligence 
test, confidential report. Only $2.00. Recognized. 
University Test Bureau, Desk P2, Box 401, Palo Alto, 
California. 
CRYSTAL Photocells, extremely sensitive type CL-1. 
$2.50 Postpaid. Horton, 267 W. Eleventh Street, New 
York City 14. 
NO luck finding a book publisher? Write for free 
booklet -EL. Vantage, 120 W. 31, New York. 
PSORIASIS Victims -Hopeless? New Discovery! Free 
Trial Offer. Write Pixacol, Box 3583 -PE, Cleveland 18, 
Ohio. 
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Please Specify the Kits You Want 

BUTTERFLY CONDENSERS 

YOUR 
CHOICE 

Brand New Ship. Wt. 60-Ibs. 

val550.00 
115 

ue) T 

less Case 

From BC 375 TRANS 
YOUR CHOICE o 
TU 26E, TU 88. or 
TU 108 Wt 12 lbs. 

TYPE A 41/e" Dia. 

rrn a- toe.Y 30 HC- 

rr:r é eaó. tóoo sse 
U... 3eeAr,rbe 

TY.I <-300 IeOU r.< 
Cuv let xraiw, 

tY [0-133-Je3M( 

Thane units make 
the finest tuners 
fer Ultrohigh 
fr000000y stun.- 
mitten, receivers, 
frequency meters, 

d anillators. 

$29.95 
ELECTRONIC PHOTO FLASH 100 watt SEC. 

Operates on auto battery er any 6/12 or 
12/24 VDC source. Complete with ignition 
coil, trigger, housing and strobe light. 

Assembly includes 20 ft. cord, SYL- 
VANIA A -1073 200 watts bulb. 

(Similar to Sylo. 4330). Extra 
Parts Kit, Spare 1073. 

FUSES, VIBRATOR 
Instruction Manual 

TYPE D 
2A" 

MODULATION 
and DRIVER 

TRANSFORMERS 

Bath Units Only 

Modulhers 
cln IS 

495 A 82. 
Watt Driver, 
611112 to Brand 
Modulator. New 

I SOUND POWERED 
HEAD d CHEST SETS 

Excellent, Used, only 

$495 
set per 

2 SETS For $8.50 
Ideal tot TV Installa 
lion, Field Telephone., 
Home Installations. At 
to Boy Scouts & C1,i1 
Patrol Works up to 10. 
mi with Aux Boners. 

1 KW ANT. CHANGE- 

OVER no VAC RELAY 

60 Cycle 
IS Amp $995 

2500 Volt 
DP DT. 

TWAVUL; 

E 

METER RECTIFIER 
For use with 

954 0.1 MA Meth Y 

CHOKE ( 
2.5 M.H. 

294 123 MA. ¡ 

HI GAIN DYNAMIC 
MIKE KIT 

u... uro. steestarmer end Western 
EI.ctrle Mike. Ideal 
for Hams. PA. CAP, $ 
Recordings, Mobile 5 
Esula. _50 DB e0. 111 

7500 CPA. Dlenrem Furnished 

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL 

n/' LL' l' 
' 954 

C` 
eYe 

suAsM 
PCO 

So0d ôreleator 
useful For open- 

ing garage doors and 
Alarm Systems 

KIT 1. HARDWARE 

ÌNe. eys 1 

ÌtaDrÖ TV 
HAnowsna. ws. sses 

KIT 2. CERAMICONS 
a> .. $250 

s 
á.000 mmra 

was 1.2.50 

KIt 3. Volume Controls 

$215 Some 
dch. was e4.15 

A// New MYSTERY PACI(AGE 
E /9 of ELECTRONIC PARTS - - -- It's the surprise of your I. / Worth 

Price life) 
new 

Pounds of 
bra nd new usable s Gout of 
ury ideal gift /$395 our home, etc. 

We new skip parcel pest to 

0 52 Ibs 
t Ire rte RHe mensy! 

VARIABLE TRANSFORMER 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
YOUR CHOICE 

100 MMFD- 
Deuble Spaced 

31/x" W x VA" 
H. Hammarlund 
Mfg. 

TYPE 8 

`c \a Ceramic Type 

PHONOGRAPH CRYSTAL 

MMc 
e 

J 

y 
V6 o 

es te Ceramic Type e 

put. P o k i r 0 Only Nee tlte. 50 10 11.000 
cycle free. Re 

Sóenci:t 
Hl Fl. TS (a 

UERSHELi.oi0-c o 

duos. Roo!Uß 
\ U.T.C. 

ARC -5 
COMMAND 

TRANSMITTER 
YOUR CHOICE 

IGNITION COILS 

PRI. 3VDC. Ideal $129 
for Photo flash, 
Model planes, ,sec. se.000voI 

KU 4. Rotary Switches 
5s ssoe7o 

A:7I ssal $250 
Was e.75 

KIT 5. RESISTORS 
vases. 

0 
ASSORTED 

$75 ss m 
w. 

te 
e w,ñ °.. s sise 

KIT 6. R.F. CHOKES 
ae sa. n. 

mAss0e7h: er i5 5 mh. 
as sa.ee 

MPWY&WWW\\\\\\\ 
KIT 7. TOGGLE A SEIDE 

SWITCHES 

6717:1;17; 
$325 

was Sass 

KIT B. PAPER CAN 
CONDENSERS 

x:- ASSORTED. 215 
a$ éó1 

se 

\\\\\ 

RCA OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

$195 

P.P.616 5 

25 watt 

PRI 5000 Ohms 
output. Sec. r1 
500 Ohms. Sec. 
G2 600 Ohms 
Sidetone IS ro 
15,000 cy. na, 

GUN CAMERA 
MOTOR 

2.1ía3 MC. 

in 
New 

Cartons. 
with tubes. 

HOTTEST BUT IN THE COUNTRY 

954 
Brand New 

Used in Gun Camera 
24 VDC. Will run on 
110 VAC. 

TUBE SPECIALS 
955, 957, 9004, PRICE 

9006 ........... S .35 
9001 .. 59 
9002 .... .69 
807 ....... 1.00 
2051 . .. 50 
1625 25 

5249 GRAND RIVER 

Detroit 8, Michigan 
Phone TYler 8 -9400 

TERMS: Cash with order r or ZS i DOWN- BALANCE C.OD ALI. PRICES NET F.O.B. DETROIT MINIMUM ORDER $2.00 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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IPrepare for a Good Paying Job -Or Your Own Business 
Learn PtACTICAL RAD10 -TV 

with G; %]ÚN 
of equipment I sena yap while 
you train with me .. For valuable 

p ben y. perlent.. . 

I Will Train You at Home in 

iIADIO -TELEVISION 
on Liberal No Obligation Plan!" 

17 to24., 

PICTURE 
TUBE 

E `?=- 'irayberry Tra 
int Tetevisü9-, receive 
built and lester in sectio 

I now offer (his fine mod 
oscillosco20. 

Y01 built this powerfu 
Band superhet radio r 
ceirer. 

New Equipment! New Lessons! Enlarged 

Course! The true facts are yours in my 

big new catalog ... TOURS FREE .. . 

JUST MAIL COUPON! 

I can train and prepare you in as little as 
10 months to step into the big opportunity 
Radio-Television service field. Train without 
signing a binding contract ... without obli- 
gating yourself to pay any regular monthly 
amounts. You train entirely at home in spare 
hours . you train as fast or as slowly as 
you wish. You'll have your choice of THREE SPRAYBERRY TRAINING 
PLANS ... planned for both beginners as well as the more experienced 
man. Get the true facts about the finest most modern Radio -Training avail- 
able today ... just mail the coupon for my big new 56 page fact-filled 
catalog plus sample lesson -both FREE. 

Frank L. Sprayterry 
President, Sprayberry 
Academy of Radio 

Troia the Practical Way -with Actual Radio- Television Equipment 

My students do better because I train both the mind and the hands. Sprayberry 
Training is offered in 25 individual training units, each includes a practice giving 
kit of parts and equipment ... all yours to keep. You will gain priceless practical 
experience building the specially engineered Sprayberry Television Training Re- 
ceiver, Two -Band Radio Set, Signal Generator, Audio Tester and the new Spray- 
berry 18 range Multi- Tester, plus other test units. You will have a complete set 
of Radio -TV test equipment to start your own shop. My lessens are regularly 
revised and every important new development is covered. My students are com- 
pletely trained Radio -Television Service Technicians. 

See for Yourself ...Make Your Own Decision 

...Mail Coupon Today! 

The coupon below brings you my big new catalog plus 
an actual sample Sprayberry Lesson. I invite you to read 
the facts ... to see that I actually illustrate. every item 
I include in my training. With the facts in your hands, 
you will be able to decide. No salesman will call on yore. 

The coupon places you under no obligation. Mail it now, 
today, and get ready for your place in Radio- Television. 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
111 North Canal Street, Dept. 105 -D, Chicago 6, Illinois 

on For Free Facts and Sample lesson 

NEWEST 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Your training 
covers U H F, Colter 

Television, F M, 
Oscilloscope 

Servicing, High 
Fidelity Sound 

and Transistors. 

e new 
Spray b' ' st ... 18-range 

Ihlt-Ohm-M Ilismneter eadings. 

HOW nh HAn ft M(I ,q 

Radro'lelevision 

tRAtNtItGPiÀN 

In addition to modem lessen training, I also give you 
plenty of home promo on actual Rodia- Television 
quipmens ... you wil builid and use the units shown 
here plus many more. All this equipment is yours to 
keep... keep everything you need to set up year shop. 

SPRAYRERRY ACADEMY Of RADIO 
Dept. 105 -D, 111 N. Canal St., Chicago h, Ilf. 
Please rush oll information an your All -NEW Rodio4e-le- 
vision Training Plan I understand this does not obligate me 
and that no salesman will cell upon me. Innlude New Cata- 
log and Sample Lesson FREE. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
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MODEL S -38D 
$49.95 

COVERAGE: Standard Broadcast from 540 -1650 kc plus 
international reception on 3 Short -Wave Bands covering 1650 

kc -32 Mc. 

The radioman's idea of radio ... This famous Hallicrafters' 
radio, new with smart new styling, amazes even the experts 
with its superior performance. Featuring the same skillful 
engineering found in much higher priced communications sets 

make the S -38D ideal for the Short -Wave listener or new 

radio amateur. 

MODEL S -94 or S -95 

$59.95 

COVERAGE: S -94: 30 -50 Mc- -S -95: 152 -173 Mc 

For the thrill of emergency radio - Police, Fire ... Two new 

high performance receivers replacing the popular Hallicrafters 
S -81 and S -82. Compact, easy -to- operate and covers police, fire, 
taxicab, bus, railroad, private telephone mobile, forestry and 

other industrial and emergency -service communications operat- 
ing within models' frequencies. Newly engineered FM chassis 

provides low frequency drift and high signal -to -noise ratio. 

for hams novices short wave listeners... 

MODEL S -53A 
$89.95 

COVERAGE: Standard Broadcast from 540 -1630 kc plus four 
Short -Wave bands over 2.5 -31 and 48 -54.5 Mc. 

FEATURES: Large easy -to -read overseas dial with interna- 
tional stations clearly marked. Electrical bandspread and logging 
scale. Five inch built -in PM speaker, jacks for headphones plus 
phonograph jack. Temperature compensated to reduce fading 
due to frequency shift. Two stages of i.f. 

MODEL S -85 or S -86 
$119.95 

COVERAGE: Broadcast band 540 -1680 kc plus three S/W 
bands 1680 kc -34 Mc. 

This newly engineered Hallicrafters receiver has the 10, 11, 

15, 20, 40 and 80 meter amateur bavas calibrated on large easy - 

to -read dial. Over 1000° of calibrated bandspread for better 
selectivity on ham bands. Husky, full sized unit features separate 

bandspread tuning condenser and built -in PM 5' speaker. 

world wide enjoyment 
is yours with allicrafters 

...at everybody's price! 

MODEL SX -96 
$249.95 
Matching R -46B 
Speaker $17.95 

COVERAGE: Standard Broadcast; 538 -1580 kc; Three S/W 
Bands, 1720 kc -34 Mc. Band 1: 538 kc -1580 kc -Band 2: 1720 kc- 

4.9 Mc -Band 3: 4.6 Mc -13 Mc -Band 4: 12 Mc -34 Mc. 

TYPE OF SIGNALS: AM- CW -SSB 

FEATURES: Precision gear drives are used on both main 

tuning and band spread dials. 

Most talked about receiver on the air ... This Hallicrafters 
double conversion selectable side band receiver offers major 

improvements in stability by the addition of temperature com- 

pensation in the high frequency oscillator circuits and the use of 

crystal controlled second conversion oscillators. Hallicrafters 
highly selectable 50 kc i -f system is used in this new precision - 

built receiver. 

MODEL SX -99 
$149.95 
Matching R -46B 
Speaker $17.95 

COVERAGE: Broadcast Band 540 -1680 kc plus three Short - 

Wave Bands covers 1680 kc -34 Mc. Packed with all the features 

most in demand by the DX enthusiast, this model is a real 

stand -out in its price range. The large, very easy to read dial 

features over 1000 degrees of calibrated bandspread through 
the 10, 11, 15, 20, 40 and 80 meter amateur bands. Incorporated 
in the advancad design are such much -wanted components as 

an "S" meter, a separate bandspread tuning condenser, a 

crystal filter and a +r antenna trimmer. Grey -black steel and 

brushed chrome cabinet is perfectly styled for appearance 

and function. 
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